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Case: L:27-cv-07300 Document # 116 Filed: 11/22/48 Page 1 of 1 PagelD 1779

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

_] Trademarks or [7 Patents. ( (] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATEFILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

17cv7300 10/10/2017 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Discover Financial Services, Inc.

 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

L] Amendment L] Answer C] Cross Bill L] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARKNO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Anya Ellis 11/21/2018

Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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Case 1:18-cv-O5696-4KH Document4d Filed O4/26/18 Page 1 of 1

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York on the following

_] Trademarks or [7 Patents. ( (] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATEFILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

1:18 Civ. 3696 4/26/2018 for the Southern District of New York
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

WILLIAM GRECIA JPMORGANCHASE& CO.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

1 8,887,308 11/11/2014 WILLIAM GRECIA 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

L] Amendment L] Answer C] Cross Bill L] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARKNO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK 
Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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Case CASSA-DS2icpRaD)-Daéc Bobi LT/Eseth]IAMS dPadeahellD #: 75

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10} 

Mail Step 8 REPORTON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office | FOULING GR DETERMINATION OF AN

P.O. Box 1458 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1456 TRADEMARK

TO: 
fn Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 ULS.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York on the following 

[_] Trademarks or ff Patents. ( ([} the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.5:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED — LS. DISTRICT COURT
1:15-cv-9210 11/23/2015 for the Southern District of New York

PLAINTIPP DEFENDANT

William Grecia | Visa inc.

PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT ——
TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

i 8,887,308 14/91/2014 William Grecia

2 8,533,860 2/10/2013 Wiliam Grecia

3 8,402 555 3/19/2013 Wiliam Grecia

DATE INCLUDED

[i] Cross Bill [| Other Pleading
PATENTOR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK NO. OR TRADEMARK 
fn the above-—entitied case, the following decision has been rendered or judgement issued:

DECTISIONJUDGEMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE 
Copy 1-—Upon initiation of action, mail this copy te Director Copy 3—-Upon termination of action, mail this copy te Directer
Copy 2--Upen fling document adding patent(s), mail this copy te Director Copy 4-—Case fle copy
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Case: 1:17-cv-07300 Document #5 Filed: 1O/L1/17 Page I of 1 PageiD #72

AO 120 (Rev. 08/10)

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.O. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. § 1116 you are hereby advised that a court action has been

filed in the U.S. District Court Northern District of Illinois on the following

_] Trademarks or [7 Patents. ( (] the patent action involves 35 U.S.C. § 292.):

DOCKET NO. DATEFILED U.S. DISTRICT COURT

17cv7300 10/10/2017 Northern District of Illinois
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

 

William Grecia Discover Financial Services, Inc.

 
In the above—entitled case, the following patent(s)/ trademark(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

L] Amendment L] Answer C] Cross Bill L] Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARKNO. OR TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK 
In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgementissued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Thomas G. Bruton Anya Ellis 10/11/2017

Copy 1—Uponinitiation of action, mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action, mail this copy to Director
Copy 2—Uponfiling document adding patent(s), mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Casefile copy
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Trials@uspto.gov Paper 7
Tel: 571-272-7822 Entered: July 3, 2017

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED,

Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,
Patent Owner.

Case IPR2017-00793
Patent 8,887,308

Before JAMESON LEE, MICHAELW.KIM,and
MICHELLE N. WORMMEESTER,Administrative Patent Judges.

KIM, Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Decision DenyingInstituting Inter Partes Review
37 CFR. § 42.108
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

MasterCard International Incorporated (“Petitioner”) filed a Petition

requesting inter partes review of claim 1 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,887,308

(Ex. 1001, “the 308 Patent”). Paper 1 (“Pet.”). William Grecia (“Patent

Owner”) filed a Preliminary Response. Paper 6 (“Prelim. Resp.”).

Wehave jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314, which provides that an

inter partes review maynotbeinstituted unless the information presented in

the Petition shows“there is a reasonable likelihood that the petitioner would

prevail with respect to at least 1 of the claims challengedin the petition.” 35

U.S.C. § 314(a); see also 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a). Upon consideration of the

Petition and Preliminary Response, we are unpersuadedthat Petitioner has

metits burden of showing a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail in

showingthat claim 1 is unpatentable.

B. Related Proceedings

Patent Ownerhas identified the following actions as related to the

°308 patent: (1) Grecia v. DISH Network L.L.C., Case No. 4:16-cv-588

(N.D.Cal.) (February 3, 2016); (2) Grecia v. MasterCard Incorporated,

Case No. 1:15-cv-9059 (S.D.N.Y.) (November18, 2015); (3) Grecia v.

American Express Company, Case No. 1:15-cv-9217 (S.D.N.Y.)

(Novemher23, 2015); (4) Grecia v. Visa Inc., Case No. 1:15-cv-9210 ©

(S.D.N.Y.) (February 23, 2015); (5) Grecia v. McDonald’s Corporation,

Case No. 1:16-cv-2560 (N.D. Ill.) (February 24, 2016). Paper 4, 1. The

°308 patent also is the subject of IPR2016-00602, IPR2016-01519, and
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IPR2017-00797.' Paper 4, 1. Related Patent No. 8,402,555 is the subject of

IPR2016-00789, IPR2016-00788, and IPR2017-00799.” Paper4, 1-2.

Related Patent 8,533,860 is the subject of IPR2016-00422, IPR2016-00600,

and IPR2017-00791.3 Paper 4, 1-2.

C. The ’308 Patent

The *308 Patent relates generally to “digital rights management

[((“DRM”)] which employs electronic ID,as part of a web service

membership, to manage accessrights across a plurality of devices.”

Ex. 1001, 1:23-27. In addition to encryption, DRM systemsuse a layer of

authentication in which permission is granted for access to the cipher key

requiredto decryptfiles for access. Id. at 1:42-44. According to the ’308

Patent, prior art DRM methodsrely on content providers to maintain

computerservers to receive and send session authorization keysto client

computers with an Internet connection. /d. at 2:55—57. “At times, content

providers will discontinue servers or even go out of business some years

after DRM encrypted content was sold to consumers causing the ability to

accessfiles to terminate.” Jd. at 2:60-63. DRM opponentsalsocriticize the

inability of current DRM measuresto allow unlimited interoperability

between different machines. /d. at 3:1-3. Accordingly, the ’308 Patent

discloses that “[a]n object of the present invention is to provide unlimited

! The Board declined to institute review in IPR2016-00602 and in IPR2016-

01519. IPR2017-00797 terminated by settlement.

2 The Board declined to institute review in IPR2016-00789. IPR2017-00799

terminated by settlement.

3 TPR2015-00422 terminated by settlement. The Board declined toinstitute
review in IPR2016-00600.
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interoperability of digital media between unlimited machines with

managementof end-user access to the digital media.” Jd. at 3:12—14.

D. Independent Claim 1

Independentclaim 1 is the only claim of the °308 Patent, andis

reproduced below (someparagraphing added to improveclarity):

1. A process for transforming a user access request for
cloud digital content into a computer readable authorization
object, the process for transforming comprising:

a) receiving an access request for cloud digital content
through an apparatusin process with at least one CPU,the access
request being a write request to a data store, wherein the data
store is at least oneof:

a memory connectedto the at least one CPU;

a storage connectedto the at least one CPU; and

a database connected to the at least one CPU

through the Internet;

wherein the access request further comprises
verification data provided byat least one user,

wherein the verification data is recognized by the
apparatusas a verification token; then

b) authenticating the verification token of (a) using a
database recognized by the apparatus of (a) as a verification
token database; then

c) establishing an API communication between the
apparatusof (a) and a database apparatus, the database apparatus
being a different database from the verification token database of
(b)

wherein the APIis related to a verified web service,

wherein the verified web service is a part of the
database apparatus,

wherein establishing the API communication
requires a credential assigned to the apparatusof(a),

EWS-004001
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wherein the apparatus assigned credential is
recognized as a permission to conduct a data exchange
session between the apparatus of (a) and the database
apparatus to complete the verification process,

wherein the data exchangesessionis also capable of
an exchange of query data, wherein the query data
comprises at least one verified web service account
identifier; then

d) requesting the query data, from the apparatus of(a),
from the API communication data exchange session of (c),
wherein the query data request is a request for the at least one
verified web service identifier; then

’ e) receiving the query data requested in (d) from the API
communication data exchangesession of(c); and

f) creating a computer readable authorization object by
writing into the data store of (a) at least one of: the received
verification data of (a); and the received query data of(e);

wherein the created computer readable
authorization object is recognized by the apparatus of(a)
as user accessrights associated to the cloud digital content,

wherein the computer readable authorization object
is processed by the apparatus of (a) using a cross-
referencing action during subsequent user access requests
to determine one or more of a user access permission for
the cloud digital content.
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FE.  Asserted Grounds ofUnpatentability

Petitioner challenges independent claim | on the following ground.

References [ben |oneChallenged Claim
Ameerally* and Muller? § 103(a)

Petitioner also relies on the Declaration of Peter Alexander, Ph.D.

(Ex. 1007).

 
   

II. ANALYSIS

A. Independent Claim 1 as Unpatentable over Ameerally and Muller

Petitioner asserts that independent claim 1 is obvious over Ameerally

and Muller. Pet. 13-54 (citing Exs. 1001, 1004, 1005, 1007). Patent Owner

disagrees. Prelim. Resp. 21-24 (citing Exs. 1001, 1004, 1005, 1007).

1. Ameerally (Ex. 1004)

Ameerally relates generally to “employing promotional codes with

whichparticular digital media items are associated in a promotional database

of a digital media purchase system.” Ex. 100494. Figure 1 of Ameerally

depicts a block diagram of a system including digital media purchase system

100, andis set forth below.

*U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0212401, published Sept. 21,
2006 (Ex. 1004; “Ameerally”).

> U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0203959, published Sept. 15,
2005 (Ex. 1005; “Muller’’).
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 Media Commerce
Server 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Data

Network
i106

FIG. 1

Figure 1 depicts a system including digital media purchase system 100.

Ex. 1004, Fig. 1. As shown above, digital media purchase system 100

includes digital media commerceserver 102 andclient 104, with each client

104 including digital media player 108. Jd. § 19. Digital media purchase

system 100 also includes promotional database 116. Id. J 27. Users of

client 104 may receive promotional media 112, which includes unique

promotional code 114. Jd. ]29. Unique promotional code 114 is provided

to promotional database 116, and the record for promotional code 114 is

accessed to locate a particular digital media content associated with

promotional code 114. Id. JJ 29, 39. ‘Vhe particular digital media content

associated with promotional code 114 is then madeaccessible to the user of

client 104. Id. ¥ 42.

2. Muller (Ex. 1005)

Muller relates generally to distribution of digital media items in a

client-server environment. Ex. 1005, Abstr. Figure 1A of Muller depicts a

block diagram of media purchase system 100, and is set forth below.
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Media commercen*,110
a  

 
Data Network

 
Media store

a 104

112

FIG. 1A

Figure 1 depicts a block diagram of media purchase system 100.

Ex. 1005, Fig. 1A. As shown above, media purchase system 100 includes

media commerce server 102, data network 106, media storage server 110,

media store 112, and client 104, which includes media player 108. Jd. 4 30,

35. Digital media contentfiles 117 are stored on media store 112 and

retrieved via media storage server 110. Jd. 935. Digital media item

components 115 are stored on media commerceserver 102. Id. { 30.

In order for media player 108 to acquire purchased digital media

contentfiles 117, a media access response is received at media player 108.

Id. 935. The media access response is then used by media player 108 to

retrieve digital media contentfiles 117 by interacting with media storage

server 110 through data network 106, and to digital media item components

115 from media commerceserver 102. Jd. 36. The particular digital

media item is assembled at media player 108 by merging digital media item

components 115 and digital media contentfiles 117. Jd.
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3. Analysis

Petitioner asserts that independent claim 1 is obvious over Ameerally

and Muller. Pet. 13-54 (citing Exs. 1001, 1004, 1005, 1007). Patent Owner

disagrees that Petitioner has met its burden of showing that there is a

reasonable likelihood that independent claim 1 would have been obvious

over Ameerally and Muller. Prelim. Resp. 21-24 (citing Exs. 1001, 1004,

1005, 1007). We agree with Patent Owner.

Independentclaim | recites “creating a computer readable

authorization object by writing into the data store of (a)....” Petitioner

asserts that the following in Muller corresponds to the aforementioned claim

limitation:

Here, the query data response from the media commerce
server,i.e., the received “query data requested in (d)” of claim 1,
is written into memory to provide a “computer readable
authorization object.” As described above, the media commerce
server response (media access response) that contains a media
content URL, a download key, and a security token, and one or
more digital media item components 115 that include license
keys and user account information(i.e., query data) to the client
computer/mediaplayer(i.e., apparatus of (a)). Alexander Decl.
(Ex. 1007) at 49 157-160; Ex. 1005, Muller at [0057], [0035].

The claimed “computer readable authorization object” is
created when the received media access information anddigital
media item components 115 are written into the memory of the
client computer. Alcxander Decl. (Ex. 1007) at 4157. As
described in Muller, the digital media item components 115 (.e.,
part of the query data) are stored in the memory ofthe client
computer(i.e., the data store of (a)). Ex. 1005, Muller at [0036],
[0040].

Pet. 46-48.

Independent claim 1 then recites “wherein the computer readable

authorization object is processed by the apparatusof (a) using a cross-
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referencing action during subsequent user access requests to determine one

or more of a user access permission for the cloud digital content.” Petitioner

asserts that the following in Muller corresponds to the aforementioned claim

limitation:

Asdescribed above, the computer readable authorization
object is represented by the stored media access response
information, such as a media content URL, a download key, and
a security token, as well as user account information, licensing
information, DRM data, etc. that are part of the media access
response.

Following the receipt of media access information, the
client performs a series of “subsequent user access requests to
retrieve media content files. Alexander Decl. (Ex. 1007) at
4174. Muller discloses cross referencing when the security
token and media storage access pointers are used to reference the
storage locations and retrieve individual digital media content
items. Id. at § 175; Ex. 1005, Muller at [0035].

Pet. 52-54. As an initial matter, we discern that the use of the word“the”in

the latter limitation indicates that both limitations are referring to the same

“computer readable authorization object.”

In summary,Petitioner asserts, at various points in the Petition,that

each of the following items in Muller correspondsto the recited “computer

readable authorization object”: query data response from the media
commerceserver; media commerceserver response; media access response;

media content URL; a download key; a security token; digital media item

components 115; license keys; user account information; media access

information; media access response information; licensing information;

DRM data; media storage access pointers; media information response;

various combinations of these items; and various combinations of these

items when “written into the memoryofthe client computer.” This listing is
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problematic, however,as the Petition, at various points, mentions some of

these items as correspondingto the recited “computer readable authorization

object,” but not others, with no explanation as to whythat is the case.

Furthermore, the Petition does not explain adequately how someofthese

items meet all the requirements of the aforementioned claim limitations for a

“computer readable authorization object.” Because Petitioner treats the

mapping of “computer readable authorization object” in such a diverse and

varied manner, we are unpersuadedthat Petitioner has met its burden of

_showingthat “the petition identifies, in writing and with particularity, each

claim challenged, the grounds on which the challenge to each claim is based,

and the evidence that supports the groundsfor the challenge to each claim.”

See 35 U.S.C. § 312(a)(3). Insofar as we can discern from the Petition, no

single “computer readable authorization object” from the prior art has been

identified to account forall the limitations directed to the claimed computer

readable authorization object.

Most prominently, on page 48 of the Petition, Petitioner mentions

digital media item components 115, and, indeed, only mentionsdigital

media item components 115, as being disclosed in Muller as “stored in the

memoryofthe client computer(i.e., the data store of(a)),” which is the

languagein this portionofthe Petition that most closely mirrors the claim

limitation of “creating a computer readable authorization object by writing

into the data store of (a)....” Pet. 46, 48. Ofall the purportedly stored

items disclosed on pages 47-48ofthe Petition, the Petition only actually

cites Muller for storing this one item. Later in the Petition, however, with

respect to the recited “wherein the computer readable authorization objectis

processed by the apparatusof (a)using a cross-referencing action during
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subsequent user access requests to determine one or more of a user access

permission for the cloud digital content,” Petitioner does not make any

mention of digital media item components 115, even though a mention

would be expected, giventhat the claim, again, recites “computer readable

authorization object.” Pet. 52-54.

Relatedly, in that samelater portion of the Petition, Petitioner asserts

that the items correspondingto the recited “computer readable authorization

object” is “used to reference the storage locations andretrieve individual

digital media content items,” whichis the language in this portion of the

Petition that most closely mirrors the claim limitation of “wherein the

computer readable authorization object is processed by the apparatusof(a)

using a cross-referencing action during subsequent user access requests to

determine one or more ofa user access permission for the cloud digital

content.” Jd. at 54. This appears to be the only mention of “digital media

content items,” in at least this portion of the Petition, and Muller also does

not refer to “digital media content items.” See generally Pet.; Ex. 1005.

Muller doesrefer to a “digital media item” that is assembled by merging

digital media item components 115 and digital media contentfiles 117.

Ex. 1004 4 36. When page 54 ofthe Petition, as informed by the

aforementioned portion of Muller, is read in conjunction with page 48ofthe

Petition, however, the resulting claim mappingis that digital media item

components 115 are used to retrieve . . . themselves, whichis illogical, and,

thus, digital media item components 115 cannot correspond properly to the

recited “computer readable authorization object.”

Other asserted mappings of items in Muller to “computer readable

authorization object” are also problematic. For example, page 54 of the
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Petition specifically mentions “media storage access pointers” as performing

the functions required by the recited “computer readable authorization

object,” while page 48, and, indeed,the rest of the Petition, makes no

mention of “media storage access pointers”atall.° Furthermore, page 54 of

the Petition later reads: “One ofordinary skill in the art would understand

that retrieval of the digital media components (contentfiles) would require a

‘de-referencing’ operation, i.e., extracting a pointer from the media

information response (such as the XML data structure discussed in Muller

(Ex. 1005 at [0027]) and forming a cross referenced URL identifying the

data file location. Alexander Decl. (Ex. 1007) at 4177.” Pet. 54. One of the

itemslisted on pages 47 and 53-54 of the Petition as corresponding to the

recited “computer readable authorization object” is “media content URL.”

Petitioner has not explained the difference between “media content URL”

and “cross referenced URL.” Plausibly, the two could be one and the same.

This is relevant, because if “media content URL”is meantto correspondto

the “media storage access pointers” mentioned earlier on page 54 of the

Petition, Petitioner has not explained adequately how or whya “de-

referencing” operation, using the “media content URL,”is used to obtain the

“cross referenced URL,” when, as noted above, the two could plausibly be

one and the same.

In a further example, pages 50-51 of the Petition reads: “The

‘download key’ and ‘security token’ that are part of the media access

6 The Alexander Declaration does mention “data pointers to one or more
digital media item components 117 located at the media storage server.
Ex. 1007 7 158. Such language is not set forth in the Petition, however, and
the portion of the Petition that includes “media storage access pointers” does
not refer to the aforementioned portion of the Alexander Declaration.
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responseare interpreted, i.e., recognized, by the client computer as

necessary componentsto access the digital media content components

located at the media storage server 110. Alexander Decl. (Ex. 1007)at

4 166; Ex. 1005, Muller at [0051], [0060].” Pet. 50-51 (emphasis added).

Yet, pages 47-48ofthe Petition do not impart any particular significance to

either “download key”or “security token” with respect to the recited

“computer readable authorization object,” while page 54 imparts some

significanceto “security token,” but not “download key.” Even in that

regard, however, page 54of the Petition specifically refers to “security

token” and “media storage access pointers” separately, but only asserts that

the latter is used for the “cross-referencing action” required of the reciled

“computer readable authorization object.”

In another example, pages 47-48ofthe Petition refer to “license

keys,” while pages 54 of the Petition refers to “license information,” with no

explanation to account for the differences in language.’ Furthermore, while

Petitioner asserts that the former is included in digital media items

components 115, no such mention is made concerningthelatter.

Accordingly,in view of Petitioner’s confusing and shifting rationales

as to what items in Muller correspond to the recited “computer readable

authorization object,” we conclude that Petitioner does not adequately

account for “creating a computer readable authorization object by writing

into the data store of (a)... .” and “wherein the computer readable

7 The Alexander Declaration does refer to Muller’s disclosure of “licensing

information(e.g., license keys).” Ex. 1007 ¥ 159 (citing Ex. 1005 {| 35).
Thatonly indicates, however, that “licensing information”is broader than
“license keys,” and doesnotassist appreciably in determining how either
correspondsto therecited “computer readable authorization object.”
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authorization object is processed by the apparatus of (a) using a cross-

referencing action during subsequent user access requests to determine one

or more ofa user access permission for the cloud digital content,” as recited

in independent claim 1.

To the extent Petitioner actually regards the entirety of Muller’s

“media access response”as the recited “computer readable authorization

object,” and believes a limitation with regard to the “computer readable

authorization object” is metif at least a part of the identified objectsatisfies

the limitation, that position has not been clearly articulated. Neither Patent

Ownernorthe Board has been provided with sufficient notice of that

position. We decline to make that assumption.

In any event, we disagree with any contention that if the “computer

readable authorization object,” as identified by Petitioner, includes

numerousitems, such asthe fifteen items identified by Petitioner and

additional combinations suggested by Petitioner on pages 46-48 and 53-54

of the Petition, then each limitation of the recited “computer readable

authorization object” is considered met if any item of the identified object

meets the limitation. Petitioner should not expect the Board to search

through every possible permutation of arguments and evidence,scattered in

disparate parts of the record and notsutticiently linked by Petitioner’s

presentation, and put together, for Petitioner, the one permutation that may

support Petitioner’s alleged ground of unpatentability. It is Petitioner who

must make out its own case. The Boardis not a party in this proceeding and

must remain neutral and unbiased.
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4. Conclusion

Onthis record, we are unpersuaded that Petitioner has shown a

reasonable likelihoodthat it will prevail in establishing that independent

claim 1 is unpatentable over Ameerally and Muller.

B. Conclusion

For the reasonsset forth above, we do notinstitute an inter partes

review of independent claim | of the ’308 patent on any ground.

Il. ORDER

For the reasons given,it is:

ORDEREDthatthat notrial or inter partes review is instituted for any

claim of the ’308 patent on any groundin this proceeding.

PETITIONER:

Brian Michaelis

Joseph Lanser
Joseph Walker
David A. Klein

SEYFARTH SHAW LLP

bmichaelis@seyfarth.com
jlanser@seyfarth.com
jmwalker@seyfarth.com
daklein@seyfarth.com

PATENT OWNER:

Isaac Rabicoff

RABICOFF LAW LLC

isaac@rabilaw.com
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

DISH NETWORK L.L.C.,
Petitioner,

V.

WILLIAM GRECIA,
Patent Owner.

Case IPR2016-01519

Patent 8,887,308 B2

Before RAMA G. ELLURU, JAMESB. ARPIN,and
MICHELLE N. WORMMEESTER, Administrative Patent Judges.

WORMMEESTER,Administrative Patent Judge.

DECISION

Denying Institution ofJnter Partes Review
37 CFR. § 42.108
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DISH NetworkL.L.C.(“Petitioner”) filed a Petition (Paper 1, “Pet.””)

requesting interpartes review of claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 8,887,308 B2

(Ex. 1001, “the ’308 patent”). William Grecia (“Patent Owner”) filed a

Preliminary Response (Paper5, “Prelim. Resp.”). We have jurisdiction

under 35 U.S.C. § 314 and 37 C.F.R. § 42.4(a). Under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a),

an inter partes review maynotbeinstituted “unless . . . there is a reasonable

likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respectto at least 1 of the

claims challengedin the petition.” For the reasons that follow, we decline to

institute an inter partes review.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Related Proceedings

The parties identify nine federal district court cases involving the

’308 patent. Pet. 2; Paper 4. The parties also identify four related petitions

for inter partes review. Pet. 2; Paper 4.

B. The ’308 Patent

The °308 patent describes a digital rights management system that

managesaccessrights acrossa plurality of devices via digital media

| personalization to protect digital media subjectto illegal copying. Ex. 1001,
1:20-27, 4:48-49. The system includesa first receipt module, an

authentication module, a connection module, a request module, a second

receipt module, and a branding module. See id. at Fig. 1. The first receipt

module receives a branding request from a user (content acquirer). Id. at

5:46-48. The branding request is a read and write request of metadata of the

digital media and includes a membership verification token corresponding to
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the digital media. Jd. at 5:48-51. The authentication module authenticates

the membership verification token. Jd. at 5:57-58. The connection module

establishes communication with a communication console. Jd. at 5:59-61.

The request module requests an electronic identification reference from the

communication console. Jd. at 6:5—7. The second receipt module receives

the electronic identification reference. Jd. at 6:7-9. The branding module

brands metadata of the digital media by writing the membership verification

token and the electronic identification reference into the metadata. Jd. at

6:9-12.

Figure 3 of the ’308 patent, whichillustrates this process,is

reproduced below.

 
FIG. 3

Figure 3 is a flow chart of a digital media personalization process. Jd. at

4:24-26. A user(i.e., content acquirer) posts a branding request via

Kodekey GUI 301, which prompts the user to enter a token and press the
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redeem button. Id. at 6:66—7:4. Kodekey GUI 301 is connected to token

database 305, whichis used to authenticate the token. Jd. at 7:7-8, 8:20-22.

After authentication, the user is redirected to APIwebsite.com GUI 307,

which promptsthe user to enter a login ID and passwordto accessthe digital

media from database 309. Jd. at 7:11-12, 15-18. The APIwebsite.com GUI

interfaces to a web service membership (e.g., Facebook), where an

electronic identification for the user is collected and sent to Kodekey GUI

301. Jd. at 7:11-15, 10:41-44. Kodekey GUI 301 also is connected to

product metadata 302, which is readable/writable metadata associated with

the digital media to be acquired. Jd. at 7:4-5. Product metadata 302 is

branded by writing the token andthe user’s electronic identification

reference into the metadata. Jd. at 8:28-31, 11:24-27. For a subsequent

access request, the user’s electronic identification reference is compared

against the electronic identification reference in metadata 302. Id. at 13:54—

56. If there is a match, access rights are granted to the user. Jd. at 13:56—-S8.

C. Challenged Claim

Petitioner challenges claim 1 of the ’308 patent, whichrecites:

1. A process for transforming a user access request for cloud
digital content into a computer readable authorization object, the
process for transforming comprising:

a) receiving an access request for cloud digital content
through an apparatus in process with at least one CPU,the access
request being a write request to a data store, wherein the data
store is at Icast one of:

a memory connectedto the at least one CPU;

a storage connected to the at least one CPU; and
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a database connectedto the at least one CPU through the
Internet; wherein

the access request further comprises verification data provided
by at least one user, wherein the verification data is recognized
by the apparatusas a verification token; then

b) authenticating the verification token of (a) using a
database recognized by the apparatus of (a) as a verification
token database; then

c) establishing an API communication between the apparatus
of (a) and a database apparatus, the database apparatus being a
different database from the verification token database of (b)
wherein the APIis related to a verified web service, wherein the
verified webservice is a part of the database apparatus, wherein
establishing the API communication requires a credential
assigned to the apparatus of (a), wherein the apparatus assigned
credential is recognized as a permission to conduct a data
exchange session between the apparatus of (a) and the database
apparatus to complete the verification process, wherein the data
exchangesession is also capable of an exchange of query data,
wherein the query data comprises at least one verified web
service account identifier; then

d) requesting the query data, from the apparatus of (a), from
the API communication data exchange session of (c), wherein
the query data request is a request for the at least one verified
webservice identifier; then

e) receiving the query data requested in (d) from the API
communication data exchangesession of(c); and

f) creating a computer readable authorization object by
writing into the data store of (a) at least one of:

the received verification data of (a); and

the received query data of (e); wherein

the created computer readable authorization object is
recognized by the apparatus of (a) as user access rights associated
to the cloud digital content, wherein the computer readable
authorization object is processed by the apparatus of (a) using a
cross-referencing action during subsequent user access requests
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to determine one or more of a user access permission for the
cloud digital content.

Id. at 14:31-15:14.

D. Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability

Petitioner challenges claim 1 of the °308 patent on the following

ground: obviousness over Tiu,' Fetterman,’ and the knowledgeofa person
of ordinary skill in the art (““POSITA”) under 35 U.S.C. § 103.7 Pet. 5, 34—

67. In support of its arguments, Petitioner proffers the declaration of Dr.

Benjamin Goldberg, Ph.D. (Ex. 1011). See id.

E. Claim Construction

Weconstrue claims in an unexpired patent by applying the broadest
reasonable interpretation in light of the specification of the patent in which

they appear. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b); Cuozzo Speed Techs. LLC v. Lee,

136 S. Ct. 2131, 2144-46 (2016) (upholding the use of the broadest
reasonable interpretation standard). Underthis standard, claim terms

! Tiu, U.S. Publ’n No. 2008/0222199 A1, published Sept. 11, 2008
(Ex. 1004).

Fetterman, U.S. Publ’n No. US 2008/0313714 A1, published Dec. 18, 2008
(Ex. 1006).
3 Because groundsin an interpartes review must be based on “patents or
printed publications” (35 U.S.C. § 311(b); 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(b)(2)), we
understandPetitioner’s reference to “the knowledge of the Person of
Ordinary Skill in the Art (“(POSITA’)” (Pet. 5) here to refer to a person of
skill in the art’s understanding of the applied reference or combined
references and not to supply missing limitations or as shorthand to
incorporate an unspecified disclosure by reference to supply missing
limitations (37 C.F.R. § 42.6(a)(3)).
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generally are given their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be

understood by oneofordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire

disclosure. See In re Translogic Tech., Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir.

2007). A “claim term will not receive its ordinary meaningif the patentee

acted as his own lexicographer,” however, and clearly set forth a definition

of the claim term in the specification. CCS Fitness, Inc. v. Brunswick Corp.,

288 F.3d 1359, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2002).

Petitioner provides proposedinterpretations for various limitations of

the claims. Pet. 15-20. Patent Owner responds. Prelim. Resp. 17—23. For

purposes of this Decision, we concludethat no term requires express

construction to resolve a controversy in this proceeding. See Vivid Techs.,

Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“[O]nly

those terms need be construed that are in controversy, and only to the extent

necessary to resolve the controversy.”).

Il. DISCUSSION

Petitioner argues that claim 1 of the ’308 patent would have been

obvious over Tiu, Fetterman, and the knowledge of a POSITA. Pet. 5, 34—

67. For the reasons explained below, we are not persuadedthat Petitioner

has demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood of prevailing on its asserted

ground.

A. Tiu

Tiu describes a system for managing multimedia content appearing on

user pages of an online social network(e.g., Friendster). Ex. 10049 8. For

example, the system lets a Friendster user display a video from a third party
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website (e.g., YouTube) onhis or her Friendster user page (landing page).

See id. | 28.

Figure 5 of Tiu, whichillustrates how to display such a video on a

landing page, is reproduced below.
FIG. 5
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for viewing

§12

Stream video to
user's computer

User selects hypertink
“Postto Friendster.”
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User tO and password
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Transmit UserID,
password and video
data to Friendster

Authenticate

Store video data In
multimedia database
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$22

  
 
 

 

524

Generate embed
codesfor user

Figure 5 is a flow diagram ofthe steps for generating a webpage with embed

codes for multimedia content(e.g., the video). Jd. FJ 18, 34. Steps 510-518

 

are carried out by the server computer of the external video site, while steps

520-524 are carried out by the server computer of the online social network.

Id. 34. In step 510, the user navigates to an external videosite (e.g.,

YouTube), wherethe userselects a video for viewing. Jd. 935. In step 512,
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the video is streamed to the user’s computer whereit is displayed. Jd. In

step 514, the user mayselect the hyperlink “Post to Friendster,” which

allows the user to feature the video on the user’s landing page. Jd. If the

user selects the hyperlink, the user is prompted for his or her Friendster user

ID and password in step 516. Jd. In step 518, the external videosite

transmits this information along with information about the video to the

online social network. Jd. In step 520, the online social network

authenticates the user ID against the passwordusingits user database. Id.

436. After authentication, the information about the video is stored ina

multimedia content database of the online social network along with the user

ID in step 522. Id. Finally, in step 524, embed codes correspondingto the

video are generated and inserted into the HTML file correspondingto the

user’s landing page.

B. Fetterman

Fetterman describes a system for accessing data from a web-based

social network via a third-party application. Ex. 1006 4 26. As shownin

Figure 1 of Fetterman, which is reproduced below, the system includesthird-

party application 115, network device 140, and a web-based social network

(e.g., Facebook) comprising application program interface 105, cache

memory 130, and distributed database 135. Id. 4 18.
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EXEMPLARY ARCHITECTURE 109

WTERFACE
ik :

 
FIG. 1

Figure 1 illustrates an architecture for network authentication. Jd. ] 6.

Third-party application 115 may be a program for generating an

electronic birthday card. Id. ¢ 19. A user of device 140 may usethird-party

application 115 to access data from memory 130 or database 135 through

application program interface 105. Id. J§ 23, 26. To gain such access, the

user first logs into the third-party application. Jd. §§ 27-28. If the useris

logging into the third-party application for the first time, the user will be

asked to log into the social network (if not already logged in) to accept the

terms of service for using the third-party application. Jd. | 27. After

accepting the terms ofservice, the user will be directed to return to the third-

party application, where the user will be able to access data from the social

network. Jd. Alternatively, the user may complete the login process

(including logging into the social network and accepting the terms of

service) via the third-party application. Id. | 28, Figs. 3A-3B.
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C. Analysis

Claim 1 recites: (1) “establishing an API communication betweenthe

apparatusof(a) and a database apparatus,” (2) “establishing the API

communication requires a credential assigned to the apparatus of(a),” and

(3) “the computer readable authorization objectis processed by the
apparatus of (a) using a cross-referencing action . . . to determine one or

more of a user access permissionfor the clouddigital content.” We address

these limitations in turn.

1. “establishing an API communication between
the apparatus of(a) and a database apparatus”

Forthis limitation, Petitioner identifies Tiu’s computer 270 as the

“apparatus of (a)” and Tiu’s database 254 of an online social network as a

“database apparatus.” Pet. 37 (discussing claim limitation (a), which recites

“an apparatus”), 47. Petitioner also identifies Fetterman’s network device

140 as the “apparatus of (a)” and Fetterman’s web-based social network
(e.g., Facebook)as a “database apparatus.” See id. at 48. As Petitioner

notes, Tiu’s database 254 “is in direct communication with the API

communications 290 from the third-party content site 280,” not computer

270. Id. at 47 (emphasis added). On the other hand, according to Petitioner,

“Fetterman teachesthat the user device. . . itself calls to Facebook’s API

from the user’s browser such that the user device communicatesdirectly

with Facebook and its databases using a Facebook APIcall.” Jd. at 48

(citing Ex. 1006 §f 23, 28, Fig. 2); see also id. at 31 (citing Ex. 1006 {jf 23,

28). Petitioner further argues that “a POSITA would have been motivated to

use the simpler login API method provided by the Facebook API described

11
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by Fettermanin place of the more effort-intensive coding process required in

Tiu whereby the third party server mediates the API.’Id. at 48; see alsoid.

at 33 (“{T]he POSITA would be freed from having to program the third-

party server to act as an API agent between the user’s device and social

networkand, instead, the API could simply be called from the user’s device

using a few lines of HTML code.”). We are unpersuadedby Petitioner’s

argument.

In support of its argument, Petitioner cites disclosures in Fetterman

that describe an API communication between a web-based social network

and a thirdparty application, not a user device. For example, paragraph 23

of Fetterman teachesthat “the third-party application 115... may access a

distributed database and/or a volatile cache memory associated with a social

network through an application program interface for the social network.”

Ex. 1006 ¢ 23 (emphasis added). Similarly, paragraph 28 of Fetterman

teaches “logging into the third-party application and the social network from

[the same] screen 320,” whichillustrates a login procedure for the third-

party application. Id. {§ 8, 28, Fig. 3A.

In addition, Petitioner directs us to Figure 2 of Fetterman, asserting

that “the Facebook API documentation explains to the programmerofthe

third-party application that the web page presentedto the userof the third-

party application should include HTML codeto call to Facebook’s API such

that the user’s device itself becomes an ‘API client.’” Pet. 31-32. We note

‘ Petitioner proposes an assessmentof a person of ordinary skill in theart.
Pet. 13-14 (citing Ex. 1011 4 10). Patent Owner does not challenge
Petitioner’s proposed assessment and does not propose an alternative. To
the extent necessary and for purposes of this Decision, we adopt Petitioner’s
assessment.

12
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Petitioner’s later assertion with respect to Figure 2, however, that
““YOUR_APIKEY’represents the API key assigned to the vendorofthe

third-party application that wants to gain access to Facebook on the user’s
behalf.” Jd. at 53. That the API key is assigned to the vendorof the third-_
party application implies an API communication between Facebookandthe

vendorofthe third-party application, not the user’s deviceitself.

Given thecited disclosures, Petitioner does not explain persuasively
why oneofordinary skill in the art would have considered combining Tiu

and Fetterman to arrive at the claimed invention, which includes “an API

communication between the apparatus of (a) and a database apparatus.”

Moreover, wenotethat logging into Facebook from the Facebooksite as
described in Figure 2 ofFetterman requires switching from thethird-party

site to the Facebooksite to log into Facebook via Facebook’ssite; rather

than at the third-party site, and then switching back to the third-party site to
access data from Facebook. Ex. 1006, Fig. 2 (“for a Facebook APIclient to

use the API, the user of the client application must be logged in to
Facebook,”“the user will be directed to close their browser window and

return to the application”). Such a process s¢ems “more effort-intensive”

(see Pet. 48) than logging into a social network from the third-party site,

' wherethe user can stay to exchange data with the social network,as

described in Tiu. Accordingly, we are unpersuaded by Petitioner’s proffered
reasoning for replacing Tiu’s API communication with Fetterman’s API
communication, namely, to simplify the coding process. See In re Kahn, 441

F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (“there must be somearticulated reasoning

with somerational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of

obviousness”).

13
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Basedon the record before us, we are unpersuadedthat the recited

“API communication” would have been obvious over Tiu, Fetterman, and
the knowledge of a POSITA.

2. “establishing the API communication requires
a credential assigned to the apparatus of (a)”’

Forthis limitation, Petitioner argues that Fetterman’s API key teaches

_ a“credential assigned to the apparatus of (a).” Pet. 53. According to
Petitioner, “Fetterman discloses that when a user is prompted to engage in an

API communication with Facebook,it is provisioned an API key that will, in
turn, be sent to Facebookas proofthat the user is allowed to engage in the

API communication.” Jd. Thus, Petitioner concludes, “a POSITA would

find it obvious that an API key would beutilized in calls to the social
network site Friendster in Tiu, a social network similar to Facebook, which

Patent Owner admits required API keysfor utilization of its API services.”

Id. at 53-54. |

Weare unpersuaded by Petitioner’s argument. As discussed above,

Petitioneridentifies Fetterman’s network device 140 as the “apparatus of

(a).” Id. at 48. With respect to Fetterman’s API key, Petitioner
acknowledgesthatit “represents the API key assigned to the vendorofthe

third-party that wants to gain access to Facebook on the user’s behalf,” not
to device 140. Id. at 53; see also Ex. 1006,Fig. 2 (“api_key”is “[u]niquely

_ assignedto the vendor”); Prelim. Resp. 29 (“Because Fetterman teaches that

"the API key is assigned to the vendor application and [Petitioner] maintains
that the apparatus of(a) is the user device, Fetterman when combined with

14 ¢
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Tiu does vot disclose a credential assigned to the apparatus of(a).”

(emphases added)). |
Wenote Petitioner’s assertion that “[t]he ’308 Patent itself admits that

it was knownthat APIs used by social networksites, like Facebook, required

a credential[] such as an API key,in orderto utilize the API,” and that

“Tsluch credentials were assigned to the apparatus.” Pet. 51-52 (citing Ex.

1001, 10:51-11:7 (“Facebook API system . . . called from a connected

apparatus (whichis usually an Internet powered desktop or browser based

application) with an API Key’”)). Petitioner, however, does not proffer

sufficient persuasive reasoning for combining Tiu and Fetterman, in view of

the knowledge of a POSITA,in order to obtain an API key assigned to Tiu’s

computer 270 or Fetterman’s device 140. See Kahn, 441 F.3d at 988 (“there

must be somearticulated reasoning with somerational underpinning to

support the legal conclusion of obviousness”).

Basedon the record before us, we are unpersuadedthat the recited

“credential assigned to the apparatus of (a)” would have been obviousover

Tiu, Fetterman, and the knowledge of a POSITA.

3. “the computer readable authorization object is processed by
the apparatus of (a) using a cross-referencing action. . . to
determine one or more ofa user access permissionfor
the cloud digital content”

Forthis limitation, Petitioner argues that,

[i]n Tiu, the use of the third-party content site username and
password located in the EMBED CODEorlocated in the table
of the multimedia content database 257 (in either instance, the
claimed ‘authorization object’) to access content on a third-party
website, acts as a cross-reference insofar as the username and
password are for accessing the third-party content site (e.g.,

15
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Flickr) but are called from the user’s social network (e.g.,
Friendster).

Pet. 65; see also id. at 66 (“calling on information in the multimedia content

database 257 of the social network account for the HTML landing page code

in order to pull information for retrieving content from a third-party site

constitutes a cross-referencing action”).

Weare unpersuaded by Petitioner’s argument. The claim recites that

the apparatus of (a) uses a cross-referencing action to determine a user

access permission for cloud digital content. As discussed above,Petitioner

identifies Tiu’s computer 270 as “the apparatus of (a).” See also Pet. 65.

Petitioner does not explain persuasively that Tiu’s computer 270 uses a

cross-referencing action to determine a user access permission for cloud

digital content. For example, using third-party content site Flickr’s

username and password for accessing content on the Flickr site implies a

cross-referencing action at the Flickr site, not at computer 270. See id.; see

alsoid. at 43 (“the same username and passwordwill be sent to the third-

party site every time someonevisits the user’s landing page (William’s

Landing Page), thus triggering a call to the third-party site for William’s

content”); Ex. 1004 § 30 (“The query that is issued to an external website

for content associated with a user includes the user ID and passwordofthat

user as proofthat access to the user’s account maintained by the external

website is authorized.”). Accordingly, based on the record before us, we are

unpersuadedthatthe recited limitation “the apparatus of (a) using a cross-

referencing action . . . to determine one or moreof a user access permission

for the cloud digital content” would have been obvious over Tiu, Fetterman,

and the knowledge of a POSITA.

16
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In view of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that claim 1

would have been obvious over Tiu, Fetterman, and the knowledge of a

POSITA.

Ill. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner has not demonstrated a

reasonable likelihood that it would prevail with respect to challenged claim 1

of the ’308 patent.

IV. ORDER

For the reasons given,it is

ORDEREDthatthe Petition is denied and notrial is instituted.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DOCUMENT
AND DATA PROTECTION

FIELD

Thepresent disclosure generally relates to document and
data protection, and more particularly, to systems and meth-
ods for the protection of sensitive documents and/or data in
conjunction with a cloud computing application, or external
hosting services.

BACKGROUND

Atpresent, enterprise documents and data are protected in
several ways, each having their respective disadvantages.
Briefly, documents and/or data may be encrypted and
uploaded to a cloud computing application. Obviously, this
methodleaves sensitive data and/or documents exposed to
unwanted decryption if encryption keys are breached. In
addition, encryption may break application/user functions
such as Search, Sort, etc. In addition, many cloud providers
will not accept documents exceeding a certainfile size (e.g.,
five megabytes). Moreover, company policies may prohibit
the exportation of sensitive data to a cloud application, while
some markets (e.g., China, Germany, and Switzerland) may
have very strict data exportation laws, such that documents
and/or data stored in a Europe-based cloud may not be
exported, for example, to a United States based location.

To mitigate some of these problems, various enterprises
have stored unencrypted documents and/or data to a local
data storage system (e.g., a token vault or file system)
through the use of a tokenization system. To gain access to
this data, and to leverage cloud applications for data and
documentdistribution within the enterprise, the data and/or
documents have been tokenized (i.e., associate the docu-
ments or data with a random alphanumeric string or file
path) and the token stored to the cloud application. Disad-
vantages exist here as well. For example, a hacker or
disgruntled employee may hack into the token vault orfile
system, and gain access to the unencrypted documents
and/or data stored on the enterprise system.

SUMMARY

The present disclosure includes a method comprising of a
system or process that entails encrypting sensitive data,
generating a token comprising a data identifier, tokenizing
the encrypted sensitive data, and/or storing the encrypted
sensitive data in association with the token to a token vault.

Tokenizing may comprise mapping the encrypted sensitive
data to the token. The method may further comprise storing
the token to a cloud application, wherein the cloud appli-
cation comprises a software application that functions within
a cloud computing environment. In addition, the token
comprises a randomly generated value. Moreover, the sys-
tem mayretrieve the token from a cloud application and/or
identify the encrypted sensitive data, based upon a token
associated with the encrypted sensitive data. The system
may also decrypt the encrypted sensitive data and present it
to the user.

The present disclosure further includes a method for
encrypting a sensitive document. The method may include
encrypting the sensitive document to create an encrypted
sensitive document, generating a token comprising a docu-
ment identifier, tokenizing the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment, and/or storing the encrypted sensitive documentto a
local file storage system. Tokenizing may comprise associ-
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ating the token with the encrypted sensitive document, and
a token may comprise a file path. The method may also
include storing the token to a cloud application, wherein the
cloud application that comprises a software application that
functions within a cloud computing environment. The
method may, in addition, comprise receiving a request for
the sensitive document. The method may include receiving
the token from a cloud application and/or identifying the
encrypted sensitive document, based upon a token associ-
ated with the encrypted sensitive document. The system may
also decrypt the encrypted sensitive document and presentit
to the user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The features and advantages of the present disclosure will
become more apparent from the detailed description set
forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings.
The left-most digit of a reference number identifies the
drawing in which the reference numberfirst appears.

FIG.1A illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a system for protecting a sensitive document;

FIG.1B illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a system for protecting sensitive data;

FIG.2A illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a process for protecting a sensitive document; and

FIG.2B illustrates, in accordance with various embodi-
ments, a process for protecting sensitive data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The detailed description of exemplary embodiments
herein makes reference to the accompanying drawings,
which show the exemplary embodiments by wayofillus-
tration and their best mode. While these exemplary embodi-
ments are described in sufficient detail to enable those

skilled in the art to practice the disclosure, it should be
understood that other embodiments mayberealized and that
logical and mechanical changes may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure. Thus,
the detailed description herein is presented for purposes of
illustration only and not of limitation. For example, the steps
recited in any of the method or process descriptions may be
executed in any order and are not limited to the order
presented. Moreover, any of the functions or steps may be
outsourced to or performed by one or more third parties.
Furthermore, any reference to singular includes plural
embodiments, and any reference to more than one compo-
nent may include a singular embodiment.

As used herein, a “document” may comprise any record
(e.g., electronic record) that provides, comprises, and/or
includes information. A document may, in various embodi-
ments, be referenced and accessed bya file path associated
with the document (e.g., C:/mydocuments/patent applica-
tions/systems and methods for document and data protec-
tion).

As used herein, “data” (or a “data element”) may com-
prise any information whatsoever. Thus, data may not be
accessible, as above, via a file path. Rather, data may
comprise, for example, a transaction account (credit card)
number, expiry date, and the like.

As used herein, a document or data may be “tokenized”
by associating an identifier with the document and/or data.
For example, a document may be tokenized by associating
a file path or “token” with the document. Thefile path may
comprise the directory location of the documentwithinafile
storage system. Data may likewise be tokenized by associ-
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ating an identifier or “token” with the data. A token may, in
various embodiments, comprise a random number, which
maybe associated with the data.

Referring to FIG. 1A, a system 100A for protecting a
sensitive document is shown. The system 100A may com-
prise a web-client 102, a gateway 104, a cloud application
106, and/or a file storage system 108.

A web-client 102 may include any device (e.g., personal
computing device/mobile communication device) which
communicates via any network. A web-client 102 may
communicate (e.g., via a network) with a gateway 104.
Web-client 102 may be associated with and/or used by a
consumer, a merchant, or both. Web-client may comprise a
variety of browsing software or browser applications(e.g.,
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome, Apple Safari, or any other of the myriad software
packagesavailable for browsing the internet). Such browser
applications may comprise Internet browsing software
installed within a computing unit or a system to conduct
online transactions and/or communications. These comput-
ing units or systems may take the form of a computer or
processor, or a set of computers/processors, although other
types of computing units or systems may be used, including
laptops, notebooks, hand held computers, personal digital
assistants, cellular phones, smart phones (e.g., iPhone®,
BlackBerry®, Droid®, etc.) set-top boxes, workstations,
computer-servers, main frame computers, mini-computers,
PCservers, pervasive computers, network sets of computers,
personal computers, such as iPads, iMACs, and MacBooks,
kiosks, terminals, point of sale (POS) devices and/or termi-
nals, televisions, or any other device capable of receiving
data over a network.

Asthose skilled in the art will appreciate, web-client 102
may include an operating system (e.g., Windows NT, 95/98/
2000/CE/Mobile, OS2, UNIX, Linux, Solaris, MacOS, Pal-
mOS,etc.) as well as various conventional support software
and drivers typically associated with computers. A web-
client may implement security protocols such as Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). A
web-client may implement one or more application layer
protocols, including, for example, http, https, ftp, and sftp.
Transactions originating at a web client may pass through a
firewall (not shown; see below) in order to prevent unau-
thorized access from users of other networks.

A gateway 104 may comprise any hardware and/orsoft-
ware configured to communicate with a cloud application
106, a web-client 102, a file storage system 108, and/or a
transaction vault 110, as described below. For example, a
gateway 104 mayperform encryption/decryption operations
as well as tokenize a document and/or data.

Encryption may be performed by way of any of the
techniques now available in the art or which may become
available—e.g., Twofish, RSA, El Gamal, Schorr signature,
DSA, PGP, PKI, and symmetric and asymmetric cryptosys-
tems.

A cloud application 106 may comprise any software
application that functions within a cloud computing envi-
ronment. Briefly, a cloud computing environment may com-
prise a network of remote servers hosted on the internet to
store, manage, and/or process data. Thus, a cloud computing
environment mayserve, for example, to replace one or more
local servers or personal computers.

A file storage system 108 may comprise any combination
of hardware and/or software configured to store documents
and/or data. For example, a file storage system 108 may
comprise one or more databases, hard disk drives, and the
like.
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With reference now to FIG. 1B, a system 100B for
protecting sensitive data is shown. The system may com-
prise a web-client 102. Similarly, the system may comprise
a gateway 104 as well as one or more cloud applications 106.
The system 100B may further comprise a token vault 110.

A token vault 110 may comprise a data storage system,
such as one or more databases, that store one or more tokens.
As described herein, a document and/or data may be asso-
ciated with a token—“tokenized.” Where data is tokenized,
the token associated with the data may be stored securely
within the token vault 110. A mapping table may be stored
within the token vault 110 to map data to its corresponding
token.

With reference to FIG. 2A, an example process 200A for
protecting one or more sensitive documents is disclosed.
Returning briefly to the definition of document, a document
may be referenced and accessed by a file path associated
with the document (e.g., C:/mydocuments/patent applica-
tions/systems and methods for document and data protec-
tion).

Accordingly, to protect the document, a user of a web-
client 102 may upload the documentto a cloud application
106 residing within a cloud computing environment and/or
a gateway 104 (step 202A). The gateway 104 may receive
the document(step 204A) and/or encrypt the document(step
206A). In response to encrypting the document, the gateway
104 may tokenize the document by associating the file or
directory path of the document with the document. This
document token maybestored by the gateway 104(e.g., via
a network) to a cloud application 106 (step 208A). The
gateway 104 mayfurther store the encrypted document to
the file storage system 108.

In response to a request by a user for a particular docu-
ment(e.g., via the web-client 102) (step 212A), the gateway
may retrieve the token associated with the document from
the cloud application 106 (step 214A). This may occur, for
example, in response to a request from the gateway for the
token from the cloud application 106. In various embodi-
ments, the gateway 104 may “de-tokenize” the token, mean-
ing that the gateway 104 may read and/orstore the file or
directory path comprising the token. The gateway 104 may
further request, retrieve, and/or receive the encrypted docu-
ment associated with the token from thefile storage system
108 (step 216A). The gateway 104 may, in addition, decrypt
the encrypted document(step 218A), and communicate the
decrypted document to the user (step 220A).

With reference now to FIG. 2B, a process 200B for
protecting sensitive data is shown. In various embodiments,
a user may upload, using a web-client 102, data to the
gateway 104 (step 202B). The gateway 104 mayreceive the
data (step 204B). In response to receiving the data, the
gateway 104 may encryptthe data and/orstore it to the token
vault 110 (step 206B). The gateway mayfurther tokenize the
data (step 208B). For example, the gateway 104 may gen-
erate a random numberor“token,” and associate that token
with the encrypted data stored in the token vault 110. As
described herein, the token vault 110 may include a mapping
table (or other data structure, such as a database, suitable for
storing a mapping between one or more tokens and one or
more encrypted data elements). The token may therefore be
stored by the gateway 104 with its associated mapping in the
mapping table held within the token vault 110. The gateway
104 may upload one or more tokens associated with one or
more data elements to the cloud application 106 (step 210B).

In various embodiments, the user may request data (e.g.,
using the web-client 102) (step 212B). The gateway 104
may receive this request and retrieve one or more tokens
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associated with the requested data from the cloud applica-
tion 106 (step 214B). The gateway 104 may de-tokenize the
token to retrieve the encrypted data from the token vault 110
(step 216B). As described herein, the process of de-tokeni-
zation may simply comprise locating, within the mapping
table, the data stored in association with the token or tokens.
The gateway 104 may further decrypt the data retrieved
from the token vault 110 (step 218B). In response to
decrypting the data, the gateway 104 may communicate the
data to the user’s web-client 102 (step 220B).

Thus, the systems and methods 100A, 100B, 200A, and
200B may mitigate the data insecurities and problemsasso-
ciated with many conventional systems. For example,
although a conventional system maystore a token to a cloud
application, the system may leave the documents and/or data
associated with the token unencrypted and opento theft by
a hacker. Moreover, where a conventional system may leave
the documents and data unencrypted, the systems and meth-
ods 100A, 100B, 200A, and 200B may encrypt the docu-
ments and data, so that even a compromised token(e.g., in
the case of data) will lead to unsuccessful data theft. Further
still, the systems and methods 100A, 100B, 200A,and 200B
described herein permit the storage of encrypted documents
and data across international borders, as described above, as
well as the storage of documents and data greater than a
particular size accepted by a could provider.

As used herein, the term “network” includes any cloud,
cloud computing system or electronic communications sys-
tem or method which incorporates hardware and/or software
components. Communication among the parties may be
accomplished through any suitable communication chan-
nels, such as, for example, a telephone network, an extranet,
an intranet, Internet, point of interaction device (pointof sale
device, personal digital assistant (e.g., iPhone®, Palm
Pilot®, Blackberry®), cellular phone, kiosk, etc.), online
communications, satellite communications, off-line commu-
nications, wireless communications, transponder communi-
cations, local area network (LAN), wide area network
(WAN), virtual private network (VPN), networked or linked
devices, keyboard, mouse and/or any suitable communica-
tion or data input modality. Moreover, although the system
is frequently described herein as being implemented with
TCP/IP communications protocols, the system may also be
implemented using IPX, Appletalk, IP-6, NetBIOS, OSI,
any tunneling protocol (e.g. IPsec, SSH), or any numberof
existing or future protocols. If the network is in the nature
of a public network, such as the Internet, it may be advan-
tageous to presume the network to be insecure and open to
eavesdroppers. Specific information related to the protocols,
standards, and application software utilized in connection
with the Internet is generally known to those skilled in the
art and, as such, need not be detailed herein. See, for
example, DILIP NAIK, INTERNET STANDARDS AND
PROTOCOLS (1998); JAVA 2 COMPLETE, various
authors, (Sybex 1999); DEBORAH RAY AND ERIC RAY,
MASTERING HTML 4.0 (1997); and LOSHIN, TCP/IP
CLEARLY EXPLAINED (1997) and DAVID GOURLEY
AND BRIAN TOTTY, HTTP, THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
(2002), the contents of which are hereby incorporated by
reference. The various system components described herein
may be independently, separately or collectively coupled to
the network via one or more data links including, for
example, a connection to an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
over a local loop as is typically used in connection with
standard modem communication, cable modem, Dish net-
works, ISDN, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), or various
wireless communication methods, see, e.g., GILBERT
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HELD , UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS

(1996), which is hereby incorporated by reference. It is
noted that the network may be implemented variously. For
example, network may be implemented as an interactive
television (ITV) network. The systems and methods dis-
closed herein contemplate the use, sale and/ordistribution of
any goods, services or information over any network having
functionality similar to that described above with reference
to network.

The various system components described herein may be
independently, separately or collectively coupled to the
network via one or more data links including, for example,
a connection to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) over a
local loop as is typically used in connection with standard
modem communication, cable modem, Dish networks,

ISDN, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), or various wireless
communication methods, see, eg. GILBERT HELD,
UNDERSTANDING DATA COMMUNICATIONS(1996),
which is hereby incorporated by reference. It is noted that
the network may be implemented variously. For example,
network may be implemented as an interactive television
(ITV) network. The systems and methods disclosed herein
contemplate the use, sale and/or distribution of any goods,
services or information over any network having function-
ality similar to that described above with reference to
network.

Phrases and terms similar to a “transaction account

holder,” “buyer,” “participant”, “consumer,” and/or “user”
may include any person, entity, software and/or hardware
that receives items in exchange for consideration (e.g.
financial payment). For example, a buyer may purchase,
lease, rent, barter or otherwise obtain items from a supplier
and pay the supplier using a transaction account.

Asusedherein,“transmit” may include sending electronic
data from one system componentto another over a network
connection. Additionally, as used herein,“data” may include
encompassing information such as commands, queries, files,
data for storage, and the like in digital or any other form.

Phrases or terms similar to “transaction account” may
include any account that may be usedto facilitate a financial
transaction. A “transaction account”as used herein refers to

an account associated with an open account or a closed
account system (as described herein). The transaction
account may exist in a physical or non-physical embodi-
ment. For example, a transaction account maybe distributed
in non-physical embodiments such as an account number,
frequent-flyer account, and telephone calling account or the
like. Furthermore, a physical embodiment of a transaction
account may be distributed as a financial instrument.

In general, transaction accounts may be used for transac-
tions between the user(or “transaction account holder”) and
merchant through any suitable communication means, such
as, for example, a telephone network, intranet, the global,
public Internet, a point of interaction device(e.g., a point of
sale (POS) device, personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile
telephone, kiosk, etc.), online communications, off-line
communications, wireless communications, and/or the like.

Phrases and terms similar to an “item” may include any
good, service, information, experience, data, discount,
rebate, points, virtual currency, content, access, rental, lease,
contribution, account, credit, debit, benefit, right, reward,
points, coupons, credits, monetary equivalent, anything of
value, something of minimal or no value, monetary value,
non-monetary value and/or the like. Moreover, the “trans-
actions” or “purchases” discussed herein may be associated
with an item. Furthermore, a “reward” may be an item.
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An “account”, “account code”, or “account number’, as

used herein, may include any device, code, number, letter,
symbol, digital certificate, smart chip, digital signal, analog
signal, biometric or other identifier/indicia suitably config-
ured to allow the consumer to access, interact with or

communicate with the system (e.g., one or more of an
authorization/access code, personal identification number
(PIN), Internet code, other identification code, and/or the
like). The account number may optionally be located on or
associated with a rewards card, charge card, credit card,
debit card, prepaid card, telephone card, embossed card,
smart card, magnetic stripe card, bar code card, transponder,
radio frequency card or an associated account. The system
may include or interface with any of the foregoing cards or
devices, QR codes, Bluetooth, Near Field Communication,
or a transponder and RFID reader in RF communication
with the transponder (which may include a fob). Typical
devices may include, for example, a key ring, tag, card, cell
phone, wristwatch or any such form capable of being
presented for interrogation.

Asused herein, a system, computing unit or device may
include a “pervasive computing device,” which may include
a traditionally non-computerized device that is embedded
with a computing unit. Examples can include watches,
Internet enabled kitchen appliances, restaurant tables
embedded with RF readers, wallets or purses with imbedded
transponders,etc.

The account code may be distributed and stored in any
form ofplastic, electronic, magnetic, radio frequency, wire-
less, audio and/or optical device capable of transmitting or
downloading data from itself to a second device. A customer
account code may be, for example, a sixteen-digit transac-
tion account code, although each transaction account pro-
vider has its own numbering system,such asthe fifteen-digit
numbering system used by American Express. Each com-
pany’s transaction account codes comply with that compa-
ny’s standardized format such that the company using a
fifteen-digit format will generally use three-spaced sets of
numbers, as represented by the number “0000 000000
00000”. The first five to seven digits are reserved for
processing purposes andidentify the issuing bank,card type,
etc. In this example,thelast (fifteenth) digit is used as a sum
check for the fifteen digit number. The intermediary eight-
to-eleven digits are used to uniquely identify the customer.
A merchant account code may be, for example, any number
or alpha-numeric characters that identify a particular mer-
chant for purposes of card acceptance, account reconcilia-
tion, reporting, or the like.

It should be noted that the transfer of information in

accordancewith the present disclosure, may be completed in
a format recognizable by a merchant system or account
issuer. In that regard, by way of example, the information
maybe transmitted from a contactless (e.g., an RFID device)
to a contactless (e.g., RFID) reader or from the contactless
reader to the merchant system in a variety of formats, e.g.,
magnetic stripe or multi-track magnetic stripe format.

As used herein, phrases and terms similar to “financial
institution,” “transaction account issuer” and “paymentpro-
cessor” may include any person, entity, software and/or
hardware that offers transaction account services. Although
often referred to as a “financial institution,” the financial
institution may represent any type of bank, lender or other
type of account issuing institution, such as credit card
companies, card sponsoring companies, or third party issu-
ers under contract with financial institutions. It is further
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noted that other participants may be involved in some phases
of the transaction, such as an intermediary settlement insti-
tution.

The terms “payment vehicle,” “financial transaction
instrument,” “transaction instrument,” or “transaction
account product” may be used interchangeably throughout
to refer to a financial instrument. As used herein, an account
code may or may notbe associated with a physical financial
instrument.

In the detailed description herein, references to “one
embodiment”, “an embodiment”, “an example embodi-
ment”, “various embodiments”, etc., indicate that the
embodiment described may include a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic, but every embodiment may not
necessarily include the particular feature, structure, or char-
acteristic. Moreover, such phrases are not necessarily refer-
ring to the same embodiment. Further, when a particular
feature, structure, or characteristic is described in connection
with an embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the
knowledge of one skilled in the art to effect such feature,
structure, or characteristic in connection with other embodi-
ments whether or not explicitly described. After reading the
description, it will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant
art(s) how to implement the disclosure in certain embodi-
ments.

In various embodiments, the methods described herein are
implemented using the various particular machines
described herein. The methods described herein may be
implemented using the particular machines, and those here-
inafter developed, in any suitable combination, as would be
appreciated immediately by one skilled in the art. Further, as
is unambiguous from this disclosure, the methods described
herein may result in various transformations of certain
articles.

For the sake of brevity, conventional data networking,
application development andother functional aspects of the
systems (and components of the individual operating com-
ponents of the systems) may not be described in detail
herein. Furthermore, the connecting lines shown in the
various figures contained herein are intended to represent
exemplary functional relationships and/or physical cou-
plings between the various elements. It should be noted that
many alternative or additional functional relationships or
physical connections may be present in a practical system.

The various system components discussed herein may
include one or more ofthe following: a host server or other
computing systems including a processor for processing
digital data; a memory coupled to the processor for storing
digital data; an input digitizer coupled to the processor for
inputting digital data; an application program stored in the
memory and accessible by the processor for directing pro-
cessing of digital data by the processor; a display device
coupled to the processor and memory for displaying infor-
mation derived from digital data processed by the processor;
and a plurality of databases. Various databases used herein
may include: client data; merchant data; financial institution
data; and/or like data useful in the operation of the system.
As those skilled in the art will appreciate, user computer
may include an operating system (e.g., Windows NT, 95/98/
2000, XP, Vista, OS2, UNIX, Linux, Solaris, MacOS,etc.)
as well as various conventional support software and drivers
typically associated with computers. A user may include any
individual, business, entity, government organization, soft-
ware and/or hardware that interact with a system.

In an embodiment, various components, modules, and/or
engines of the systems described herein may be imple-
mented as micro-applications or micro-apps. Micro-appsare
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typically deployed in the context of a mobile operating
system, including for example, a Palm mobile operating
system, a Windows mobile operating system, an Android
Operating System, Apple iOS, a Blackberry operating sys-
tem and the like. The micro-app may be configured to
leverage the resources of the larger operating system and
associated hardware via a set of predetermined rules which
govern the operations of various operating systems and
hardware resources. For example, where a micro-app desires
to communicate with a device or network other than the

mobile device or mobile operating system, the micro-app
may leverage the communication protocol of the operating
system and associated device hardware under the predeter-
mined rules of the mobile operating system. Moreover,
where the micro-app desires an input from a user, the
micro-app may be configured to request a response from the
operating system which monitors various hardware compo-
nents and then communicates a detected input from the
hardware to the micro-app.

The system contemplates uses in association with web
services, utility computing, pervasive and individualized
computing, security and identity solutions, autonomic com-
puting, cloud computing, commodity computing, mobility
and wireless solutions, open source, biometrics, grid com-
puting and/or mesh computing.

Any databases discussed herein may include relational,
hierarchical, graphical, or object-oriented structure and/or
any other database configurations. Common database prod-
ucts that may be used to implement the databases include
DB2 by IBM (Armonk, N.Y.), various database products
available from Oracle Corporation (Redwood Shores,
Calif.), Microsoft Access or Microsoft SQL Server by
Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, Wash.), MySQL by
MySQL AB (Uppsala, Sweden), or any other suitable data-
base product. Moreover, the databases may be organized in
any suitable manner, for example, as data tables or lookup
tables. Each record may bea singlefile, a series offiles, a
linked series of data fields or any other data structure.
Association of certain data may be accomplished through
any desired data association technique such as those known
or practiced in the art. For example, the association may be
accomplished either manually or automatically. Automatic
association techniques may include, for example, a database
search, a database merge, GREP, AGREP, SQL,using a key
field in the tables to speed searches, sequential searches
through all the tables and files, sorting records in the file
according to a knownorder to simplify lookup, and/or the
like. The association step may be accomplished by a data-
base merge function, for example, using a “key field” in
pre-selected databases or data sectors. Various database
tuning steps are contemplated to optimize database perfor-
mance. For example, frequently used files such as indexes
may be placed on separate file systems to reduce In/Out
(“I/O”) bottlenecks.

More particularly, a “key field” partitions the database
according to the high-level class of objects defined by the
key field. For example, certain types of data may be desig-
nated as a key field in a plurality of related data tables and
the data tables may then be linked on the basis of the type
of data in the key field. The data corresponding to the key
field in each of the linked data tables is preferably the same
or of the same type. However, data tables having similar,
though notidentical, data in the keyfields may also be linked
by using AGREP, for example. In accordance with one
embodiment, any suitable data storage technique may be
utilized to store data without a standard format. Data sets

may be stored using any suitable technique, including, for
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example, storing individual files using an ISO/IEC 7816-4
file structure; implementing a domain whereby a dedicated
file is selected that exposes one or more elementary files
containing one or more data sets; using data sets stored in
individual files using a hierarchical filing system; data sets
stored as records in a single file G@ncluding compression,
SQL accessible, hashed via one or more keys, numeric,
alphabetical by first tuple, etc.); Binary Large Object
(BLOB); stored as ungrouped data elements encoded using
ISO/IEC 7816-6 data elements; stored as ungrouped data
elements encoded using ISO/IEC Abstract Syntax Notation
(ASN.1) as in ISO/IEC 8824 and 8825; and/or other pro-
prietary techniques that may include fractal compression
methods, image compression methods, etc.

In one exemplary embodiment, the ability to store a wide
variety of information in different formats is facilitated by
storing the information as a BLOB. Thus, any binary infor-
mation can be stored in a storage space associated with a
data set. As discussed above, the binary information may be
stored on the financial transaction instrument or external to
but affiliated with the financial transaction instrument. The

BLOB method may store data sets as ungrouped data
elements formatted as a block of binary via a fixed memory
offset using either fixed storage allocation, circular queue
techniques, or best practices with respect to memory man-
agement(e.g., paged memory, least recently used, etc.). By
using BLOB methods, the ability to store various data sets
that have different formats facilitates the storage of data
associated with the financial transaction instrument by mul-
tiple and unrelated owners of the data sets. For example, a
first data set which may be stored may be provided bya first
party, a second data set which may be stored may be
provided by an unrelated second party, and yet a third data
set which may bestored, may be provided by an third party
unrelated to the first and second party. Each of these three
exemplary data sets may contain different informationthatis
stored using different data storage formats and/or tech-
niques. Further, each data set may contain subsets of data
that also may be distinct from other subsets.

Asstated above, in various embodiments, the data can be
stored without regard to a common format. However, in one
exemplary embodiment, the data set (e.g., BLOB) may be
annotated in a standard manner when provided for manipu-
lating the data onto the financialtransaction instrument. The
annotation may comprise a short header, trailer, or other
appropriate indicator related to each data set that is config-
ured to convey information useful in managing the various
data sets. For example, the annotation may be called a
“condition header’, “header”, “trailer”, or “status”, herein,
and may comprise an indication of the status of the data set
or may include an identifier correlated to a specific issuer or
owner of the data. In one example, the first three bytes of
each data set BLOB may be configured or configurable to
indicate thestatus ofthat particular data set; e.g., LOADED,
INITIALIZED, READY, BLOCKED, REMOVABLE, or
DELETED. Subsequent bytes of data may be used to
indicate for example, the identity of the issuer, user, trans-
action/membership account identifier or the like. Each of
these condition annotations are further discussed herein.

The data set annotation may also be used for other types
of status information as well as various other purposes. For
example, the data set annotation may include security infor-
mation establishing access levels. The access levels may, for
example, be configured to permit only certain individuals,
levels of employees, companies, or other entities to access
data sets, or to permit access to specific data sets based on
the transaction, merchant, issuer, user or the like. Further-
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more, the security information may restrict/permit only
certain actions such as accessing, modifying, and/or deleting
data sets. In one example, the data set annotation indicates
that only the data set owner or the user are permitted to
delete a data set, various identified users may be permitted
to access the data set for reading, and others are altogether
excluded from accessing the data set. However, other access
restriction parameters may also be used allowing various
entities to access a data set with various permission levels as
appropriate.

The data, including the headeror trailer may be received
by a stand aloneinteraction device configured to add, delete,
modify, or augment the data in accordance with the header
or trailer. As such, in one embodiment, the headerortrailer

is not stored on the transaction device along with the
associated issuer-owned data but instead the appropriate
action may be taken by providing to the transaction instru-
ment user at the stand alone device, the appropriate option
for the action to be taken. The system may contemplate a
data storage arrangement wherein the header ortrailer, or
headerortrailer history, of the data is stored on the trans-
action instrumentin relation to the appropriate data.

Oneskilled in the art will also appreciate that, for security
reasons, any databases, systems, devices, servers or other
components of the system may consist of any combination
thereofat a single location or at multiple locations, wherein
each database or system includes any of various suitable
security features, suchas firewalls, access codes, encryption,
decryption, compression, decompression, and/or thelike.

A firewall may comprise any hardware and/or software
suitably configured to protect systems, components, and/or
enterprise computing resources from users of other net-
works. Further, a firewall may be configured to limit or
restrict access to various systems and components behind
the firewall for web clients connecting through a web server.
A firewall may reside in varying configurations including
Stateful Inspection, Proxy based, access control lists, and
Packet Filtering among others. A firewall may be integrated
within a web server or any other CMS components or may
further reside as a separate entity. A firewall may implement
network address translation (“NAT”) and/or network
address port translation (“‘NAPT”). A firewall may accom-
modate various tunneling protocols to facilitate secure com-
munications, such as those used in virtual private network-
ing. A firewall may implement a demilitarized zone
(“DMZ”) to facilitate communications with a public net-
work such as the Internet. A firewall may be integrated as
software within an Internet server, any other application
server components or may reside within another computing
device or may take the form of a standalone hardware
component.

The computers discussed herein may provide a suitable
website or other Internet-based graphical user interface
which is accessible by users. In one embodiment, the
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), Microsoft
Transaction Server (MTS), and Microsoft SQL Server, are
used in conjunction with the Microsoft operating system,
Microsoft NT web server software, a Microsoft SQL Server
database system, and a Microsoft Commerce Server. Addi-
tionally, components such as Access or Microsoft SQL
Server, Oracle, Sybase, Informix MySQL, Interbase, etc.,
may be used to provide an Active Data Object (ADO)
compliant database management system. In one embodi-
ment, the Apache web server is used in conjunction with a
Linux operating system, a MySQL database, and the Perl,
PHP, and/or Python programming languages.
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Anyof the communications, inputs, storage, databases or
displays discussed herein may be facilitated through a
website having web pages. The term “web page”asit is used
herein is not meant to limit the type of documents and
applications that might be used to interact with the user. For
example, a typical website might include, in addition to
standard HTML documents, various forms, Java applets,
JavaScript, active server pages (ASP), common gateway
interface scripts (CGI), extensible markup language (XML),
dynamic HTML, cascading style sheets (CSS), AJAX
(Asynchronous Javascript And XML), helper applications,
plug-ins, and the like. A server may include a web service
that receives a request from a web server, the request
including a URL (http://yahoo.com/stockquotes/ge) and an
IP address (123.56.789.234). The web server retrieves the
appropriate web pages and sendsthe data or applications for
the web pages to the IP address. Web services are applica-
tions that are capable of interacting with other applications
over a communications means, such as the internet. Web
services are typically based on standards or protocols such
as XML, SOAP, AJAX, WSDL and UDDI. Web services
methods are well knownin the art, and are covered in many
standard texts. See, e.g., ALEX NGHIEM, IT WEB SER-
VICES: A ROADMAP FOR THE ENTERPRISE (2003),
hereby incorporated by reference.

Middleware may include any hardware and/or software
suitably configured to facilitate communications and/or pro-
cess transactions between disparate computing systems.
Middleware components are commercially available and
knownin the art. Middleware may be implemented through
commercially available hardware and/or software, through
custom hardware and/or software components, or through a
combination thereof. Middleware mayreside in a variety of
configurations and may exist as a standalone system or may
be a software component residing on the Internet server.
Middleware may be configured to process transactions
between the various components of an application server
and any numberof internal or external systems for any ofthe
purposes disclosed herein. WebSphere MQTM (formerly
MQSeries) by IBM,Inc. (Armonk, N.Y.) is an example of a
commercially available middleware product. An Enterprise
Service Bus (“ESB”) application is another example of
middleware.

Practitioners will also appreciate that there are a number
of methods for displaying data within a browser-based
document. Data may be represented as standard text or
within a fixed list, scrollable list, drop-down list, editable
text field, fixed text field, pop-up window, and the like.
Likewise, there are a number of methods available for
modifying data in a web page such as, for example, free text
entry using a keyboard, selection of menu items, check
boxes, option boxes, andthelike.

The system and method may be described herein in terms
of functional block components, screen shots, optional
selections and various processing steps. It should be appre-
ciated that such functional blocks may be realized by any
numberofhardware and/or software components configured
to perform the specified functions. For example, the system
may employ various integrated circuit components, e.g.,
memory elements, processing elements, logic elements,
lookup tables, and the like, which maycarry out a variety of
functions under the control of one or more microprocessors
or other control devices. Similarly, the software elements of
the system may be implemented with any programming or
scripting language such as C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript,
VBScript, Macromedia Cold Fusion, COBOL, Microsoft
Active Server Pages, assembly, PERL, PHP, awk, Python,
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Visual Basic, SQL Stored Procedures, PL/SQL, any UNIX
shell script, and extensible markup language (XML) with
the various algorithms being implemented with any combi-
nation of data structures, objects, processes, routines or
other programming elements. Further, it should be notedthat
the system may employ any number of conventional tech-
niques for data transmission, signaling, data processing,
network control, and the like. Still further, the system could
be used to detect or prevent security issues with a client-side
scripting language, such as JavaScript, VBScriptor the like.
For a basic introduction of cryptography and network secu-
rity, see any of the following references: (1) “Applied
Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms, And Source Code In
C,” by Bruce Schneier, published by John Wiley & Sons
(second edition, 1995); (2) “Java Cryptography” by Jona-
than Knudson, published by O’Reilly & Associates (1998);
(3) “Cryptography & Network Security: Principles & Prac-
tice” by William Stallings, published by Prentice Hall; all of
which are hereby incorporated by reference.

Each participant is equipped with a computing device in
order to interact with the system and facilitate online com-
merce transactions. The customer has a computing unit in
the form of a personal computer, although other types of
computing units may be used including laptops, notebooks,
hand held computers, set-top boxes, cellular telephones,
touch-tone telephones and the like. The merchant has a
computing unit implemented in the form of a computer-
server, although other implementations are contemplated by
the system. The bank has a computing center shown as a
main frame computer. However, the bank computing center
may be implemented in other forms, such as a mini-com-
puter, a PC server, a network of computers located in the
same of different geographic locations, or the like. More-
over, the system contemplates the use, sale or distribution of
any goods, services or information over any network having
similar functionality described herein.

The electronic commerce system may be implementedat
the customer and issuing bank. In an exemplary implemen-
tation, the electronic commerce system is implemented as
computer software modules loaded onto the customer com-
puter and the banking computing center. The merchant
computer does not require any additional software to par-
ticipate in the online commerce transactions supported by
the online commerce system.

As will be appreciated by oneof ordinary skill in the art,
the system may be embodied as a customization of an
existing system, an add-on product, upgraded software, a
stand alone system, a distributed system, a method, a data
processing system, a device for data processing, and/or a
computer program product. Accordingly, the system may
take the form of an entirely software embodiment, an
entirely hardware embodiment, or an embodiment combin-
ing aspects of both software and hardware. Furthermore, the
system maytake the form of a computer program product on
a computer-readable storage medium having computer-read-
able program code means embodiedin the storage medium.
Any suitable computer-readable storage medium may be
utilized, including hard disks, CD-ROM, optical storage
devices, magnetic storage devices, and/or thelike.

The system and methodis described herein with reference
to screen shots, block diagrams and flowchart illustrations of
methods, apparatus (e.g., systems), and computer program
products according to various embodiments. It will be
understood that each functional block of the block diagrams
and the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of func-
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tional blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illustra-
tions, respectively, can be implemented by computer pro-
gram instructions.

These computer program instructions may be loaded onto
a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or
other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
machine, such that the instructions that execute on the
computer or other programmable data processing apparatus
create means for implementing the functions specified in the
flowchart block or blocks. These computer program instruc-
tions mayalso be stored in a computer-readable memory that
can direct a computer or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that
the instructions stored in the computer-readable memory
produce an article of manufacture including instruction
means which implement the function specified in the flow-
chart block or blocks. The computer program instructions
mayalso be loaded onto a computeror other programmable
data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational
steps to be performed on the computer or other program-
mable apparatus to produce a computer-implemented pro-
cess such that the instructions which execute on the com-

puter or other programmable apparatus provide steps for
implementing the functions specified in the flowchart block
or blocks.

Accordingly, functional blocks of the block diagrams and
flowchart illustrations support combinations of means for
performing the specified functions, combinations of steps
for performing the specified functions, and program instruc-
tion means for performing the specified functions. It will
also be understood that each functional block of the block

diagrams and flowchart illustrations, and combinations of
functional blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illus-
trations, can be implemented by either special purpose
hardware-based computer systems which perform the speci-
fied functions or steps, or suitable combinations of special
purpose hardware and computerinstructions. Further, illus-
trations of the process flows and the descriptions thereof
may make reference to user windows, webpages, websites,
web forms, prompts, etc. Practitioners will appreciate that
the illustrated steps described herein may comprise in any
number of configurations including the use of windows,
webpages, web forms, popup windows, prompts and the
like. It should be further appreciated that the multiple steps
as illustrated and described may be combinedinto single
webpages and/or windows but have been expanded for the
sake of simplicity. In other cases, steps illustrated and
described as single process steps may be separated into
multiple webpages and/or windowsbut have been combined
for simplicity.

Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to problems
have been described herein with regard to specific embodi-
ments. However, the benefits, advantages, solutions to prob-
lems, and any elements that may cause any benefit, advan-
tage, or solution to occur or become more pronounced are
not to be construedascritical, required, or essential features
or elements of the disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is
accordingly to be limited by nothing other than the appended
claims, in which reference to an element in the singular is
not intended to mean “one and only one”unless explicitly so
stated, but rather “one or more.” Moreover, where a phrase
similar to ‘at least one of A, B, and C’or ‘at least one of A,
B, or C’ is used in the claims or specification, it is intended
that the phrase be interpreted to mean that A alone may be
present in an embodiment, B alone may be present in an
embodiment, C alone may bepresent in an embodiment, or
that any combination of the elements A, B and C may be
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present in a single embodiment; for example, A and B, A and
C, B and C, or A and B and C.Although the inventions have
been described as a method in certain embodiments, it is

contemplated that it may be embodied as computer program
instructions on a tangible computer-readable carrier, such as
a magnetic or optical memory or a magnetic or optical disk.
All structural, chemical, and functional equivalents to the
elements of the above-described exemplary embodiments
that are known to those of ordinary skill in the art are
expressly incorporated herein by reference and are intended
to be encompassedbythe present claims. Moreover,it is not
necessary for a device or method to address each and every
problem soughtto be solved by the present disclosure, for it
to be encompassed by the present claims. Furthermore, no
element, component, or method step in the present disclo-
sure is intended to be dedicated to the public regardless of
whether the element, component, or method step is explic-
itly recited in the claims. No claim element herein is to be
construed under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 112(f) unless
the element is expressly recited using the phrase “means
for.” As used herein, the terms “comprises”, “comprising”,
or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a
non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,article,
or apparatus that comprises a list of elements does not
include only those elements but may include other elements
not expressly listed or inherent to such process, method,
article, or apparatus.

Whatis claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
intercepting, by a tokenization gateway computer-based

system, sensitive data prior to the sensitive data reach-
ing a cloud application in an externally hosted system,
wherein the sensitive data is being uploaded to the

externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based

system and in responseto the intercepting, the sensitive
data to create encrypted sensitive data;

associating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a file path with the encrypted sensitive data;

generating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the encrypting, a token
comprising a data identifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in responseto the generating, the encrypted
sensitive data, wherein the tokenizing comprises map-
ping the encrypted sensitive data to the token;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem and in response to the tokenizing, the token to the
cloud application, wherein the cloud application com-
prises a software application that functions within the
externally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based sys-
tem andin responseto the storing the token to the cloud
application, the encrypted sensitive data to a token
vault internal to the tokenization gateway computer-
based system, wherein the token vault comprises a data
storage system;

retrieving, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the token from the cloud application in
response to a request from the computer-based system
for the token from the cloud application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the file path associated with the token; and
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in responseto the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway computer-based system, the encrypted sensi-
tive data.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the token comprises
the file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory
location of the encrypted sensitive data within the data
storage system.

3. The methodof claim 2, wherein the token comprises a
randomly generated value, and wherein a mapping table is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive data to the token.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising receiving,
by the tokenization gateway computer-based system, a
request for the sensitive data.

5. The methodof claim 1, further comprising identifying,
based upon the token associated with the encrypted sensitive
data, the encrypted sensitive data.

6. A system comprising:
a tangible, non-transitory memory communicating with a

tokenization gateway processor,
the tangible, non-transitory memory having instructions

stored thereon that, in response to execution by the
tokenization gateway processor, cause the tokenization
gateway processor to perform operations comprising:

intercepting, by the tokenization gateway processor, sen-
sitive data prior to the sensitive data reaching a cloud
application in an externally hosted system,
wherein the sensitive data is being uploaded to the

externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway processor and in

responseto the intercepting, the sensitive data to create
encrypted sensitive data;

associating, by the tokenization gateway processor, a file
path with the encrypted sensitive data;

generating, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the encrypting, a token comprising a data
identifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
responseto the generating, the encrypted sensitive data,
wherein the tokenizing comprises mapping the
encrypted sensitive data to the token;

storing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the tokenizing, the token to the cloud
application, wherein the cloud application comprises a
software application that functions within the exter-
nally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway processor and in
response to the storing the token to the cloud applica-
tion, the encrypted sensitive data to a token vault
internal to the tokenization gateway processor, wherein
the token vault comprises a data storage system;

retrieving, by the tokenization gateway processor, the
token from the cloud application in response to a
request from the tokenization gateway processorfor the
token from the cloud application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway processor, the file
path associated with the token; and

in responseto the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway processor, the encrypted sensitive data.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the token comprises the
file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory location
of the encrypted sensitive data within the data storage
system.
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8. The system of claim 7, wherein the token comprises a
randomly generated value, and wherein a mapping table is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive data to the token.

9. The system of claim 8, further comprising receiving, by
the tokenization gateway processor, a request for the sensi-
tive data.

10. The system of claim 6, further comprising identifying,
based uponthe token associated with the encrypted sensitive
data, the encrypted sensitive data.

11. An article of manufacture including a non-transitory,
tangible computer readable storage medium havinginstruc-
tions stored thereon that, in response to execution by a
tokenization gateway computer-based system, cause the
computer-based system to perform operations comprising:

intercepting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a sensitive document prior to the sensitive
documentreaching a cloud application in an externally
hosted system,
wherein the sensitive document is being uploaded to

the externally hosted system;
encrypting, by the tokenization gateway computer-based

system and in responseto the intercepting, the sensitive
document to create an encrypted sensitive document;

associating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, a file path with the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment;

generating, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in response to the encrypting, a token
comprising a documentidentifier;

tokenizing, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system and in responseto the generating, the encrypted
sensitive document, wherein the tokenizing comprises
associating the token with the encrypted sensitive docu-
ment;
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storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-basedsys-
tem and in response to the tokenizing, the token to the
cloud application, wherein the cloud application com-
prises a software application that functions within the
externally hosted system, wherein the externally hosted
system includes a cloud computing environment;

storing, by the tokenization gateway computer-basedsys-
tem andin responseto the storing the token to the cloud
application, the encrypted sensitive document to an
internal to the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, wherein the token vault comprises file storage
system;

retrieving, by the computer-based system, the token from
the cloud application in response to a request from the
computer-based system for the token from the cloud
application,

reading, by the tokenization gateway computer-based
system, the file path associated with the token; and

in responseto the reading the file path associated with the
token, receiving and decrypting, by the tokenization
gateway computer-based system, the encrypted sensi-
tive document.

12. The article of claim 11, wherein the token comprises
the file path, wherein the file path comprises a directory
location of the encrypted sensitive document within the
document storage system.

13. The article of claim 12, wherein the token comprises
a randomly generated value, and wherein a mappingtable is
stored in the token vault, wherein the mapping table maps
the encrypted sensitive document to the token.

14. Thearticle of claim 13, further comprising receiving,
by the tokenization gateway computer-based system, a
request for the sensitive document.

* * * * *
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SECURING EXTERNAL SYSTEMS WITH
ACCOUNT TOKEN SUBSTITUTION

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Application No. 61/373,163, filed Aug. 12, 2010, entitled
“SECURING SECONDARY SYSTEMS WITH TOKEN

PAN SUBSTITUTION,” and U.S. Provisional Application
No. 61/381,322, filed Sep. 9, 2010, entitled “ACCOUNT
NUMBER TOKENIZATION,” which are herein incorpo-
rated by referencein their entirety forall purposes.

BACKGROUND

As methods and devices for engaging in financial transac-
tions have increased, old problems of protecting sensitive
information persist. For example, one common source of
fraud occurs when a hacker gains access to a data center and
obtains sensitive information such as credit card numbers and

other cardholder data. As another example, an employee
entrusted to maintain sensitive information can provide a
fraudster access to the cardholder data, either by voluntary
act, trick, negligence, or accident.

To protect sensitive information from such fraud, a data
center may encryptthe data it stores. For example, a merchant
may wishto track financial transactions at one or morestores
to gain insight on the purchasing tendencies of its customers.
Inthis example, the merchant maystore financial information
(e.g., credit card numbers) associated with the purchases.
However, because such information is sensitive and could be
used to conduct fraudulent transactions, the merchant may
secure the credit card numbersit collects by encrypting the
credit numbersit stores in its data center.

A merchantprocessorthat performs payment gatewayser-
vices on behalf of a merchant is another example of a data
center. For example, the merchant processor (as provided by
CYBERSOURCE™,ofMountain View, Calif.), may receive
paymentinformation from a merchant computer, process the
payment information into the format of an authorization
request message, send the authorization request message to
the appropriate payment processing network (as may be
offered by VISA™), receive an authorization response mes-
sage, and route the authorization response message back to
the merchant computer so that the merchant can provide a
goodor service to a customer.

Other examples of data centers include acquirers and
acquirer processors. An acquireris typically a businessentity
(e.g., acommercial bank)that has a business relationship with
a particular merchant. Acquirers may facilitate and manage
financial transactions on behalf of merchants. An acquirer
processoris typically a transaction processing entity that has
a business relationship with a particular acquirer. Acquirer
processors may provide merchants with transaction clearing,
settlement, billing and reporting services.

In addition to the payment services described above, the
acquirer or acquirer processor can also provide a variety of
financial reports to the merchants registered for its services.
For example, once a transaction has completed, the merchant
may request information specifically for that transaction by
sending a report request message to the acquirer or acquirer
processor. The acquirer or acquirer processor may respondto
the report request message by sending full payment informa-
tion related to the specified transaction to the merchant.

To provide full payment information back to the merchant
as part of these financial reports, the acquirer or acquirer
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processor maystore the credit card numbers involved in the
transactions. Accordingly, the acquirer or acquirer processor
can be a form ofa data center that stores cardholder informa-
tion and other sensitive information. For the reasons

described above, the acquirer or acquirer processor may pro-
tect the cardholder information against potential fraudsters.
In one approach, the acquirer or acquirer processor may
encrypt the credit card numbers that it receives. Further, to
avoid collisions between the credit card numbers, the acquirer
or acquirer processor may use an encryption key specific to
each merchant when the acquirer or acquirer processor
encrypts an account number, for example.

Whena data center(e.g., a merchant processor, merchant,
acquirer processor, or acquirer) maintains a database of sen-
sitive information, the data center may have to comply with a
number regulations. Such regulations attempt to increase
controls around cardholder data to reduce credit card fraud

via its exposure. For example, the Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)is an information security
standard for organizations that handle cardholder information
for the major debit, credit, prepaid, e-purse, ATM, and POS
cards. As part of the PCI DSS,a data center that stores and/or
processes cardholder information must ensure that the card-
holder data is secured. Further, the data center must perform
periodic compliancetesting.

Asdescribed above, a data center may encrypt cardholder
information to comply with the PC] DSS. There are many
known methods ofencryption. Comparatively secure encryp-
tion systemsare typically expensive and may consumelarge
portions of a computer system’s processing bandwidth.

Embodimentsofthe invention address the above problems,
and other problems, individually and collectively.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present invention can be directed to
systems, apparatuses, and methods for providing account
tokens to external systems during the lifecycle of a payment
transaction. As is explained below, an accounttokenis a less
sensitive form of an accountidentifier. Such account tokens

can besent to external entities, such as a merchantor a support
computer, during the lifecycle of a transaction.

Some embodiments are directed to a methodfor providing
an account token to a merchant computer. The method may
involve a tokenization server receiving an authorization
request message sent by a merchant computer. The authori-
zation request message may request authorization for pay-
ment of a good or service and may include an account iden-
tifier and a merchant verification value. A token derivation

key is then selected using the merchantverification value. The
tokenization server then uses the token derivation key to
generate the account token of the account identifier. The
account token is inserted in an authorization response mes-
sage that is then sent to the merchant computer.

Some embodimentsare directed to a serverthat provides an
account token to a merchant computer. The server receives an
authorization request message sent by a merchant computer.
The authorization request message includes an account iden-
tifier and a merchant verification value. The server then

selects a token derivation key using the merchantverification
value. The server then uses the token derivation key to gen-
erate the account token of the account identifier. The account

tokenis inserted in an authorization response messagethatis
then sent to the merchant computer.

Some embodiments are directed to a computer readable
medium for performing a method of providing an account
token to a merchant computer. The method may involve a
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tokenization server receiving an authorization request mes-
sage sent by a merchant computer. The authorization request
message includes an account identifier and a merchantveri-
fication value. A token derivation key is then selected using
the merchantverification value. The tokenization server then

uses the token derivation key to generate the account token of
the account identifier. The account token is inserted in an

authorization response messagethat is then sent to the mer-
chant computer.

Some embodimentsare directed to a methodfor providing
an account token to an external entity. The method may
involve receiving a payment messagethat is associated with
an accountidentifier. Then a tokenization server generates an
account token of the account identifier associated with the

payment message. An external request message with the
account token is then transmitted to an external entity. An
example of an external entity is a support computer that
provides a risk score for a transaction. An external response
message is then received. An example ofan external response
messageis a risk score that correspondsto the payment mes-
sage. After the external response message is received, the
accountidentifier is then determined from the account token.

Some embodimentsare directed to a serverthat provides an
account token to an external entity. The server may receive a
payment messagethatis associated with an accountidentifier.
The server then generates an account token of the account
identifier associated with the payment message. An external
request message with the account token 1s then transmitted by
the server to an external entity. An example of an external
entity is a support computer that provides a risk score for a
transaction. An external response messageis then received by
the server. An example of an external response message is a
risk score that correspondsto the payment message. After the
external response messageis received, the accountidentifier
is then determined from the account token.

Some embodiments are directed to a computer readable
medium that includes instructions that, when executed by a
processor, performs a methodfor providing an account token
to an external entity. The method may involve receiving a
payment messagethatis associated with an accountidentifier.
Then a tokenization server generates an account token of the
account identifier associated with the payment message. An
external request message with the account tokenis then trans-
mitted to an external entity. An example of an external entity
is a support computerthat providesa risk score for a transac-
tion. An external response message is then received. An
example of an external response messageis a risk score that
corresponds to the payment message. After the external
response messageis received, the account identifier is then
determined from the account token.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system that uses account
tokens, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the components of a payment
processing network, according to example embodiments.

FIG.3 is a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an account token, according to example embodi-
ments.

FIG.41s a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an accounttokentoafirst merchant, according to
example embodiments.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram that shows the messages involved
in sending an account token to a second merchant, according
to example embodiments.
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FIGS. 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, and 6E are diagrams that show
various formats of an authorization request message, accord-
ing to example embodiments.

FIG. 71s a flow diagram that shows a methodfor generating
an account token, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the primary func-
tional components of a computer or computing system that
may be used to implement an element or component used in
some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing account tokenssent to a
support computer, according to example embodiments.

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing steps for sending an
account token to a support computer, according to an example
embodiment.

FIG. 11 is a block diagram showinga first technique for
normalizing account tokens, according to example embodi-
ments.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing a second technique for
normalizing account tokens, according to example embodi-
ments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments of the invention relate to methods andsys-
tems for mitigating risks associated with transmitting and
storing sensitive account identifiers. Particularly, example
embodiments ofthe invention relate to generating an account
token at a payment processing networkaspart of an authori-
zation process involving a merchant computer, an acquirer
computer, and/or a support computer.

However, prior to discussing the example embodiments of
the invention, a further description of some terms can be
provided for a better understanding of embodiments of the
invention.

As used herein, an “account identifier” can refer to any
information that identifies an account that holds value for a

user. An account identifier can be represented as a sequence of
characters or symbols. An accountidentifier is typically pro-
vided as part of a transaction, such as a paymenttransaction,
that credits value to the account, debits value to the account,
or performs any other suitable action on the account. Credit
card numbers, checking and saving account numbers, prepaid
account numbers, aliases and/or a passwords, phone num-
bers, and any other suitable identifier are all examples of
account identifiers.

As usedherein, an “account token”canrefer to the result of
transforming an account identifier into a form that is not
considered sensitive in the context of the environment in

which the account token resides. A “tokenization algorithm”
can refer to the sequence ofstepsused to transform an account
identifier into an account token. Still further, a “reverse
tokenization algorithm” can refer to the sequence of steps
used to transform the account token back to the account

identifier. The tokenization algorithm may replace sensitive
data, or portions thereof, with a value that is not considered
sensitive.

As used herein, a “token derivation key” can refer to any
piece of information that is used as a parameter of a tokeni-
zation algorithm. The token derivation key can be used to vary
the output ofa tokenization algorithm. In some embodiments,
a token derivation key is symmetric as the same token deri-
vation key is used for both tokenization and reverse tokeni-
zation. In other embodiments, a token derivation key is asym-
metric as the token derivation key used to tokenize an account
identifier is not used in the reverse tokenization algorithm.
Instead, a second token derivation key is used in the reverse
tokenization.
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An “authorization request message”canrefer to a message,
or sequence of messages, that requests an issuer of the pay-
mentcard to authorize a transaction. An authorization request
message according to an embodimentof the invention may
comply with ISO (International Organization for Standard-
ization) 8583, which is a standard for systems that exchange
electronic transactions made by cardholders using payment
cards. An authorization request message according to other
embodiments may comply with other suitable standards.

An “authorization response message” can refer to a mes-
sage, or sequence ofmessages, that responds to a merchant’s
and/or acquirer’s request to authorize a transaction. An autho-
rization response message according to an embodimentofthe
invention may comply with ISO 8583, which, as described
above, is a standard for systems that exchange electronic
transactions made by cardholders using payment cards. An
authorization response message according to other embodi-
ments may comply with other suitable standards.

A “merchantverification value” may refer to any informa-
tion that identifies a merchant as a participant in a service or
program. As an example, a merchant verification value may
be assigned to a business, person, or organization that has
agreed to accept payment cards when properly presented by
the cardholder. A merchant verification value can be any
combination of characters and/or symbols. Further, a mer-
chant verification value can be transmitted to a payment pro-
cessing network as part of an authorization request message.

A “support system verification value” may refer to any
information that identifies a support system as a provider ofa
service or program. As an example, a support system verifi-
cation value may be assignedto a web service that provides a
fraud score for a transaction. As another example, a support
system verification value can be assigned to an alert web
service that sends a message to a consumer’s communication
device (e.g., mobile phone) when one or more conditions
applied. Such a messagecan be for a couponoran alert that a
transactionoractivity has occurred with regardto a particular
account. A support system verification value can be any com-
bination of characters and/or symbols. Further, in some
embodiments, a support system verification value can be
transmitted to a payment processing network as part of an
authorization request message.

A “verification value,” as used herein, can refer to a mer-
chant verification value, a support system verification value,
or some combination thereof.

Generally, embodiments relate to apparatuses, systems,
and methods of securing sensitive data. In particular, some
embodiments improve security ofa data center that stores, for
example, account identifiers by communicating account
tokens from a tokenization server to external entities (e.g.,
merchant computers or a support computers). Further, in
some embodiments, the account tokens communicated to the
external entity is generated specific for the external entity. For
example, when a merchant is enrolled with a tokenization
service, the merchant is assigned a merchant verification
value and token derivation key. Thereafter, subsequent com-
munications between a merchant computer and a tokeniza-
tion server may cause the tokenization server to generate an
account token specific to the merchant by using the assigned
token derivation key.

To illustrate, when a consumer swipes a credit card at a
merchant’s store to purchase an item, a bank associated with
the merchant may send an authorization request message with
a particular account identifier and the merchant verification
value assigned to the merchant to the payment processing
network. In generating an authorization response message, a
tokenization server associated with the payment processing
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network mayselect the token derivation key assigned to the
merchant (as may be determined by matching a merchant
verification value includedin the authorization request mes-
sage to a previously assigned token derivation key) and then
generate an account token of the accountidentifier using the
token derivation key. The account tokenis then inserted in the
authorization response message, which is then sent back to
the merchantvia the bank.

A similar technique can be used to communicate account
tokens to support systems, as is further described below.

By communicating an account token to the merchant,
example embodiments can provide comparatively secure
communication and comparatively secure storage for sensi-
tive information, such as the cardholder data (e.g., credit card
number) and other financial information. For example, if a
fraudster hacks into the merchant’s systems, the account
tokens of the accountidentifiers stored by the merchantwill
notbe usefulto the fraudster because the account tokens can

not be used alone to conduct financial transactions. That is,
the fraudster will be unable to use the account tokens to

perform financial transactions.
In some embodiments, a merchant and/or support system

does not have access to the reverse token derivation keys
needed to transform the account tokens to the corresponding
account identifiers. Instead, a tokenization server stores the
reverse token derivation keys. Therefore, the risk of compro-
mised cardholder data is further limited in that a fraudster

may have to breach the merchant and/or support system to
obtain the account tokens and may also have to breach the
tokenization server to obtain the reverse token derivation

keys. Furthermore, even if the account tokens are compro-
misedfora particular merchant and/or support system (e.g., if
the fraudster obtains both the account tokens and reverse

token derivation keys), the account tokens for other mer-
chants and/or support systems may remain inaccessible to the
fraudster.

Still further, because an account token is received in the
authorization response messagein additionto or in lieu ofthe
actual accountidentifier, the apparatuses, methods, and sys-
tems described herein also reduce merchant post-processing
efforts needed to support encryption or hashing ofthe account
numbersafter the authorization response messageis received.

Asa further advantage, the merchantcan use the tokenized
accountidentifier to conduct customeranalyticsin lieu ofthe
original card identifier. Once the card account numbers are
removed from the merchant’s systems (often during or after
the daily batch sales draft clearing process), the merchant can
retain the tokenized accountidentifier for future analytics and
customer tracking, while simultaneously complying with
security standards (such as Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI DSS)) and reducingrisk of damaging
data breaches. For example, in order to maximize sales, mer-
chants often have the need to perform customeractivity track-
ing and segmentation/spend analyses using sales history.
However, using the account identifier to identify customers
requires long-term storage of cardholder accountidentifiers,
potentially leading to increased data breach risk and security
standards non-compliance. Embodiments of the invention
provide a method to tokenize the accountidentifier so that it
can be used in lieu of the actual account identifier to perform
merchant customeranalytics.

In another example, embodiments of the invention may
facilitate customer analytics that allow merchants to measure
velocity ofpurchases(e.g., if five transactions occur within a
relatively short time period over a disperse geographic area).
Based on an application observing the account tokens, the
merchant may deny selected transactions if the merchant
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detects a suspicious velocity pattern, even if the transaction is
authorized by the payment processing network.

In another example, embodiments of the invention may
facilitate customer analytics that allow merchants to measure
the velocity ofpurchases to provide various customerloyalty
services. For example, based on an application observing the
account tokens, the merchant may provide a benefit to repeat
customers(e.g., if a customer purchases the same product on
five occasions, the merchant can provide the customer with an
additional productat no cost).
I. Exemplary Payment System

Example embodiments are typically implemented in the
context of a paymenttransaction. Therefore, prior to further
discussing the use of a tokenization server configured to
provide account tokens, a brief description of standard con-
sumer purchaseswill be presented.

An exemplary system 100 for embodiments of the inven-
tion can be seen in FIG. 1. For simplicity of discussion, only
one of each component is shown.It is understood, however,
that embodiments ofthe invention may include more than one
of each component. In addition, some embodiments of the
invention may include fewer than all of the components
shown in FIG. 1. Also, the components in FIG. 1 may com-
municate via any suitable communication medium (including
the internet), using any suitable communication protocol.

FIG. 1 shows a system 100 that can be used in an embodi-
ment of the invention. The system 100 includes a merchant
computer 120 and an acquirer computer 130 communica-
tively coupled to the merchant computer 120. In a typical
paymenttransaction, a consumer 110 may purchase goods or
services at amerchantassociated with the merchant computer
120 using a portable consumer device 115. The acquirer
computer 130 can communicate with an issuer computer 160
via a payment processing network 140.

The consumer 110 maybe an individual, or an organization
such as a business that is capable of purchasing goods or
services.

The portable consumer device 115 may bein any suitable
form. For example, suitable portable consumerdevices can be
hand-held and compact sothat they can fit into a consumer’s
wallet and/or pocket (e.g., pocket-sized). The portable con-
sumerdevice 115 can include a processor, and memory, input
devices, and output devices, operatively coupled to the pro-
cessor. Specific examples of portable consumer devices
includecellular or wireless phones, personal digital assistants
(PDAs), pagers, portable computers, smart cards, andthelike.
The portable consumerdevices can also be debit devices(e.g.,
a debit card), credit devices (e.g., a credit card), or stored
value devices (e.g., a pre-paid or stored value card).

The payment processing network 140 may include data
processing subsystems, networks, and operations used to sup-
port and deliver authorization services, exception file ser-
vices, and clearing and settlement services. An exemplary
payment processing network may include VisaNet™. Pay-
ment processing networks such as VisaNet™ are able to
process credit card transactions, debit card transactions, and
other types of commercial transactions. VisaNet™, in par-
ticular, includes a VIP system (Visa Integrated Payments
system) which processes authorization request messages and
in someinstancesalso performsclearing services, and a Base
II system which performsclearing services in instances when
it is not performed by the VIP system.

The paymentprocessing network 140 may include a server
computer. A server computer is typically a powerful com-
puter or cluster of computers. For example, the server com-
puter can be a large mainframe, a minicomputercluster, or a
group of servers functioning as a unit. In one example, the
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server computer maybe a database server coupled to a Web
server. The payment processing network 140 may use any
suitable wired or wireless network, including the Internet.

The merchant computer 120 mayalso have, or may receive
communications from, an access device 125 that can interact
with the portable consumer device 115. The access devices
125 according to embodiments of the invention can be in any
suitable form. Examples of access devices include point of
sale (POS) devices, cellular phones, PDAs, personal comput-
ers (PCs), tablet PCs, handheld specialized readers, set-top
boxes, electronic cash registers, automated teller machines
(ATMs), virtual cash registers, kiosks, security systems,
access systems, andthelike.

If the access device 125 is a point of sale terminal, any
suitable pointof sale terminal may be used including card or
phonereaders. The card or phone readers may include any
suitable contact or contactless mode of operation. For
example, exemplary readers can include RF (radio fre-
quency) antennas, magnetic stripe readers, etc. to interact
with the portable consumer devices 115.

In a typical purchase transaction, the consumer 110 pur-
chases a goodorservice at the merchant associated with the
merchant computer 120 using the portable consumer device
115 such as a credit card or mobile phone. The consumer’s
portable consumer device 115 can interact with an access
device 125 such as a POS(pointof sale) terminal communi-
catively coupled to the merchant computer 120. For example,
the consumer 110 may swipethe credit card through a POS
terminal or, in another embodiment, may take a wireless
phone and maypass it near a contactless reader in a POS
terminal.

An authorization request message may then forwarded by
the merchant computer 120 to the acquirer computer 130.
After receiving the authorization request message, the autho-
rization request message may then be sent to the payment
processing network 140. The payment processing network
140 may then forward the authorization request message to
the issuer computer 160 associated with the portable con-
sumer device 115.

As shownin FIG. 1, the payment processing network 140
can be communicatively coupled to a support computer 150.
The support computer 150 can perform functions that support
or supplementthe authorization process. Fraud scoring sys-
tem, alert systems, reporting systems, etc are examples of
support computers, according to various embodiments.

After the issuer computer 160 receives the authorization
request message, the issuer computer 160 may send an autho-
rization response message back to the payment processing
network 140 to indicate whetherornotthe current transaction

is authorized (or not authorized). The transaction processing
system 140 may then forward the authorization response
message back to the acquirer computer 130. The acquirer
computer 130 may then send the response message back to
the merchant computer 120.

After the merchant computer 120 receives the authoriza-
tion response message, the access device 125 communica-
tively connected to the merchant computer 120 may then
provide the authorization response messagefor the consumer
110. The authorization response message may be displayed
by the POSterminal, or may be printed out on a receipt.

Duringthe lifecycle of a transaction, the payment process-
ing network 140 may generate account tokens of the account
identifiers sent in the authorization request message. In some
embodiments, an account token 128 can be generated and
sent to the merchant computer 120 and/or the acquirer com-
puter 130. The merchant computer 120 and/or acquirer com-
puter 130 can store the account token 128 in account token
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database 126. In other embodiments, an account token 158
can be generated and sent to a support computer 150. The
support computer 150 can store the account token 158 in
account token database 156.

At the end of the day, a normal clearing and settlement
process can be conducted by the paymentprocessing network
140. A clearing process is a process of exchanging financial
details between and acquirer and anissuerto facilitate posting
to aconsumer’s accountand reconciliation ofthe consumer’s

settlement position. During the clearing process, the acquirer
computer 130 can send the account token 128 to the payment
processing network 140. The payment processing network
140 may then use the reverse token derivation key for the
particular merchant to retrieve the corresponding account
identifier. The payment processing network 140 can send the
account identifier to the issuer computer 160 to perform clear-
ing andsettlement. In some embodiments,clearing and settle-
ment can occur simultaneously.

Onceclearing and settlement are performed, the merchant
computer 120 may remove the accountidentifiers stored in
their systems. In other embodiments of the invention, as
described herein, the merchant computer 120 can receive
account tokens in lieu of accountidentifiers, thus eliminating
the need to remove account identifiers stored in the mer-

chant’s systems. As an advantage of embodiments of the
invention, the merchant computer 120 mayretain the account
tokens, thereby allowing customer analytics, as described
above.
II. Tokenization Server

FIG. 2 is a block diagram that shows components of the
paymentprocessing network 140, according to embodiments
ofthe invention. As shown, the paymentprocessing network
140 includes a tokenization server 220. The tokenization

server 220 may be embodied by one or more computational
apparatuses, which can perform the methods and process
described herein. Typically, the tokenization server 220 is a
computer or cluster of computers that behave as a single
computer. For example, the tokenization server 220 can be a
mainframe computer, a personal computer, a microprocessor,
or some combinationthereof. In another example, the tokeni-
zation server 220 may include one or more database servers
and one or more Webservers. The tokenization server 220

mayservice the requests of one or more client computers.
The tokenization server 220 may include an enrollment

module 222, an authorization response module 224, a tokeni-
zation module 226, a normalization module 228, and an
authorization request module 230.

The enrollment module 222 may receive requests for
enrolling external entities, such as merchants and support
systems, in the tokenization service provided by the payment
processing network 140. In some embodiments, the enroll-
ment module 222 mayassign an identifier to an external entity
that is successfully enrolled in the tokenization service. For
example, a merchant may be assigned a merchantverification
value which is sent in subsequent authorization request mes-
sages sent to the payment processing network. The merchant
verification values assigned to merchants can be stored in
MVV database 242. Alternatively, a support system may be
assigned a support system verification value that uniquely
identifies the support system. The support system verification
values assigned to support systems can be stored in support
system database 246.

The authorization response module 224 performs a number
offunctionsrelated to inserting account tokens into messages
communicated between the paymentprocessing network 140
and merchants, issuers, and acquirers. For example, accord-
ing to one embodiment, the payment processing network 140
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receives an authorization response messages from anissuer,
processes the received authorization response message, and
sends the processed authorization response message to the
appropriate merchant and/or acquirer. Inserting an account
token into the authorization response message by the autho-
rization response module 224 is an example of one type of
processing the payment processing network 140 performs.
The authorization response module 224 can receive account
tokens from the tokenization module 226.

The tokenization module 226 may generate the account
tokens that are used in the embodiments described herein. In

one embodiment, the tokenization module 226 generates
account tokens based on an merchant verification value

received in an authorization request message. For example,
the tokenization module 226 may use the merchantverifica-
tion value as an index into a token derivation key database(as
is discussed below)to obtain a token derivation key assigned
to the merchant. Once the token derivation key is obtained,
the tokenization module 226 can then generate the account
token by applying the account identifier to an encryption or
hash function, with the merchant’s token derivation key as a
parameter. This and other techniques are describedin greater
detail below.

The normalization module 228 may provide facilities that
allow the payment processing network 140 to transform an
account token fromafirst account token form to a second

account token form. Such maybe an advantage for comparing
the account tokens received by two or more merchants. This
is because the account tokens generated by the tokenization
module 226 are merchant specific. As explained below, the
normalization module 228 may provide a schemefor gener-
ating an account token commonto one or more merchants to
provide for comprehensive analytics and services, as may be
provided by merchant support systems.

The authorization request module 230 may perform a num-
ber of functions related to receiving and forwarding authori-
zation request messages. As part ofreceiving an authorization
request message, the authorization request module 230 may
forward the authorization request message to the issuer com-
puter 160 or to the support computer 150. Alternatively, the
paymentprocessing network 140 can forward the authoriza-
tion request message to the issuer computer 160 or to the
support computer 150 without using the authorization request
module 230.

Further, the tokenization server 220 may have access to one
or more databases of information. As shown in FIG. 2, the
tokenization server 220 may have access to a MVV database
242, a TDKdatabase 244, and a support system database 246.
The MVV database 242 can store merchantverification val-

ues that are assigned to merchants that enroll in the tokeniza-
tion services. As discussed above, a merchant verification
value is one example of a merchant identifier and other suit-
able identifiers can also be used in other embodiments of the
invention.

The TDKdatabase 244 maystore the token derivation keys
that are assigned to merchants enrolled in the tokenization
services. As described above, a token derivation key can be in
any numberof suitable forms using, for example, symmetri-
cal or asymmetrical key algorithms. Further, as described
above, in some embodiments, the tokenization server 220 can
update the token derivation key assigned to a merchant at
various points in time. For example, the tokenization server
220 may update a merchant’s token derivation key if a fraud-
ster compromises the accounttoken data stored at a merchant.
To provide such dynamic updates, the TDK database 244 can
associate a token derivation key index with the assigned token
derivation key.
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The support system database 246 may store information
regarding the support systems communicatively coupled to
the payment processing network. For example, each support
system may be assigned a unique support system verification
value at the time that the support system is deployed or, in
some embodiments, the support system may perform an
enrollment process. Additionally, the support system data-
base 246 may store information on whether the support sys-
tem is capable of receiving account tokens rather than the
account identifiers. In this way, the process of connecting
support systems to the payment processing network can be
achieved dynamically. Such dynamic connections can be
implemented accordingto various system architectures, such
as a directory service, event based systems, or any other
scalable architecture.

III. Provisioning Account Tokens to External Parties
As described above, some embodiments of the present

invention relate to a tokenization server that generates
account tokens of account identifiers for merchants. Other

embodiments ofthe present inventionrelate to a tokenization
server that generates account tokens of account identifiers for
support systems of a payment processing network. Further,
there are still other embodiments where the tokenization

server provides facilities for providing account tokens to a
support system of one or more merchants. These various
embodiments are described separately below. In particular,
Section IV describes various embodiments for generating and
sending account tokens to merchants, Section V describes
various embodiments for generating and sending account
tokens to support systems of the payment processing net-
work, and Section VI describes various embodiments for
generating and sending account tokens to merchant support
systems.
IV. Provisioning Account Tokens to Merchants

FIG. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates a simplified sys-
tem 300 that provides account tokens to merchants. In par-
ticular, the system includesa first facility for registering a
merchant and a secondfacility for sending an account token
in an authorization response message that was generated in
response to an authorization request message. The operation
ofthe system 300 is described with reference to FIG. 7, which
showsa flow diagram for a method 700 of sending an account
token to a merchant.

A. Merchant Registration
In some embodiments, the merchant computer 120 may

transmit a registration request message M302to the tokeni-
zation server 220. This is shown as step S701 of FIG. 7. The
registration request message may includeregistration infor-
mation, such as a merchant name, merchant category type,
merchantlocation, contact information, account information,
and any other suitable information. Theregistration informa-
tion may be transmitted via offline communication channels
(e.g., via a telephone) or online communication channels (via
software interfaces communicating over the network, for
example).

Responsive to receiving the registration request message
M302, the payment processing network 140 may assign the
merchant a merchantverification value (MVV), if a MVV is
not already assigned. With respect to FIG.7, this is shown as
step S704. The MVV maybe used by the paymentprocessing
network 140 to identify the merchant and information corre-
sponding to the merchant. The MVV can be generated and
maintained by the payment processing network 140 in MVV
database 242 to identify the merchant. The payment process-
ing network 140 may communicate the assigned MVV to the
merchant.
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In addition to assigning the MVV, the paymentprocessing
network 140 may generate a token derivation key (TDK)
corresponding to the merchant and/or the MVV (message
M304). With regard to FIG.7, this is shown as step S706. As
described above, and further explained below, the TDK may
be a piece of information used by the tokenization module
226 to generate an account token. The payment processing
network 140 may assign a unique TDK for each merchant
registered in the tokenization service. In an example embodi-
ment, the payment processing network 140 may store and
maintains the TDK in database 244.

Byassigning the TDKto the MVV, the paymentprocessing
network 140 provides an additional layer of security to the
tokenization algorithm.Toillustrate, in the event that a fraud-
ster is able obtain the TDK assigned to merchant 120, the
account token databases maintained by other merchants will
be secure. Such is the case because the TDK of one merchant

can not be used to reverse tokenize the account tokens gen-
erated for other merchants.

In addition to generating the TDK, some example embodi-
ments may generate a TDK index associated with the TDK.
The TDK index mayallow identification of a particular TDK
for those embodiments that may generate multiple or subse-
quent TDKsfor a given MVV. The TDKindex and supporting
multiple TDKs per merchant are described further below.

A merchant may only need to register once, and after
completion of the registration process, subsequent commu-
nications with the merchant and or the acquirer of the mer-
chant may include the account token rather than the less
secure accountidentifier, as will be further described below.
B. Authorization

Once a merchantis registered in the tokenizationservice, a
paymentprocessing network may transmit an account token
in communications exchanged with the merchant and/or
acquirer. Onesituation that the payment processing network
may transmit the account token to the merchant and/or
acquireris in the authorization process, for example, when a
consumer’s credit card is swiped at a POS terminallocated at
the merchantsite. When the consumer’s credit card is swiped,
the acquirer computer 130 may transmit an authorization
request message M306 to the payment processing network
140. This is shown as step S703 of FIG. 7. The authorization
request message may be in the form ofa typical authorization
request message, wherein the authorization request message
may include the account identifier and the MVV assigned to
the merchant(e.g., as may bestored in fields 2 and 62.20 ofan
ISO 8583 message,respectively).

Once the authorization request message is received by the
paymentprocessing network 140 (step $708 of FIG.7), the
paymentprocessing network 140 may use the MVV stored in
the authorization request message M306to retrieve informa-
tion related to the merchant. As an example, uponreceipt of
the authorization request message M306, the payment pro-
cessing network 140 mayutilize the MVV included in the
authorization request message to determine if the merchant
participates in the tokenization service. If so, the payment
processing network 140 can retrieve the TDK associated with
the MVV (step S710 of FIG. 7) and send the card account
identifier and the TDK to a tokenization module 226. Thisis

shown as message M308. The tokenization module 226 may
use the TDKto generate an account token based on the token
derivation key (step $711 of FIG. 7). The tokenization mod-
ule 226 may ensure that the account token is unique for each
account identifier, and may guarantee that the same account
identifier will generate the same account token whenthe same
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TDK is used. The tokenizing function may also prevent,
absent the TDK,recovery of the account identifier from the
account token.

In example embodiments, the TDK assigned to merchant
computer 120 is securely housed in the paymentprocessing
network 140, and is not communicated or otherwise known to
external parties. However, if the TDK is somehow compro-
mised for a specific merchant(e.g., the merchant associated
with merchant computer 120), the payment processing net-
work 140 may generate a new TDKfor the specific merchant
and link the generated TDK with a TDKindex.In an example
embodimentofthe invention,the first generated TDK may be
linked with a beginning index (e.g., zero or one) and each
successive TDK index generated by the paymentprocessing
network maybe incremented by a determinable number, such
as one. Thus, the TDKindex linked to the merchant’s original
TDK mayhavethe value of zero, the second TDK may be
linked with a TDKindex with a value of one, the third TDK
maybe linked with a TDK index with a value of two, and soon.

In other embodiments of the invention, the TDK indexis a
hidden index. Examples of hidden indexes are numbers pro-
duced by a random numberfunction or indexesthat are oth-
erwise hidden. For example, the payment processing network
140 mayapply such incremental indices described above to a
hash function or decryption algorithm. An advantage ofusing
a hidden index is that it provides an additional level of sepa-
ration to the tokenization scheme. This is because hidden

indices hide the relationship betweenprior andlater indices.
To illustrate, in an incrementing scheme without hidden indi-
ces, a fraudster may observe that two frequently occurring
account tokens may represent the same underlying account
identifier if the ending of occurrences of one of the account
tokens coincides with the beginning of occurrences of the
other and if the TDK indices for the two account tokens are
one off from each other.

The payment processing network 140 may log the TDK
index for every transaction.In this way, for each transaction,
the payment processing network 140 may determine the
token derivation key used to generate the account token
regardless of subsequent token derivation key changes. As
shown in FIG. 3, a TDK index maybe sent to the tokenization
module 226 (see message M308).

Message M314is an authorization request messagethat is
sent to an issuer computer 160. With reference to FIG.7, this
is shownas step S712. In the typical case, an issuer computer
160 performsits functions by using an accountidentifier and,
as a result, may not have a use for an account token. In such
cases, the tokenization server 220 can send message M314
independent ofwhenthe token derivation key is selected and
the account token is generated. Accordingly, the steps of
generating an account token can operate in parallel with the
steps of sending an authorization request message M314 to
issuer computer 160 and receiving authorization response
messagefrom the issuer. This is shown in FIG.7 as steps S710
and S711 are performedas part of a separate path than steps
S712 and 8714.

Whenan authorization response message is received from
the issuer computer 160 (step $714), the tokenization server
220 may embed the account token and the optional token
derivation key index in the authorization response message
M310. This embedding is shown as message M310.

If authorized, the payment processing network 140 may
return the account token and the TDK index (ifutilized by the
paymentprocessing network 140) to the acquirer computer
130 and/or merchant computer 120 in specified fields of the
authorization response message M312. This is shown in FIG.
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7 as steps S716. As described above, the paymentprocessing
network 140 mayalso log the account token and the TDK
index for the correspondingtransaction.

After the acquirer computer 130 receives the authorization
response message M312, the acquirer computer 130 may then
send the authorization response message M312 to the mer-
chant computer 120 to be stored in token database 126. This
is shown in FIG.7 as step S705.

The paymentprocessing network optionally provides the
ability for the merchant computer 120 to use the account
tokensto request the accountidentifiers to be sent back to the
merchant computer 120. Viaa mechanism (e.g., batch, online,
remote webinterfaces, etc.) the merchant computer 120 can
submit the MVV, TDK index, and associated account
token(s). The payment processing network 140 can then
recoverthe original card accountidentifiers for secure trans-
mission back to the merchant if the payment processing net-
work 140 logged the transaction information.

An additional advantage of the embodiments is that it
allows a comparatively efficient method and system to pro-
vide merchants and/merchant acquirers account tokens. In
particular, once a merchantis registered, embodiments do not
require separate or additional requests for tokenization.
Instead, the paymentprocessing network automatically pro-
vides an account token as part of the authorization process.
Further, because the payment processing network utilizes the
MVV and account identifier stored in the authentication

request message (e.g., as stored in field 2 and field 62.20,
respectively), embodiments may result in little, if any,
changes to how authentication request messages are presently
generated.
C. Multiple Merchants

As described above, the tokenization process communi-
cates account tokens between the merchants and the payment
processing network 140 as part of an authorization request
and response. FIGS. 4-5 are block diagrams that show an
exemplary embodimentthat receives an authorization request
message, generates an account token in responseto receiving
the authorization request message, and then inserts the gen-
erated account token in an authorization response message
that is sent back to the merchant. In particular, FIGS. 4-5
highlight, among other things, how embodiments of the
present invention can generate, for a single accountidentifier,
account tokens that vary across different merchants but are
consistent for the same merchant.

In particular, FIG. 4 shows merchant computer 120 send-
ing an authorization request message M402 to the payment
processing network 140. Authorization request message
M402 can be an authorization request message sent in
response to consumer 110 swiping a credit card at the mer-
chant’s access device 125. Alternatively, message M402 can
be an authorization request message received by the tokeni-
zation server 220 when consumer 110 makes an Internet

purchase from the merchant’s website. In any case, the autho-
rization request message M402 can includetransaction data,
such as information derived from the card (e.g., the account
identifier M402(5)), the terminal(e.g., the merchantverifica-
tion value M402(q)), the transaction (e.g., the amount M402
(c)), together with other data which may be generated
dynamically or added by intervening systems(e.g., the header
M402(a)). Although FIG. 4 shows the merchant computer
120 sending authorization request message M402 to the
tokenization server 220, such messages can be sent through
an acquirer computer 130, as is described above.

In some embodiments, authorization request message
M402 can bein the form of an ISO (International Organiza-
tion for Standardization) 8583 message. In other embodi-
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ments, authorization request message M402can take the form
of a web basedcall to a web service offered by the tokeniza-
tion server 220. For example, the authorization request mes-
sage M402 can be in the form of an XML message.

Oncethe tokenization server 220 receives the authorization

request message M402, the authorization request module 230
can validate the authorization request message M402 and
then can route the authorization request message M402 to the
issuer computer 160 in the form of authorization request
message M404. FIG. 4 shows that much of the information
foundinauthorization request message M402is also included
in authorization request message M404. Although not shown,
authorization request message M404 can include additional
information, according to some embodiments. For example,
some embodiments can include routing information that
describe the payments systemsthat have received the autho-
rization request message.

In addition to verifying the authorization request message
M402 and routing authorization request message M404 to
issuer computer 160, the tokenization server 220 can also
generate an account token for the account identifier associ-
ated with the authorization request message M402. The steps
for generating the account token for the account identifier
associated with the authorization request message M402 can
begin before the tokenization server 220 receives an authori-
zation response message M406. FIG.4 showsthat authoriza-
tion request message M402, or some portion thereof, is
received by the tokenization module 226. Once the tokeniza-
tion module 226 receives authorization request message
M402,the tokenization module 226 can search for the token
derivation key associated with the merchant using the MVV
of the authorization request message. For example, FIG. 4
showsthat the value of the MVV of authorization request
message M402is ‘1001001’. The tokenization module 226
then can search the TDK database 246 for a token derivation

key associated with ‘1001001’. According to FIG.4, the TDK
associated with ‘1001001’ is “TDKA’. Accordingly, the
tokenization module 226 can access the TDK database 246 to

retrieve the appropriate token derivation key associated with
merchant computer 120.

After the tokenization module 226 retrieves the token deri-

vation key associated with the MVV, the tokenization module
226 can generate the account token for the accountidentifier
of the authorization request message M402. As described
above, the tokenization module 226 can use a variety of
methods for generating account tokens. In one embodiment,
the tokenization module 226 applies a symmetric encryption
algorithm to the account identifier. The token derivation key
associated with the MVV can be used as the key for the
symmetric encryption algorithm.

The generated account tokenis then sent to and received by
the authorization response module. This is shown as message
M403.

Upon receiving the authorization request message M404,
the issuer computer 160 can analyze the authorization request
message M404 and make a determination on whether the
transaction should be authorized or not. If the issuer 160

verifies that the transaction can proceed, the issuer 160 can
send an authorization response message to the payment pro-
cessing network 140. This is shown as authorization response
message M406.

FIG. 4 showsthat the account token M403 and the autho-

rization response message M406are received by the authori-
zation response module 224. In some embodiments, because
the tokenization module 226 and the authorization request
module 230 operate independently, the authorization
response module 224 can receive the account token M403 and
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the authorization response message M406in any order. When
both the account token M403 andthe authorization response
message M406are received,the authorization response mod-
ule 224 can then send the authorization response message
M408to the merchant 120.

Authorization response message M408can be in any form.
In some embodiments, authorization response message
M408 generally takes the form of an ISO 8583 message with
account token embedded in the fields. The authorization

response message M408 may include a header M408(a) that
indicates that the message is an authorization response mes-
sage and a response code M408(c) to indicate whether the
authorization request is authorized or denied. As described
above, these are fields generally provided by the authoriza-
tion response message M406sent bythe issuer computer 160.
Tt should be noted that the indication that the message is an
authorization request message or an authorization response
message need notbe included in headers 402(a) and 408(a),
respectively. For example, as described below with respect to
FIGS. 6A-E, the messages may include a messagetypefield
604 that specifies the message class and category of function.
Returning to FIG.4, the authorization response module 224
can embed the account token in field M408(4)of the autho-
rization response message M408that is sent to the merchant
computer 120. In some embodiments,as described below,the
authorization response module 224 can also embed a token
derivation key index in the authorization response message
M408that is sent to the merchant 120 computer.

Asis described in greater detail below, with reference to
FIGS. 6A-E,the formatofan authorization response message
storing an account token can vary according embodiments of
the present invention.

After the authorization response module 224 sends the
authorization response message M408, the authorization
response message M408 can be received by the merchant
computer 120. Although not shownin FIG.4, the merchant
computer 120 can receive the authorization response message
M408via the acquirer computer 130. The merchant computer
120 can then store the account token 128, as well as other
transaction data, in analytics database 126. The analytics
database 126 does not include any indication of the account
identifier used in the transaction, according to example
embodiments.

If at some later point in time, the consumer 110 makes
another purchase at merchant 120 with the portable consumer
device 115, the tokenization server 220 may generate an
accounttoken with the same value asthe sentin authorization

response message M408. That is, the merchant 120 may
receive another account token with the value ABCDE.

However, if at somelater point in time, the consumer 110
makes another purchase with the portable consumer device
115 at a different merchant, the tokenization server 220 may
generate an account token with a different value. For
example, FIG. 5 shows another payment transaction pro-
cessed by the tokenization server 220. As shownin FIG.5,
authorization response messages M502, M504involve trans-
actions using the same account identifier used in FIG. 4. In
particular, account ‘12345’ is used to make a purchase at a
merchant. However, the payment transaction involves a dif-
ferent merchantthan the one used in FIG.4. This is shown in

the merchantverification value of the authorization requests
M502, M504, where the merchantverification value involved
in the transaction is ‘2003004’.

In comparison to the payment transaction processed in
FIG.4, the tokenization module 226 may receive the mer-
chantverification value of ‘2003004’ contained in the autho-

rization request message M402. Using the merchantverifica-
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tion value, the tokenization module 226 can retrieve token
derivation key B from the TDK database 126. The tokeniza-
tion module 226 may then use the token derivation key B to
generate the account token for the accountidentifier stored in
the authorization request message M502. The tokenization
module 226 can then send the generated account token to the
authorization response module 224 to generate an authoriza-
tion response message M508thatis sent to merchant 121. Itis
to be noted that the token 508() maydiffer from the token
generated for merchant computer 120. In turn the merchant
121 can store the account token 129 in analytics database 127.
Later, the merchant 121 can use the account token 129 to
perform analytics or supplementary processing.
D. Authorization Response Message Formats

As described above, an authorization response message
can include an account token that is generated based on an
account identifier and a merchant verification value. As is

further described above, the account token can be embedded
in the authorization response message in any numberofways.
For example, FIGS. 6A-E are diagrams that show different
ways an account token can be embeddedin the authorization
response message. In particular, FIG. 6A is a diagram show-
ing an authorization response message 600a that stores an
account token in a field of the authorization response mes-
sage. As shown in FIG.6A,the authorization response mes-
sage 600a can include a message headerfiled 602, a message
type field 604,a bit map field 606, and a numberofdatafields
608.

The message headerfield 602 can contain basic message
identifiers and routing information along with message pro-
cessing control codes andflags.

The messagetypefield 604 can specify the message class
and the category of function. For example, a message type
field 604 value of ‘0110’ can indicate an authorization

response message.

Thebit mapfield 606 can specify whichdatafields are in an
authorization response message. For example,a first bit in the
bit map field 606 may indicate if a first type of data field is
presentin the data fields 608, a secondbit in the bit mapfield
606 mayindicate ifa second typeofdatafield is present in the
data fields 608, and a nth bit in the bit map field 606 may
indicate if a nth type of data field is present in the data fields
608. A bit map field can be of any size. In example embodi-
ments, a bit mapfield is a 64-bitfield.

The data fields 608 can include any numberfields used to
process a message. For example, somefields may indicate a
response code (e.g., whether a paymentrequest is authorized
or rejected). In particular, the data fields 608 can include an
accounttoken field 610. The accounttokenfield 610 can store

the account token corresponding to an accountidentifier sent
via a corresponding authorization request message.It is to be
noted that when an account tokenfield is present in the autho-
rization response message, an appropriate bit in the bit map
field 606 can be set.

Alternatively, an authorization response message can
includeatoken derivation key index associated with the token
derivation key used to generate the account token. As
described above, providing a token derivation key indexto the
merchant computer allows the merchant computer to request
the tokenization server 220 to return back the account iden-

tifier associated with the account token. FIGS. 6B, 6C, and 6D
are diagrams showing authorization response messages 6008,
600c, 600d that store a token derivation key index. For
example, as shown in FIG. 6B, an account token and a token
derivation key index can be stored in single datafield 620 as
sub-fields 622, 624 of authorization response message 6005.
According to some embodiments, sub-fields 622, 624 can be
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of predetermined length. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 6C,
the account token and token derivation key index can be
stored in a single data field 630 of authorization response
message 600c but may include a separation symbol 632 to
indicate where within data field 630 the account token ends

and the index begins (or vice versa). Although the separation
symbol 632 is shownto bea ‘/’, itis to be appreciated that any
other suitable symbol can be used. Using a separation symbol
allows for variable length account tokens and token deriva-
tion indexes. Still further, in other embodiments, as shown in
FIG. 6D, the account token and token derivation key index
can be stored in separate data fields 640, 642 of the authori-
zation response message 600d. Accordingly, the bit map field
644 of the authorization response message 600d may include
a first indication that the accounttokenfield 640 is present and
a second indication that the token derivation key index data
field 642 is present.

FIGS. 6A-D describe authorization response messagefor-
mats that rely on structured placement of the account token
and/or index. However, other embodiments can use tech-
niques that provide greater flexibility for the location and
contentofthe data fields stored in the authorization response
message. For example, FIG. 6E showsa simplified diagram
illustrating a markup representation of the authorization
response message. Instead of relying on a bit map, such as
maybepresent in FIGS. 6A-D, the authorization response
message can be sent in a form that uses tags to identify data
and attributes to describe characteristics of the data. For

example, the authorization response message can include a
message tag 652 to identify that the message is an authoriza-
tion response message. Further, the message tag 652 can
include a numberofsub-tags to represent the variousfields of
the authorization response message. As shown,field tag 651
includes a type attribute 653 and a index attribute 654. The
type attribute 653 indentifies that the type offield is a token
field. The optional index attribute 654 identifies the index
associated with the account token. The tag content 655 indi-
cates the value of the account token, ‘ABCDE’. Although not
shownin FIG.6E,the field tag 651 can optionally include an
end tag.

FIG. 6E is just an example of one format for a markup
representation of the authorization response message. Other
embodiments can use alternative markup representations.
V. AccountIdentifier Substitution for Support Systems

Section IV describes techniques for communicating
account tokens to a merchant computer. Such account tokens
can be sentto the merchant computer during the authorization
of a payment request, for example, in an authorization
response message sent from the tokenization server to the
merchant computer via an acquirer computer. In addition to
communicating account tokens to a merchant, a tokenization
server may also communicate with a numberof support sys-
tems. Such support systems, as described above, may perform
primary and auxiliary functions involved with authorizing,
settling, and clearing transactions. The support systems may
reside within a paymentprocessing networkor as an external
partner that is in operative communication with the payment
processing network. This section now describes methods,
systems, and apparatuses for communicating an account
token to these support systems.
A. System for Providing Account Tokensto a Support System

FIG. 9 is a block diagram that shows messages exchanged
within a system 900 that communicates account tokens to a
numberof support systems. In certain embodiments, a pay-
ment processing network 140 may be in operative communi-
cation with one or more acquirer computers 130 via theInter-
net or some other communication medium.
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In embodiments of the invention, the payment processing
network 140 maybein further operative communication with
a support computer 150. The support computer 150 may
perform supporting functions for the payment processing
network 140 via support modules 22 and 24. An example ofa
supporting function is scoring a transaction for fraud.

Asan illustration of the interaction between the payment
processing network 140 and the support computer 150, a
paymenttransactionis initiated by the acquirer computer 130
when a consumer 110 conducts a transaction with a merchant

associated with merchant computer 120 via the access device
125. As described above, the acquirer computer 130, for
example, may be operated by a banking institution that over-
sees an account associated with the merchant. The acquirer
computer 130 may transmit an authorization request message
to the payment processing network 140 andthe authorization
request message may bereceived by the tokenization server
220. In turn, the tokenization server 220 may transmit at least
someportion of the authorization request message to other
systems. For example, the tokenization server 220 maytrans-
mit the accountidentifier to supporting module 16. Further,
the account identifier may be communicated to the support
module 24 of the support computer 150.

Although the payment processing network 140 may need
the account identifier for any number of reasons, such as
moving money, checking status, and reporting, some of the
support computers may not. For example, a support computer
may only use the accountidentifier as an identifier or unique
index. Exacerbating security risks associated with the use of
account identifiers, these support computers may store the
account identifier in various databases, problem logs, dump
logs, core dumps,and other similar memory storages and data
structures. Thus not only is the accountidentifier potentially
exposedto fraudsters when the accountidentifier is transmit-
ted between different systems but there is also a risk that a
fraudster may obtain the account identifiers by hacking into
these support computer, even long after the transaction has
been conducted. Accordingly, the payment processing net-
work 140 may improve security of an account identifier by
communicating account tokensrather than account identifier,
wherepossible.

As shownin FIG.9, the acquirer computer 130 may com-
municate the account identifier to the payment processing
network 140. In particular, the tokenization server 220 may
receive a primary account number 912.If the tokenization
server 220 determines that the primary account numberis
new to the tokenization server 220, the tokenization server
220 may generate an account token of the account identifier.
Otherwise, the tokenization server 220 can use the account
token previously generated for the account identifier. The
account token can be used to identify an account, account
identifier, and/or a transaction. The account token may
include card characteristics or, in some example embodi-
ments, the card characteristics may be data distinguishable
from the account token. The tokenization server 220 may then
store the generated account token and, if present, the associ-
ated card characteristics. In some embodiments, the charac-
teristics are updated as a change is noticed or periodically
refreshed.

Oncethe tokenization server 220 generates or identifies the
account token associated with the primary account number
912, the tokenization server 220 may communicate the
account token to the support modules that do not require the
account identifier (e.g., primary account number 912).

Aspart of the process of determining whether a support
system requires an accountidentifier, the tokenization server
220 may query support system database 246 (see FIG. 2) to
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determine whether the account identifier is required for a
specified support system. In such an embodiment,the tokeni-
zation server 220 may lookupthe support system according to
a support system verification value assigned to the support
module when the support moduleis enrolled with the tokeni-
zation server 220. For example, support system database 246
mayindicate that the support module 16 requires an account
identifier while the support module 18 does not require an
account identifier or can accept an account token in lieu of a
account identifier. Accordingly, after making the determina-
tion, the tokenization server 220 will transmit the account
identifier to support module 16 and an account token to sup-
port module 18. A similar process can be used for the support
modules 22, 24 residing on the support computer 150.

Alternatively, whether or not a support module requires an
accountidentifier or can instead accept an account token may
be determined by manual configuration (e.g., input received
by an administrator of the payment processing network 140)
or via an application programming interface (API) of the
support computer 150 that may allow the tokenization server
220 to interrogate the various support modules 22, 24 as to
their requirementsasit relates to receiving an account iden-
tifier or an account token.

Embodiments of the invention provide numerous advan-
tages in the developmentof secure data centers.In particular,
embodiments of the invention enable the development of
comparatively more secure transactions that transmit an
account identifier. Embodimentsofthe invention can provide
such results because they utilize an account token rather than
sensitive data, such as the account identifier. Specifically,
embodiments of the invention generate account token data
that is associated with a accountidentifier and then commu-
nicate the accounttoken data rather than the accountidentifier

to the various support systems. Use of the account token data
reduces the risks of communicating the account identifier to
various support systems as well as storing sensitive data
within such systems.
B. Methodfor ProvidingAccount Tokensto a Support System

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing a method 1000 of
providing an account token to a support system. The steps
performed by the method 1000 can be performed by the
tokenization server 220 or by any other suitable module ofthe
payment processing network 140. In alternative embodi-
ments, one or more steps described herein can be performed
by any other suitable computer system, such the issuer com-
puter 160, for example.

The method 1000 may begin by enrolling a support module
with the tokenization server 220. This is shown asstep $1002.
A support module may be running within the payment pro-
cessing network 140 (e.g., support modules 16, 18) or within
a support computer 150 that operates external and indepen-
dent of the payment processing network 140 (e.g., support
modules 22, 24). Enrolling a support module can involve, in
some embodiments, communicatively connecting the sup-
port moduleto the tokenization server. For example, the sup-
port computer mayoffer the support module as a webservice.
In such cases, the tokenization server 220 (or the payment
processing network 140 in general) and the support computer
150 may communicate using an APIs defined by each entity.
Alternatively, the support modules may be deployed by the
system administrator ofthe payment processing network 140.
In such cases, the support module may be deployed wholly
within the payment processing network 140, external to the
payment processing network 140, or some combination
thereof. The enrollment process, whether offered as a web
service or as a deployed system, may indicate whether the
support module is to receive an account identifier or an
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account token in later communications. Such information

maybestoredin the support system database 246 (see FIG. 2)
or may beaccessible via an interface provided by the support
module.

Once enrolled, the tokenization server 220 may receive a
payment message. This is shown as step $1004. As used
herein, a “payment message”can refer to either an authori-
zation request messageor an authorization response message,
which are described above.

After receiving the payment message, the tokenization
server 220 may determine if a support module can receive an
account token. This is shown as step $1006. The tokenization
server 220 can determine ifthe support module can receive an
account token using the information received whenthe sup-
port module wasenrolled with the tokenization server 220.
For example, the tokenization server 220 may access support
system database 246 to determine whethera specific support
module can receive an account token.

Step $1008 is a decision point on whether the support
module can receive an account token, as is determinedin step
$1006. If yes, step $1010 is then performed. Otherwise, step
$1014 is performed.

Step $1010 involves generating an account token from the
account identifier included in the payment message (see step
$1004). The tokenization server 220 may generate an account
token for the accountidentifier using any of the methods or
techniques described above. For example, the tokenization
server 220 may encrypt the accountidentifier using any suit-
able encryption method. In some embodiments, a single
token derivation key is used for tokenizing accountidentifiers
for all support modules. In other embodiments, each support
module, or a group of support modules, is assigned a specific
token derivation key that is used to generate the account
token. As described above, assigning different token deriva-
tion keys to different support modules can add an additional
level of security amongthe different support modules.

After the account token is generated, the tokenization
server 220 can then transmit an external request message to
the support module, wherein the external request message
includes the account token. This is shown as step $1012. As
used herein, an “external request message” can refer to a
message that is sent to the support module that causes the
support module to provide its supporting function. In some
embodiments, the external request message is sent according
to an API provided by the support module. For example, the
support module can provide a SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) procedure that can be used to receive and transmit
information from and to the tokenization server 220. The

SOAPprocedure may then provide an implementation of a
webservice provided by the support module. XML can be
used to define the message formats for the messages sent
between the support module and the tokenization server 220.
Again, examples of such procedures mayrelate to scoring a
transaction for fraud, generating alerts to a customer or mer-
chant, reporting, etc.

Asdescribed above,if the support module can not receive
an account token based on decision step $1008, step S1014 is
then performed. According to step $1014, the tokenization
server 220 transmits an external request messageto the sup-
port module with the account identifier. Such an external
request message can be sent according the techniques
described above,as it relates to step $1012.

After the external request message is sent to the support
module, the tokenization server 220 can receive an external
response message from the support module. This is shown as
step $1016. As used herein, an “external response message”
can refer to a message that is sent back to the tokenization
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server 220 from the support module in responseto processing
the external request message. In some embodiments, the
external response messageis a response message sent accord-
ing to a SOAPprocedure call. XML can be usedto define the
message formatof the external response message. The exter-
nal response message can include an indication of the web
service initiated by the external request message. For
example, the external response message can include a field
that indicates whether the support function completed suc-
cessfully or can include specific information, such as the
fraud score of a transaction.

After receiving the external response message, the tokeni-
zation server 220 can send a payment message. This is shown
as step $1018. As described above, a payment message can be
an authorization request message. For example, the tokeniza-
tion server 220 may havesent the external request message to
a fraud scoring system in step $1012. In responseto receiving
the fraud score in the external response message in step
$1016, the tokenization server 220 can forward an authoriza-
tion request message with the fraud score to the issuer com-
puter 160. The issuer computer 160 can then process the
authorization request message and use the fraud score to
determine whether the transaction is authorized.

Alternatively, also described above, a payment message
can be an authorization response message. For example, the
tokenization server 220 may have sent the external request
message to a reporting system that can generate reports of
transaction histories based on a number of categories.
Because the reporting system is not used by the issuer com-
puter 160 as it relates to determining whethera transaction is
authorized, the tokenization server 220 can send the external
request messageafter the tokenization server 220 receives the
authorization response(e.g., in step $1004). Accordingly, the
payment message involved in step $1018 is an authorization
response messagethat may be sent back to the acquirer com-
puter.

Whetherthe payment messageis an authorization request
message or an authorization response message, the payment
message may include external system data. As used herein,
“external system data”can refer to any information obtained
from the support module that is to be communicated to an
external entity, such as a merchant computer or an issuer
computer. For example, external system data can refer to an
offer or reward that a consumerobtainsafter a predetermined
numberofpurchasesat a store. As another example, external
system data canrefer to a risk score that is sent to an issuer so
that the issuer can determine whether to authorize the pay-
ment request.

Step $1018 can also include determining the accountiden-
tifier from the account token stored in the external system
data. This step may allow the tokenization server 220 to route
the payment messageto the appropriate merchant computer,
for example.

Itis to be noted that the timing ofwhenthevarioussteps of
the method 1000 are performed may vary according to
example embodiments. For example, in some embodiments
the authorization process operates independent of the func-
tion performed by the support module. In such cases, steps
$1016 and $1018 can be performedin any order. Such may be
the case where the support module merely logs transactions,
for example.
VI. Provisioning Account Tokens for Merchant Support Sys-
tems

FIGS. 3, 4,5, 6A-E, and 7 describe various embodiments
that, in response to an authorization request message, send a
merchant specific account token to a merchant in an authori-
zation response message. In comparison, FIGS. 9 and 10
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describe embodiments that, in response to an authorization
request message, send account tokensto a support system of
the paymentprocessing network.

Although notyet discussed, a merchant may wish to com-
municate its merchant specific account tokens to a support
system. To illustrate, a merchant computer can use a third-
party to provide risk analysis services. Accordingly, when a
merchantreceives an authorization response message with an
account token from a payment processing network, the mer-
chant can then send the authorization response message, or
portionsthereof, to the third-party service provider for further
processing. Communicating the account token to the third-
party service provider is comparatively secure because the
accounttoken can not be used to conduct a transaction. When

the third-party service provider receives the account token,it
can, for example, compare the account token against a data-
base that stores high risk account tokens and report a risk
score back to the merchant.

In order to provide improvedrisk analysis, it may be desir-
able for the third-party service provider to compare account
tokensit receives from one merchant against account tokens
it receives from another merchant. However, as described
above, the account tokens that the payment processing net-
work sends to the merchants are specific to that merchant.
That is, for a given account identifier, the account token
generated for one merchant is going to be different than the
account token generated for another merchant. Asa result, the
third-party service provider will be unable to determine if a
first account token from a first merchant and a second account
token from a second merchant are associated with the same

underlying account identifier. This example illustrates the
difficulty of analyzing account tokens across different mer-
chants.

FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate various approachesthat address
these and otherlimitations for third-party support for process-
ing account tokens across multiple merchants.

To begin, FIG. 11 is a block diagram that shows a system
1100 that includes merchants 120, 121, a merchant support
server 1102, and the tokenization server 220. As shown, mer-
chants 120, 121 may each store account token data in their
respective account token databases, 126, 127. Such account
tokens can be obtained using the techniques described above.
Asa result, the account token databases 126, 127 may each
store merchantspecific account token sets 126(a@), 127(a). For
simplicity of illustration, account token databases 126, 127,
as shown in FIG. 11, can store account tokens for each trans-
action. However, in other embodiments, additional informa-
tion can be stored, such as a token derivation key index, and
other transaction data, such as time of day, date, location,
MVV, merchantcategory,etc.

FIG. 11 showsthat account token database 126 maystore
account tokens for transactions T1-T3 wherein the three

transactions involve only two unique account tokens:
*12345’, which is involved in two transactions; and ‘67890’,
whichis involved in one transaction. In comparison, account
token database 127 mayalso store account tokens for trans-
actions T4-T6, wherein the three transactions also involve
only two unique account tokens: ‘ABCD’, whichis involved
in two transactions; and ‘BCDE’, which is involved in one
transaction. Thus, based on a comparison of merchant spe-
cific account tokens 126(a), 127(a), it would appear that
transactions T1-T6 involve four account tokens(1.e., ‘12345’,
“6789’, ‘ABCD’, and ‘BCDE’), wherein two of the account
tokensare each involvedin twotransactions(i.e., ‘12345’ and
‘ABCD’), and the remaining two account tokens are each
involved in onetransaction (i.e., ‘6789’ and ‘BCDE’).
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To enable the merchant support server 1102 to analyze the
merchant specific account tokens 126(a), the merchants 120
may send message M1110A to the merchant support server
1102. Message M1110A can include the merchantverifica-
tion value associated with merchant computer 120, one or
more ofthe merchantspecific account tokens 126(a), and any
other transaction data. Message M1110A can be sentto the
merchant support server 1102 in response to receiving an
authorization response message from the paymentprocessing
network 140. Such maybe the case when the merchant sup-
port server 1102 is involved in the authorization process.
Alternatively, the merchant computer 120 may send message
M1110A aspart of a batch processesthat runs periodically or
at set times.

Similarly, merchant 121 can send message M1110Bto the
merchant support server 1102 to communicate its merchant
specific account tokens 127(a) to the merchant support server
1102.

Whenthe merchant support server 1102 receives messages
M1110A and/or M1110B, the merchant support server 1102
may send a normalization request message M1112 to the
tokenization server 220. FIG. 11 showsthat the normalization

request message M1112 can include multiple verification
values. For example, the normalization request message
M1112 can include a verification value associated with the

merchant support server 1102 (e.g., SSVV). The tokenization
server 220 can use the verification value associated with the

merchant support system 1102 to identify the requester ofthe
normalization request. Further, FIG. 11 shows that the nor-
malization request message M1112 can include a merchant
verification value associated with a merchant(e.g., MVV1 or
MVV2)and merchant specific account tokens.

Once the tokenization server 220 receives the normaliza-

tion request message M1112, the tokenization server 220 can
authorize the request to normalize the account token. In one
embodiment, prior to sending message M1110A, merchant
120 can register the merchant support server 1102 as a trusted
support system.In this case, the tokenization server 220 can
store this relationship in the support system database 246.
Accordingly, in one embodiment, the tokenization server 220
can search the support system database 246 using the mer-
chant verification value assigned to the merchant to determine
whether the merchantpreviously registered the merchant sup-
port server 1102 as a trusted support system. Alternatively, in
another embodiment, the tokenization server 220 can search
the support system database 246 using the verification value
ofthe merchant support server 1102 to determine whether the
merchant previously registered the merchant support server
as a trusted support system.

After the tokenization server 220 determines that the mer-

chant support server 1102 is authorized to normalize the
account token data, the tokenization server 220 can reverse
tokenize the merchant specific account tokens to obtain the
account identifier. In an example embodiment, the normal-
ization module 228 (see FIG. 2) can normalize the account
tokens. For example, with regard to merchant 120, the nor-
malization module 228 can use the merchant verification

value of the merchant 120 (e.g., MVV1) to search the TDK
database 244to find the token derivation key associated with
merchant 120. Once the appropriate token derivation key is
located, the normalization module 228 can then reverse
tokenize the account token using the token derivation key
assigned to merchant 120. This process is appropriate for
those embodiments that use symmetric derivation keys. For
embodiments that use asymmetric derivation keys, the TDK
database 244 maystore a token reverse key, whichis similarly
associated with the merchantverification value. Accordingly,
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rather than reverse tokenizing the account token with the
token derivation key, the normalization module 228 can
reverse tokenize the account token into the accountidentifier

with the token reverse key. Whethera token derivation key is
symmetric or asymmetric, a token derivation key index may
also be required to reverse tokenize the account token.

The above described approach can be used with respect to
any other merchant, such as merchant 121, and the other
merchant’s account tokens.

Once the normalization module 228 transforms the

account tokens back to the underlying accountidentifiers, the
normalization module 228 then searches the TDK database

244 for the token derivation key assigned to the merchant
support system 1102. With the token derivation key assigned
to the merchant support system 1102, the normalization mod-
ule 228 can then generate new account tokens of the account
identifiers. This new set of account tokens can be referred to
as normalized account tokens.

After the normalization module 228 generates the normal-
ized account tokens, the tokenization server 220 then sends
the normalized account tokensto the merchant support server
1102. This is shown as message M1114, as a normalization
response message. The merchant support server 1102 can
store the normalized account tokens in the normalized

account token database 1104. As shownin FIG.11, the nor-
malized account token database 1104 stores normalized

account tokens 1104(a) that correspondto the six transactions
in the merchant account token databases 126, 127. However,
rather than linking the six transaction with the merchant spe-
cific account token (e.g., 126(a) and 127(a)), the transactions
are linked to the normalized account tokens 1104(a).

As FIG. 11 shows, the normalized account tokens 1104(a)
provides additional insight into the six transactions con-
ducted by merchants 120, 121. For example, as described
above, a comparison of merchant specific account tokens
126(a), 127(a@) does not indicate that transactions 1 and 4
were conducted with the same account identifier because the

respective account tokensdiffer (e.g., ‘12345’ and ‘ABCD’,
respectively). However, based on the normalized account
tokens 1104(a),it is clear that transaction 1 and transaction 4
were conducted with the same accountidentifier because both

transactions involve the same normalized accounttoken,(1.e.,
*54321’). Further, after normalization, the normalized
account tokens 1104(a) stored in the normalized account
token database 1104 indicate that the six transactions are

actually conducted with only two different account identifi-ers.

The normalization approach described above provides a
numberof additional advantages. For example, because sys-
tems external to the payment processing network store
account tokens rather than accountidentifiers, these systems
do not have to provide costly safety systems to ensure they
comply with various security standards. In particular, the
merchant support server 1102 can be completely shielded
from receiving or even communicating accountidentifiers.

The approach described with respect to FIG. 11 may be
well suited for situations that involve batch processing. For
example, the merchant support system 1102 may provide a
rewards program across merchants. As such, its support func-
tion may be run nightly, weekly, monthly, etc. However,
because the technique described in context with FIG. 11
involves additional messages communicated between a mer-
chant support system 1102 andthe tokenization server 220,
such an approach may not be appropriate if the merchant
needs a real time response, such as a fraudalert.

FIG. 12 is a block diagram that shows an alternative
approachfornormalizing merchantspecific account tokens to
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allow a merchant support server 1102 to compare account
tokens across multiple merchants. Comparedto system 1100,
the system 1200 shown in FIG. 12 maybebetter suited for
real time analysis offered by the merchant support server
1102.

In some embodiments, before the tokenization server 220
can provide a normalized account token for account identifi-
ers involvedin transactions with merchant 120, merchant 120
may enroll the merchant support server 1102 as a support
system ofmerchant 120. This is shown as message M1210A.
Message M1210A can include the merchant verification
value of the merchant 120 and a support system verification
value for the merchant support server 1102. For example,
merchant 120 may be assigned the merchant verification
value ‘MVV1’ andthe third party support system 1102 can be
assignedthe support system verification value ‘SSVV’. When
a merchant enrolls a merchant support server as a service
system ofthe merchant, the tokenization server 220 creates an
association between the verification value of the merchant

and the verification value of the merchant support server
1102. As shown in FIG. 12, record 1204 of normalization
database 1207 maylink various information used to tokenize
account identifiers for merchant computer 120. For example,
the merchantverification value (e.g., ‘MVV1’) assigned to
the merchant computer 120 can be linked to token derivation
key (e.g., ‘Key A’) assigned to merchant 120. Further, after
enrolling the merchant support server 1102 as a support sys-
tem of the merchant 120, the record 1204 may include a
support system verification value (e.g., ‘SSVV’) assigned to
the merchant support server 1102.

The record 1205 may include various information used to
transform the accountidentifiers into a normalized account

token. For example, the support system verification value
(e.g., SSVV)can be linkedto a token derivation key(e.g., Key
C) that is used to tokenize account identifiers in a format
specific to the merchant support server 1102. Records 1204,
1205 can be indexed by anysuitable field, such as merchant or
support system verification value.

Although FIG. 12 shows database 1207 storing the asso-
ciations between the merchant verification values, support
system verification values, and token derivation keys,it is to
be appreciated that any combination of the databases 242,
244, and 246 (see FIG. 2) can be usedto store such informa-
tion.

Merchant 121 can enroll the merchant support server 1102
as a support system in a similar manner.

Once the merchant support server 1102 is enrolled as a
support system for the merchants, merchant 120 can send an
authorization request messageto the tokenization server 220
in the typical fashion, as may occur when a consumer swipes
their credit card at a POS terminal. This is shown as message
M1212A. The authorization request message can include
information shown in FIG.4. For example, the authorization
request message mayinclude the merchantverification value
assigned to merchant 120 and an account identifier. Upon
receiving the authorization request message M1212A, the
tokenization server 220 can process the transaction as
described above. Thatis, the authorization request M1212A
can be received by the authorization request module 230. The
authorization request module 230 can then forwardthe autho-
rization request message to the issuer computer 160 of the
portable consumerdevice 115.In parallel, while the authori-
zation request message is received by the authorization pro-
cessing module 230, the tokenization module 226 can receive
the account identifier and merchantverification value stored

in the authorization request message. Using the merchant
verification value, the tokenization module 226 mayidentify
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the token derivation key assigned to the merchant and then
generates an account token using the token derivation key.

Additionally, the tokenization module 220 can use the mer-
chant verification value to determine that the merchant sup-
port server 1102 is enrolled as a support system for the mer-
chant 120. For example, the normalization module 228 can
use the merchantverification value sent in the authorization

request messageto search database 1207 for a record associ-
ated with the merchant. For example, record 1204 can be
indexed by the merchantverification value, in which case the
normalization module would match record 1204 with the
merchantverification value ‘MVV1’ sent in the authorization

request message. The normalization module 228 can then
search record 1204 for an indication that the merchant has

enrolled merchant support server 1102 as a support system.
FIG. 12 showsthat record 1204 includes the support system
verification value assigned to the merchant support server
1102 (1.e., SSVV). As described above,this indicates that the
merchant 120 has enrolled the merchant support server 1102
as a support system.

After determining that the merchant support server 1102is
asupport system for merchant computer 120, the tokenization
module 226 can generate an additional account token using
the token derivation key assigned to the merchant support
server. This can be done by passing the support system veri-
fication value assigned to the merchant support server 1102
and the account identifier sent in the authorization request
messageto the tokenization module 226. Whenthe tokeniza-
tion module 226 receives the account identifier and the sup-
port system verification value ‘SSVV’, it can search normal-
ization database 1207for the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server 1102. For example, the tokeni-
zation module 226 can obtain the token derivation key
assignedto the support system by matching record 1205 with
the support system verification value stored in record 1204
(i.e., ‘SSVV’), for example. After the tokenization module
226 locates the record associated with the merchant support
server 1102, the tokenization module 226 can generate a
second account token of the account identifier sent in the

authorization request message using the token derivation key
assigned to the merchant support server 1104.

After the tokenization module 226 generates the account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to the mer-
chant 120 and the account token based on the tokenderivation

key assigned to the merchant support server, the tokenization
server 220 can send the account tokens to the merchant 120.

This is shown as message M1214A. For example, as
explained above, the account token based on the merchant’s
120 token derivation key can be inserted in an authorization
response message. Further, the account token based on the
token derivation key assigned to the merchant support server
1104 can similarly be inserted in the authorization response
message.

When the merchant 120 receives the authorization

response message M1214A,the merchant can then store the
account token based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant in token database 126. FIG. 12 shows that
account token database 126 stores the account tokens for

transactions T1-T3. In addition to storing the account token
based on the token derivation key assigned to the merchant
120, the merchant 120 can also send the account token based
on the token derivation key assigned to the merchant support
server 1104 to the merchant support server for further pro-
cessing. For example, the merchant support server 1104 can
be configured to assign a risk score to a transaction. In this
way, message 1216A can be part of an authorization process
used by the merchant 120.
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The techniques described above can be used by the mer-
chant 121. For example, merchant 121 can: register the mer-
chant support server 1104 as a support system (M1210B);
send an authorization request message (M1212B), receive an
authorization response message that includes an account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to merchant
121 and a key based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server (M1214B), store the account
token based on the token derivation key assigned to the mer-
chant 121 (as shown by the merchant specific account tokens
127(a) stored in account token database 127), and send the
account token based on the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support server 1104 (M1216B).

Further, the technique of generating account tokens in
response to authorization request messages and sending the
account tokens in authorization response messages can be
repeated for one or more transactions. For example, as FIG.
12 shows, as was shown in FIG. 11, merchant 120 maystore
merchant specific account tokens 126(a) corresponding to
three transactions, while merchant 121 may store merchant
specific account tokens corresponding to three additional
transactions. Similar to FIG. 11, collectively, the merchant
specific account tokens 126(a), 126(5) provide relatively
little information regarding the combinedtransactions. How-
ever, as shown in the merchant support server 1104, the nor-
malized account tokens 1104(@) stored normalized database
1104 illustrate that transaction 1 and transaction 4 actually
involve the same underlying accountidentifier.

However, unlike the embodiments described with refer-
ence to FIG. 11, embodiments according to FIG. 12 provide
an improved technique for providing normalized account
tokensif the normalization tokens are to be analyzedin real-
time. Such is the case because the normalized account tokens

are generated by the tokenization server when the tokeniza-
tion server receives an authorization request message. As
such, the normalized account tokens can be generated in
parallel to the processing of the merchant specific account
token andinparallelto the issuer processing the authorization
request message.
VII. Exemplary Computer Apparatuses

FIG. 8 showsa block diagram of an exemplary computer
apparatus that can be used in some embodimentsofthe inven-
tion (e.g., in any of the components shownin the prior Fig-
ures).

Anyofthe elements in figures described herein can use any
suitable number of subsystems to facilitate the functions
described herein. System 800 in FIG.8 is representative of a
computer system capable ofembodyingvarious aspects ofthe
present invention. The computer system can be presentin any
of the elements in figures described herein, including pay-
ment processing network 140, for example. Similarly, the
various participants, entities and elements in FIG. 1 may
operate one or more computer apparatuses to facilitate the
functions described herein.It will be readily apparent to one
of ordinary skill in the art that many other hardware and
software configurations are suitable for use with the present
invention.

For example, the computer may be a desktop, portable,
rack-mountedortablet configuration. Additionally, the com-
puter may be a series of networked computers. Further, the
use of other micro processors are contemplated, such as
Xeon™, Pentium™ or Core™ microprocessors; Turion™
64, Opteron™ or Athlon™ microprocessors from Advanced
Micro Devices, Inc; and the like. Further, other types of
operating systems are contemplated, such as Windows®,
WindowsXP®, WindowsNT®,or the like from Microsoft
Corporation, Solaris from Sun Microsystems, LINUX,
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UNIX, and the like. In still other embodiments, the tech-
niques described above may be implemented upon a chip or
an auxiliary processing board. Various embodiments may be
based upon systems provided by daVinci, Pandora, Silicon
Color, or other vendors.

In one embodiment, computer system 800 typically
includes a monitor 810, computer 820, a keyboard 830, a user
input device 845, network interface 850, and the like. In
various embodiments, monitor 810 may be embodied as a
CRT display, an LCD display, a plasma display, a direct-
projection or rear-projection DLP, a microdisplay, or thelike.
In various embodiments, display 810 may be usedto display
user interfaces and rendered images.

In various embodiments, user input device 845is typically
embodied as a computer mouse, a trackball, a track pad, a
joystick, wireless remote, drawing tablet, voice command
system, andthe like. User input device 845 typically allows a
userto select objects, icons, text and the like that appear on the
display 810 via a commandsuchasa click of a button or the
like. An additional specialized user input device 845, such a
magnetic stripe, RFID transceiver or smart card reader may
also be provided in various embodiments. In other embodi-
ments, user input device 845 include additional computer
system displays (e.g. multiple monitors). Further user input
device 845 may be implemented as one or more graphical
user interfaces on such a display.

Embodiments of network interface 850 typically include
an Ethernet card, a modem (telephone, satellite, cable,
ISDN), (asynchronous) digital subscriber line (DSL) unit,
FireWire interface, USB interface, and the like. For example,
networkinterface 850 may be coupled to a computer network,
to a FireWire bus,or thelike. In other embodiments, network
interface 850 may be physically integrated on the mother-
board of computer, may be a software program, such as soft
DSL,orthelike.

RAM 870 anddisk drive 880 are examples of computer-
readable tangible media configured to store data such user,
account and transaction level data, calculated aggregated
data, super keys, sub keys and other executable computer
code, human readable code, or the like. Other types of tan-
gible media include magnetic storage media such as floppy
disks, networked hard disks, or removable hard disks; optical
storage media such as CD-ROMS, DVDs, holographic
memories, or bar codes; semiconductor media such as flash
memories, read-only-memories (ROMS); battery-backed
volatile memories; networked storage devices, andthe like.

In the present embodiment, computer system 800 mayalso
include software that enables communications over a network

such as the HTTP, TCP/IP, RTP/RTSPprotocols, andthe like.
In alternative embodiments of the present invention, other
communications software and transfer protocols may also be
used, for example IPX, UDPorthelike.

In various embodiments, computer 820 typically includes
familiar computer components such as a processor 860, and
memory storage devices, such as a random access memory
(RAM)870,disk drive 880, and system bus 890 interconnect-
ing the above components.

In some embodiments, computer 820 includes one or more
Xeon™microprocessors from Intel Corporation. Further, in
the present embodiment, computer 820 may include a UNIX-
based operating system.

Tt should be understood that embodiments of the present
invention as described above can be implemented in the form
of control logic using computer software in a modular or
integrated manner. Based on the disclosure and teachings
provided herein, a person ofordinary skill in the art will know
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and appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the
present invention using hardware and a combination ofhard-
ware and software

Anyofthe software components or functions described in
this application, may be implementedas software code to be
executed by a processor using any suitable computer lan-
guage such as, for example, Java, C++ or Perl using, for
example, conventional or object-oriented techniques. The
software code may be stored as a series of instructions, or
commands on a non-transitory computer readable medium,
such as a random access memory (RAM), a read only
memory (ROM), a magnetic medium such as a hard-drive or
a floppy disk, or an optical medium such as a CD-ROM.Any
such non-transitory computer readable medium mayreside
on or within a single computational apparatus, and may be
present on or within different computational apparatuses
within a system or network.

The above descriptions are illustrative and are notrestric-
tive. Manyvariationsofthe invention will become apparentto
those skilled in the art upon review of the disclosure. The
scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined not
with reference to the above description, but instead should be
determined with reference to the pending claims along with
their full scope or equivalents.

One or more features from any embodiment may be com-
bined with one or more features of any other embodiment
without departing from the scope of the invention. For
example, any of the above described analytics may be com-
bined with any othersuitable analytics in any suitable manner
in methods or systems according to embodiments of the
invention. Thus, although specific features are separately
described in this application, they may be combined in certain
embodiments of the invention.

A recitation of “a’’, “an”or “the”is intended to mean “one
or more”unless specifically indicated to the contrary.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method comprising:
receiving, by a tokenization server, a registration request

message from a merchant computer;
assigning, by the tokenization server, a merchantverifica-

tion value and a token derivation key to a merchant
associated with the merchant computer;

storing, by the tokenization server, the token derivation key
and the merchantverification value in a database;

receiving, by the tokenization server, an authorization
request message for a transaction that includes an
account identifier and the merchant verification value,
wherein the authorization request message is sent by the
merchant computer;

sending, by the tokenization server, the authorization
request message to an issuer computer for authorization
of the transaction;

receiving, by the tokenization server from the issuer com-
puter, an authorization response message indicating
whether the transaction has been authorized by the
issuer computer;

retrieving, by the tokenization server, the token derivation
key using the merchantverification value includedin the
authorization request message from the database;

generating, by the tokenization server, an account token
using the token derivation key by encrypting the account
identifier using the token derivation key;

inserting, by the tokenization server, the account token in
the authorization response message received from the
issuer computer; and

sending, by the tokenization server, the authorization
response message including the account token to the
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merchant computer, wherein the token derivation key is
available only to the tokenization server.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein a reverse tokenization

key usable to generate the accountidentifier from the account
token is stored on the tokenization server.

3. The methodof claim 1, further comprising:
assigning a token derivation key indexto the token deriva-

tion key; and
inserting the token derivation key index in the authoriza-

tion response messagebefore the authorization response
message is sent to the merchant computer.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:
assigning a different token derivation key to the merchant

associated with the merchant computer; and
assigning a different derivation key index to the different

token derivation key.
5. The method of claim 3 wherein the token derivation key

index is an incremental index.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein the token derivation key
index is a hidden index.

7. The methodof claim 1, further comprising:
generating, by the tokenization server, a reverse tokeniza-

tion key using the merchantverification value;
receiving an accountidentifier request from the merchant

computer, wherein the account identifier request
includes the account token;

determining, by the tokenization server, the account iden-
tifier using the reverse tokenization key and the account
token; and

sending the account identifier to the merchant computer.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein the account token is

generated by applying the accountidentifier to an encryption
or hash function using the tokenderivation key as a parameter.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the token derivation key
is a key for a symmetric encryption algorithm, and wherein
generating the account token further comprises applying the
symmetric encryption algorithm to the account identifier.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the authorization

response messageincludes a bitmapfield, and wherein a bit in
the bitmapfield is set by the tokenization server upon insert-
ing the account token in the authorization response message.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the authorization

response messageincludesa field tag that identifies a field in
the authorization response message containing the account
token.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving, from a merchant support system server, a nor-

malization request message, wherein the normalization
request message includes the merchant verification
value and the account token, and wherein the merchant
support system server is associated with a merchant
support system;

generating, by the tokenization server, the account identi-
fier from the account token;

selecting a token derivation key assigned to the merchant
support system;

generating, by the tokenization server, a normalized
account token using the token derivation key assigned to
the merchant support system; and

sending the normalized account token to the merchant
support system server.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the normalization

request message further includes a support system verifica-
tion value that is used to select the token derivation key
assigned to the merchant support system.
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14. The method of claim 12 wherein the merchant support
system is associated with a fraud scoring service that provides
a fraud score forthe transaction.

15. The methodofclaim 12 wherein the merchant support
system is associated with an alert service that transmits an
alert to a mobile device of an accountholder.

16. A server computer comprising:
a processor and
a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

coupledto the processor, the computer readable storage
medium comprising code that, when executed by the
processor, causes the processor to perform a method
comprising:
receiving a registration request message from a mer-

chant computer;
assigning a merchantverification value and a token deri-

vation key to a merchantassociated with the merchant
computer,

storing the token derivation key and the merchantveri-
fication value in a database;

receiving an authorization request message for a trans-
action that includes an accountidentifier and the mer-

chant verification value, wherein the authorization
request message is sent by the merchant computer;

sending the authorization request message to an issuer
computer for authorization of the transaction;

receiving, from the issuer computer, an authorization
response message indicating whetherthe transaction
has been authorized by the issuer computer;

retrieving the token derivation key using the merchant
verification value included in the authorization

request message from the database;
generating an account token using the token derivation

key by encrypting the account identifier using the
token derivation key;

inserting the account token in the authorization response
message received from the issuer computer; and

sending the authorization response message including
the account token to the merchant computer, wherein
the token derivation key is available only to the server
computer.

17. The server computer of claim 16 wherein a reverse
tokenization key usable to generate the account identifier
from the account token is stored on the server computer.

18. The server computer of claim 16, wherein the method
further comprises:

assigning a token derivation key index to the token deriva-
tion key; and

inserting the token derivation key index in the authoriza-
tion response messagebefore the authorization response
message is sent to the merchant computer.

19. The server computer of claim 18, wherein the method
further comprises:

assigning a different token derivation key to the merchant
associated with the merchant computer; and

assigning a different derivation key index to the different
token derivation key.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising:
determining that the token derivation key has been com-

promised prior to assigning the different token deriva-
tion key to the merchant.

21. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing
computer instructions when executed by a processor of a
server causes the processor to perform a method comprising:

receiving a registration request message from a merchant
computer;
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assigning a merchantverification value and a token deri-
vation key to a merchant associated with the merchant
computer;

storing the token derivation key and the merchantverifica-
tion value in a database;

receiving an authorization request message for a transac-
tion that includes an account identifier and the merchant

verification value, wherein the authorization request
message is sent by the merchant computer;

sending the authorization request message to an issuer
computer for authorization of the transaction;

receiving, from the issuer computer, an authorization
response messageindicating whetherthe transaction has
been authorized by the issuer computer;

retrieving the token derivation key using the merchantveri-
fication value includedin the authorization request mes-
sage from the database;

generating an account token using the token derivation key
by encrypting the accountidentifier using the token deri-
vation key;

inserting the account token in the authorization response
message received from the issuer computer; and

sending the authorization response message including the
account token to the merchant computer, wherein the
token derivation key is available only to the server.

* * * * *
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Unified Patents Inc. (“Petitioner”) filed a Petition (Paper 1, “Pet.”)

requesting interpartes review ofclaim | of U.S. Patent No. 8,887,308 B2

(Ex. 1003, “the *308 patent”). William Grecia (“Patent Owner”) filed a

Preliminary Response (Paper7, “Prelim. Resp.”). We have jurisdiction

under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a), which provides that an interpartes review may

not be instiluted “unless . . . there is a reasonable likelihood that the

petitioner would prevail with respectto at least 1 of the claims challenged in

the petition.” For the reasons that follow, we have decided not to institute an

interpartes review.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The ’308 Patent

The ’308 patentis titled “Digital Cloud Access (PDMASPart III).”

Ex. 1003, at [54]. The ’308 patent describes a digital rights management

system that managesaccessrights acrossaplurality of devices via digital

media personalization to protect digital media subject to illegal copying. Jd.

at 1:20-27; 4:48-49.

The system includesafirst receipt module, an authentication module,

a connection module, a request module, a second receipt module, and a

branding module. See id. at Fig. 1. The first receipt module receives a

branding request from a user’s (content acquirer’s) device. Jd. at 5:46-48.

The branding requestis a read and write request of metadataofthe digital

media and includes a membership verification token corresponding to the

digital media. Jd. at 5:48-51. The authentication module authenticates the

membership verification token. Jd. at 5:57-58. The connection module

establishes communication with the user’s device. Jd. at 5:59-61. The
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request module requests an electronic identification reference from the

user’s device. Jd. at 6:5—7. The second receipt module receives the

electronic identification reference. Jd. at 6:7—-9. The branding module

brands metadata of the digital media by writing the membership verification

token andthe electronic identification into the metadata. Jd. at 6:9-12.

Figure 3, whichis reproduced below, illustrates Us process.

acereF q
APIWEBSITE COM Gul
LOG IN TO CONTINUE.

1
1

LOGIN ID: 1

USEREMALGMEMBERCOM) |
PASSWORD : |ii

t 
————

—305||PRODUCT METADATA f-302

FIG. 3

In particular, Figure 3 is a flow chart of the process of digital media

personalization. Jd. at 1:21 26. A user posts a branding request via

Kodekey GUI 301, which prompts the user to enter a token andpress the

redeem button. Jd. at 6:66-7:4. Product metadata 302 is associated with the

digital media to be acquired. Id. at 7:4-5. The Kodekey GUI is connected

to token database 305. Jd. at 7:78. Theuseris then redirected to

APIwebsite.com GUI 307, which prompts the user to enter a login id and

password to accessthe digital media from database 309. Jd. at 7:11—-12, 15—-
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18. The APIwebsite.com GUI interfaces to a web service membership,

wherethe user’s electronic identification is collected and sent back to the

Kodekey GUI. Jd. at 7:11-15. The database containing the digital media is

connected to the web service membership. Jd. at 7:18—20.

B. Challenged Claim

Petitioner challenges claim | of the 308 patent, whichrecites:

1. A process for transforming a user access request for cloud
digital content into a computer readable authorization object, the
process for transforming comprising:

a) receiving an access request for cloud digital content
through an apparatusin process with at least one CPU,the access
request being a write request to a data store, wherein the data
store is at least one of:

a memory connected to the at least one CPU;

a storage connected to the at least one CPU; and

a database connectedto the at least one CPU through the
Internet; wherein

the access request further comprises verification data provided
by at least one user, wherein the verification data is recognized
by the apparatus as a verification token; then

b) authenticating the verification token of (a) using a
database recognized by the apparatus of (a) as a verification
token database, then

c) establishing an API communication between the apparatus
of (a) and a database apparatus, the database apparatus being a
different database from the verification token database of (b)
wherein the APJis related to a verified web service, wherein the
verified webserviceis a part of the database apparatus, wherein
establishing the API communication requires a credential
assigned to the apparatus of (a), wherein the apparatus assigned
credential is recognized as a permission to conduct a data
exchange session between the apparatus of (a) and the database
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apparatus to complete the verification process, wherein the data
exchangesession is also capable of an exchange of query data,
wherein the query. data comprises at least one verified web
service account identifier; then

d) requesting the query data, from the apparatus of(a), from
the API communication data exchange session of (c), wherein
the query data request is a request for the at least one verified
web service identifier; then

e) receiving the query data requested in (d) from the API
communication data exchangesession of(c); and

f) creating a computer readable authorization object by
writing into the data store of (a) at least one of.

the received verification data of (a); and

the received query data of (e); wherein

the created computer readable authorization object is
recognized by the apparatus of(a) as user access rights associated
to the cloud digital content, wherein the computer readable

authorization object is processed by the apparatus of (a) using a
cross-referencing act ion during subsequent user access requests
to determine one or more of a user access permission for the
cloud digital content.

C. Asserted Grounds of Unpatentability

Petitioner challenges claim 1 of the ’308 patent on the following

grounds.' Pet. 3, 19-52.

' In summarizing its asserted grounds on page 3 ofthe Petition, Petitioner
requests cancellation of claim 1 as unpatentable under 35 U.S.C § 103, but
states on page 19 of the Petition that the asserted references “anticipate
and/or render obvious the claimed subject matter.” Given the substance of
Petitioner’s arguments, we address claim | under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103.

5
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DeMello, Wieder,’ and “the admitted priorart”

Pestoni, Wieder, and “the admitted priorart”

In support ofits arguments, Petitioner proffers the declaration of Ravi S.

Cherukuri (Ex. 1009). Sec id.

 

 
  
  

  

 

 

  

D. Claim Construction

Weconstrue claims in an unexpired patent by applying the broadest

reasonable interpretation in light of the specification of the patent in which

they appear. See 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b); Cuozzo Speed Techs. LLC v. Lee,

136 S. Ct. 2131, 2144-46 (2016) (upholdingthe use of the broadest

reasonable interpretation standard). Underthis standard, claim terms are

generally given their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be

understood by oneofordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire

disclosure. See In re Translogic Tech., Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir.

2007). A “claim term will not receive its ordinary meaningifthe patentee

acted as his own lexicographer,” however, and clearly set forth a definition

of the claim term in the specification. CCS Fitness, Inc. v. Brunswick Corp.,

288 F.3d 1359, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2002).

Petitioner provides proposed interpretations for variouslimitations of

the claims. Pet. 12-19. Patent Owner responds. Prelim. Resp. 20-24. For

purposesof this Decision, we conclude that no term requires interpretation at

2 DeMello, U.S. Patent No. 6,891,953 B1, issued May 10, 2005 (Ex. 1006).
3 Wieder, U.S. Patent No. 8,001,612 B1, issued Aug. 16, 2011 (Ex. 1008).
4 Pestoni, U.S. Publ’n No. 2008/0313264 A1, published Dec. 18, 2008
(Ex. 1007).
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this time to resolve a controversy in this proceeding. See Vivid Techs., Inc.

v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“[O]nly those

terms need be construed that are in controversy, and only to the extent

necessary to resolve the controversy.”).

Il. DISCUSSION

A. Anticipation by DeMello

Petitioner argues that DeMello anticipates claim | of the ’308 patent.

See Pet. 19-39. For the reasons explained below, we are not persuaded that

Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing onits

asserted ground.

1. DeMello

DeMello describes a digital rights managementsystem that distributes

and protects rights in content, such as electronic books (eBooks). Ex. 1006,

at [57], 4:43-45. As shown in Figure 4, whichis reproduced below, the

system includes a retail site, a fulfillment site, and an activationsite.
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Figure 4 is a block diagram of one embodiment of DeMello’sdigital nghts

management system. Jd. at 4:19-21. Theretail site sells eBooksto

consumers,the fulfillment site provides the sold cBooksto the consumers,

and the activation site enables consumerreading devices to use eBooks with

enhancedlevels of copy protection (e.g., eBooks requiring licenses). Id. at

[57], 6:10—-16, 21:36—37.

In order to access an eBook, a consumerbegins by choosinga title

from theretail site and paying forthe title. Jd. at 26:1-4. Theretail site then

issues a receipt page with a link for downloadingthetitle. Id. at 26:4—7.

Whenthe consumerclicks on the link, a download serverat the fulfillment

site adds the consumer’s nameto the title metadata. Jd. at 26:15~23,Fig. 4.

Thetitle is then downloadedto the consumer’s device, and the eBookis
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openedto its cover page with the rightful owner’s name appearing under the

author’s name. Jd. at 26:35—-36, 27:45—-46.

2. Analysis

Claim | recites a “credential assigned to the apparatus of (a).” For

this limitation, Petitioner identifies DeMello’s reader (user device) as an

“apparatus of (a).” Pet. 30. Petitioner further argues that “the claimed

‘credential’ is shown by the PASSPORTcredentials of DeMello.” Id. at 31.

Patent Owner counters that “DeMello’s credential [is] assigned to a
user—not an apparatus.” Prelim. Resp. 2. We agree with Patent Owner.

Claim 1 requires the “credential” to be assigned to the apparatus of

(a). As Patent Ownerpoints out, the specification of the *308 patent

describes such credential as “an API Key, an Application Secret Key and

could also include an Application ID,” which “[is] usually embeddedin the

source code of the apparatus, or stored on a remote Internet server.” Jd. at

28-29 (citing Ex. 100[3], 10:51—56); Ex. 1003, 10:51-66. The apparatus,
such as an Internet-powered desktop or a browser-based application, uses the

API Key to establish a data exchange session with the API. Ex. 1003,
10:51-S8.

Bycontrast, the “credential in DeMello is assigned to the user, not the

device.” Prelim. Resp. 28. AsPetitioner explains, “[i]n DeMello, the reader

prompts a user to provide login credentials (e.g., PASSPORT™ credentials)

to connect to the PASSPORTservervia the API of the PASSPORTserverto

authenticate the wser at the PASSPORTserver.” Pet. 31 (emphases added);

see also Ex. 1006, 23:6—10. Further, Mr. Cherukuri characterizes the

PASSPORTcredentials as “user’s credentials.” See Ex. 1009 § 72 (cited at
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Pet. 32) (emphasis added). Neither Petitioner nor Mr. Cherukuri explains

persuasively how the user PASSPORTcredentials in DeMello are assigned

to the reader (apparatusof (a)). Based on the record presented, we are not

persuaded that DeMello discloses the recited credential.

In view of the foregoing, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that DeMello

anticipates claim 1.

B. Obviousness over DeMello, Wieder, and the Admitted Prior Art

Petitioner argues that claim | of the ’308 patent would have been

obvious over DeMello, Wieder, and “the admitted prior art.” See Pet. 19—

39. Petitioner does not cite Wiederor the admitted prior art as teaching the

elements found to be lacking in the above discussion with respectto

DeMello. Accordingly, on this record, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood of prevailing on its assertion that

claim 1 would have been obvious over DeMello, Wieder, and the admitted

priorart.

C. Anticipation by Pestoni

Petitioner argues that Pestoni anticipates claim 1 of the °308 patent.

See Pet. 19, 39-52. For the reasons explained below, we are not persuaded

that Petitioner has demonstrated a reasonablelikelihood ofprevailing on its

asserted ground.

10
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_ 1. Pestoni

Pestoni describes a system with domain managementfordigital

media. Ex. 1007, at [57]. As shown in Figure 1, which 1s reproduced below,

the system includes a domain administrator, a content provider, and a license

Content

Provider(s)

Server.

 
  
 

102

Bomain

Administrator(s)

110
 
 
 

  License

Server(s)

120

Trust

Authoriiyfies)

114(1)

108(1)

 

 
 

Domain{x)

e

Domain(1}

a)
:

:  
 

112(1)

 114(b)

Fig. 1

Figure | illustrates one embodimentof a system that employs domain

managementfor digital media. Id. § 6. Media playback device 112 or 114

mayobtain content from content provider 104 by submitting a content

request to the content provider. Jd. 67. In order to access and play back

the content, the device must have a domain membership license from
domain administrator 102 and a content license from license server 106. Jd.

q 17.

To obtain a domain membershiplicense, the device submits a join-

domain request to the domain administrator. Jd. 38. The request includes

1]
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parameters to identify the device, such as a devicecertificate, user

credentials, and a device description. Jd. § 39. If the domain administrator

approvesthe request, the device becomes a memberof the domain and

receives a domain membershiplicense. Jd. J 38, 44.

To obtain a content license, the device submits a content license

request to the license server. Jd. J] 69, 72. The request includes parameters,

such as a key ID, a domain ID,and a domaincertificate, to identify both the

content for which the license is being requested and the domain of which the

device is amember. Id. 4 72. In responseto the request, the license server
validates the domain certificate, and, if successful, approves the request. Id.

{1 75, 79. Once the request is approved, the license server generates a

content license, binds the license to the domain identified in the request, and

provides the device with the license. Jd. {] 79-80, 82, 84.

2. Analysis

Claim 1 recites “requesting the query data, from the apparatusof(a),

_.. Wherein the query data request is a requestfor the at least one verified

web service [account] identifier.” For this limitation, Petitioner identifies

Pestoni’s content license request as “query data,” Pestoni’s domain ID as a

“verified web service account identifier,” and the content playback module

of Pestoni’s device as an “apparatus of (a).” Pet. 40,48. Petitioner further

arguesthat “[b]ecause the contentlicense includes the domainID,the

content license generator 260 must necessarily request and receive the

domain ID before generating the content license.” Jd. at 48-49. We note

that the device (apparatus of(a)) in Pestoni sendsto the license server a

content license request (query data), which includes various parameters such

12
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as a domain ID (webservice accountidentifier). Ex. 1007 ]72. The content

license generator 1s a part of the license server. Jd. at Fig. 2.

Weare unpersuaded byPetitioner’s argument, which relies on an

inherency theory. See Pet. 49. “If the prior art reference does not expressly

set forth a particular element of the claim, that reference still may anticipate

if that clementis ‘inherent’ in its disclosure.” Jn re Robertson, 169 F.3d

743, 745 (Fed. Cir. 1999). “To establish inherency, the extrinsic evidence

‘must makeclear that the missing descriptive matter 1s necessarily present in

the thing described in the reference, and that it would be so recognized by

persons of ordinary skill.’” Jd. (citation omitted). “Inherency, however,

may notbe established by probabilities or possibilities. The mere fact that a

certain thing may result from a given set of circumstances1s not sufficient.”

Continental Can Co. USA, Inc. v. Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 1269 (Fed.

Cir. 1991).

Here, the content license generator in Pestoni may receive the domain

ID from the device (apparatus (a)). As Patent Owner points out, however,

“Pestoni does not request information from the apparatus of(a).” Prelim.

Resp. 30 (emphasis added). Nor does Petitioner proffer persuasive evidence

showingthat the content license generator “necessarily” requests the domain

ID from the device. Indeed, Pestoni describes the content license request

(query data) from the device as “optionally” including the domain ID (web

service accountidentifier). Ex. 1007 994. Given that the content license

request may include the domain ID,weare not persuadedthat the content

license generator necessarily requests the domain ID from the device.

13
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Based on the record presented, we determine that Petitioner has not

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that Peston

anticipates claim 1.

D. Obviousness over Pestoni, Wieder, and the Admitted Prior Art

Pctitioncr argucs that claim 1 of the 308 patent would have been

obvious over Pestoni, Wieder, and “the admitted prior art.” See Pet. 19, 39-

52. For the reasons explained below, weare not persuadedthat Petitioner

has demonstrated a reasonable likelihood of prevailing on its asserted

ground.

Asdiscussed above, claim 1 recites “requesting the query data, from

the apparatus of (a), . .. wherein the query data request is a requestfor the at

least one verified web service [account] identifier.” As an alternative to its

anticipation argument, Petitioner argues that “it would be obvious to one of

skill in the art to implement Pestoni with a request and corresponding

reception.” Jd. at 49. Petitioner relies on testimony from Mr. Cherukuri’s

declaration to support this argument. See id. (citing Ex. 1009 {| 97-102).

Weare unpersuaded by Petitioner’s obviousness argument. Aspart of

its analysis, Petitioner must provide “somearticulated reasoning with some

rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness.” See

In re Kahn, 441 F.3d 977, 988 (Fed. Cir. 2006). Neither Petitioner nor Mr.

Cherukuri proffers any reason, however, for combining Pestoni and any

other patent or printed publication to arrive at the claimed invention.

Based on the record presented, we are not persuadedthat Petitioner

has provided adequately articulated reasoning with somerational

underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness. See Kahn, 441

14
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F.3d at 988. Accordingly, we determinethat Petitioner has not demonstrated

a reasonablelikelihood of prevailing in showingthat claim 1 would have
been obvious over Pestoni, Wieder, and the admitted priorart.

Ill. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we are not persuadedthat Petitioner has

demonstrated a reasonable likelihood that it would prevail with respect to the

challenged claim of the ’308 patent.

IV. ORDER

For the reasons given,it 1s

ORDEREDthatthe Petition is denied as to the challenged claim, and

no trial is instituted.
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SMART WALLET

CROSS REPERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
  

100017 This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/359,667, fled Tua. 29, 2016,
which Is Incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

100021 1. Freld of the Invention
10603] The present invention generallyrelates to making
payments using mobile devices, and more particularly, ta
using the mobile device to intelligently make payments.
(0004) 2. Related Art
10005} Electronic paymenis are becoming a preferred
methodofpayment because they offer advantages to the user
not present wilh traditional physical payments. With a physi-
cal payment, the user is required to carry the linding instru-
meni and presentthe tundiog instrument whenready 190 make
a payment. Examples of physical funding instruments
include cash, checks, credit cards, debit cards, conpons, gilt
certificates, gilt cards, and thelike. These can take up space im
a user pocket, purse, or wallet. To reduce space, the consumer
may act carry all limding instruments all the time, resulting in
the possibilitythat a desired finding instrument is not avail-
able when the consumer is ready fo use it at a point ofsale
(POS). Such physical funding mmstruments may also be lost or
stolen. Thus, physical “wallets” can be cumbersome, incon-
venient, and prone to loss.
10606] ‘To remedy this, mobile devices have been and are
being used fo make payments through payment providers,
such as PayPal, inc. ofSan Jose, Calif. Such payment provid-
ers typically aliowa consumer to make a paymentthroughthe
user’s mobile device, such as throngh the use of barcodes,
communication between the payment provider and the mer-
chant, and other methods. Alter authentication and/or autho-
rization, the paymentis made through a user account with the
payment provider, where the account is funded through a
funding sonrce, such as the user’s bank or credit card, The
funding sourceis typically a single default source selected by
the user.

(0807) Wile this may allowthe consumer te foregocarry-
ing credit cards, bank cards, and cash, the user must sil
decide whether to use the payment provider service, another
payiient service on ihe mobile device, or a physical fhading
instrument. This can be disadvantageous, which also applies
to physical wallets, because the user must decide which ofthe
many possible limding instruments to use lor a particular
purchase. This mayresult in the user choosing a payment
instrument that is not the “best” choice for the transaction.

{0808} Therelore, a need exvs for a payrent solution that
overcomes the disadvantages described above with conven-
tional payment methods.

SUMMARY

10009] According to one embodiment, a consumer has an
account with a payment provider, such as PayPal, Inc. The
account inclides at least one lnnding source, and preferably
several, Whenthe user is ready to make a purchase or pay-
ment, suchas at a point of sale, the paymentprovider selects
what funding sonrce (e.g, Visa,AMEX, credit cards associ-
ated with different rewards programs, PavPal, bank account,
coupons, git cards, cfc.) to use based on the transaction
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information, including the amount, type of purchase, mer-
chant, location, ete, The selection can be based on user
selected preferences, payment history of user, goals, pre-
ferred or incerntivized payment sources of the merchant, or
any combination of logic. For example, there may be dis-
counts or other rewards at a certain store if'a specific card is
used, the user may want to primarily use a card to get suth-
cient reward points for a goal, the user may want to limit
certain cards to a maximum monthlyor transaction amount,
an AMEX Hilften card may be selected lor use at a Hilton
hotel, ete.

[@010] This greatly reduces the time and effort for the user
to decide which card or other funding instrument to use. This
also helps the user make use of coupons, etc.. as part of the
finding.
[@012] The payment provider may also provide payment
directly from a finding source to the merchant so that the
recipient need not have an account with the paymentprovider.
This may also apply when the user does not have a payment
provider account,
[@012] According to another embodiment, ditlerent
authentication or security levels are applied to diflerent uses
ofthe user device. For exanrple, payments may require one
ivpe ofauthentication, while non-paymerts (such as intorma-
ton transters or displays) may require another type ofauthen-
Heaton, Within payments or non-payments, there may be
additional difierentsecuritylevels. For example, higher secn-
nity may be required for higher payment amounts and use or
display of more sensitive information, such as social security
anmber, creditcard number, and the ike.
[@013] These and other features and advantages of the
present invention will be more readily apparent trom the
detailed description ofthe embodiments set forth below taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF THE PROURES

[@014] P1G. 1 is a Howchart showing a process a payment
provider performs to process a payment from @ user's smart
wallet, according to one embodiment,
JO015] FG. 2 is a flowchart showing a process lor using a
user mobile device as a diaital wallet wih different authen-
ficationlevels according io one embodiment;
[6016] FIG. 3 is block diagram of a setworked system
suitable for implementing the process described herein
according fo an embodiment; and
)O017) FEG. 4d is a block dhagram of a computer system
suitable for mplementing one or more components in FIG, 3
according to one embodiment.
[@018] Embodiments of the present disclosure and their
advantages are best understood by relerring to the detailed
description that follows. H should be appreciated that Hike
reference numerals are used to identify Hke elements illns-
trated in one or more ofthe fignres, wherein showings therein
are lor purposes of illustrating embodiments of the present
disclosure and not lor purposes of lauting the same.

 
 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

)O019] According to various embodiments, a smart digital
wallet in a user's mobile device provides the user with, rec-
ommendations or decisions on what finding instruments to
use based on transaction information, user preferences, user
history, and/or funding instrument information. The smart
wallet may also be customized with different levels of secu-
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rity for making a payment, based in part on user prelerences,
transaction amount, location, and other factors. Thus, the
user's mobile device canbe used as a smart wallet to replace
physical funding instruments, while providing omumerous
advantages not available with a physical wallet.

(0820) FG. 1 is a Howchart showing a process HO a pay-
ment provider performs to process a payment from a user's
smart wallet, according to one embodiment. At step £02, the
paymentprovider receives an indication thai the useris ready
to make a payment for items. Hems, as used herein, may
include physical goods, digital goods, services, donations,
and anyilhing that the user is making a payment for, to, or
regarding. la this embodiment, the user is at a physical loca-
tion or pointofsale (POS) for the payment, suchas at a store.
Inother embodiments, the user may be shopping online and
making the payment througha computing device, such as a
PC.

{0021] The indication may be recerved in any muntber of
raves, One example is the user accessing a paymentapp a user

mobile device at the POS, which makes a call to the payment
provider through the mobile device. The use may enter cre-
dentials to access the user's account and enable payment
through the mobile device. Another example is the merchant
communicating a purchase transaction fo the payment pro-
vider at the POS through a merchant device, These can be
when the user begins a checkout process, during a checkout
process, or alter all tems have been scanned and totaled. in
ane embodiment, the minimum miformation communicated
at step 102 is a desire for the user to make a payment and user
identity/account information, The latter allows the payment
provider to access the user’s account anddata associated with
the account.

{0022} Onee the user’s account is accessed, the paviment
provider determines, at step 104, if there are any default
settings to the user's account for payments. Default settings
may be determined by the user, suchas user defined prefer-
ences, by the payment provider, such as based on payment
history, or a combination ofthe two. Delaulsettings include
information about the use of funding instruments associated
with the user account, Por example, the user may have an
American Express dilton Reward credit card, a Citbank
debit card or bank account, a Visa Southwest Airlines Reward
credit card, and a Visa gift card as some ofthe finding sources
for the user account.The AMEX card may be the main fund-
ing source, followed by the Visa gift card, and others m a
particular order. So, with a purchase, theAMEX card would
be the preferred funding mstrument. However, there may be
sHuations where theAMEX card cannot be used, such as at
merchants/sites/locations where AMEXis not accepied, the
AMEX cardis rejected (such as expired, limit reached, fraud
suspected, etc.) IftheAMEXis unavailable for use, the Visa
iff card would be the next choice. However, theVisa gill card
may be unavailable because its value has been depleted. The
next finding insirument would thenbe tried.
10023] The default settings may be changed as needed. For
example, theAMEXcard maybe the first choice because the
user Wants to accumulate Hilton points for an upcoming,
vacation stay. However, once enough points are accumulated
or no longer needed, the user may replace theAMEX card
with ihe Visa card so that the user can accumulate points
quicker for free fights. Such changes may be made by the
user through the user’s account page with the payment pro-
vider,
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)O024| Hf there are default settings, those settings are
applied at step 106. The systemalso determines, at step 108,
whether there are anylocation-based restrictions or rules for
any of the user's finding instruments, For example, a certain
gicard or coupon may only be used wihin the United States.
Another coupon mayonly be used in California. The Visa gift
card may be used anywhere, but mav have a bomus used in
Arkansas. The bonus may be a 10% credit on the gHt card.
The Arkansas use may be Visa wanting more spending in
Arkansas fo help the Arkarsas economy in wake ofits recent
earthquake.

)0025] Ffthere is at least one location-based rule, a location
of the user Cor POS) is determined at step 110. This may be
through4 location service or finction associated with the
user's mobrle device. Thus, when the user is ready to make a
payment, the user's location will be knownthroughthe user’s
mobile device. Typically, the location is at the POS. The user
location may also be determined in other ways. One example
is the merchant communicating the identityofthe userto the
payment provider, whichinformsthe payment providerthat
the user is with the merchant, where the merchant locationis
known by the payment provider. The payment provider
applies the one or more location-based rules af step 112. This
mayinclude changing the priority ofthe user defined preter-
ences accordingly.
[8626] ‘The system recerves,at step E14, transactiondetails,
which can be through the merchant or the user. ‘Transaction
details may include information aboutthe items scanned or to
be purchased, such as description, type, quantity, and price,
merchant information, such as name, account muntber, main
address, local store address, phone mumber, the transaction
date, and the ke, and amount of the transaction, including
taxes and any discounts/coupons/rewards applied or to be
applied.
[€027] Using this and any other applicable information, the
“best” one or more finding instruments are determined, at
step 116, for the user to use in the present transaction. The
determination may include processing all or a portion of the
ilormation available and recerved about the user, the mer-
chant, the location, and the transaction. For example, a par-
ticular merchant may only accept certain funding instruments
(such as Visa and MasterCard only for credit cards}, net
accept certain funding instruments (such as no American
Express or conpons), and/or provide a reward or other incen-
tive for using a particular funding instrument (such as a store
branded credit card).

)0028] In another example, a particular coupon or grit card
qmav be applicable to one or more purchases in the transaction.
Such coupons or git cards may then be selected for use.
Certain coupons, gift cards, and the like may have upcoming
expiration dates, Based on the date ofthe transaction andthe
expiration dates ofapplicable funding iastruments, appropri-
ate funding mstruments may be selected to be used for this
transaction, Por example, finding instruments aboutto expire
may be prioritized over later-expiring fimding instruments.
[029] Once funding instruments are selected for the cur-
rent transaction, the user maybe presented with the selection
(s), at step 118, on the user's mobile device. The user may see
where each funding imstrument is to be applied and how,
along with amount applied if appropriate. For example, a
certain purchase or itemmay only allow a certam dolar
amountto from a gift card, voucher, or coupon to be applied
to the purchase.
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{0830} Next, dae payment provider makes a determination,
at step 120, whether the user has confirmed the selected
funding instruments. This determination mayinclude receiv-
ing an electronic signal from the user device ofa confirmation
resulting From the user tapping or otherwise selectiag a “con-
fiend”or similar link/buttononthe device. ifconfirmationis

received, the transaction may be processed, at step 122, with
the selected funding instruments. Processing maybe through
the payment provider, where the payment provider receives
payment details through the user device or the merchant,
determines whether one or more payments can be approved,
debiting user account(s) and crediting merchant account{s)
immediately or at a later time, and sending a notification to
the user and/or the merchant that the payment for the trans-
action has been approved or denied, Processing may also be
directly through the user. Por example, the user may simply
present a physical credit card, where processing is through
conventional credit card processing with the merchant,
{0031} if the user does not confirm the selected fundiag
sources, the user may decide fo revise the selection, such as
adding one or more differentfunding sources, deleting one or
more funding sources, or applying a funding source differ-
ently(¢.2., using a lesser amount ofa gill card). For example,
even though the payment provider selected theAMEX card
based on the user’s previously set preference Ghe user had
wanted to accumulate hotel poms), the user may no longer
need the points. This may be due to the user obtaining a
sufficient amount of points, the hotel stay changed, or other
reasons. The user also may not have changed user preferences
yet. As a result, the user mayreplace the AMEXcard withthe
Visa card.

10632] in one embodiment, the user can. revise sclected
funding instruments through the user device. For example,
the user may select a Funding for revision. The selected fund-
ing, source may be deleted or otherwise revised accordingly,
such as throughuser actions throughthe user device, A new
funding source maybe added, suchas by selecting dromalist
of available funding sources. The list can be in any form and
accessed through anv number ofways, including a drop down
menu or a new window on a browser or app.
10633] Afier one or more revisions to the selected fimding
sources are made by the user, the revisions are communicated
to and received by the payment provider at step 124. Once
received, the payment provider may transmil the user-revised
payment! instrument selections to the user at step 126. The
user mayviewthe revised paymentselections, suchas on the
user device, and confinnor revise again as needed using the
steps described above. When the user confirms the payment
instrinments, the payment can be processed at step 122.
10034} ote that the various steps and decisions above may
be perlormedin different sequences andselect ones may be
omitted, as well as additional steps and decisions added.
{0835} Thus, the user is able to use the “hesi’ fundiag
instrinments fo pay for a transaction using selections from the
payment provider based on user set preferences, location,
transaction details, merchant, date, and other factors, Pay-
ment can be made through the user's mobile device, thereby
eliminated the need for the user te carry physical funding
instruments like cash, credit cards, debit cards, checks, cou-
pons, and aiff cards,
10036) FIG. 2 is a Howchart showing a process 206 for
using a user mobile device as a digital wallet withdifferent
authentication levels according io one embodiment. A typical
physical wallet may contain non-payment cards, such as
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medical insurance cards, frequent fiver numbers, hotel loy-
alty numbers, social security card, auto club ecard, and the like,
inaddition to funding instruments like those discussed above.
Amobile device, such as smart phone or tablet, may be able
tO store such personal information ofthe user, such that the
mobile device can become more like a physical wailet in that
it can thenconiain both payment instruments and user tnfor-
mation,

[@037| ‘To use the mobile device for payment,the user typi-
cally is required to enter a password or PIN and a userfdevice
identifier, such as a user name, email address, or phone mum-
ber, unless the user/device identifier is automatically commu-
nicated to the payment provider through the mobile device.
This can be time-consuming and cumbersome, especially
with the small physical and virtual keypads associated with
mobile devices, However, such authentication is needed to
protect the finding instruments and prevent unauthorized
users to make payments from the user’s account.
[O038| ‘There may be other data or functions in the phone
that do notrequire the authentication levels ofpayments. For
example, a frequentflyer numberor transmitting ofa frequent
flyer number maynot require the level ofsecurity as sending
a payment. Other information, suchas the user’s social secu-
nity aumber, may require additional security. Fven payments
mav allow different levels of security. For example, a pay-
ment transactionofless than $20 may aot require as much
security as a payment transaction ofgreater than 3200. Thus,
FIG, 2 iHustrates an example of how a mobile device or user
ofthe mobile device may be authenticated for differentinlor-
mation of transactions usiag the mobile device.
[6039] At step 202, a determination is made whether the
mobile device, for the current use, is to be used for payment.
Payment transactions typically will require stronger authen-
tication, The determination may include receiving an indica-
tien From the user through the mobile device, such as select-
mg a payment app, or irom a recipient, such as a seller,
througha recipient device identifying the user or payer, ifthe
mobile device will be used for a paymenttransaction, a deter-
mination is made, at step 204, whether the amount of the
paymenttransactionwill be greater than a certain amount, X.
This amount can be set by the user or the payment provider.
Higher amounts typically will require stronger authentica-
tion. The amount can include use of finds from the user's

accounl with the paymentprovider, use ofcoupons, aif cards,
vouchers, ete,, and/or use of other finding sources suchas
credit cards.

[8040] If the anticipated payment amount is less than or
equal to X, the payment provider may require the user fo
authenticate using a first authentication level, Auth, af step
206. Authmaysimply require the user to unlock ihe mobile
device or access a payment app. [fthe anticipated payment
amount is greater than X, the user may be required, af slep
208, fo authenticate through a second authentication level,
Auth2, which is stronger than Authi. Aw example of Anth2
may include entry of a user PIN, biometric information, a
password, or other data, in addition to what was required at
step 206.

[0049] Has determined, at step 202, the current transaction
is not lor payment, a determination may be made, at step 216,
whether the transaction involves “sensitive” or “confidential”

mformation. Examples of sensitive information may melude
the user’s social security number, a bank account number, a
password, credit card mumbers including securiy codes, debit
card mimbers, ete. Exaraples of non-sensitive information
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stored in the mobile device may include account numbers for
airline loyalty programs, hotel loyalty programs, merchant
loyalty programs, andthe like, medical insurance policy num-
ber, dental insurance policy mumber,AAA membership aum-
ber, ete. The user may determine which information is sensi-
tive and whichis not, suchas by designating specific data or
types ofdata.
10042] At step 212, the user is required to authenticate at a
third authentication level, Auth3, when the transaction
invelves exposure or transmission of sensttive iaformation.
Aath3, in one embodiment, is a stronger authentication than
Authi, but weaker than Auth2. In another embodiment,
Authis the same as Auth2. Anth3 mayinclude requiring the
user to enter an identifier, such as an email address, phone
umber, or user name,

10043] ifthe informationis not sensitive, the user may he
requested to authenticate using a fourth authentication level,
Auth4, at step 214. Auth4 may be the same as Anthh. ja
another embodimen, Authd ts weaker thanAuth), Auth?. and
Auth3. For example, Arthd may inchide the user simply
being able to use the mobile device, and thus effectively not
requiring any authentication, just possessionofthe device,
10044) Note that the above authenticationlevels are just
exaruples and not limiting. for example, additional authenti-
cation levels may be emploved. This may be due to more than
twolevels ofauthenticationfor a payment, withthe different
levels based on a plurality oftransaction amonntthresholds.
information mayalso be divided inte more than two catego-
ries ofjust sensitive and non-sensitive. Furthermore, deter-
mingtions, in addition to or in place off whether the transac-
tion is for a payment and whether the transaction involves
sensitive information stored m the mobile device may be
included.

{0045} After the specific authentication level is requested!
required, the requested information is recered, at step 216,
tromthe user, such as thronghthe user mobile device. The
information may be received by the user entermg the
requested information, such as through a keypad, kevboard,
touch pad, touch screen, or other data input. Onee received the
information is processed by the payment provider, at step
218. Processing may include determining if the recetved
information is what was requested and whether the received
information was what was expected. This can be through
accessing the user’s account and checking authentication
information ofthe user.

10646] A determination is then made, at step 220, whether
the user canbe authenticated. (his determination mayinchide
typical authentication procedures for the pavment provider,
including anv Irand analvsis, accountrestrictions, transaction
limits, ete.
10047] ifthe user is authenticated, the transaction moves
forward at step 222, The transaction canproceed witha pay-
ment process, a communication, display or access of data/
information, or other use ofthe mobile device, However, ifthe
user authentication fails, the transaction may not be allowed
to proceed natil the user is authenticated, Thus, the payment
provider mayallowihe user one or more additional attempts
fo authenticaic, using the same authentication requests or
something diferent. For example, the user may be asked a
security question,
10048] Accordingly, the payment provider (and/or the user}
mayset differentlevels of securityto be Hnkedon the access
to the wallet or some part of the wallet. As an example, the
user may not care about protecting coupons or some lovalty
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components (e.g... frequent yer card or movie theater reward
card), but will care about protecting credit cards or payment
instruments. The basic defanis security settings of the wallet
qaav be speed of transaction over higher security (resulting in
more Pnetion or interaction from the user}. However, the
“smarter” the wallet will be, the better security withlittle user
inferaction can be provided bythe payment provider.
[8049] Por an example, a user could decide that for any
lransaction, the user does net want to be asked anything. As
ong as the smart wallet ts triggered properly, the transaction

will go (hrough. Some users, being more cautious, may want
io see anytransaction and will ask to be promptedfor infor-
mation oftransactions going through the smart wallet. Other
isers, wanting more security, could decide to be prompted for

an actual validation of the transaction by entering a PEN, a
password or a fingerprint/biometric component. The level of
security conldbe linkedalso to the amommofthe transaction,
as mentoned above. for example, under $20, no action
required, between $206 and $56, pet a promptto inform the
ise, above $50, enter a PIN, These levels could be fextble

and decided by the user bnt again, with a validation/associa-
hon to the risk profile managed by the payment provider.
[6050] ‘Whus, using the above, a user may have multiple
security choices whensefiimg up the user's mobile device and
ising the mobile device for different transactions or uses.

‘This canprovide a more frictionless user experience by not
requiring the nser to enter passwords/PINsorbiometric mtor-
mation forall uses ofthe phone. Mulnple security choices can
also protect the user Lrom fraudulent uses ofthe mobile device
bv requiring heightened or stronger authentication for higher
payments or access to extremely sensitive information.
[@052] There may be several components to such a digital
wallet described above, inchiding a user profile, a risk profile,
and stored value, A user may create a user profile for the smart
wallet. Typically, the more information the user provides, the
“smarter” the wallet, The payment provider can use this infor-
mation fo make a more informeddecision on finding insim-
ments for cach transaction. Examples of what the user may
enfer intothe profile include spending preferences, spending
Inns, goals, preferred finding instruments, ete. The user
profile maybe revised bythe user, suchas by revising profile
imformation. The profile mayalsobe revised bythe payment
provider, such as based on user transactions. For example, if
the user continues to revise finding instruments suggested or
presented by the payment provider, the payment provider
may revise the user profile accordingly to reflect the user
preferences.
)0052| Another component, ihe user's risk profile, may be
based in part on parameters or information from the payment
provider. for example, a long time user ofthe payment pro-
vider service with a verified address and payment instruments
{e.g., 4 bank acconnal linked and verifiedto the user's payment
provider account} will have a better risk profile than a user
who just registered and has not Hinked/verified any bank
account to bis acconat. Other elements that may be used to
build a user risk profile include the make/model ofthe user’s
mobile device (e.g. ii is registered with the payment pro-
vider (phone wamber but also hardware/software configura-
tons, browser, etc). While the main risk profile may be
stored in the cloud, a subset version could be stored onthe
mobile device witha specific set ofparameters, especially for
“offline” transactions using a stored value.

0053] Stored value is an amount ofcash the user maintains
as a balawce with the payment provider lor payments. The
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payment provider may create an “extrapolation” ofthis bal-
ance on the mobile device ofthe user. This stored value may
be linkedto the risk profile ofthe user. For example, if'a user
with an excellent risk profile has a $500 balance on his pay-
ment provider account, then the payment provider may grant
the user access io a stored value of$400or even $506, A new

user to the payment provider withanunverified acconnt may
have a $500 acconmtbalance with the payment provider, but
would be allowed to have a stored value emergency access oF
only $5 of 550 or whatever amount would be deemed to be an
acceptable risk for the payment provider for that user.
10054) in one embodiment, the payment provider main-
tains a dynamic stored value management system that will
rely on the capachy to enforce a verification ofstored value
spending against the balance remaining in the cloud. With
data based on the mobile device, the payment provider could
feed back in real dime the stored value spending history
against the account balance on a constantbasis. However, for
some mobile devices with limited functions or for a mobile

device gotng on lowbattery mode, the payment provider may
not be able to feed back this history and will have to grant a
level of access in an offine/off the cloud mode. in one

example, a user is trying to catch the last subway and the
user’s mobile device is NFC-enabled, but the battervis almost
depleted. However, a contactless reader from the subway
company is set to power up the NECchip onthe user device
and provide enough energy boost in a short period oftime to
retrieve a ticket and/or payment to grant access through the
uate. At that point, the payment provider may not have the
optionto provide feedback for any verification to the clond,
butthe “smart wallet” will be able to provide the neededfimds
oilline (andregister it in the transaction historyjog for future
svachronization}. Ry doing so, the payment provideris taking
the risk but also making sure the user experience is on par with
the user expectations or online payment transactions,
10055] ‘The payment provider may manage offline transac-
tions froman offfine transaction history log applied against
the stored value balance. However, based on therisk profile,
the payment provider may associate parameters fo this funec-
tion of the smart wallet, such as number oftransaction, trans-
action amount, fime offline, ete. and force back a connection
to the cloud to update the smart wallet and the stored valuc
balance.

(0056) in orderie manage the user and risk profiles, as well
as matching data to trigger some functions ofthe smart wallet
{e.g., user location, user preference from that specific hand-
set, transaction log history, ete.), a back-end modnle maybe
in charge ofthe “smart” or intelligence in the smart wallet.
This could be managed by components that are part of the
payment provider system. By doing so and creating this
“intermediate” buffer, the payment provider can deliver a
faster service towards the mobile device and manage the
stored value better against the risk profile but also provide a
needed profection/isolation ofthe main user accountresiding
in the payment provider core system,
10057] Froma technical point ofview,the wallet may be an
application residing on the mobile device and linked to the
payment provider wallet in the cloud. Some components of
the wallet (e.g... user interfacing) could be normal applica-
tions suchas Java applet, widget or native type. However
security functions (anti-phishing, anti-spoofing mechanisms,
etc} mayneed to be disassociatedfromthe basic function and
be launched from a “trusted” clement/component on the
mobile device. This could be a hardware and/or a software
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component, Examples of such components include Trust-
Zone from ARM, imbedded Secure Flement, MicroSD Card
or SIM card. In one embodiment, the smart wallet or account
remains in the cloud atall times and the mechanism to protect
Hoare never exposed to the user or mobile device. For this
reason, the user and risk profiles are managed differently,
[8058] ‘Whe following provides one example ofa smart wal-
let use case. A Costeo customer has an American Express
Costco branded card. He also goes on a regular basis to a
Costco store located near his home. Ry monitoring the pay-
ment history ofthis user in that store/merehant, the payment
provider will know that the user pays 90% ofthe time with
this Amex card. The 10% remaining are payments made with
a debit card. Roth instruments are registered with the user's
payment provider account.
[0059| By using the smart wallet(and assuming the store or
merchant is known by the payment provider or the payment
provider has created a business addresses register}, the user
qmav then have his default payment instrument proposed to
him as follows: 1} Payment instrument #13 (preierred):Ameri-
can iixpress Costco card; 2) Payment Instrument #2 (second-
ary} Debit card, 3) Payment instrument #3 (Stored value}:
Payment Provider Balance extension in physical world. The
user mayedit of revise as desired.
[0060| ‘This selection will be triggered by the user profile,
his spectfic location (leverage from the GPS position) and G7
enabled) a store “wireless” signal sent to the mobile device of
the user and “read” by the smart wailet(¢.g., through an NPC
tag, Bluetooth (existing pairing) or other). By doing irlangu-
lation of data, the smart wallet may be able to enhance the
choice of payment instruments.
[@062] Whenthe user arrives at the cashregister, he con-
nects to the payment provider, such as through an NPC chan-
nel. a remote/online session, etc. Transaction mformation,
such as amount, store, merchant, type of purchase, ete.. is
communicated to the payment provider, as well as the loca-
ton ofthe user and/or POS andanyother information needed
bythe payment provider. The payment provider accesses ihe
user's account and preferences and decides which fimding
instrument or combination of Funding instruments fo use
automatically.
[062] 1G. 3isa block diagram ofa networkedsystem300
configured to handie a transaction using a smart wallet, such
as described above, in accordance with an embodiment ofthe
invention. System 340 includes a user device 310, a merchant
server 340, and a payment provider server 370 in commani-
cation over a network 366, Payment provider server 370 may

be niuniained by a payment provider, such as PayPal, Inc. of
San Jose, Calf A user 305, such as a sender or consumer,
utilizes user device 310 fo perform a transaction using pay-
ment provider server 370. Note thal transaction, as used
herem,refers to any suitable action performed using the user
device, including payments, transier of Information, display
ofinformation, ete.

[0063] User device 310, merchantserver 340, and payment
providerserver 370 mayeach include one or more processors,
memories, and other appropriate components for executing
iastructions such as program code and/or data stored on one
or more computer readable mediums to implement the vari-
ons applications, data, and steps described herein. For
example, such instructions may be stored in one or more
computer readable media such as memories or data storage
devices internal and/or external to various components of
system 300, and/or accessible over network 360.
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(0064) Network 360 may be implemented as a single net-
work or a combination ofmultiple networks. For example, m
various embodiments, network 360 may include the Internet
of one of more intranets, landline networks, wireless net-
works, and/or other appropriate types ofnetworks.

{0065} User device 310 may be implemented using any
appropriate hardware and software configared for wired and/
or wireless communication over network 360. For example,
inne entbodiment, the user device may be implemented as a
personal computer (PC), a smart phone, personal digital
assistant (PDA), laptop computer, and/or other types afcom-
puting devices capable oftransmitting and/or receiving data,
such as an dPad™™ fromAppie™,
10666] User device 314 may include one or more browser
applications 315 which may be used, for example, to provide
a convenientinterlace to permit user 305 to browse miorma-
tion available over network 360. For example, mone embadi-
ment, browser application 315 maybe implemented as a web
browser configured to view information available over the
internet, including accessing a lovalty site. User device 318
mayalso inchide one or more toolbar applications 320 which
may be used, for example, to provide client-side processing
for performing desired tasks im response to operations
selected by user 304, In one embodiment, toolbar application
320 may display a user interlace in connection with browser
application 315 as firther described herein,
10067] User device 310 mayfurther include other applica-
tions 325 as may be desired in particular embodiments to
provide desired features to user device 310. For example,
other applications 325 may include security applications for
implementing client-side security features, programmatic cli-
ent applications for interlacing with appropriate application
programming interfaces (APIs) over network 360, or other
types of applications. Applications 325 may also include
email, texting, voice and 1Mapplications that allowuser 305
to send and receive emails, calls, and texts throughnetwork
366, a5 well as applications thai enable the user to communi-
eate, tansler information, make payments, and otherwise
utilize a smart wallet through the payment provider as dis-
cussed above. User device 316 includes one or more user

identifiers 330 which may be implemented, for example, as
operating sysicm regisiry entries, cookies associated with
browser application 314, identifiers associated with hardware
af user device 316, or other appropriate identifiers, such as
used for payment/user/device authentication. in one embodi-
mem, user identifier 330 may be used by a payment service
providerto associate user 305 with a particular account main-
tained by the payment provider as further described herein. A
communications application 322, with associated interfaces,
enables user device 310 to communicate within system 300.
10668] Merchant server 340 may be maimtained, for
example, by a merchant or seller offering varions products
and/or services in exchange for payment io be recerved over
network 360. Merchant server 340 may be used for POS or
online purchases and transactions. Generally, merchant
server 340 may be maintained by anyone or any entity that
receives money, which inchides charities as well as retailers
and restaurants. Merchant server 340 includes a database 345

identlving available products and/or services (e.g., collec-
tively referred io as items} which may be made available for
viewing and purchase by user 305, Accordingly, merchant
server 340 alsoinchides a markeiplace application 350 which
may be conligured to serve information over network 366 ta
browser 315 ofuser device 316. In one embodiment, user 305

6
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tay iveract with marketplace application 350 through
browser applications over network 360 morder to view vari-
ous products, food dems, or services identified indatabase
345,

[6069] Merchantserver 346 also includes a checkoutappli-
cation 355 which may be configured to facilitate the purchase
by user 305 of goods or services identified by marketplace
application356, Checkoutapplication 355 may be configured
to accept paymentinformation fromor on behalfofuser 305
through payment service provider server 370 over network
360, such as usimy selected funding instruments irom the
smart wallet. For example, checkout application 355 may
recerve and process a payment confirmation irom payment
service provider server 370, as well as transmit transaction
information to the payment provider andreceive information
fromthe paymentprovider (e.g., a transaction 1D).

)0070| Payment provider server 370 may be maintamed,
for example, by an online payment service provider which
may provide payment between user 305 and the operator of
merchant server 34@. In this regard, payment provider server
370 includes one or more payment applications 375 which
qmav be contigured to inferact with user device 3149 and/or
merchant server 340 over network 360 to facilitate the pur-
chase of goods or services, communicate/display informa-
tion, and send payments by user 305 ofuser device 310 and as
discussed above.

)O07E| Payment provider server 370 also mamiams a plu-
rality of user accounts 380, cach of which may include
accountinformation 385 associated with mdividual users. For

example, account information 385 may include private finan-
cial information of users of devices such as account aumbers,
passwords, device identifiers, user names, phone aumbers,
credit card information, bank information, or other Hinancial
iiformation which may be used to facilitate online transac-
tions by user 305. Advaniageously, payment application 375
may be configured to imteract with merchant server 340 on
behalf of user 305 during a transaction with checkout appli-
cation 355 to track and manage purchases made by users and
which finding sourees are used, as well as points for a user.
[6072] A transaction processing application 390, which
maybe part of payment application 375 or separate, may be
configured to receive mlormation From a user device and/or
merchant server 340 for processing and storage in a payment
database 395, ‘Transaction processing application 390 may
inchide one or more applicationsto process information from
user 305 for processing anorder and payment usiog various
selected funding instruments as desertbed herein. As such,
transaction processing application 34) may store details ofan
order associated with a phrase from individual users. Pay-
ment application 375 maybe further configured to determine
the existence ofand to manage accounts for user 365, as well
as create newaccounts if necessary, such as the set up, man-
agement, and use ofa smart walletfor the user/mobile device.

)O073| FIG. 4is a block diagramofa computer system 400
suitable for implementing one or more embodiments ofihe
present disclosure. in various implementations, the user
device may comprise a personal computing device (e.g.,
srtphone, a computing tablet, a personal computer, laptop,
PDA, Bluetooth device, key FOB, badge, etc.) capable of
communicating with the setwork, The merchant and/or pay-
ment provider mayutilize a network compuling device (c.z.,
a setwork server} capable of communicating wih the net-
work, H should be appreciated that each ofthe devices utilized
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by users, merchants, and payment providers may be imple-
mented as computer system 400 in a manner as follows,
10074] Computer system 400 includes a bus 402 or other
communication mechanism for communicating information
data, signals, and information between various components
of computer system 400, Components include an iaput/out-
put (1/0) component 404 thatprocesses a user action, suchas
selecting keys froma keypad/keyhoard, selecting onc or more
buttons or links, ete., and sends a corresponding signal to bus
402. 10 component 404 may also include an output compo-
nent, such as a display 411 and a cursor control 413 (suchas
a keyboard, keypad, monse, etc.) Ag optional audio input
output component 405 mayalso be inchidedto allow a user {to
use voice for inputting information by converting audio sig-
nals. Audio 14 component 405 may allow the user to hear
mudio. A transeerver or setwork interface 406 transmits and

receives signals between computer system 400 and other
devices, such as another user device, a merchant server, or a
payment provider server vie network 360. in one embodi-
moni, the transmission is wireless, although other iransmis-
sion mediums and methods mayalso be suitable. A processor
412, whichcan be a micro-controler, digital signal processor
(DAP), or ofher processing component, processes these vari-
ous signals, such as for display on computer system 400 or
transmission to other devices via a communication Link 418.

Processor 412 may also control transmission ofinformation,
such as cookies or iP addresses, to other devices,

10075] Components ofcomputer system400 also inciude a
systemmemory component 41d (e.2., RAM), astatic storage
component 416 (e.u., ROM), and/or a disk drive 497, Com-
puter system 400 performs specific operations by processor
412 and other components by executing one or more
sequences of instructions contained in system memory com-
ponent 414. Logic may be encoded In a computer readable
medium, which may refer io any medium that participates in
providing instructions to processor 412 for execution. Sucha
medium may take many forms, including but not limited to,
nonvolatile media, volatile media, and transmission media.
in various implementations, non-volatile media includes
optical or magnetic disks, volatile media inchides dynamic
memory, such as systemmemory component 414, and trans-
mission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire, and fiber
optics, Including wires that comprise bus 402. In one embodi-
mor, the logic is encoded In non-fransitory computer read-
able medium. in one example, transmission media may take
the form of aconstic or light waves, such as those generated
during radio wave, optical, and infrared data commmica-
Hons,

(0076) Some common forms of computer readable media
includes, for example, Hoppy disk, flexible disk, hard disk,
magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, CD-ROM,any
other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other
physical medium with pattems of holes, RAM, PROM,
EPROM, FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car-
tidge, or any other medium from which a computer is
adapted to read,
10077] in various embodiments of the present disclosure,
execution of instruction sequerices fo practice the present
disclosure may be performed by computer system 400. in
varions other embodiments of the present disclosure, a plu-
rality of computer systems 40@ coupled by communication
lnk 418 to the network (¢.g., such asa LAN, WLAN, PISN,
and/or various other wired or wireless networks, includiag
telecommunications, mobile, and cellular phone networks)
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tnay perform lastruction sequences to practice the present
disclosure in coordinationwithone another.

[€078] Where applicable, various embodiments provided
by the present disclosure may be buplemented using hard-
ware, software, or combinations of hardware and sofiware.
Also, where applicable, the various hardware components
and/or software components set forth herein may be com-
bined into composite components comprisiag software, hard-
ware, and/or both without departing from the spint of the
present disclosure. Where applicable, the various hardware
components and/or sofhware components set forth herein may
be separated into sub-components comprising sofhware,
hardware, or both whhout departing from the scope of the
present disclosure. ln addition, where applicable, 1 is con-
templated that soliware components may be implemented as
hardware components and vice-versa.
[079] Software, in accordance with the present disclosure,
such as program code and/or data, may be stored on one or
more computer readable mediums. It ts also contemplated
thatsoliware identified herein may beplemented using one
or more general purpose or specific purpose computers and/or
computer systems, networked and/or otherwise. Where appli-
cable, the ordering of various steps described herein may be
chanved, combined into composite steps, and/or separated
into sub-steps fo provide features described herein,
[6080] ‘The foregoing disclosure is not intendedto Himit the
present disclosure to the precise forms or particular fiekls of
use disclosed. As such, if is contemplated that various alter-
nate embodiments and/or modiications to the present disclo-
sure, whether explicitly desertbed or implied herein, are pos-
sible in heht of the disclosure. daving thus deserthed
embodiments of the present disclosure, persons ofordinary
skill in the art will recognize that changes may be made in
form and detail without departing from the scope of the
present disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is muted
onlyby the claims.

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method for performing a payment transaction using a
user device, comprising:

receiving an indication of a desire by a user to make a
payment,

accessing, by a processor a payment provider, an account
ofthe user with the payment provider;

determining, by the processor, which one or more of a
plurality of finding instruments associated with the
account to use for the payment based onat least one of
user preferences, transactioninformation, and location
ofthe user: and

processing the payment using the one or more fimdiay
instruments.

2, The method ofclaim 1, further comprising receiving the
user preferences fromthe user, wherein the determining is
based im part on the user preferences,

3. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the plurality of fimding,
insinuments comprises one or more of credit cards, debit
cards, gtft cards, and coupons.

4, The method of claim 1, wherein the determining com-
prises selecting at least two funding instrisments lor the pay-
ment,

§, The method ofclaim 1, wherein the transaction infor-
mation comprises information about a merchant and an
amount,

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining is
based, in part, on the location ofa user.
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7. The method of claim I, wherein the determining is
based, in part, on a purchase history ofa user,

8. The method ofclaim1. further comprising receiving
different seenrity settings, fromthe user, for diflerent uses of
the user device.

9, The method ofclaim 8, wherein a higher securitysettiag,
is required for a higher payment amount,

WH). The method of claim 8, wherein a higher security
setting 1s requiredfor use ofa higher sensitive informanon.

TL, Yhe method of claim 10, wherein the higher sensitive
information comprises at least one ofa social security num-
ber, a credit card number, a bank account aumber, and a gilt
card number.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising recerving a
revised one or more finding instruments from ihe user and
processing the payment nsing the revised one or more funding
instruments.

13. A sor-transittory machine-readable medium compris-
ing a plurality of machine-readable imstructions which when
executed by one or more processors ofa server are adapted ta
eause the server to perlorm a method comprising:

receiving an indication of a desire by a user to make a
payment;

accessing an acconnt of the user with a payment provider;
determining which one or more of a plurality of funding

instruments associated with the account te use for the

payment based onat least one ofuser preferences,trans-
action information, and location ofthe user; and

processing the payment using the one or more funding
instruments.
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14, The son-transitory machine-readable medium ofclaim
13, wherein the plurality of funding instruments comprises
one or more ofcredit cards, debit cards, gift cards, and cou-
pons.

15. The non-transitory machine-readable mediumofclaim
13, wherein the determining comprises selecting at least two
funding instruments for the payment.

16. The son-ransitory machine-readable medium ofclaim
13, wheremthe transaction miormation comprises informa-
fon about a merchant and an amonat.

17. Phe son-transitory machine-readable medrumofclaim
13, wherem the determining is based, in part, on a purchase
history of a user.

18. The nonransitory machine-readable mednimof claim
13, wherem the method further comprises receiving different
security seftings, fromthe user, for different uses ofthe user
device.

19. The non-transitory machine-readable mediumofclaim
18, wherein a higher security setting is required for a higher
payment amount,

20. The nou-transitory machine-readable mediumofclaim
18, whereina higher secnrity setting is required for use ofa
higher sensitive information,

21. The non-transitory machine-readable medium ofclaim
20, wherein the higher sensitive information comprises at
least one ofa social secnrity numrber, a credit card number, a
bank account number, and a gilt card muriber.

22. The non-transitory machine-readable mediumofclaim
13, whereinthe method further comprises receiving a revised
ome or more funding instruments fromthe user and process-
ing the payment using the revised one or more funding
instruments.
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a2) Patent Application Publication ao) Pub. No.: US 2012/0166333 Al
 von Behren et al. (43) Pub. Date: Jun. 28, 2012

34) DIGITAL WALLET (S52) US.k ceterisPOSA4E

75) Inventors: Rob von Behren, Berkeley, CA
CUS) Jonathan Wall, San
Francisco, CA (US}

(57} ABSPRACT

73) Assignee: GOOGLE Inc., Mountain View, A digital wallet that facilitates fast, convenient, and secure
CA (US) commeree nsing a mobile electronic device (or non-mobile

electronic device} and stores information associated with
21) Appl. No. 3412,957 transactions, such as purchase confirmations and receipts.

The digital wallet can store information for use in transae-
tions. inchiding information associated with one or more
financial accounts, user information, and shipping informa-
tion. To complete an online purchase, the digital wallet can

22) Filed: Mar. 6, 2012

Reijated U.S, Application Data 
43) Continuation of application No. 14/277,182, fled on inferact with a merchants website to obtain information

Oct. 19, 2011. reoardine the purchase, The dighal wallet provides a user
Secs test sas . interface for the user to review and confirm the purchase

”) I2010 application No. 61/424,611, filed on Dee, information. The user interface alse allows the user toselect
irom multiple payment options, customize shipping informa-
tion, or provide information reqnested by the merchant. ThePublication Classification “at : “* :
dignal wallet can transmit ier confirmation to the mer-

(S51) Fat. Ci, chant’s website and receive a receipt for the purchase. The
G60 20/36 (2012.61) digital wallet canstore the receipt and synchronize the receipt
CeG60 20/40 (2612.01) with a remote storage location.
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DIGITAL WALLET

RE AY PED APPLECATIONS

100017 This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No, 61/424,G11, filed Dec. 17, 2010 and
entitled “Digital Wallet’? The entire contents of the above-
identied priority application are hereby fully incorporated
hereinby reference.

TECHNICAL PISLD

10002] The present disclosure relates generally to elec-
tronic commerce, and more particularly to a digital wallet for
faciiilating transactions and storing information associated
with transactions.

BACKGROUND

10003] Electronic commerce, such as online shopping, has
been increasingly common since the advent of the Internet.
Guline shopping websites generally provide a user interlace
for customers fo select products to purchase. After the cus-
tomer has selected products lor purchase, the customer typi-
eally can choose frommultiple payment options to purchase
the products. Two conventional payment options generally
supported by online merchants are using a Hinanclal account
(for example, a credit card account or checking account) and
using a third party payment processor, such as PAYPAL: or
other processor.
(0604) To complete an online purchase using a credit card
or other Huancial account, a consumer typically provides a
signilicant amount of Information fo the merchant via the
merchant's website. This information generally includes an
account identifier Gor example, credit card number, debit
card cummber, etc.}, shipping information, and the name,
address, and contact information of the consumer. The
requirement of entering this information for each merchant
trom whichthe consumer makes purchases can be cumtber-
some andfrustrating to the consumers, This requirement can
be particularly frustrating and difficult for consumers making
online purchases using a mobile device, as many mobile
devices do not include a user interface optimized to enter
significant amounts of information. This deficiency for
mobile devices results in substantially jower mobile browser
conversion rates From product searching te product purchase
compared to desktop browser conversion rates.
10005] One conventional approachto alleviating the burden
on the consumer involves a toolbar plug-in application for
web browsers. Conventional toolbar applications are used to
automatically populate web forms, such as a web form for
receiving payment and consumer information for completing
anonline purchase, with stored information, However,these
conventional toolbar applications offenare inacenrate, as they
merely atiempt to predict which form is presented on a web
page and then preload delault values for the predicted form.
(0006) The use ofa third party payment processor fo com-
pleic online purchases is another approach to alleviating the
burdenofentering a significant amount ofinformationat each
merchants website. Generally, a third pariy processor
requires a consumer fo register for an account and to provide
one or more payment options, Alter registering, the consumer
eanuse the payment options to complete purchases atpartici-
pating merchants’ websites. ‘To complete an online purchase
using the third party payment processor, the consumer pen-
erally selects a bok at the merchant’s website and, in
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response, the consumer is redirected from the merchant's
website to. a website ofthe third party payment processor. At
this website, the consumerfirst has to provide login informa-
tion and then can select one of the payment options to com-
plete and confirm the purchase. After the purchase is con-
firmed, the consumer is directed back to the merchant's
website, The third party payment processor thensettles with
the financial institutionassociated withthe selected payment
option aad with the merchant to complete the transaction.
)0007| ‘The use ofa third party processor has several def-
ciencies, First, the process is disruptive to the consumer as the
consumeris directed away tromthe merchant's website to the
third party paviment processor’s website and then back to the
merchant’s website. Second, the use ofa third party payment
processor limits the amount ofinformation that the merchant
recerves. For example, the merchant may not have access to
information associated with the consumer or information

regarding the payment method used. The use ofa third party
processor also presents an additional cost to the merchant.
)0008)] ‘Thus, a need in the art exists for systems and meth-
ods that overcome one or more of the above-described limi-
tations,

SUMMARY

)0009] An aspect of the present ivention provides a com-
puter-implemented method for completing an online iransac-
ton, A digital wallet module resident on a cllent device
receives a request for payment information to complete the
iransaction. The request originates from a website of a mer-
chant. in response to receiving the request, the digital wallet
module retrieves the paviment information trom a storage
location onthe client device and transmits the retrieved pay-
ment information to the merchant website.

)0010| Another aspect of the present nrvention provides a
compiter program product for completing an online iransac-
tion, The computer program product includes a computer-
readable storage device having computer-readable program
instructions stored therein, The computer-readabie program
instructions inclides computer program instructions for
receiving a request lor payment information to complete the
transaction, the requestoriginating from a website of a mer-
chant; computer program instructions for retrieving, in
response to the request, the payment information, and com-
puter programinstructions for transmitting the retrieved pay-
ment information to the merchant website.

[@012] Another aspect of the present invention provides an
apparatus for completing an electronic purchase froma mer-
chant vie a distributed network. The apparatus includes a web
browser application a digital wallet module logically coupled
to the web browser application. The digtal wallet module is
confignred to receive a request for payment informationto
use in completing the purchase trom the merchant website;
retrieve payment information from a computer-readable stor-
age device logically coupled to the digital wallet module; and
transnntthe retrieved payment informationto the merchant.
[€012] Another aspect ofthe present invention provides a
computer-implemented method for completing a purchase
irom a merchant via a website of the merchant. A digital
wallet module embedded ina web browser in communication

withthe merchant website receives a purchase request mes-
sage incliding a request lor payment information for use in
compensating the merchant for the purchase. In response to
recelving the purchase request message, the digital wallet
module presents a confirmation display requesting a user to
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authorize the purchase. In response to receiving authorization
tromthe user, the digital wallet module retrieves stored pay-
ment mlormationandtransmis a payment authorization mes-
sage including the retrieved payment inlormation to the mer-
chant website.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

10013] FIG. 1 is a block diagramdepicting an operating
environment of a digital wallet, in accordance withcertain
exemplary embodiments.
OO14) PFRy. 2 is a block diagram depicting a general com-

ponent architecture ola computer system, in accordance with
certain exemplary embodiments,
1OO15] PIC. 3 is a flowchart depicting a method for com-
pleting an online purchase using a digital wallet, m accor-
dance with certaim exemplary embodiments.
OO16) FRy.4isa Howchart depicting a method for a digital

wallet to inferact with a merchant website to complete a
purchase, in accordance with certam exemplary embodi-
HIGHS,

OO17) FR. 5 isa Howchart depicting a method for install-
ing a digital wallet on a user device, in accordance with
certain exemplary embodiments,

 
DSTAVUSD DESCRIPTION OF THE

EAEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Overview

10018] The exemplary embodiments provide a digital wal-
let that can facilnate Hast, convenient, and secure commerce
using a mobile electronic device (or non-mobile electronic
device) and that stores information associated with transac-
tions, suchas purchase confirmations and receipts, The digi-
tal wallet can provide a user interlace for entering information
for use in transactions, such as ivlormation associated with
one or more Hnancial accounts (for example, credit card or
debit card information), contact information, and shipping
information, The digital wallet can store this mYormation for
subsequent use in online (lor example, vie the Internet) and
ollline purchases Gor example, via a merchant point ofsale
device, incinding a contactless payment device). The user can
use the digital wallet to complete purchases by selecting a
payment option stored by the digital wallet without the need
to re-enter financial account information, contact inlorma-
Hon, or shipping information lor each purchase. The user also
mayselect a defanlt payment option to use such thai the user
ean confirma purchase without making a payment option
selection. The digital wallet can be particularly advantageous
when ulilized ia complete a purchase using a mobile device,
such as a mobile phone or other electronic device, having a
limited user interface that may not be optimized io enter a
siandilicant amount of mlormation.
{O819) The digital wallet can be embodied as a stand alone
application program or as a companion program to a web
browser, lor example, as a companion program to a Hypertext
Markup Language revision 3 HTML") compliant web
browser or other type of web browser having messaging and
storage capabilities. fa a web browser embodiment, the digi-
tal wallet can leveraye the messaging and storage capabilities
ofthe web browser to provide a consistent buying experience
across multiple merchant websites. Phatis, the digital wallet
ean provide a consisient user interface independent of mer-
chants’ diflering websites. The digital wallet also can allow a
user io complete a purchase without navigating Irom the
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taerchant’s website as required by third party payment pro-
cessors, While certam embodiments are described in which

parts ofthe digital walletare implementedin sollware, twill
be appreciated that one or more acts or fractions ofthe digital
wallet may be performed by hardware, software, or a combi-
nation thereof, as may be embodied in one or more computing
systems,

[6020] ‘To complete an online transaction using the digital
wallet, a user can navigate to a merchant’s website using a
web browser and locate one or more products. After the user
indicates a desire to purchase one or more products, the
digital wallet can interact with the merchant’s website and
withthe user in a secure manner fo complete the transaction.
Onee the transaction is completed, the digral wallet can
receive or generate a confirmation or receipt lor the iransac-
tion and canstore the confirmation or receipt. The digital
wallet also cansynchronize the conlirmation or receipt witha
remote storage location, suchas a cloud computing environ-
ment.

|O022| ‘To complete an offline purchase at a merchant's
store location, the digital wallet can interact with a merchant's
point ofsale device and withthe user. The yser can activate the
digital wallet, for example, by launching an application, by
pressing a physical or virtual bution on the mobile device, or
by making a gesture with the mobile device. The digital wallet
can then communicate payment information to the point of
sale device and, whenthe payment information is confirmed,
recerve a receipt from the point of sale device. The mobile
device can communicate with the point ofsale device using a
wireless technology, such as near Held communication tech-
nology (NPC), BLUETOOTH, or other suitable wireless
technology,
|0022| ‘The digHal wallet can also store coupons or loyalty
reward lor use in transactions and can automatically apply the
stored coupons during a purchase transaction, ifappropriate.
For example, a coupon lor a product maybe displayedto a
user in response to an Internet search, Phe user can download
the coupon to the digital wallet and store the coupon on the
mobile device. The digital wallet can search the coupons
during purchases to delermine HWone or more of the stored
coupons may be applied to the purchase. If so, the digital
wallet can automatically apply the stored coupon.
[0023] The dignal wallet can communicate with a remote
system fo Facilitate multiple functions. For example, the digi-
jal wallet can receive secunty information that identifies
trusted merchants and non-trusted merchants from the remote

system, The digital wallet canuse this security information to
preventthe user lrom providing faancial account information
or other mlormation to non-trusted merchants. For example,
the digital wallet may compare a merchant name, merchant
website Uniform Resource Locator (IRL), or Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) address to a list of known non-trusted merchants
prior fo passing inlormation Irom the digital wallet to the
merchant's website.

[O024| The remote system also can maintain an accountlor
gachindividual user, This ser account can. melude informa-

tion associated with payment options for nse m transactions
and receipts or other information regarding completed trans-
actions. The digital wallet cau synchronize, lor example,
periodically, with ihe remote system to maintain current
information at both locations, The remote system also may
provide a user interlace via a web browser that enables the
user fo modify information, such as financial account infor-
mationofstored payment options aad contact information for
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use in fransactions, and to access stored receipts.The user can
access the stored receipts, for example, to determine when a
certain purchase was made, to determine hownauchthe user
paid for an item, or lor budgeting purposes. ln certam imple-
metations, the remote system or a third party having access
to the receipts stored at the remote system can use the receipts
to target advertisements or other promotional materiais to the
ser.

{0825} Users may, im appropriate circumstances, be
allowed to limit or otherwise affect the operation ofthe Fea-
tures disclosedin this specification, For example, users may
be given an mitial opportunity to opt-m or opt-out of the
collection or use of certain data or the activation ofcertain

features. 1a addition, users may be provided opportunities ta
change the manner im which the features are employed,
including for situations in which users may have concerns
regarding their privacy. Instructions also may be providedto
users to nolily the users regarding policies about the use of
information, including personally identifiable information
and receipt information, and manners in which the users may
alfect suchuse ofinformation. Thus, sensitive personal inlor-
mation canbe used to benefita user, ifdesired, throughreceipt
oftargeted advertisements or other information, withoutrisk-
ing disclosure of personal information or the user's identity.
10026] One or more aspects ofthe Invention may comprise
a computer programthat embodies the Rinctions described
and illustrated herein, wherem the computer program is
implemented in a computer system that comprises instruc-
Hions stored in a machine-readable medium and a processor
that executes the Instructions. However, it should be apparent
that there could be manydifferent ways of implementing the
invertien in computer programming, and the invention
should not be constried as lnmited to any one set ofcomputer
program instructions. Further, a skilled programmer would be
able to write such a computer program to implement an
embodiment of the disclosed invention based on the

appended flowcharts and associated description in ihe appli-
cation text. Therelore, disclosure of a particular set of pro-
gram code iastructions is net consilered necessary lor an
adequate understanding of how to make and use the inven-
tion. Further, those skilled in the ari will appreciate that one or
more aspects ofthe invention described herein may be per-
formed by hardware, software, or a combination thereol, as
may be embodied in one or more computing systems, More-
over, any reference 1o an act beg performed by a computer
should not be construedas being performed by a single com-
puter as the act may be performed by more than one computer.
The inventive functionality ofthe tavention will be explained
in more detail im the following description, read in conjunc-
tion withthe figures illustrating the program flow.

 

System Architecture

(0027) Turning sowto the drawings, in which like sumer-
als represent like (but not necessarily identical elements
throughout the figures, exemplary embodiments of the
present invention are described im detail. FIG, 1 is a block
diagram depicting an operating environment 100 for a digital
wallet, in accordance with certain exemplary embodiments.
{0028} Relerring to FG. 1, the exemplary operating envi-
romment 100 inclides a merchant system 130, a clond com-
puting environment 150, and a user device 110 associated
with a user 1@1. The user device 110 may be a personal
computer, mobile device, Gor example, notebook computer,
tablet computer, netbook computer, personal digital assistant
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(PDA), video game device, GPS locator device, cellular tele-
phone, smartphone, or other mobile device), or other appro-
priate technology that includes or is coupledto a web browser
application module 112, such as GOOGLIVS CHROME,
MICROSOFT'S INTERNET EXPLORER, or MOZIL-
LA'S FIREPOR®.

[6029] In certain exemplary embodiments, the web
browser application 112 is an HIMES compliant web
browser. HTML5 compliant web browsers include a cross-
document messaging application programming interlace
(APD anda local storage API that previous LTMLversions
did not have. The cross-decument messaging APTOPHTMLS
compliant web browsers enables documents, such as web
paves, fo commuumicate with each other. For example, a first
document can send a message to a second documentrequest-
ing information. In response, the second document can send a
message including the requested informationto the first docn-
ment. The local storage APT of HYMLS compliant web
browsers enables the web browser fo store information on a

client device upon which the web browser is installed or is
executing, suchas the user device 116, Websites also can
amploy the local storage AP] to store information on a client
deviee. Other web browsers having cross-document messag-
ing and/or local storage capabilities also may be used in
certain exemplary embodiments.
[€030] The user 101 canuse the web browser application
182 to view, download, upload, or otherwise access docn-
ments or web pages via a distributed network 105, The net-
work HJS includes a wired or wireless telecommunication

sysiom or device by which network devices Gneluding
devices 118, 130, and 156) canexchange data, For example,
the network 165 can inciude a local area network (LAN), a
wide area network ("WAN"), an intranet, an Internet, or any
combination thereal. Throughout the discussion of exem-
plary embodiments, # should be understood that the terms
“data” and “information” are used interchangeably herein to
refer to text, images, audio, video, or any other form of
information that can exist in a computer based environment.
[0032| The web browser application 112 can interact with
web servers (or other computing devices) connected to the
network 105, suchas web server 132 of the merchantsystem
130 and/or web server 154 of the clond computing environ-
ment 156

[6032| The user device 110 also includes a digital wallet
application module 111. The exemplarydigital wallet 191 can
inferact with the web browser application 112 or can be
embodied as a companion application of the web browser
application 112. As a companion application, the digital wal-
let PLT executes within the web browser application 112. That
is, the digital wallet 111 may be an application program
anrbedded in the web browser application 112.
[8033] The user device 110 also includes a data storage unit
113 accessible by the dignal wallet 111 and the web browser
application 112. The exemplary data storage unit 113 can
inchide one or more tangible computer-readabie storage
devices as discussed belowwithreference to FIG, 2. The data

storage unit T£3 canbe stored onthe user device 116 or canbe
logically coupled fo the user device 110. For example, the
data storage unit 123 can melude on-board flash memory
and/or one or more removable memory cards or removable
flash memory,

[6034] The exemplarydigital wallet 111 enables storage of
one of more pavinent options that can be used for online
purchases and offline purchases. bach payment option can
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include or be associated with a financial account, such as a

eredit card account, a debit card account, a checking account,
a savings account, a loyalty rewards account, or other type of
account that can be ased to make a purchase. The digital
wallet 1T2 can store, for each payment option, information
associated with the financial account for that payment option.
This pavment information can include a Inancial account
identifier (lor example, account number, card number), an
expiration date of one or more financial cards associated with
the financial account, and a billing address for the account.
The payment information can also include information asso-
ciated with the user 101, such as name, contact information

(or example, residential address, phone aumber, e-mail
address}, demographic information, or any other suitable
information associated withthe user 161, The payment infor-
mation alse can include shipping mlormation, such as one or
more shipping addresses, preferred shipping provider(s}, and
preferred shipping method(s) Gor example, ground, air, expe-
died, signatnre contirmation, or other shipping method), The
payment mformation for each payment option can be main-
tamed bythe digital wallet 111 and storedin the data storage
ut E43.

{0035} The user 101 can iateract with a user interface pro-
vided by the digital wallet 111 to add, modily, or remove
payment information from the digital wallet 111. ln a web
browser companion application embodiment, this user inter-
face canbe providedvia the web browser application 112. in
additionor in the allernative, the payment information may be
svachronized wih a remote storage location, such as the
elond computing environment 150. ia such an embodiment,
the nser TOT can access the payment information storedatthe
remote location using another device, such as a desktop com-
puter connected to the network 105. ‘The remote storage loca-
fion can update the digital wallet 111 in response to any
changes made at the remote storage location,
10036] ‘The payment option(s) stored in the digital wallet
Hil can be nsed to complete purchases from merchants via a
merchant’s website 133 operating on the web server 131 of
vie a merchant's pot of sale device 134. In certain exerm-
plary embodiments, each merchant's website 133 (operating
on the web server 131) that accepts payment via a digital
waliet 11£ can include a set of computer-readable program.
instructions, for example, using JavaScript, that enable the
merchant's website 133 to interact with the digital wallet 111.
These programinstructions can include programinstructions
for detecting whether the user device 110 mcludes a digital
waHet T11 and program instructions for attaching to a
detected dignal wallet 111. Once attached, the merchant's
website 133 can communicate with the digital wallet 111, for
example, via cross-document messaging. In certain exem-
plary embodiments, the computer-readable instructions also
include program instructions for downloading a digital wallet
111 onto a user device 110. Por example, Wfthe merchant’s
website 133 detects that the user device 116 does not have a

digital wallet 111, the merchant’s website 133 can promptthe
user 161 to download and mstall the digital wallet 111. ifthe
user FO] elects to download the digital wallet 111, the com-
puter-readable program code can download and install the
digital wallet 111 on the user device 101, Embedding this
computer-readable program instructions in a website 133 for
ineracting with a digital wallet 111 supports a simpler and
efficient integration for the merchant system 130 compared to
integrating with a third party payment processor,
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)0037| ‘The merchant's website 133 and the dighal wallet
ITI can communicaie using a defined messaging protocol.
The digital wallet 111 can encode a message nsing the pro-
tocol and send the encoded message to the merchant's web-
site 133, where the message is decoded using the protocol.
Similarly, the merchant's website 133 can encode a message
using the protocol andsendihe encoded message to the digital
wallet 111 where the message is decoded nsing the protocol.
[€038] The merchant system 136 includes a payment pro-
cessor 132 logically coupled to the web server 131. The
payment processor 132 can receive payment information via
the web server 134 and interact with the Hnancial institution

{noi shown) or an acquirer (not shown) to authorize payment
information.

[039] To complete an online purchase via the Internet, the
digHal wallet P11 can interact with a website 133 ofthe
merchant system 136 and with the user 101. The user 101 can
browse the merchant's website 133 for products using the
web browser 112 and indicate a desire to purchase one or
more products.As used throughout the specification, the term
“products” should be interpreted to include tangible and
intangible products, as well as services. After the user 101 has
indicated a desire to purchase the product(s} (for example, by
actuating a “checkout” link), the merchant’s website 133 can
presen! a user interface in the form of a web page to receive
paymentinformation from the user 107. The merchant’s web-
site 133 also candetect whether the user device 110 incindes

a digital wallet 111. Ifthe digital wallet 111 is detected, the
merchant's website 133 can automaticallyattachto the digital
wallet 111 as discussed in further detail below in connection

with PRG. 4. in addition or m the alternative, the merchant's
website 133 can inchide a “pay with wallet” link or control
that, whenactuated, causes the merchant's website 133 to
attach to the digrtal wallet 111. Once attached, the merchant's
website 133 sends a purchase request message to the digital
wallet 111 requesting payment information. The purchase
raquiest message also can melude information regarding the
reqnested purchase, including information regarding the
product(s) for purchase Gor example, same and/or deserip-
tion ofeach product, price for each product, total price, citc.},
information regarding the merchant system 130 (for example,
merchant name, payment methods accepted by merchant,
ate), and requests for the user 101 to provide additional
information. In response to receiving a purchase request mes-
sae Lrom the merchant's website 133, the digital wallet 111
can present a user interface to the user 1@1 for the user TOT to
confithe purchase. This user interface candisplayall ora
portion of the information in the purchase request and an
actuatable butfon or link for the user 161 to confirm the

purchase. This user interface also can allow the user 101 to
select from. multiple payment options stored by the digital
wallet F1E to use as payment for the product(s) and from
qulHiple shipping options. 1 the user 10] confirms the pur-
chase, the digital wallet 111] cau retrieve the informaton
requested in the purchase request message, generate a mer-
chant request message that contains the informationand the
confirmation, and transmit the merchant request message to
the merchant’s website 133. Ifthe purchase is authorized via
the payment processor 132, the merchant's website 133 can
transmit an electronic confirmation and/or a receipt to the
dignal wallet 111 and then detach fromthe digital wallet 111.
The digital wallet 111 canstore the confirmation and/or
receipt at the user device 116 and also syachronize with the
cloud computing environment 150. An exemplary method for
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completing an online purchase using the digital wallet 111 is
illustrated in FIG. 3 and discussed below.

10040] The receipt received by the dignal wallet 111 can
include Hine item details of the completed purchase. For
exaruple, the receipt can include a list ofproducts purchased,
a description of each product purchased, the price lor cach
product purchased, a product category for eachproduet pur-
chased, a total price, a stock keeping unit (SKU) or similar
identier lor each product purchased, taxes paid, rebates lor
one or more of the products purchased, payment method
used, discounts applied, the time and/or date of purchase,
warranty information for one or more of the products pur-
chased, or other suitable information, The reccipt also can
include information regarding the merchant system 130,
including a name of the merchant associated with the mer-
chant system130, a description of the 130, the URLofthe
merehant’s website 133, and any other suitable information
regarding the merchant system 130.
{0641} in certain exemplary embodiments, the digital wal-
let 111 can generate a receipt for a purchase rather than or in
addition to receiving a receipt tromthe merchant's website
133. Por example, the digital wallet 111 can generate the
receipt using the information in the purchase request message
received from the merchant’s website 133 or from the mer-

chart request message sent to the merchant's website 133.
10042] The exemplary cloud computing environment 156
includes the web server 151, one or more data storage unis
152, and one or more application servers 153. The cloud
computing environment 150 may be provided by the provider
ofthe digital wallet, by a merchant 130, or by another party.
Incertain exemplary embodiments, maltiple cloud comput-
ing environments 150 may be employed. For example, a first
cloud computing environment may store receipt information
and provide access to the receipts from a user device 110
connected to the Hrst cloud computing environment, and a
second cloud computing environment may provide security
information, such as lists of non-trusted merchants, to the
digital wallet P11. ANhough the illustrated environment
includes a cloud computing environment, other types ofcom-
puting environments, such as a client-server enviroment
maybe used instead.
10043} The application server 153 can maintain a digital
wallet account for cach user, including the user 101. ‘This
digital wallet account can store Gn the data storage unit 152)
the payment options created by the user 101 and their asso-
elated payment information and receipts and other mlbrma-
tion obtained by the digital wallet 111 im response to com-
pleted transactions. The application server 153) can
svachronize this information with the digital wallet 111 peri-
adically, on command (for example, by the user 161}, or in
response to an update in mformation at the digrai wallet 111
or at the clond computing environment 150.
{00d4) The digital wallet 111 and the web browser appli-
cation 112 can interact wrththe application server 151 via the
web server E51. The applicationserver 153 can provide a user
interface via ihe web server 151 that enables the user 101 to

access, view, and/or modily content storedin the user’s digital
wallet account using the user device 116 or another device
connected to the network. For example, the user 101 mayadd
er modily payment miormation using a web browser appli-
cationresiding on a desktop computer having a better user
inerlace for entering a sigrillcant amount of information.
{0045} The exemplary digital wallet 111 can include a user
imerlace for accessing receipt information stored on the user
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device 110 of at the cloud computing environment 150 in a
meaningtil and useful way, One feature ofthis user interizee
enables the user LOE to scarch the receipts for information.
For example, the user FOL maysearch lor a product purchased
to determine the price that was paid for the product or when
the product was purchased. In another example, the user 101
maysearch for warrenty information regarding a product to
determine ifthe warranty has expired. In yet another example,
the user 101 may search the receipts lor merchant return
policy mliormation.

0046] ‘This digital wallet’s user interface also includes a
budgeting Feature. This budgeting feature ofthe digital wallet
IIE enables the user 161 to sel a budget for expenditures
associated with one or more products or product categories
and jo monitor this budget using the stared receipts. Fer
example, the user 105 can set a budget of$200to spendeating
ont each month. The digital wallet 111 can ran a queryon the
receipts corresponding to transactions completed imthe cur-
rent month to identil'y receipts that correspond to a restaurant
purchase or otherwise to cating out. The digital wallet 111 can
thendetermine the total dollar amountofthese receipts and
the remaining budget for the current month,
[€047] The digital wallet’s user interlace also enables the
user 101 fo Hlter information associated with receipts and
viewthe Hitered information. The receipt information can be
filtered by product category, merchant, dime period, or any
other receipt parameter or combination thereol, For example,
the user 101 canuse the digital wallet 111 io view the total
amount spent at a particular merchant, such as the merchant
associate wilh merchant svstem 130, in the past three months
or other desired time period.
[6048] One or more of ihe components of the exemplary
operating environment 106, suchas the user device 116, the
web server 131, the web server 151, and the applicationserver
153 can include one or more computer systems, such as the
computer system 200 iustrated in FIG, 2. Referring to PIG.
2, the computer system 200 includes a processing unit 221, 4
sysiem memory 222, and a system bus 223 that couples sys-
tem componeris, including the system memory 222, to ihe
processing unt 223, The system bus 223 can include any of
several types of bus siructures, including a memory bus or
memory controller, a peripheral bus, or a local bus, using any
of a variety of bus architectures. The system memory 222
includes a read-only memory CROM") 224 and a random
access memory (“RAM") 225. A basic input/output system
(BIOS) 226 contaming the basic routines thathelp to transter
information between elements within the computer system
200, such as during starl-up, is stored in the ROM 224.

6049] ‘The computer system 204) also includes a hard disk
drive 227 for reading from and writing to a hard disk Got
shown}, a magnetic disk drive 228 for reading fromor writing
to a removable magnetic disk 229 such as a Hoppydisk, and an
optical disk drive 234) for reading fromor writing to a remov-
able optical disk 231 such as a CD-ROM, compact disk-read/
write CD/RW), DVD, or other optical media. The hard disk
drive 227, magnetic disk drive 228, and optical disk drive 230
are connected to the systembus 223 by a hard disk drive
interface 232, a magnene disk drive interlace 233, and an
optical disk drive interlace 234, respectively, Although the
exemplary computer system 260 employs a ROM 224, a
RAM 225, a hard disk drive 227, a removable magnetic disk
229, and a removable optical disk 231, other types of com-
puter-readable media also can be used in the exemplary com-
puter svstem 200. For example, the computer-readable media
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can include any apparatus that can contain, store, communi-
cate, propagate, or transport data for use by or in connection
with one or more components ofthe computer system 200,
including any electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic,
infrared, or semiconductor system (or apparatus or device) or
propagation medium, such as magnetic cassettes, Hash
memorycards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, and
the like. The drives and their associaied computer-readable
media can provide nonvolatile storage of computer-execul-
able instructions, data structures, program modules, and other
data for the computer system. 208.
10650) A aumber of modules can be stored on the ROM
224, RAM 228, hard disk drive 227, magnetic disk 229, or
optical disk 231, meluding an operating system 235, an apphi-
cation module 238, and the web browser application 112, the
digital wallet 111, and the website application discussed
above in connection with FIG. 1. The web browser applica-
tion 112, the digral wallet 114, website application, and
application module 238 can include routmes, sub-routines,
programs, objects, components, data structures, etc., which
performparticular tasks or implement particular abstract data
types,

10651] A user, suchas user 101, can enter commands and
information to the computer system 200 through input
devices, such as a keyboard 240 and a pomting device 242.
The pointing, device 242 caninclude a mouse, a trackball, an
electronic pen that can be used in conjunction withan elec-
tronic tablet, or any other input device, such as a microphone,
jovetick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the ke. These
and other input devices are olien connected to the processing
unit 222 througha serial port interface 246 that is coupledto
the systembus 223, but canbe connectedbyother interfaces,
such as a parallel port, game port, a universal serial bus
(USB), or the like. A display device 247, such as a monitor,
also can be connected to the system bus 223 via aninterface,
such as video adapter 248. In addition to the display device
247, the computer 220 can inchide other peripheral output
devices, such as speakers (not shown} and a printer 243.
(0052) The computer system 200 is configured to operate in
anetworked environment using logical connections fo one or
more remote computers 249. The remote computer 249 can
be any network device, such as a personal computer, a server,
aclient, a router, a network PC, a peer device, or other device.
While the remote computer 249 typically includes many or all
of the elements described above relative to the computer
system. 200, only a memory storage device 250 has been
illustrated im £1G. 2 for simplicity. The logical connections
depicted in FIG}. 2 include a LAN 204A and a WAN 2048.
Such networking environments are commonplace in ollices,
enterprise-wide computer networks, mtranets, and the later-
net.

10053] When used ina LAN networking environment, the
computer system 200 is offen connected to the LAN 2044
through a network interlace or adapter 253. When used in a
WAN networking environment, the computer system 200
typically includes a modem254 or other means for establish-
ing communications over the WAN2043, such as the Inter-
net. The modem 254, which can be internal or external, is
connected to system bus 223 via a serial port interlace 246, in
a qetworked environment, program modules depicted relative
to computer system 200, or portions thereof, can be stored m
the remote memory storage device 250.

(0854) it will be appreciated that the network connections
shownare exemplary and other means ofestablishing a com-

6
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munications link between the computers can be used. More-
over, those having ordinary skill in the art having the benefit
ofthe present disclosure will appreciate that the computer
system 200 illustrated in 1G. 2 can have anyofseveral other
suitable computer system configurations. Furthermore, those
skilled in the art having the benefit of the present disclosure
will recognize that certain components of the computer sys-
tem 200 may be added, deleted, or modified in certain alter-
native embodiments. Por example a user device 101 embod-
ied as a mobile phone or handheld computer may not include
all the components depicted in F1G.2 and/or described above.

System Process

)0055] The components of the exemplary operating envi-
ronment 100 are described hereinalter with reference to the

exemplary methods dlustrated in FiGS. 3-5, The exemplary
ambodiments can inchide one or more computer programs
that embody the functions descrtbed herein and ihustrated in
the appended flowcharts. However, 1 should be apparent that
there conld be manydifferent ways of implementing aspects
of ihe exemplary embodiments m computer programming,
and these aspects should not be construedas limited to one set
of computer instructions. Further, a skilled programmer
would be able to write such computer programs to implement
exemplary embodiments based on the flow charts and asso-
ciated description in the application text, Therefore, disclo-
sure of a parlicular set of program code jastructions is aot
considered necessary for an adequate understanding of how
to make and use the exemplary embodiments. Further, those
skilled in the art will appreciate that one or more acts
described may be performed by hardware, software, or a
combination thereof, as may be embodied in one or more
computing systems.

)0056] FIG. 3 is a Bowchart depicting a method 300 for
completing an online purchase using a digital wallet 111, in
accordance with certain exemplary enrbodiments, Withref-
erence fo FIGS. 1 and 3, in block 3045, the merchant installs
computer-readable program imetructions on the merchant's
website 133 for interacting with the digital wallet 111. These
compuier-readabie program mstructions can be implemented
as an embeddedscript, such as JavaScript, in a web page of
the merchant system 130. For example, the merchant system
130 can embed the computer-readable program iastructions
ona “checkout” web page of the merchant’s website 133.

[8057] ‘The computer-readable program instructions can
inchide program imstructions for interacting with web
browserapplications, such as web browser application 112. to
determine whether the user device 110 has a dignal wallet 111
installed thereon. The computer-readable program instruc-
tions also can include programinstructions for attaching to a
detected dignal wallet 111 to exchange messages. 1a certain
exemplary embodiments, the program mstructions are con-
figured fo exchange messages wilh a digital wallet 111
embedded in an HTMILS compliant web browser 112. In an
exemplary embodiment, the computer-readable program
instructions comprise execute whenthe browser application
112 on the user device 110 downloads a web page From the
merchant’s website 133. The browser application 112
executes the code locally to searchfor an installed digital
wallet 111 on the user device 110, Ha digital wallet 111 is
iastalied, then the browser is instructed to surface a wallet
control butten for selection by the user. Ha digital wallet 111
is not installed, then the browser is imstructed fo surface
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another control for interaction withthe user, suchas an option
to install a wallet application 111.
10058] in block 31, the digital wallet 111 is istalied on the
user device 110. In certain exemplary ensbodiments, the user
101 cau navigate to a website 133 ofa provider ofthe digital
wallet 1119 and download and install the digital wallet P11. in
certain exemplary embodiments, as discussed previously, a
merchant's website 133 can prompt the user TOT to download
and install the digital wallet 111, for example, upon selecting
the “checkout” option on the merchant’s website 133. In such
an embodiment, the user 101 may provide payment miorma-
tion to the merchant's website 133 in a conventional manner

and then download and install the digital wallet 111. The
payment information provided to the merchant’s website 133
can then be automatically stored in the digital wallet 111
installed onthe user device 101. An exemplary method of
installing a digital wallet 111 is discussed further in connec-
tion withFIG. §.

10059) in block 335, the user 101 savigates fo the mer-
chami’s website 133 using the web browser application 112.
In block 320, the user 104 browses the merchant's website
133 for one or more products to purchase, in block 325, the
user [G1 indicates a desire to purchase one or more products.
For example, the user 101 may browse the merchant’s website
133 and add products to a virtual shopping cart. Gace the user
JO4 is ready to checkout, the user 101 can actuate a “check-
out” jink on the merchant's website 133.

10066) in block 330, the merchant's website 133 presents 2
web page via the web browser application 112 lor obtaining
payment information from the user 101. This web page can
include conventional payment options, such as a form. for
receiving payment information and contact informationand/
or a link toa third party payment processor. This web page
also can include the computer-readable programinstructions
for detecting and interacting with the digital wallet 111. Pur-
thennore, this web page caninclude a “pay with wallet”link
or button that the user 101 can select to pay using the digital
wallet 111.

{0061} in block 334, the merchant’s websHe 133 interacts
with the digital wallet 1H] to complete the purchase of the
products selected by the user 103, The merchant’s website
133 can attachto the digital wallet 111 and send a purchase
request message to the digital wallet 111. As discussed above,
the purchase request message can include a request Tor pay-
ment information and further include information regarding
the requested purchase, suchas information associated with
the selected products and information associated withthe
merchant system 130. In response to recerving the purchase
request message, the digital wallet LIT can present a user
ierface to the user 101 for the user 101 to confirmthe

purchase. The user interlace also can allowthe user 101 to
select from multiple payment options to send to the mer-
chant’s website 133. iTthe user 11 confirms the purchase,the
diaital wallet 121 sends a merchant request message includ-
ing the confirmation and payment information associated
with the payment option to the merchant’s website 133. The
payment processor 132 can interact with an acquirer or the
financial institution associated with the paymentinformation
to authorize the purchase. Block 335 is discussed im further
detail in connection with FIG, 4.

106621] in block 340, the merchant's website 133 sends a
message including a receipt to the digital wallet 111, The
receipt can include inlormation associated with the purchase,
such as a list of products purchased, a description of each
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product purchased, the price for cach product purchased, a
product category for eachproduct purchased, a total price, a
stock keeping unit (SKU) or similar product identifier for
each product purchased, taxes paid, rebates lor one or more of
the products purchased, payment method used, discounts
applied, the time and/or date ofpurchase, warranty informa-
tion for one or more of the products purchased, or other
suitable information. The receipt also can inchide informa-
tion regarding the merchant associated with the merchant
system 136, including a name of the merchant, a description
ofthe merchant, the URL. of the merchant's website 133, and
other suitable information regarding the merchantor the mer-
chantsystem 130.
[0063] In block 345,the digital wallet 111 stores the receipt
in the data storage unit 113. in an embodiment where the
digital wallet 111 is embeddedin an HTML. compliant web
browser application (or similar web browser application), the
dighal wallet 11] can employthe local storage functionality
ofthe web browser application fo store the receipt in the data
storage unit 113.
[6064] In block 350, the digual wallet FEI synchronizes
withthe clomd computing environment 150 by sending the
receipt to ihe web server 151, The web server 151, im turn,
stores, in the data storage unit 152, the received receipt in the
user's digital wallet account with the cloud computing envi-
ronment 150. Promstep 356, the method 300 ends.
[8065]  £1G. 4 is a flowchart depicting a method 335 for a
digital wallet to interact with a merchant website 133 to
commplete a purchase, in accordance wilh certain exeraplary
embodiments, as relerenced in step 335 of FiG. 3. With rel-
erence to FIGS, 1 and4, in block 405, the merchant's website
133 attaches to the digital wallet 111 byestablishing a con-
nection between the website 133 and the digHal wallet 1114.

[0066[ In block 416, the digital wallet 111 and the mer-
chant’s website 133 establish a secure connection for com-

munication between the digital wallet 111 and the merchant's
website 133. in certam exemplary embodiments, the digital
wallet 111 mayauthenticate the merchant's website 133 prior
to establishing the secure connection. For example,the digital
wallet 111] may compare the merchant name, the URL ofthe
merchant's website 133, or the IP address of ihe merchant's
website 133 to a list of known inusted or known non-trusted

merchants prior io establishing the secure connection. Ifthe
merchant system 136 is not trusted by the dignal wallet 111,
then the digital wallet 111 will aot authorize the secure con-
nection, rather the digital wallet 111 detaches from the mer-
chants website 133 by discomnecting the comection between
the websHe 133 and the digital wallet 111.

[0067| After establishing the secure connection, in block
4145, the merchant's website 133 transmits a purchase request
message to the digtal wallet 111. The purchase request mes-
sage includes a request for payment mformation from the
digHal wallet 111 to complete ihe purchase. The purchase
request message also can Include information regarding the
product(s) for purchase, such as a name and/or description of
eachproduct, a price for each product, a total price for ail
products, taxes, shipping charges, handling charges, other
charges, a SKU or other product identifier for cach product,
shipping options and associated costs, and/or a discount
amount for eachproduct. The purchase request message also
can inchide information regarding the merchant, such as the
merchant's name, a description ofhe merchant, and/or pay-
ment methods accepted by the merchant (or example, VISA,
MASTERCARD, debit card, or other payment method). In
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certain exemplary embodiments, the purcliase request mes-
sage also can include a request for the user 101 to provide
additional information. This request can be configured bythe
merchant to solicit additional information fromthe user 161,

such as an e-mail address or a loyalty rewards account sum-
ber.

{0068} in block 420, the digital wallet 111 receives the
purchase request message lrom the merchant's website 133
and interacts with the user 10% to confirmthe purchase. in
certain exemplary embodiments, this mteraction includes the
digital wallet 111 presenting a user interface on the user
device 114 thatdisplays information associated with the pur-
chase to the user 101 and requests confirmation to complete
the purchase. The miormation displayed by the digital wallet
Hib mayinclude someor all ofthe miormationincludedin the
purchase request message.

(0069) in certain exemplary embodiments, the user inter-
face displayed by the digHal wallet 111 also enables the user
TOT to select irom multiple payment options stored by the
digital wallet 111, The user interface also mayallowthe user
J@E to select or update shipping miormation. The dignal
wallet 111 may block the user from using a payment option
not accepted by the merchant svstem 130 as indicated in the
purchase request message. The user inmferface also may
prompt the user 104 to enter information requested by the
merchant system. 130 in the purchase request message, Afier
reviewing the purchase information and/or selecting a pay-
ment method, updating shipping information, and/or provid-
ing, additional information, the user 101 actnates a link or
button contro! to confirmthe purchase. Ifthe user 101 does
not want to confirm the purchase, the user 101 selects a
“cance!” link or butfon control to cancel the purchase, thereby
terminating the session betweenthe digital wallet 111 and the
website 133.

10076) in block 425, ifthe user 101 confirmedthe purchase
in block 420, the digital wallet 111 generates and transmits a
merchant request message to the merchant’s website 133. The
merchant request message includes confirmation of the pur-
chase and payment information to use in completing the
purchase. For example, the merchant request message can
include the form of payment and all information needed ta
process that payment (for exaraple,credit card number), ship-
ping method, shipping address, e-mail address, user name,
and any other information for the purchase transaction, The
merchant request message also can include the information in
the purchase request message and any information requested
by the merchant system 130. The digital wallet 111 can auto-
matically retrieve payment informationfor a selected pay-
ment option from the data storage unit 113 to melude imthe
merchant request message apon confirmation fromthe user
101 and/or a selection ofa paviment option by the user LOL.

{0071} in block 434), the merchant’s website 133 receives
the merchant request message and sends the payment infor-
mation to the payment processor 132 for processing. The
payment processor 132 interacts with an acquirer or a finan-
clal metitulion associated with the payment miormation to
authorize the payment information and to credit and debit the
appropriate accounts for payment irom the user IO1 to the
merchant,

10072} in block 435, the web server 131 receives a message
fromthe payment processor 132 indicating whether the pay-
mermiormation was authorized. {the payment information
was authorized, the method 335 follows the “YES” branch to
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step 340, as referenced in F1G. 3. Otherwise, the method 335
Follows the “NO”branchto step 440.
[073] Instep 440, the merchant’s website 133 notifies the
user 101 that the payment information was net authorized aud
can promptthe user 101 to try another payment option. After
block 440, the method 3345 returns to block 420 where the
dignal wallet 111 interacts withthe user 101to complete the
purchase using a different payment option, The user 101
could cancel the purchase if the user Hi does not want to
complete the purchase using a different payment option.
[@074] FIG. § is a flow chart depicting a method 300 for
installing a digital wallet on a user device, im accordance with
cerlain exemplary embodiments. With reference to FIGS. 1
and §, mblock 505, the user 1411 indicates a desire to purchase
one of more products at the merchant's website 133. This act
performedin block 505 can be substantially similar to steps
315-325 iustrated in FIG, 3 and discussed above.

[@075] Inblock 319, the merchant's websHe 133 scans the
user device 116 and/or the web browser application 112 to
determine whether a digual wallet 111 is installed on the user
device EEO or embedded in the web browser application P12.
inblock S15, if the merchant's website 133 detects a digital
wallet 121. then the method 500 follows the “YES” branch
and ends as a digval wallet 111 is already installed on the user
device 110. Ha digHal wallet 111 is not detected by the
merchant's website 133, the method 500 lollows the “NO”
branch to block 520.

)0076| In block 526, the merchant’s website 133 presents a
form for the user HV] to provide payment information to
complete the purchase ofthe one or more products. This form
can be simular to a conventional web form having text entry
fields for receiving credit card, debit card, or other payment
information, shipping address, billing address, e-mail
address, name, phone number, and other user information.
‘The form also caninchide fields for receiving user informa-
tion and user contact information.

[6077] Inblock 525, the user 161 completes the form by
providing the requested information and submits the form to
the merchant's website 133. In block 534, the merchant sys-
tem 130 processes the received payment information and
completes the transaction. In block 535, the merchant’s web-
site 133 prompts the user 101 to download andinstall the
digtal wallet F1T on the user device 114.
)0078] In block 540, HWthe user 101 elects to install the
digval wallet 111, the method 500 follows the “YES” branch
to block 350, Otherwise, the method 500 lollows the “NO”
branch and the method 500 ends.

)0079)] In block 545, the merchant's website 133 downloads
and inifiates the installation of the digital wallet 111 on the
user device 110. During the metalation process, the digital
wallet Li can promptthe user 101 to set up a digital wallet
accountat the clond computing environment, The user 101
can opt-in or opt-out ofthis feature and also can select to
install or activate certain features only.the user Hi opts-ia
to the dignal wallet account, the digital wallet 111 canobtain
information fromthe user 104for the account, such as pay-
ment miormation, contact information, preferred shipping,
information, and a user name and password for secunty pur-
poses.

[8080] ‘The installeddigital wallet 11 canmteract withthe
merchant's website 133 to obtain the payment information
usedto complete the purchase anda receipt for the purchase.
in block 550, the digital wallet 111 stores the paymentinfor-
mation and the receipt in the data storage unit 113. ifthe user
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101 elected to create a digital wallet account with the cloud
computing environment, the digital waliet 111 synchronizes
the receipt and ihe payment information with the digital wal-
let account.

{0081} inan alternative exemplary embodiment, the instal-
latien ofthe digital wallet 111 on user device 110 can occur
prior to step 526, whereby ihe user downloads the digital
wallet application 111, provides the payment and user infor-
mation lor storape by the digital wallet 111 on the date storage
ult 193, and then completes the purchase with the website
133 via the digital wallet 111,

General

10082] The exemplary embodiments described herein can
be used with computer hardware and sofware that perform.
the methods and processing functions described previously.
The systems, methods, and procedures described herein can
be embodiedin a programmable computer, computer-execul-
able software,or digital cirenitry. The sofiware can be stored
on computer-readable media. For example, computer-read-
able media can include a foppy disk, RAM, ROM,hard disk,
removable media, flash memory, memory stick, optical
media, magneto-optical media, CD-ROM, etc, Digital cir-
euitry can include integrated cirenits, gate arrays, building
block logic, field programmable gate arrays (FPCA),etc.
[0083] The exemplary methods and acts described in the
embodiments presented previonsly are illustrative, and, in
alternative embodiments, certain acts can be performed in a
different order, in parallel with one another, omitied entirely,
and/or combined between different exemplary embodiments,
and/or certain additional acts can be performed, without
departing tromthe seope andspirit ofthe invention. Accord-
ingly, such alternative embodiments are included in the
inventions described herein.

0084) Although specific embodiments have been
described above in detail, the description is merely for pur-
poses of illustration. 11 should be appreciated, therefore, that
manyaspects described above are not intended as required or
essential elements unless explicitiy stated otherwise. Modi-
fications of, and equivalent acts corresponding to, the dis-
closed aspects of the exemplary embodiments, in additionta
those described above, can be made by 4 person of ordinary
skill in the art, having the benefit of the present disclosure,
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention
defined in the following claims, the scope of which ts to be
accorded the broadest interpretationso as io encompass such
modifications and equivalent strictures,

 

1-31. @anceied)
32, A computer-implemenied method for installing a digi-

tal wallet module on a user device, comprising:
reading, by a computer, information froma user device in

response to receiving a request For paviment information
to complete an online transaction;

determining, by the computer, that a digital wallet module
is not present onthe user device based onthe informa-
tion read from the user device:

communicating, by the computer, a form for presentation
on the user device in response to determining that a
digital wallet module is not present onthe user device,
the formcomprising a request for payment information
io complete the transaction;

receiving, by the computer, the payment information From
the user device;
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communicating, by the computer, a request to install a
digital wallet moduie on the user device based on deter-
mining that a digital wallet module is not present on the
user device;

receWving, by the computer, an acceptance from the user
device ofthe request to install the digital wallet module
on the user device;

communicating, by the computer, the digital wallet module
to the user device for installation on the user device in

response fo receiving the acceptance, and
communicating, by the computer, the payment information

to the user device for storage in connection with the
digital wallet module.

33. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
wherein the computer is operated by the merchant website.

34. The compufer-implemented method of claim 32, finr-
ther comprising submitting the payment information to the
merchant website to complete the online transaction.

35. ‘The computer-implemented method of claim 32, fur-
ther comprising retrieving the payment information irom the
merchant website, in response to receiving the acceptance
fromthe user device of the request to install the digital wallet
module on the user device.

36. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.

37. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
whercinthe user device comprises a computer.

38. A computer-implemented method for completing an
online transaction, comprising:

reading, by a computer, a user device in response to recety-
ing a request for payment informationto complete the
online transaction,

determining, by the computer, a digital wallet module is
residenton the user device based onthe information read

from the user device, wherein the digital wallet module
is embeddedin the web browser;

authorizing, by the computer, a request to submit payment
information lrom the digital wallet module resident on
the user device:

establishing, by the computer, a secnre commection with the
digital wallet module residenton the user device,

submitting, by the computer, to the digtal wallet module
resident on the user device, a request For payment infor-
mation to complete the transaction, the request originat-
ing from the merchant website;

receiving, by the computer, the payment information from
the digital wallet module,

submitfiag, by the computer, a payment authonzation
request fo a finanectal lastitution, wherein the Nnancial
institutioncorresponds to the payment informationpro-
vided bythe digital wallet module to pay for the trans-
action: and

receiving, by the computer, a payment authorization forthe
request irom the financial institution authorizing the
payment in accordance with the payment information.

39. The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
whereinthe computer is operated by the merchant website.

46. The computer-implemented method of claim 38, fur-
ther comprising authorizing the online transaction in
response fo receiving the payment authorization.

4). The computer-implemented method ofclaim38, fir-
ther comprising transmitting confirmation of an authorized
online transaction to the digital wallet module resident on the
user device.
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42, The computer-implemented method of claim 41,
wherein the confirmationofthe authorized online transaction

comprises at least one of a total price for the transaction, @
description ofthe productor service purchased, and a formof
payment used to authorize the only transaction.

43. The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.

44, The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
wherein the user device comprises a computer.

45. A computer-implemenied method lor completing an
online transaction, comprising:

saving, by a digital wallet module resident ona user device,
user information {0a storage location on the user device,
ihe user indormation comprising one or more payment
options:

receiving, by the digital wallet module, authorization for a
request from a merchant website to submit payment
information from.the digital wallet module;

establishing, by the digital wallet module, a secure connec-
ton with the merchant website in response to receiving
authorization for the request fo submit payment inlor-
mation fromthe digital wallet moduie,

receiving, by the digital wallet module, a request for pay-
ment Information to complete the transaction, the
request originating from the merchant website, wherein
the digital wallet module executes within the same web
browser application as the merchant website,

retricving, by the digital wallet modnie, nser information
from the storage location on the user device in response
to receiving the request for payment information:

presenting, by the digital wallet module, on the user device
a request to confirm the transaction from the merchant
website and to select 4 payment option to complete the
iransaction, whereinthe payment option is selected from
one of a plurality of payment options stored by the
dignal wallet module;

receiving, bythe digital wallet module, confirmation ofthe
transaction and the selection of payment option to com-
plete the transaction from the user device, and

transmitting, by the digHal wallet module, the selection of
payment option to the merchant website.

46. The computer-implemented method of claim 45, fur-
ther comprising receiving a confirmation of an authorized
online transaction to the digital wallet module resident on the
user device,

47, The computer-implemented method of claim 46,
wherein the confirmationofthe authorized online transaction

comprises at least one of a total price for the transaction, a
description ofthe prodnet or service purchased, and a formof
payment used to authorize the only transaction.

48. The computer-implemented method of claim 44,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.
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49, The computer-implemented method of claim 45,
wherein the user device comprises a compuier.

50.4 computer programproduct, comprising:
a nen-lranstory computer-readable medium having com-

puter-readable program code embodied therein for com-
pleting, an online transaction, the computer-readabie
medium comprising:
computer-readable program code lor reading a user

device in response to receiving a request lor payment
information to complete the online transaction;

computer-readable program code for determining a digi-
tal wallet modulets resident on the user device based

on the information read from the user device, wherein
the digital wallet module is embedded in ihe web
browser;

computer-readable program code for authorizing a
request to subrail payment information fromthe digi-
tal wallet module resident onthe user device;

computer-readable programcode for establishing a
secure conmection with the digital wallet module resi-
dent on the user device:

computer-readable program code for submitting to the
digital wallet module resident on the user device, a
request lor payment information fo complete the
transaction, the requestoriginating Trom the merchant
website;

computer-readable program code for receiving the pay-
ment information fromthe digital wallet module;

computer-readable program code for submitting a pay-
ment authorization request to a financial institution,
wherein. the financial institution corresponds to the
payment information provided bythe digital wallet
module to pav lor the transaction, and

computer-readable program code for receving a payment
authorization for the request from the financial inshitu-
tion authorizing the payment in accordance withihe
payment information,

$1. The computer program product of clam 450, further
comprising compuler-readable program code lor authorizing
the online transaction In response fo receiving the payment
authorization.

52. The computer program product of claim 50, further
comprising computer-readable program code lor transimithag
confirmation ofan authorized online transaction to the digital
wallet module resident on the user device.

§3. The computer program product of claim 52, wherein
the confirmation of the authorized online transaction com-

prises at least one ofa total price for the transaction, a descrip-
ton ofthe productor service purchased, and a form of pay-
ment used to authorize the onlyiransaction,

54. The computer program product of claim 50, wherein
the user device comprises a mobile telephone.
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75) Inventors: Rob von Behren, Berkeley, CA
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(57} ABSPRACT

73) Assignee: GOOGLE Inc., Mountain View, A digital wallet that facilitates fast, convenient, and secure
CA (US) commeree nsing a mobile electronic device (or non-mobile

electronic device} and stores information associated with
21) Appl. No. 3412,957 transactions, such as purchase confirmations and receipts.

The digital wallet can store information for use in transae-
tions. inchiding information associated with one or more
financial accounts, user information, and shipping informa-
tion. To complete an online purchase, the digital wallet can

22) Filed: Mar. 6, 2012

Reijated U.S, Application Data 
43) Continuation of application No. 14/277,182, fled on inferact with a merchants website to obtain information

Oct. 19, 2011. reoardine the purchase, The dighal wallet provides a user
Secs test sas . interface for the user to review and confirm the purchase

”) I2010 application No. 61/424,611, filed on Dee, information. The user interface alse allows the user toselect
irom multiple payment options, customize shipping informa-
tion, or provide information reqnested by the merchant. ThePublication Classification “at : “* :
dignal wallet can transmit ier confirmation to the mer-

(S51) Fat. Ci, chant’s website and receive a receipt for the purchase. The
G60 20/36 (2012.61) digital wallet canstore the receipt and synchronize the receipt
CeG60 20/40 (2612.01) with a remote storage location.
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DIGITAL WALLET

RE AY PED APPLECATIONS

100017 This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No, 61/424,G11, filed Dec. 17, 2010 and
entitled “Digital Wallet’? The entire contents of the above-
identied priority application are hereby fully incorporated
hereinby reference.

TECHNICAL PISLD

10002] The present disclosure relates generally to elec-
tronic commerce, and more particularly to a digital wallet for
faciiilating transactions and storing information associated
with transactions.

BACKGROUND

10003] Electronic commerce, such as online shopping, has
been increasingly common since the advent of the Internet.
Guline shopping websites generally provide a user interlace
for customers fo select products to purchase. After the cus-
tomer has selected products lor purchase, the customer typi-
eally can choose frommultiple payment options to purchase
the products. Two conventional payment options generally
supported by online merchants are using a Hinanclal account
(for example, a credit card account or checking account) and
using a third party payment processor, such as PAYPAL: or
other processor.
(0604) To complete an online purchase using a credit card
or other Huancial account, a consumer typically provides a
signilicant amount of Information fo the merchant via the
merchant's website. This information generally includes an
account identifier Gor example, credit card number, debit
card cummber, etc.}, shipping information, and the name,
address, and contact information of the consumer. The
requirement of entering this information for each merchant
trom whichthe consumer makes purchases can be cumtber-
some andfrustrating to the consumers, This requirement can
be particularly frustrating and difficult for consumers making
online purchases using a mobile device, as many mobile
devices do not include a user interface optimized to enter
significant amounts of information. This deficiency for
mobile devices results in substantially jower mobile browser
conversion rates From product searching te product purchase
compared to desktop browser conversion rates.
10005] One conventional approachto alleviating the burden
on the consumer involves a toolbar plug-in application for
web browsers. Conventional toolbar applications are used to
automatically populate web forms, such as a web form for
receiving payment and consumer information for completing
anonline purchase, with stored information, However,these
conventional toolbar applications offenare inacenrate, as they
merely atiempt to predict which form is presented on a web
page and then preload delault values for the predicted form.
(0006) The use ofa third party payment processor fo com-
pleic online purchases is another approach to alleviating the
burdenofentering a significant amount ofinformationat each
merchants website. Generally, a third pariy processor
requires a consumer fo register for an account and to provide
one or more payment options, Alter registering, the consumer
eanuse the payment options to complete purchases atpartici-
pating merchants’ websites. ‘To complete an online purchase
using the third party payment processor, the consumer pen-
erally selects a bok at the merchant’s website and, in
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response, the consumer is redirected from the merchant's
website to. a website ofthe third party payment processor. At
this website, the consumerfirst has to provide login informa-
tion and then can select one of the payment options to com-
plete and confirm the purchase. After the purchase is con-
firmed, the consumer is directed back to the merchant's
website, The third party payment processor thensettles with
the financial institutionassociated withthe selected payment
option aad with the merchant to complete the transaction.
)0007| ‘The use ofa third party processor has several def-
ciencies, First, the process is disruptive to the consumer as the
consumeris directed away tromthe merchant's website to the
third party paviment processor’s website and then back to the
merchant’s website. Second, the use ofa third party payment
processor limits the amount ofinformation that the merchant
recerves. For example, the merchant may not have access to
information associated with the consumer or information

regarding the payment method used. The use ofa third party
processor also presents an additional cost to the merchant.
)0008)] ‘Thus, a need in the art exists for systems and meth-
ods that overcome one or more of the above-described limi-
tations,

SUMMARY

)0009] An aspect of the present ivention provides a com-
puter-implemented method for completing an online iransac-
ton, A digital wallet module resident on a cllent device
receives a request for payment information to complete the
iransaction. The request originates from a website of a mer-
chant. in response to receiving the request, the digital wallet
module retrieves the paviment information trom a storage
location onthe client device and transmits the retrieved pay-
ment information to the merchant website.

)0010| Another aspect of the present nrvention provides a
compiter program product for completing an online iransac-
tion, The computer program product includes a computer-
readable storage device having computer-readable program
instructions stored therein, The computer-readabie program
instructions inclides computer program instructions for
receiving a request lor payment information to complete the
transaction, the requestoriginating from a website of a mer-
chant; computer program instructions for retrieving, in
response to the request, the payment information, and com-
puter programinstructions for transmitting the retrieved pay-
ment information to the merchant website.

[@012] Another aspect of the present invention provides an
apparatus for completing an electronic purchase froma mer-
chant vie a distributed network. The apparatus includes a web
browser application a digital wallet module logically coupled
to the web browser application. The digtal wallet module is
confignred to receive a request for payment informationto
use in completing the purchase trom the merchant website;
retrieve payment information from a computer-readable stor-
age device logically coupled to the digital wallet module; and
transnntthe retrieved payment informationto the merchant.
[€012] Another aspect ofthe present invention provides a
computer-implemented method for completing a purchase
irom a merchant via a website of the merchant. A digital
wallet module embedded ina web browser in communication

withthe merchant website receives a purchase request mes-
sage incliding a request lor payment information for use in
compensating the merchant for the purchase. In response to
recelving the purchase request message, the digital wallet
module presents a confirmation display requesting a user to
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authorize the purchase. In response to receiving authorization
tromthe user, the digital wallet module retrieves stored pay-
ment mlormationandtransmis a payment authorization mes-
sage including the retrieved payment inlormation to the mer-
chant website.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

10013] FIG. 1 is a block diagramdepicting an operating
environment of a digital wallet, in accordance withcertain
exemplary embodiments.
OO14) PFRy. 2 is a block diagram depicting a general com-

ponent architecture ola computer system, in accordance with
certain exemplary embodiments,
1OO15] PIC. 3 is a flowchart depicting a method for com-
pleting an online purchase using a digital wallet, m accor-
dance with certaim exemplary embodiments.
OO16) FRy.4isa Howchart depicting a method for a digital

wallet to inferact with a merchant website to complete a
purchase, in accordance with certam exemplary embodi-
HIGHS,

OO17) FR. 5 isa Howchart depicting a method for install-
ing a digital wallet on a user device, in accordance with
certain exemplary embodiments,

 
DSTAVUSD DESCRIPTION OF THE

EAEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Overview

10018] The exemplary embodiments provide a digital wal-
let that can facilnate Hast, convenient, and secure commerce
using a mobile electronic device (or non-mobile electronic
device) and that stores information associated with transac-
tions, suchas purchase confirmations and receipts, The digi-
tal wallet can provide a user interlace for entering information
for use in transactions, such as ivlormation associated with
one or more Hnancial accounts (for example, credit card or
debit card information), contact information, and shipping
information, The digital wallet can store this mYormation for
subsequent use in online (lor example, vie the Internet) and
ollline purchases Gor example, via a merchant point ofsale
device, incinding a contactless payment device). The user can
use the digital wallet to complete purchases by selecting a
payment option stored by the digital wallet without the need
to re-enter financial account information, contact inlorma-
Hon, or shipping information lor each purchase. The user also
mayselect a defanlt payment option to use such thai the user
ean confirma purchase without making a payment option
selection. The digital wallet can be particularly advantageous
when ulilized ia complete a purchase using a mobile device,
such as a mobile phone or other electronic device, having a
limited user interface that may not be optimized io enter a
siandilicant amount of mlormation.
{O819) The digital wallet can be embodied as a stand alone
application program or as a companion program to a web
browser, lor example, as a companion program to a Hypertext
Markup Language revision 3 HTML") compliant web
browser or other type of web browser having messaging and
storage capabilities. fa a web browser embodiment, the digi-
tal wallet can leveraye the messaging and storage capabilities
ofthe web browser to provide a consistent buying experience
across multiple merchant websites. Phatis, the digital wallet
ean provide a consisient user interface independent of mer-
chants’ diflering websites. The digital wallet also can allow a
user io complete a purchase without navigating Irom the
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taerchant’s website as required by third party payment pro-
cessors, While certam embodiments are described in which

parts ofthe digital walletare implementedin sollware, twill
be appreciated that one or more acts or fractions ofthe digital
wallet may be performed by hardware, software, or a combi-
nation thereof, as may be embodied in one or more computing
systems,

[6020] ‘To complete an online transaction using the digital
wallet, a user can navigate to a merchant’s website using a
web browser and locate one or more products. After the user
indicates a desire to purchase one or more products, the
digital wallet can interact with the merchant’s website and
withthe user in a secure manner fo complete the transaction.
Onee the transaction is completed, the digral wallet can
receive or generate a confirmation or receipt lor the iransac-
tion and canstore the confirmation or receipt. The digital
wallet also cansynchronize the conlirmation or receipt witha
remote storage location, suchas a cloud computing environ-
ment.

|O022| ‘To complete an offline purchase at a merchant's
store location, the digital wallet can interact with a merchant's
point ofsale device and withthe user. The yser can activate the
digital wallet, for example, by launching an application, by
pressing a physical or virtual bution on the mobile device, or
by making a gesture with the mobile device. The digital wallet
can then communicate payment information to the point of
sale device and, whenthe payment information is confirmed,
recerve a receipt from the point of sale device. The mobile
device can communicate with the point ofsale device using a
wireless technology, such as near Held communication tech-
nology (NPC), BLUETOOTH, or other suitable wireless
technology,
|0022| ‘The digHal wallet can also store coupons or loyalty
reward lor use in transactions and can automatically apply the
stored coupons during a purchase transaction, ifappropriate.
For example, a coupon lor a product maybe displayedto a
user in response to an Internet search, Phe user can download
the coupon to the digital wallet and store the coupon on the
mobile device. The digital wallet can search the coupons
during purchases to delermine HWone or more of the stored
coupons may be applied to the purchase. If so, the digital
wallet can automatically apply the stored coupon.
[0023] The dignal wallet can communicate with a remote
system fo Facilitate multiple functions. For example, the digi-
jal wallet can receive secunty information that identifies
trusted merchants and non-trusted merchants from the remote

system, The digital wallet canuse this security information to
preventthe user lrom providing faancial account information
or other mlormation to non-trusted merchants. For example,
the digital wallet may compare a merchant name, merchant
website Uniform Resource Locator (IRL), or Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) address to a list of known non-trusted merchants
prior fo passing inlormation Irom the digital wallet to the
merchant's website.

[O024| The remote system also can maintain an accountlor
gachindividual user, This ser account can. melude informa-

tion associated with payment options for nse m transactions
and receipts or other information regarding completed trans-
actions. The digital wallet cau synchronize, lor example,
periodically, with ihe remote system to maintain current
information at both locations, The remote system also may
provide a user interlace via a web browser that enables the
user fo modify information, such as financial account infor-
mationofstored payment options aad contact information for
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use in fransactions, and to access stored receipts.The user can
access the stored receipts, for example, to determine when a
certain purchase was made, to determine hownauchthe user
paid for an item, or lor budgeting purposes. ln certam imple-
metations, the remote system or a third party having access
to the receipts stored at the remote system can use the receipts
to target advertisements or other promotional materiais to the
ser.

{0825} Users may, im appropriate circumstances, be
allowed to limit or otherwise affect the operation ofthe Fea-
tures disclosedin this specification, For example, users may
be given an mitial opportunity to opt-m or opt-out of the
collection or use of certain data or the activation ofcertain

features. 1a addition, users may be provided opportunities ta
change the manner im which the features are employed,
including for situations in which users may have concerns
regarding their privacy. Instructions also may be providedto
users to nolily the users regarding policies about the use of
information, including personally identifiable information
and receipt information, and manners in which the users may
alfect suchuse ofinformation. Thus, sensitive personal inlor-
mation canbe used to benefita user, ifdesired, throughreceipt
oftargeted advertisements or other information, withoutrisk-
ing disclosure of personal information or the user's identity.
10026] One or more aspects ofthe Invention may comprise
a computer programthat embodies the Rinctions described
and illustrated herein, wherem the computer program is
implemented in a computer system that comprises instruc-
Hions stored in a machine-readable medium and a processor
that executes the Instructions. However, it should be apparent
that there could be manydifferent ways of implementing the
invertien in computer programming, and the invention
should not be constried as lnmited to any one set ofcomputer
program instructions. Further, a skilled programmer would be
able to write such a computer program to implement an
embodiment of the disclosed invention based on the

appended flowcharts and associated description in ihe appli-
cation text. Therelore, disclosure of a particular set of pro-
gram code iastructions is net consilered necessary lor an
adequate understanding of how to make and use the inven-
tion. Further, those skilled in the ari will appreciate that one or
more aspects ofthe invention described herein may be per-
formed by hardware, software, or a combination thereol, as
may be embodied in one or more computing systems, More-
over, any reference 1o an act beg performed by a computer
should not be construedas being performed by a single com-
puter as the act may be performed by more than one computer.
The inventive functionality ofthe tavention will be explained
in more detail im the following description, read in conjunc-
tion withthe figures illustrating the program flow.

 

System Architecture

(0027) Turning sowto the drawings, in which like sumer-
als represent like (but not necessarily identical elements
throughout the figures, exemplary embodiments of the
present invention are described im detail. FIG, 1 is a block
diagram depicting an operating environment 100 for a digital
wallet, in accordance with certain exemplary embodiments.
{0028} Relerring to FG. 1, the exemplary operating envi-
romment 100 inclides a merchant system 130, a clond com-
puting environment 150, and a user device 110 associated
with a user 1@1. The user device 110 may be a personal
computer, mobile device, Gor example, notebook computer,
tablet computer, netbook computer, personal digital assistant
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(PDA), video game device, GPS locator device, cellular tele-
phone, smartphone, or other mobile device), or other appro-
priate technology that includes or is coupledto a web browser
application module 112, such as GOOGLIVS CHROME,
MICROSOFT'S INTERNET EXPLORER, or MOZIL-
LA'S FIREPOR®.

[6029] In certain exemplary embodiments, the web
browser application 112 is an HIMES compliant web
browser. HTML5 compliant web browsers include a cross-
document messaging application programming interlace
(APD anda local storage API that previous LTMLversions
did not have. The cross-decument messaging APTOPHTMLS
compliant web browsers enables documents, such as web
paves, fo commuumicate with each other. For example, a first
document can send a message to a second documentrequest-
ing information. In response, the second document can send a
message including the requested informationto the first docn-
ment. The local storage APT of HYMLS compliant web
browsers enables the web browser fo store information on a

client device upon which the web browser is installed or is
executing, suchas the user device 116, Websites also can
amploy the local storage AP] to store information on a client
deviee. Other web browsers having cross-document messag-
ing and/or local storage capabilities also may be used in
certain exemplary embodiments.
[€030] The user 101 canuse the web browser application
182 to view, download, upload, or otherwise access docn-
ments or web pages via a distributed network 105, The net-
work HJS includes a wired or wireless telecommunication

sysiom or device by which network devices Gneluding
devices 118, 130, and 156) canexchange data, For example,
the network 165 can inciude a local area network (LAN), a
wide area network ("WAN"), an intranet, an Internet, or any
combination thereal. Throughout the discussion of exem-
plary embodiments, # should be understood that the terms
“data” and “information” are used interchangeably herein to
refer to text, images, audio, video, or any other form of
information that can exist in a computer based environment.
[0032| The web browser application 112 can interact with
web servers (or other computing devices) connected to the
network 105, suchas web server 132 of the merchantsystem
130 and/or web server 154 of the clond computing environ-
ment 156

[6032| The user device 110 also includes a digital wallet
application module 111. The exemplarydigital wallet 191 can
inferact with the web browser application 112 or can be
embodied as a companion application of the web browser
application 112. As a companion application, the digital wal-
let PLT executes within the web browser application 112. That
is, the digital wallet 111 may be an application program
anrbedded in the web browser application 112.
[8033] The user device 110 also includes a data storage unit
113 accessible by the dignal wallet 111 and the web browser
application 112. The exemplary data storage unit 113 can
inchide one or more tangible computer-readabie storage
devices as discussed belowwithreference to FIG, 2. The data

storage unit T£3 canbe stored onthe user device 116 or canbe
logically coupled fo the user device 110. For example, the
data storage unit 123 can melude on-board flash memory
and/or one or more removable memory cards or removable
flash memory,

[6034] The exemplarydigital wallet 111 enables storage of
one of more pavinent options that can be used for online
purchases and offline purchases. bach payment option can
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include or be associated with a financial account, such as a

eredit card account, a debit card account, a checking account,
a savings account, a loyalty rewards account, or other type of
account that can be ased to make a purchase. The digital
wallet 1T2 can store, for each payment option, information
associated with the financial account for that payment option.
This pavment information can include a Inancial account
identifier (lor example, account number, card number), an
expiration date of one or more financial cards associated with
the financial account, and a billing address for the account.
The payment information can also include information asso-
ciated with the user 101, such as name, contact information

(or example, residential address, phone aumber, e-mail
address}, demographic information, or any other suitable
information associated withthe user 161, The payment infor-
mation alse can include shipping mlormation, such as one or
more shipping addresses, preferred shipping provider(s}, and
preferred shipping method(s) Gor example, ground, air, expe-
died, signatnre contirmation, or other shipping method), The
payment mformation for each payment option can be main-
tamed bythe digital wallet 111 and storedin the data storage
ut E43.

{0035} The user 101 can iateract with a user interface pro-
vided by the digital wallet 111 to add, modily, or remove
payment information from the digital wallet 111. ln a web
browser companion application embodiment, this user inter-
face canbe providedvia the web browser application 112. in
additionor in the allernative, the payment information may be
svachronized wih a remote storage location, such as the
elond computing environment 150. ia such an embodiment,
the nser TOT can access the payment information storedatthe
remote location using another device, such as a desktop com-
puter connected to the network 105. ‘The remote storage loca-
fion can update the digital wallet 111 in response to any
changes made at the remote storage location,
10036] ‘The payment option(s) stored in the digital wallet
Hil can be nsed to complete purchases from merchants via a
merchant’s website 133 operating on the web server 131 of
vie a merchant's pot of sale device 134. In certain exerm-
plary embodiments, each merchant's website 133 (operating
on the web server 131) that accepts payment via a digital
waliet 11£ can include a set of computer-readable program.
instructions, for example, using JavaScript, that enable the
merchant's website 133 to interact with the digital wallet 111.
These programinstructions can include programinstructions
for detecting whether the user device 110 mcludes a digital
waHet T11 and program instructions for attaching to a
detected dignal wallet 111. Once attached, the merchant's
website 133 can communicate with the digital wallet 111, for
example, via cross-document messaging. In certain exem-
plary embodiments, the computer-readable instructions also
include program instructions for downloading a digital wallet
111 onto a user device 110. Por example, Wfthe merchant’s
website 133 detects that the user device 116 does not have a

digital wallet 111, the merchant’s website 133 can promptthe
user 161 to download and mstall the digital wallet 111. ifthe
user FO] elects to download the digital wallet 111, the com-
puter-readable program code can download and install the
digital wallet 111 on the user device 101, Embedding this
computer-readable program instructions in a website 133 for
ineracting with a digital wallet 111 supports a simpler and
efficient integration for the merchant system 130 compared to
integrating with a third party payment processor,
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)0037| ‘The merchant's website 133 and the dighal wallet
ITI can communicaie using a defined messaging protocol.
The digital wallet 111 can encode a message nsing the pro-
tocol and send the encoded message to the merchant's web-
site 133, where the message is decoded using the protocol.
Similarly, the merchant's website 133 can encode a message
using the protocol andsendihe encoded message to the digital
wallet 111 where the message is decoded nsing the protocol.
[€038] The merchant system 136 includes a payment pro-
cessor 132 logically coupled to the web server 131. The
payment processor 132 can receive payment information via
the web server 134 and interact with the Hnancial institution

{noi shown) or an acquirer (not shown) to authorize payment
information.

[039] To complete an online purchase via the Internet, the
digHal wallet P11 can interact with a website 133 ofthe
merchant system 136 and with the user 101. The user 101 can
browse the merchant's website 133 for products using the
web browser 112 and indicate a desire to purchase one or
more products.As used throughout the specification, the term
“products” should be interpreted to include tangible and
intangible products, as well as services. After the user 101 has
indicated a desire to purchase the product(s} (for example, by
actuating a “checkout” link), the merchant’s website 133 can
presen! a user interface in the form of a web page to receive
paymentinformation from the user 107. The merchant’s web-
site 133 also candetect whether the user device 110 incindes

a digital wallet 111. Ifthe digital wallet 111 is detected, the
merchant's website 133 can automaticallyattachto the digital
wallet 111 as discussed in further detail below in connection

with PRG. 4. in addition or m the alternative, the merchant's
website 133 can inchide a “pay with wallet” link or control
that, whenactuated, causes the merchant's website 133 to
attach to the digrtal wallet 111. Once attached, the merchant's
website 133 sends a purchase request message to the digital
wallet 111 requesting payment information. The purchase
raquiest message also can melude information regarding the
reqnested purchase, including information regarding the
product(s) for purchase Gor example, same and/or deserip-
tion ofeach product, price for each product, total price, citc.},
information regarding the merchant system 130 (for example,
merchant name, payment methods accepted by merchant,
ate), and requests for the user 101 to provide additional
information. In response to receiving a purchase request mes-
sae Lrom the merchant's website 133, the digital wallet 111
can present a user interface to the user 1@1 for the user TOT to
confithe purchase. This user interface candisplayall ora
portion of the information in the purchase request and an
actuatable butfon or link for the user 161 to confirm the

purchase. This user interface also can allow the user 101 to
select from. multiple payment options stored by the digital
wallet F1E to use as payment for the product(s) and from
qulHiple shipping options. 1 the user 10] confirms the pur-
chase, the digital wallet 111] cau retrieve the informaton
requested in the purchase request message, generate a mer-
chant request message that contains the informationand the
confirmation, and transmit the merchant request message to
the merchant’s website 133. Ifthe purchase is authorized via
the payment processor 132, the merchant's website 133 can
transmit an electronic confirmation and/or a receipt to the
dignal wallet 111 and then detach fromthe digital wallet 111.
The digital wallet 111 canstore the confirmation and/or
receipt at the user device 116 and also syachronize with the
cloud computing environment 150. An exemplary method for
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completing an online purchase using the digital wallet 111 is
illustrated in FIG. 3 and discussed below.

10040] The receipt received by the dignal wallet 111 can
include Hine item details of the completed purchase. For
exaruple, the receipt can include a list ofproducts purchased,
a description of each product purchased, the price lor cach
product purchased, a product category for eachproduet pur-
chased, a total price, a stock keeping unit (SKU) or similar
identier lor each product purchased, taxes paid, rebates lor
one or more of the products purchased, payment method
used, discounts applied, the time and/or date of purchase,
warranty information for one or more of the products pur-
chased, or other suitable information, The reccipt also can
include information regarding the merchant system 130,
including a name of the merchant associated with the mer-
chant system130, a description of the 130, the URLofthe
merehant’s website 133, and any other suitable information
regarding the merchant system 130.
{0641} in certain exemplary embodiments, the digital wal-
let 111 can generate a receipt for a purchase rather than or in
addition to receiving a receipt tromthe merchant's website
133. Por example, the digital wallet 111 can generate the
receipt using the information in the purchase request message
received from the merchant’s website 133 or from the mer-

chart request message sent to the merchant's website 133.
10042] The exemplary cloud computing environment 156
includes the web server 151, one or more data storage unis
152, and one or more application servers 153. The cloud
computing environment 150 may be provided by the provider
ofthe digital wallet, by a merchant 130, or by another party.
Incertain exemplary embodiments, maltiple cloud comput-
ing environments 150 may be employed. For example, a first
cloud computing environment may store receipt information
and provide access to the receipts from a user device 110
connected to the Hrst cloud computing environment, and a
second cloud computing environment may provide security
information, such as lists of non-trusted merchants, to the
digital wallet P11. ANhough the illustrated environment
includes a cloud computing environment, other types ofcom-
puting environments, such as a client-server enviroment
maybe used instead.
10043} The application server 153 can maintain a digital
wallet account for cach user, including the user 101. ‘This
digital wallet account can store Gn the data storage unit 152)
the payment options created by the user 101 and their asso-
elated payment information and receipts and other mlbrma-
tion obtained by the digital wallet 111 im response to com-
pleted transactions. The application server 153) can
svachronize this information with the digital wallet 111 peri-
adically, on command (for example, by the user 161}, or in
response to an update in mformation at the digrai wallet 111
or at the clond computing environment 150.
{00d4) The digital wallet 111 and the web browser appli-
cation 112 can interact wrththe application server 151 via the
web server E51. The applicationserver 153 can provide a user
interface via ihe web server 151 that enables the user 101 to

access, view, and/or modily content storedin the user’s digital
wallet account using the user device 116 or another device
connected to the network. For example, the user 101 mayadd
er modily payment miormation using a web browser appli-
cationresiding on a desktop computer having a better user
inerlace for entering a sigrillcant amount of information.
{0045} The exemplary digital wallet 111 can include a user
imerlace for accessing receipt information stored on the user
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device 110 of at the cloud computing environment 150 in a
meaningtil and useful way, One feature ofthis user interizee
enables the user LOE to scarch the receipts for information.
For example, the user FOL maysearch lor a product purchased
to determine the price that was paid for the product or when
the product was purchased. In another example, the user 101
maysearch for warrenty information regarding a product to
determine ifthe warranty has expired. In yet another example,
the user 101 may search the receipts lor merchant return
policy mliormation.

0046] ‘This digital wallet’s user interface also includes a
budgeting Feature. This budgeting feature ofthe digital wallet
IIE enables the user 161 to sel a budget for expenditures
associated with one or more products or product categories
and jo monitor this budget using the stared receipts. Fer
example, the user 105 can set a budget of$200to spendeating
ont each month. The digital wallet 111 can ran a queryon the
receipts corresponding to transactions completed imthe cur-
rent month to identil'y receipts that correspond to a restaurant
purchase or otherwise to cating out. The digital wallet 111 can
thendetermine the total dollar amountofthese receipts and
the remaining budget for the current month,
[€047] The digital wallet’s user interlace also enables the
user 101 fo Hlter information associated with receipts and
viewthe Hitered information. The receipt information can be
filtered by product category, merchant, dime period, or any
other receipt parameter or combination thereol, For example,
the user 101 canuse the digital wallet 111 io view the total
amount spent at a particular merchant, such as the merchant
associate wilh merchant svstem 130, in the past three months
or other desired time period.
[6048] One or more of ihe components of the exemplary
operating environment 106, suchas the user device 116, the
web server 131, the web server 151, and the applicationserver
153 can include one or more computer systems, such as the
computer system 200 iustrated in FIG, 2. Referring to PIG.
2, the computer system 200 includes a processing unit 221, 4
sysiem memory 222, and a system bus 223 that couples sys-
tem componeris, including the system memory 222, to ihe
processing unt 223, The system bus 223 can include any of
several types of bus siructures, including a memory bus or
memory controller, a peripheral bus, or a local bus, using any
of a variety of bus architectures. The system memory 222
includes a read-only memory CROM") 224 and a random
access memory (“RAM") 225. A basic input/output system
(BIOS) 226 contaming the basic routines thathelp to transter
information between elements within the computer system
200, such as during starl-up, is stored in the ROM 224.

6049] ‘The computer system 204) also includes a hard disk
drive 227 for reading from and writing to a hard disk Got
shown}, a magnetic disk drive 228 for reading fromor writing
to a removable magnetic disk 229 such as a Hoppydisk, and an
optical disk drive 234) for reading fromor writing to a remov-
able optical disk 231 such as a CD-ROM, compact disk-read/
write CD/RW), DVD, or other optical media. The hard disk
drive 227, magnetic disk drive 228, and optical disk drive 230
are connected to the systembus 223 by a hard disk drive
interface 232, a magnene disk drive interlace 233, and an
optical disk drive interlace 234, respectively, Although the
exemplary computer system 260 employs a ROM 224, a
RAM 225, a hard disk drive 227, a removable magnetic disk
229, and a removable optical disk 231, other types of com-
puter-readable media also can be used in the exemplary com-
puter svstem 200. For example, the computer-readable media
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can include any apparatus that can contain, store, communi-
cate, propagate, or transport data for use by or in connection
with one or more components ofthe computer system 200,
including any electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic,
infrared, or semiconductor system (or apparatus or device) or
propagation medium, such as magnetic cassettes, Hash
memorycards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, and
the like. The drives and their associaied computer-readable
media can provide nonvolatile storage of computer-execul-
able instructions, data structures, program modules, and other
data for the computer system. 208.
10650) A aumber of modules can be stored on the ROM
224, RAM 228, hard disk drive 227, magnetic disk 229, or
optical disk 231, meluding an operating system 235, an apphi-
cation module 238, and the web browser application 112, the
digital wallet 111, and the website application discussed
above in connection with FIG. 1. The web browser applica-
tion 112, the digral wallet 114, website application, and
application module 238 can include routmes, sub-routines,
programs, objects, components, data structures, etc., which
performparticular tasks or implement particular abstract data
types,

10651] A user, suchas user 101, can enter commands and
information to the computer system 200 through input
devices, such as a keyboard 240 and a pomting device 242.
The pointing, device 242 caninclude a mouse, a trackball, an
electronic pen that can be used in conjunction withan elec-
tronic tablet, or any other input device, such as a microphone,
jovetick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the ke. These
and other input devices are olien connected to the processing
unit 222 througha serial port interface 246 that is coupledto
the systembus 223, but canbe connectedbyother interfaces,
such as a parallel port, game port, a universal serial bus
(USB), or the like. A display device 247, such as a monitor,
also can be connected to the system bus 223 via aninterface,
such as video adapter 248. In addition to the display device
247, the computer 220 can inchide other peripheral output
devices, such as speakers (not shown} and a printer 243.
(0052) The computer system 200 is configured to operate in
anetworked environment using logical connections fo one or
more remote computers 249. The remote computer 249 can
be any network device, such as a personal computer, a server,
aclient, a router, a network PC, a peer device, or other device.
While the remote computer 249 typically includes many or all
of the elements described above relative to the computer
system. 200, only a memory storage device 250 has been
illustrated im £1G. 2 for simplicity. The logical connections
depicted in FIG}. 2 include a LAN 204A and a WAN 2048.
Such networking environments are commonplace in ollices,
enterprise-wide computer networks, mtranets, and the later-
net.

10053] When used ina LAN networking environment, the
computer system 200 is offen connected to the LAN 2044
through a network interlace or adapter 253. When used in a
WAN networking environment, the computer system 200
typically includes a modem254 or other means for establish-
ing communications over the WAN2043, such as the Inter-
net. The modem 254, which can be internal or external, is
connected to system bus 223 via a serial port interlace 246, in
a qetworked environment, program modules depicted relative
to computer system 200, or portions thereof, can be stored m
the remote memory storage device 250.

(0854) it will be appreciated that the network connections
shownare exemplary and other means ofestablishing a com-

6
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munications link between the computers can be used. More-
over, those having ordinary skill in the art having the benefit
ofthe present disclosure will appreciate that the computer
system 200 illustrated in 1G. 2 can have anyofseveral other
suitable computer system configurations. Furthermore, those
skilled in the art having the benefit of the present disclosure
will recognize that certain components of the computer sys-
tem 200 may be added, deleted, or modified in certain alter-
native embodiments. Por example a user device 101 embod-
ied as a mobile phone or handheld computer may not include
all the components depicted in F1G.2 and/or described above.

System Process

)0055] The components of the exemplary operating envi-
ronment 100 are described hereinalter with reference to the

exemplary methods dlustrated in FiGS. 3-5, The exemplary
ambodiments can inchide one or more computer programs
that embody the functions descrtbed herein and ihustrated in
the appended flowcharts. However, 1 should be apparent that
there conld be manydifferent ways of implementing aspects
of ihe exemplary embodiments m computer programming,
and these aspects should not be construedas limited to one set
of computer instructions. Further, a skilled programmer
would be able to write such computer programs to implement
exemplary embodiments based on the flow charts and asso-
ciated description in the application text, Therefore, disclo-
sure of a parlicular set of program code jastructions is aot
considered necessary for an adequate understanding of how
to make and use the exemplary embodiments. Further, those
skilled in the art will appreciate that one or more acts
described may be performed by hardware, software, or a
combination thereof, as may be embodied in one or more
computing systems.

)0056] FIG. 3 is a Bowchart depicting a method 300 for
completing an online purchase using a digital wallet 111, in
accordance with certain exemplary enrbodiments, Withref-
erence fo FIGS. 1 and 3, in block 3045, the merchant installs
computer-readable program imetructions on the merchant's
website 133 for interacting with the digital wallet 111. These
compuier-readabie program mstructions can be implemented
as an embeddedscript, such as JavaScript, in a web page of
the merchant system 130. For example, the merchant system
130 can embed the computer-readable program iastructions
ona “checkout” web page of the merchant’s website 133.

[8057] ‘The computer-readable program instructions can
inchide program imstructions for interacting with web
browserapplications, such as web browser application 112. to
determine whether the user device 110 has a dignal wallet 111
installed thereon. The computer-readable program instruc-
tions also can include programinstructions for attaching to a
detected dignal wallet 111 to exchange messages. 1a certain
exemplary embodiments, the program mstructions are con-
figured fo exchange messages wilh a digital wallet 111
embedded in an HTMILS compliant web browser 112. In an
exemplary embodiment, the computer-readable program
instructions comprise execute whenthe browser application
112 on the user device 110 downloads a web page From the
merchant’s website 133. The browser application 112
executes the code locally to searchfor an installed digital
wallet 111 on the user device 110, Ha digital wallet 111 is
iastalied, then the browser is instructed to surface a wallet
control butten for selection by the user. Ha digital wallet 111
is not installed, then the browser is imstructed fo surface
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another control for interaction withthe user, suchas an option
to install a wallet application 111.
10058] in block 31, the digital wallet 111 is istalied on the
user device 110. In certain exemplary ensbodiments, the user
101 cau navigate to a website 133 ofa provider ofthe digital
wallet 1119 and download and install the digital wallet P11. in
certain exemplary embodiments, as discussed previously, a
merchant's website 133 can prompt the user TOT to download
and install the digital wallet 111, for example, upon selecting
the “checkout” option on the merchant’s website 133. In such
an embodiment, the user 101 may provide payment miorma-
tion to the merchant's website 133 in a conventional manner

and then download and install the digital wallet 111. The
payment information provided to the merchant’s website 133
can then be automatically stored in the digital wallet 111
installed onthe user device 101. An exemplary method of
installing a digital wallet 111 is discussed further in connec-
tion withFIG. §.

10059) in block 335, the user 101 savigates fo the mer-
chami’s website 133 using the web browser application 112.
In block 320, the user 104 browses the merchant's website
133 for one or more products to purchase, in block 325, the
user [G1 indicates a desire to purchase one or more products.
For example, the user 101 may browse the merchant’s website
133 and add products to a virtual shopping cart. Gace the user
JO4 is ready to checkout, the user 101 can actuate a “check-
out” jink on the merchant's website 133.

10066) in block 330, the merchant's website 133 presents 2
web page via the web browser application 112 lor obtaining
payment information from the user 101. This web page can
include conventional payment options, such as a form. for
receiving payment information and contact informationand/
or a link toa third party payment processor. This web page
also can include the computer-readable programinstructions
for detecting and interacting with the digital wallet 111. Pur-
thennore, this web page caninclude a “pay with wallet”link
or button that the user 101 can select to pay using the digital
wallet 111.

{0061} in block 334, the merchant’s websHe 133 interacts
with the digital wallet 1H] to complete the purchase of the
products selected by the user 103, The merchant’s website
133 can attachto the digital wallet 111 and send a purchase
request message to the digital wallet 111. As discussed above,
the purchase request message can include a request Tor pay-
ment information and further include information regarding
the requested purchase, suchas information associated with
the selected products and information associated withthe
merchant system 130. In response to recerving the purchase
request message, the digital wallet LIT can present a user
ierface to the user 101 for the user 101 to confirmthe

purchase. The user interlace also can allowthe user 101 to
select from multiple payment options to send to the mer-
chant’s website 133. iTthe user 11 confirms the purchase,the
diaital wallet 121 sends a merchant request message includ-
ing the confirmation and payment information associated
with the payment option to the merchant’s website 133. The
payment processor 132 can interact with an acquirer or the
financial institution associated with the paymentinformation
to authorize the purchase. Block 335 is discussed im further
detail in connection with FIG, 4.

106621] in block 340, the merchant's website 133 sends a
message including a receipt to the digital wallet 111, The
receipt can include inlormation associated with the purchase,
such as a list of products purchased, a description of each
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product purchased, the price for cach product purchased, a
product category for eachproduct purchased, a total price, a
stock keeping unit (SKU) or similar product identifier for
each product purchased, taxes paid, rebates lor one or more of
the products purchased, payment method used, discounts
applied, the time and/or date ofpurchase, warranty informa-
tion for one or more of the products purchased, or other
suitable information. The receipt also can inchide informa-
tion regarding the merchant associated with the merchant
system 136, including a name of the merchant, a description
ofthe merchant, the URL. of the merchant's website 133, and
other suitable information regarding the merchantor the mer-
chantsystem 130.
[0063] In block 345,the digital wallet 111 stores the receipt
in the data storage unit 113. in an embodiment where the
digital wallet 111 is embeddedin an HTML. compliant web
browser application (or similar web browser application), the
dighal wallet 11] can employthe local storage functionality
ofthe web browser application fo store the receipt in the data
storage unit 113.
[6064] In block 350, the digual wallet FEI synchronizes
withthe clomd computing environment 150 by sending the
receipt to ihe web server 151, The web server 151, im turn,
stores, in the data storage unit 152, the received receipt in the
user's digital wallet account with the cloud computing envi-
ronment 150. Promstep 356, the method 300 ends.
[8065]  £1G. 4 is a flowchart depicting a method 335 for a
digital wallet to interact with a merchant website 133 to
commplete a purchase, in accordance wilh certain exeraplary
embodiments, as relerenced in step 335 of FiG. 3. With rel-
erence to FIGS, 1 and4, in block 405, the merchant's website
133 attaches to the digital wallet 111 byestablishing a con-
nection between the website 133 and the digHal wallet 1114.

[0066[ In block 416, the digital wallet 111 and the mer-
chant’s website 133 establish a secure connection for com-

munication between the digital wallet 111 and the merchant's
website 133. in certam exemplary embodiments, the digital
wallet 111 mayauthenticate the merchant's website 133 prior
to establishing the secure connection. For example,the digital
wallet 111] may compare the merchant name, the URL ofthe
merchant's website 133, or the IP address of ihe merchant's
website 133 to a list of known inusted or known non-trusted

merchants prior io establishing the secure connection. Ifthe
merchant system 136 is not trusted by the dignal wallet 111,
then the digital wallet 111 will aot authorize the secure con-
nection, rather the digital wallet 111 detaches from the mer-
chants website 133 by discomnecting the comection between
the websHe 133 and the digital wallet 111.

[0067| After establishing the secure connection, in block
4145, the merchant's website 133 transmits a purchase request
message to the digtal wallet 111. The purchase request mes-
sage includes a request for payment mformation from the
digHal wallet 111 to complete ihe purchase. The purchase
request message also can Include information regarding the
product(s) for purchase, such as a name and/or description of
eachproduct, a price for each product, a total price for ail
products, taxes, shipping charges, handling charges, other
charges, a SKU or other product identifier for cach product,
shipping options and associated costs, and/or a discount
amount for eachproduct. The purchase request message also
can inchide information regarding the merchant, such as the
merchant's name, a description ofhe merchant, and/or pay-
ment methods accepted by the merchant (or example, VISA,
MASTERCARD, debit card, or other payment method). In
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certain exemplary embodiments, the purcliase request mes-
sage also can include a request for the user 101 to provide
additional information. This request can be configured bythe
merchant to solicit additional information fromthe user 161,

such as an e-mail address or a loyalty rewards account sum-
ber.

{0068} in block 420, the digital wallet 111 receives the
purchase request message lrom the merchant's website 133
and interacts with the user 10% to confirmthe purchase. in
certain exemplary embodiments, this mteraction includes the
digital wallet 111 presenting a user interface on the user
device 114 thatdisplays information associated with the pur-
chase to the user 101 and requests confirmation to complete
the purchase. The miormation displayed by the digital wallet
Hib mayinclude someor all ofthe miormationincludedin the
purchase request message.

(0069) in certain exemplary embodiments, the user inter-
face displayed by the digHal wallet 111 also enables the user
TOT to select irom multiple payment options stored by the
digital wallet 111, The user interface also mayallowthe user
J@E to select or update shipping miormation. The dignal
wallet 111 may block the user from using a payment option
not accepted by the merchant svstem 130 as indicated in the
purchase request message. The user inmferface also may
prompt the user 104 to enter information requested by the
merchant system. 130 in the purchase request message, Afier
reviewing the purchase information and/or selecting a pay-
ment method, updating shipping information, and/or provid-
ing, additional information, the user 101 actnates a link or
button contro! to confirmthe purchase. Ifthe user 101 does
not want to confirm the purchase, the user 101 selects a
“cance!” link or butfon control to cancel the purchase, thereby
terminating the session betweenthe digital wallet 111 and the
website 133.

10076) in block 425, ifthe user 101 confirmedthe purchase
in block 420, the digital wallet 111 generates and transmits a
merchant request message to the merchant’s website 133. The
merchant request message includes confirmation of the pur-
chase and payment information to use in completing the
purchase. For example, the merchant request message can
include the form of payment and all information needed ta
process that payment (for exaraple,credit card number), ship-
ping method, shipping address, e-mail address, user name,
and any other information for the purchase transaction, The
merchant request message also can include the information in
the purchase request message and any information requested
by the merchant system 130. The digital wallet 111 can auto-
matically retrieve payment informationfor a selected pay-
ment option from the data storage unit 113 to melude imthe
merchant request message apon confirmation fromthe user
101 and/or a selection ofa paviment option by the user LOL.

{0071} in block 434), the merchant’s website 133 receives
the merchant request message and sends the payment infor-
mation to the payment processor 132 for processing. The
payment processor 132 interacts with an acquirer or a finan-
clal metitulion associated with the payment miormation to
authorize the payment information and to credit and debit the
appropriate accounts for payment irom the user IO1 to the
merchant,

10072} in block 435, the web server 131 receives a message
fromthe payment processor 132 indicating whether the pay-
mermiormation was authorized. {the payment information
was authorized, the method 335 follows the “YES” branch to
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step 340, as referenced in F1G. 3. Otherwise, the method 335
Follows the “NO”branchto step 440.
[073] Instep 440, the merchant’s website 133 notifies the
user 101 that the payment information was net authorized aud
can promptthe user 101 to try another payment option. After
block 440, the method 3345 returns to block 420 where the
dignal wallet 111 interacts withthe user 101to complete the
purchase using a different payment option, The user 101
could cancel the purchase if the user Hi does not want to
complete the purchase using a different payment option.
[@074] FIG. § is a flow chart depicting a method 300 for
installing a digital wallet on a user device, im accordance with
cerlain exemplary embodiments. With reference to FIGS. 1
and §, mblock 505, the user 1411 indicates a desire to purchase
one of more products at the merchant's website 133. This act
performedin block 505 can be substantially similar to steps
315-325 iustrated in FIG, 3 and discussed above.

[@075] Inblock 319, the merchant's websHe 133 scans the
user device 116 and/or the web browser application 112 to
determine whether a digual wallet 111 is installed on the user
device EEO or embedded in the web browser application P12.
inblock S15, if the merchant's website 133 detects a digital
wallet 121. then the method 500 follows the “YES” branch
and ends as a digval wallet 111 is already installed on the user
device 110. Ha digHal wallet 111 is not detected by the
merchant's website 133, the method 500 lollows the “NO”
branch to block 520.

)0076| In block 526, the merchant’s website 133 presents a
form for the user HV] to provide payment information to
complete the purchase ofthe one or more products. This form
can be simular to a conventional web form having text entry
fields for receiving credit card, debit card, or other payment
information, shipping address, billing address, e-mail
address, name, phone number, and other user information.
‘The form also caninchide fields for receiving user informa-
tion and user contact information.

[6077] Inblock 525, the user 161 completes the form by
providing the requested information and submits the form to
the merchant's website 133. In block 534, the merchant sys-
tem 130 processes the received payment information and
completes the transaction. In block 535, the merchant’s web-
site 133 prompts the user 101 to download andinstall the
digtal wallet F1T on the user device 114.
)0078] In block 540, HWthe user 101 elects to install the
digval wallet 111, the method 500 follows the “YES” branch
to block 350, Otherwise, the method 500 lollows the “NO”
branch and the method 500 ends.

)0079)] In block 545, the merchant's website 133 downloads
and inifiates the installation of the digital wallet 111 on the
user device 110. During the metalation process, the digital
wallet Li can promptthe user 101 to set up a digital wallet
accountat the clond computing environment, The user 101
can opt-in or opt-out ofthis feature and also can select to
install or activate certain features only.the user Hi opts-ia
to the dignal wallet account, the digital wallet 111 canobtain
information fromthe user 104for the account, such as pay-
ment miormation, contact information, preferred shipping,
information, and a user name and password for secunty pur-
poses.

[8080] ‘The installeddigital wallet 11 canmteract withthe
merchant's website 133 to obtain the payment information
usedto complete the purchase anda receipt for the purchase.
in block 550, the digital wallet 111 stores the paymentinfor-
mation and the receipt in the data storage unit 113. ifthe user
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101 elected to create a digital wallet account with the cloud
computing environment, the digital waliet 111 synchronizes
the receipt and ihe payment information with the digital wal-
let account.

{0081} inan alternative exemplary embodiment, the instal-
latien ofthe digital wallet 111 on user device 110 can occur
prior to step 526, whereby ihe user downloads the digital
wallet application 111, provides the payment and user infor-
mation lor storape by the digital wallet 111 on the date storage
ult 193, and then completes the purchase with the website
133 via the digital wallet 111,

General

10082] The exemplary embodiments described herein can
be used with computer hardware and sofware that perform.
the methods and processing functions described previously.
The systems, methods, and procedures described herein can
be embodiedin a programmable computer, computer-execul-
able software,or digital cirenitry. The sofiware can be stored
on computer-readable media. For example, computer-read-
able media can include a foppy disk, RAM, ROM,hard disk,
removable media, flash memory, memory stick, optical
media, magneto-optical media, CD-ROM, etc, Digital cir-
euitry can include integrated cirenits, gate arrays, building
block logic, field programmable gate arrays (FPCA),etc.
[0083] The exemplary methods and acts described in the
embodiments presented previonsly are illustrative, and, in
alternative embodiments, certain acts can be performed in a
different order, in parallel with one another, omitied entirely,
and/or combined between different exemplary embodiments,
and/or certain additional acts can be performed, without
departing tromthe seope andspirit ofthe invention. Accord-
ingly, such alternative embodiments are included in the
inventions described herein.

0084) Although specific embodiments have been
described above in detail, the description is merely for pur-
poses of illustration. 11 should be appreciated, therefore, that
manyaspects described above are not intended as required or
essential elements unless explicitiy stated otherwise. Modi-
fications of, and equivalent acts corresponding to, the dis-
closed aspects of the exemplary embodiments, in additionta
those described above, can be made by 4 person of ordinary
skill in the art, having the benefit of the present disclosure,
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention
defined in the following claims, the scope of which ts to be
accorded the broadest interpretationso as io encompass such
modifications and equivalent strictures,

 

1-31. @anceied)
32, A computer-implemenied method for installing a digi-

tal wallet module on a user device, comprising:
reading, by a computer, information froma user device in

response to receiving a request For paviment information
to complete an online transaction;

determining, by the computer, that a digital wallet module
is not present onthe user device based onthe informa-
tion read from the user device:

communicating, by the computer, a form for presentation
on the user device in response to determining that a
digital wallet module is not present onthe user device,
the formcomprising a request for payment information
io complete the transaction;

receiving, by the computer, the payment information From
the user device;
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communicating, by the computer, a request to install a
digital wallet moduie on the user device based on deter-
mining that a digital wallet module is not present on the
user device;

receWving, by the computer, an acceptance from the user
device ofthe request to install the digital wallet module
on the user device;

communicating, by the computer, the digital wallet module
to the user device for installation on the user device in

response fo receiving the acceptance, and
communicating, by the computer, the payment information

to the user device for storage in connection with the
digital wallet module.

33. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
wherein the computer is operated by the merchant website.

34. The compufer-implemented method of claim 32, finr-
ther comprising submitting the payment information to the
merchant website to complete the online transaction.

35. ‘The computer-implemented method of claim 32, fur-
ther comprising retrieving the payment information irom the
merchant website, in response to receiving the acceptance
fromthe user device of the request to install the digital wallet
module on the user device.

36. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.

37. The computer-implemented method of claim 32,
whercinthe user device comprises a computer.

38. A computer-implemented method for completing an
online transaction, comprising:

reading, by a computer, a user device in response to recety-
ing a request for payment informationto complete the
online transaction,

determining, by the computer, a digital wallet module is
residenton the user device based onthe information read

from the user device, wherein the digital wallet module
is embeddedin the web browser;

authorizing, by the computer, a request to submit payment
information lrom the digital wallet module resident on
the user device:

establishing, by the computer, a secnre commection with the
digital wallet module residenton the user device,

submitting, by the computer, to the digtal wallet module
resident on the user device, a request For payment infor-
mation to complete the transaction, the request originat-
ing from the merchant website;

receiving, by the computer, the payment information from
the digital wallet module,

submitfiag, by the computer, a payment authonzation
request fo a finanectal lastitution, wherein the Nnancial
institutioncorresponds to the payment informationpro-
vided bythe digital wallet module to pay for the trans-
action: and

receiving, by the computer, a payment authorization forthe
request irom the financial institution authorizing the
payment in accordance with the payment information.

39. The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
whereinthe computer is operated by the merchant website.

46. The computer-implemented method of claim 38, fur-
ther comprising authorizing the online transaction in
response fo receiving the payment authorization.

4). The computer-implemented method ofclaim38, fir-
ther comprising transmitting confirmation of an authorized
online transaction to the digital wallet module resident on the
user device.
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42, The computer-implemented method of claim 41,
wherein the confirmationofthe authorized online transaction

comprises at least one of a total price for the transaction, @
description ofthe productor service purchased, and a formof
payment used to authorize the only transaction.

43. The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.

44, The computer-implemented method of claim 38,
wherein the user device comprises a computer.

45. A computer-implemenied method lor completing an
online transaction, comprising:

saving, by a digital wallet module resident ona user device,
user information {0a storage location on the user device,
ihe user indormation comprising one or more payment
options:

receiving, by the digital wallet module, authorization for a
request from a merchant website to submit payment
information from.the digital wallet module;

establishing, by the digital wallet module, a secure connec-
ton with the merchant website in response to receiving
authorization for the request fo submit payment inlor-
mation fromthe digital wallet moduie,

receiving, by the digital wallet module, a request for pay-
ment Information to complete the transaction, the
request originating from the merchant website, wherein
the digital wallet module executes within the same web
browser application as the merchant website,

retricving, by the digital wallet modnie, nser information
from the storage location on the user device in response
to receiving the request for payment information:

presenting, by the digital wallet module, on the user device
a request to confirm the transaction from the merchant
website and to select 4 payment option to complete the
iransaction, whereinthe payment option is selected from
one of a plurality of payment options stored by the
dignal wallet module;

receiving, bythe digital wallet module, confirmation ofthe
transaction and the selection of payment option to com-
plete the transaction from the user device, and

transmitting, by the digHal wallet module, the selection of
payment option to the merchant website.

46. The computer-implemented method of claim 45, fur-
ther comprising receiving a confirmation of an authorized
online transaction to the digital wallet module resident on the
user device,

47, The computer-implemented method of claim 46,
wherein the confirmationofthe authorized online transaction

comprises at least one of a total price for the transaction, a
description ofthe prodnet or service purchased, and a formof
payment used to authorize the only transaction.

48. The computer-implemented method of claim 44,
wherein the user device comprises a mobile telephone.
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49, The computer-implemented method of claim 45,
wherein the user device comprises a compuier.

50.4 computer programproduct, comprising:
a nen-lranstory computer-readable medium having com-

puter-readable program code embodied therein for com-
pleting, an online transaction, the computer-readabie
medium comprising:
computer-readable program code lor reading a user

device in response to receiving a request lor payment
information to complete the online transaction;

computer-readable program code for determining a digi-
tal wallet modulets resident on the user device based

on the information read from the user device, wherein
the digital wallet module is embedded in ihe web
browser;

computer-readable program code for authorizing a
request to subrail payment information fromthe digi-
tal wallet module resident onthe user device;

computer-readable programcode for establishing a
secure conmection with the digital wallet module resi-
dent on the user device:

computer-readable program code for submitting to the
digital wallet module resident on the user device, a
request lor payment information fo complete the
transaction, the requestoriginating Trom the merchant
website;

computer-readable program code for receiving the pay-
ment information fromthe digital wallet module;

computer-readable program code for submitting a pay-
ment authorization request to a financial institution,
wherein. the financial institution corresponds to the
payment information provided bythe digital wallet
module to pav lor the transaction, and

computer-readable program code for receving a payment
authorization for the request from the financial inshitu-
tion authorizing the payment in accordance withihe
payment information,

$1. The computer program product of clam 450, further
comprising compuler-readable program code lor authorizing
the online transaction In response fo receiving the payment
authorization.

52. The computer program product of claim 50, further
comprising computer-readable program code lor transimithag
confirmation ofan authorized online transaction to the digital
wallet module resident on the user device.

§3. The computer program product of claim 52, wherein
the confirmation of the authorized online transaction com-

prises at least one ofa total price for the transaction, a descrip-
ton ofthe productor service purchased, and a form of pay-
ment used to authorize the onlyiransaction,

54. The computer program product of claim 50, wherein
the user device comprises a mobile telephone.
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{0601} The present application claims priority to U.S. Pro-
visional Patent Appl. Ser. No. 61/453.843, filed Mar. 17,2031
and Uitled “PAYMENT AUTHENTICATION AND AUPHO-

RIZATION NON-WEB DEVICES,” whichis meorporated
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“MAKING INTERACTIVE PURCHASES THROUGH A

MEDBLA DISPLAY DEVICE,” bearing attorney docket num-
ber 7048 1.478, and “SINGLE DIGTPAL WALLET ACROSS
MULTIPLE PAYMENT PLATFORMS.” bearing attorney
docket mumber 70481526, both ofwhich are incorporated by
relerence in thei entirety.

 
 

 
  

BACKGROUND

100021) 1. Technical Field
10003] The presentdisclosure generally relates to conduct-
ing electronic transactions and, more particularly, fo conduct-
ing transactions using a media display device such as a tele-
vision.set.

10004) 2. Related Art
10605] Belore the rise ofelectronic media, consumers usu-
ally goto physical “brick and mortar” stores to conduct their
purchases. As electronic commerce became imereasingly
popular in recent years, consumers have been given more
options to complete their shopping withont leaving their
homies. For example, the consumer may see a product adver-
tised during a TV infomercial. If the consumer wishes to
purchase the product, he may then call the merchant selling
the product or go to the merchant's website to complete the
purchase. However, transactionslike the one described above
may be cumbersome (for example, they require the consumer
to leave the TV), may not be inferachive enough, and may also
jack sufficient security,
10006] Therefore, while existing electronic commerce
transactions involving [Vs have heen generally adequate for
their intended purposes, thev have not been entirely satislac-
tory in every aspect. Ie would be advantageous to make it
easier for prospective consumers to conduct secure transac-
tions through a FV.

SUMMARY

(0807) One of the broader forms ofthe present disclosure
invelves a method. The method involves: inthalizing a digital
check-in chain for a venue; expanding, electronically by a
processor, the check-in cham with a plurality of check-in
entries that each correspond to a visit to the venue by a
respective user, wherein each check-in entry on the check-in
chain is generated in response fo ane or more preceding
check-in entries onthe check-inchain, detecting fraudulent
check-in entries in response to a splr in the check-m chain;
and removing the fraudulent check-in entries fromthe check-
in chain.

{0608} Another one of the broader lorms ofthe present
disclosure involves an apparatus comprising 4 non-transitory,
tangible computer readable storage medium storing a com-
puter program. The computer program has instructions that
when executed, perlorm: mitalizing a digital check-in cham
for a venue, expanding, electronically by a processor, the
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check-in chain with a plurality of check-in entries that cach
correspondto a visit to the venue by a respective user, wherein
each check-in cniry on the check-in chain is generated in
response tO One or more preceding check-in entries on ihe
check-in cham, detecting lrandulent check-in entries in
response to a split in the check-in chain, and removing the
fraudulent check-in entries from the check-inchain.

[@009] Yet another one ofthe broader forms ofthe present
disclosure iavelves a method. The method involves: provid-
ing a check-in seed lor a vente: receiving a first check-in
entry, the first check-in eniry being a function of the check-in
seed; verilying, electronically bya processor,the first chack-
in eniry; forming a check-in chain by appending the first
check-in entry after the check-in seed if the first check-in
enfry is successilly verified: receiving a second check-in
entry, the second check-in entry being a functionofthe check-
in seed and the first check-in entry; verilying, electronically
by the processor, the second check-in entry, and expanding
the check-in chain by appending the second check-in entry
after the first check-in entry if the second check-in eniry is
suecessfully verified.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[8010] PIG. 1 ifustrates anexample Sowchart for perform-
lig a transaction according to various aspects of the present
disclosure.

JOQ1E| FRGS. 2-9 illustrate example user inferlaces for con-
ducting 4 transaction throughatelevision according to vari-
ons aspects of the present disclosure.
[OG12[ FG. 10 lustrates an example flowchart for per-
forming a transaction according to various aspects of the
present disclosure.
[@013] FIGS, 11-15 illustrate example user interfaces for
conducting a transaction throngha television according to
various aspects of the present disclosure.
[O014[ FRGS. 16-17 Hiustrate example media mibastruc-
tures for enabling the conducting the transactions through a
television according to various aspects of the present disclo-
SHE,

JOQ15[ FRGS. 18-29 ilfustrate example flowcharts lor per-
forming a transaction according to various aspects of the
present disclosure.
[6016] PIG. 22 dhustrates a block diagram of a computer
system for implementing various methods and devices
described according to various aspects of the present discla-
Sure,

  
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

|O017| His to be understood that the Iollowing disclosure
provides many different embodiments, or examples, for
implementing different features of the present disclosure.
Specific examples of components and arrangements are
described belowto simplify the presentdisclosure. These are,
ofcourse, merely examples andare not mendedto be limit-
ing. Various feamres may be arbitrarily drawn in different
scales for simplicityand clarity.
[O018| Belore the rise ofelectronic media, consumers usu-
ally had to conduct their shopping outside their homes. A
prospective consumer would have to go visit one or more
physical “brick and mortar”stores to surveythe merchandise
available at eachstore, Ifthe consumeris interested in a piece
ofmerchandise, he then buys and pays for the merchandise at
the store that offers it for sale.
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(0819) As electronic commerce became more popular in
recent years, consumers have been given more flexibility
regarding beme able to do shopping without having to leave
their homes. For example, a consumer may see a product
bemg advertised while watching an infomercial on television
(PV). The imlomercial mav display the merchant’s phone
number and/or website address. ifthe consumer is interested

in purchasing the product, he maycall the merchant or log on
to the merchant’s website to complete the purchase. However,
these types oftransactions may be inconvenien! to the con-
suiner, as the consumer mav not be able to instantly buy the
product but mav be forced to leave the TV. ln addiion, these
transactions may not be secure enough,

10026) According to the various aspects ofthe present dis-
elosure, an improved method of conducting a transaction
through a TVts disclosed, as discussed m more detail below.

10024) FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method 20 of
purchasing a product via a TVset through a third party pay-
menprovider/platform. Por example, the third party payment
provider may be PAYPAL, INC, of San Jose, Cali? or
another suitable financial institution. The method 20 inchules

a step 25, in which one or more products or pieces of mer-
chandise is displaved on TVduring a TV program. ‘The prod-
ucts may inchude physical and tangible goods, including (but
not lmued to} clothing, electronics, tools, toys, household
appliances, books, movies, automotive components, sporting
goods, groceries, etc. The products may also include digital
goods, which include goods thatare stored, delivered, and/or
used in an electronic format, As non-limiting examples, digi-
tal goods may include electronic-books, digital music, dignal
images, digital videos, virtual tems, etc. The virtual items
may be virtual currency or other types ofprecious Hems (¢.@..
virtual gold, virtual weapons/armoyr, virtual medicine, virtual
gems) that can be obtained and used imavirtual reality role-
playing computer game. In some cases, the “product” being
offered mayeven include an opportunityto donate to a char-
ity,

{0022} The method 26 continues with a step 34, in which a
consumer is prompted to enter his account verification infor-
mation associated withthe third party payment provider, in
some embodiments, the consumer may be prompted to enter
his mobile telephone sumber (or another suitable personal
identification number (PIN)} linked te lis account with the
third party payment provider. ln other embodiments, the con-
sumer may be prompied to enfer a username and a password
that are associated with his account with the thirdparty pay-
merprovider. In certain embodiments, the consumer may be
allowed to choose to enter either the mobile telephone num-
ber, or the username and password, or another suitable iden-
tifler associated withhis account.

10023] ‘The method 20 continues with a decision step 35 to
determine if the account information has been verified. in
embodiments where the consumer chooses to enter a mobile

telephone number for another suitable PIN), the decision step
35 checks to see if the entered mobile telephone number or
PIN matches any existing numbers associated with the third
party payment provider. 1the answer is no, then the method
26 may proceed to a step 40, in which the consumer is
prompted to register for an account withthe third party pay-
mentprovider. In some embodiments, ifthe consumer wishes
not to register for an account, a guest PIN may be sent to the
consumer (¢.p., as a text message to the consumer’s mobile
telephone or as an email fo the consumer's email address}
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upon the consumer's request. The guest PIN provides a tem-
porary jogin for the consumer to complete the transaction,
[€024] Inasimilar manner, in embodiments where the con-
sumer chooses to enter a username and a password, the deci-
sion step 35 checks to see if the combination of entered
username and password matches an existing account with the
third party payment provider. 1f the answer is no, then the
method 26 proceeds to the step 40, m which the consumer is
prompted to register for an account with the third party pay-
ment provider. Once again, if the consumer chooses not to
register for an account at this time, a temporary guest login
may be sent to the consumer to complete the transaction.
[025] If the answer from the decision step 35 is yes.
whether as a result of a matched mobile phone number or a
correct combination of username and password bemy,
entered-—-the method 20 continues with a step 45 in which the
purchase is confirmed with the consumer, in various embodi-
ments, the purchase confirmation may display to the con-
sumer information such as the consumer's name and address

as well as the product's name, quantity, and price. In some
ambodiments, as a part of the execution of the step 45, the
consumer may be given an option to change one or more
aspects of the purchase, includmg butnotlimited to the quan-
tity or the consumer's shipping address.
0026] ‘The method 20 continues with a step 50, in which i
is determined whether automatic login should be used for
subsequent purchases, io. some embodiments, the consumer
maybe specifically prompted as to whether he wouldprefer to
have the login information “remembered” for his subsequent
purchases. Having the login information “remembered” is
convenient whenihe consumerlives alone and/or is using his
own TV at home. On the other hand, if the consumer is
traveling (¢.g., watching a TV programat a hotel at which he
is staying) or has to share the TV with other roommates, then
the consumer may choose not to have lis login information
remembered for securfty purposes. Based on ihe auswer
recerved form the consumer, the method 20 may ether
“remermber™ or discard the login information.
)0027| His understood that the method 20 discussed above
merely illustrates an example process flow and is not intended
to be limiting, and that additional steps may be performed
before, during, or after the steps 25-50 ofthe method 20. To
facilitate a better understanding ofthe various aspects ofthe
method 20, FIGS. 2-9 are provided to graphically illustrate
some embodiments of the method 20,

[028] Reterring to PIG. 2, an example user interlace TOGA
is displayed. According to the various aspects ofthe present
disclosure, the user interlace HHA is a screenshot of a TV
program that the consumer is waiching. ln some embodi-
ments, the TV program may be a movie, a TV show, a music
video, a commercial, a documentary, an educational program,
4 sporting event, a video game, or another suitable media
program displayed on the consumier’s TV set. According to
certain aspects of the present disclosure, the TV program is
being displayedto the TVset througha videostream (or data
stream). At various points of the video stream, there are
embedded trigger points in the video stream to notrly the
consumer that an offer for a merchandise is available.

)0029| Insome embodiments, the offer may be displayed as
a text box (or a dialog box} LGA, whichcontains a brief
description ofthe product being offered. As discussed above
with reference io FIG. 1, the product being offered maybe a
tangible piece oF merchandise or a digital item. As an
exaniple, the product being offered ia FiGr. 2 is the musical
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soundirack from the TV program, which is a movie. As other
now-limiting examples, the product being offered may he a
piece ofclothing (e.g., for a specific brand name) that the
actor/actress ig wearing, a coupon for a restaurant or store
shown in the background, or a deal to buy an Hem appearing
in the scene of the TVprogram (e.g., a 20% offoffer to buy a
motorcycle that is shown in the scene). In other words, the
product being offeredis integrated into or “embedded” within
the TV program. At predetermined times while the TV is
program is being shownto the consumer, the right offers will
be triggered and be displayed to the consumer.
10630] in some embodiments, the availability of the offer
will initially be displayed as a small icon (not Hlustrated
herein}, which mav be shown unobtrisively sear a comer oF
the screen so as fo not disrupt the consumer's viewing ofthe
TV program, The icon may or may not indicate what the
product being offered will be. ifthe consumeris interested in
finding ont more abont the offer, he can click on the icon,
which may then expand into the text box 1104 shown in FIG.
2. in certain embodiments, the consumer may be given a
choice withrespect to how he wishes to he notilied ofthe
offer: he mayelect notto be notified of any offers at all, or he
may elect to be first notified ofan availability ofan offer with
the small unobtrusive icon, or he may elect to be notified of
the offer with a text box such as the text box LIOA of FAG.2.

The consumer mayset these preferences before or during the
TVprogramis being played.
{0031} In addition to displaying the description ofthe prod-
uct being offered, the text box TIGA may also display the
price and/or quantity of the product, as well as one or more
payment options. Por example, a logo of the third party pay-
ment provider (c.g, PAYPAL) maybe displayedas one ofthe
payment options.
(0032) Referring sow to FIC3, once the consumer chooses
fo pay withthe third party payment provider, an example user
interface 100% is displayed to the consumer, in which the
consumer is prompted to enter suitable identification infor-
mation associated with his account with the third party pay-
ment provider, In the embodiment ihustrated in F1G. 3, the
user intertace F008 contains a text box 1 LOBthat prompts the
consumer to enter a mobile telephone numtber thatis inked to
his third party payment provider acconnt. in some embodi-
monis, fhe consumer mayenter the mobile telephone number
through a sutlable mechanism such as a TV remote.

{0033} Referring now to FG. 4, alter the consumer inputs
his mobile telephone number, an example user interlace 100C
is displayedto the consumer, Inthis case, it has been verified
that the mobile telephone oumber that the consumer has
entered does raaich a telephone number for an existlag user in
the third party payment provider's system, Consequently, the
user Interface LOGC displays a text box L10Cthat prompts the
consumer to enter a secret code or a PIN associated withthe

correct user. For example, the secret code or PIN may be a
multi-digit number.

(0034) Referring now ta FG. §, the consumer has entered
the correct secret code or PIN and has been successiilly
verified, and he is nowconsidered “logged-in” to the system,
its understood that in some embodiments, the consumer may
also log in toe the system using an email address and a pass-
word, rather than the mobile phone aumber and a PIN, The
consumer maybe given the option to choose a preferred login
method. For reasons ofsimpletty, the user interfaces pertain-
ing to ihe email/password login method is sot Ulustrated
herein. Regardless ofwhich method the consumer chooses ta
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log it to the system, ance he has been correctly verified, an
exaniple user interface LO0Dthen displays a text box ELQDto
the consumer. The text box 1103 may contain details regard-
ing the transaction, suchas the amonnt total of the purchase
and/or the shippiny address of the purchaser. The text box
1IOD may also alow the consumer to change the shipping
address.

[€035] Relerring now to FIG, 6, once the consumer con-
fiems that all the purchasing information is correct and fol-
lows throngh with the purchase, an example user interface
1O0E is then displaved to the consumer. The example user
inferlace 105 includes a text box PIOthat informs the
consumer that the transaction is successful and that the con-

sumer need not loginto the third party payment platformfor
subsequent purchases, The text box 1 10F mayalso optionally
inform the consumer that an electronic confirmation (such as
anemail confirmation) regarding the purchase may be sent to
the consumer soon.

[6036] As discnssed above with reference to PEG. 1, if the
consumer dogs not have an account withthe third party pay-
ment provider and does not wishfo register for an account, he
may be given a temporary guest login fo complete the trans-
action. An example ofthis sitnationis graphically illustrated
in FIG. 7, in whicha user interface 100Pdisplays a text box
1LOPto the consumer, The text box LLOF may inform the
consumer that a guest PENor temporary secret code has been
sent fo the consumer's mobile phone (or email address), and
the consumer is prompted to enter that guest PIN. Once the
correct PIN is entered, the purchasing transaction may
resume ina shmlar manner as discussed above withreference
to PEGS,5-6,

0037] On the other hand, ifthe consumer does not have an
account whthe third party payment provider butis ready to
register for an account, anexample user interlace 1000 may
be displayedto the consumer, as ihustrated in 4G. 8. The user
interface 100G mayinclude a text box ]10Gthatinforms ihe
consumer that addilonal account signup information has
been sent to his mobile phone or email address, In addition,
the consumer may also visit a website of the third party
payment provider inorder to sign up for an account.
)0038] Also as discussed above with reference to FRy. 1,
the consumer may be given an option fo log in fe the third
party paymentprovider automatically for the subsequent pur-
chases, This aspect ofthe present disclosure is graphically
iHustrated in FIG. 9, whichasks the consumer suchquestion
in a text box LIQH. ithe consumer chooses ves, then he ne
ong needs to perform a login to the third party payment
provider every time. instead, his login information will be
“remembered” for subsequent purchases.
[6039] The discussions above pertain to the purchase ofa
single jiemas an example. According to the various aspects of
the present disclosure, the consumer may indeed purchase
quliple products in the same transaction. F1Cy. 10 is a How-
chart ofa method 200that dlustrates an example process flow
for performing a purchasing, transaction involving multiple
products.

)0040| Referring to FIG, 10, the method 200 includesa step
205, in which one or more products are displayed on TV. This
step is similar to the step 25 of FIG. 1. Por example, as a ive
TVprogramisbeing displayed fo the consumer, the consumer
is notedthat a product may be available. The product may
be associated with or embedded as an clement within the TV

program.
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{0041} The method 200 coutinues with a decision step 210
to determine whether or not the consumer is a known user

once the consumer decides to purchase the product. in some
embodiments, the consumer may add the product to a virtual
or digital “shopping cart” As the consumer performs this
transaction, the method 200 will determineifthe consumer is
a known user fe.g., a consumer who has beenauthenticated
previously) or is a newuser. 1P the answerfromthe decision
step is no-—-micaning the user has net been previously authen-
Hieated-—-then the method proceeds to a step 215 to authenti-
cate the consumer. The execution ofthe step 215 mayinvolve
substantially simular processes as those discussed above with
reference to FG. 1, where a consumeris authenticated for the
first time.

(0042) Onthe other hand, ifthe decision step confirms that
the consumer had already been authenticated as a kaown user
forthe thirdparty payment provider, the method 206 proceeds
to step 220, in which the productselected by the consumer’
user is added to his digital shopping cart. ‘The cart may or may
not jnclude other products previously selected and added ta
the cart bythe consumer. In some embodiments, the products
in the cart maybe displayed asalist, and the consumer may
beable to scroll up and downihe list to viewthe details ofeach
product. The consumer may also be given the option to edit
the cart, for example changing the quantity ofeach item in the
eart.

10043] The method 200 then proceeds to a decision step
225 to determine ifthe consumeris ready to check out. HPthe
answer is no, the method 200 then proceeds to a step 230, in
which the products in the cart are saved for a later checkout,
and the consumer may resume watching the TV program. 1f
the decision step 225 determines that the consumeris readyto
check out, the method 200 proceeds to a decision step 225 to
determine if the consumer has been authenticated. if the

answer is no, the method 206 proceeds to a step 240 in which
the consumer is authenticated im a procedure similar to that
discussed above with reference to FIG, 1. For example, the
consumer may be authenticated usiny a mobile phone number
and a PIN linked tothe third party payment provider account,
or using the correct combinationof a username and a pass-
word,

10044] if the consumer had already been authenticated (or
afier the consumer finishes the authenticated process mm step
240), the method 200 proceeds to a step 245, m which the
purchasing details are verified withthe user. for example, the
consumer may be prompted to confirm that the quantity and
price ofthe products in the cart are correct, and/or that his
shipping address is correct. After the consumer confirms the
purchasing details, the method 200 proceeds to a step 250 ta
complete the purchase.
10645) The method 200 discussed above merely ustraies
an example process flow and is not intended to be limiting,
and additional steps may be performed before, during, or afier
the steps 205-250 of the method 200. To facilitate a better
understanding of the various aspects of the method 200,
PHOS, 11-15 are provided io graphically ilustrate some
embodiments ofthe method 20H),

{0046} Referring to FRG. 21, an example user interlace
3004 is displayed. The user interface0A is similar to the
user inerface 1004 of FIG, 2. Por example, it may be a
screenshot ofa TV programthat the consumer is watching.
Aad similariy, an offer may be communicated to the con-
suiner at various polats ofthe TV program. The offer may be
displaved as a text box (or a dialog box) 310A, which contains
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a brief description of the product being offered. The text box
31GA4 gives the consumer an option to add the product to a
digital or virtual shopping cart or save Ht for a later purchase.
)0047| Relerring now to F1G. 12, an example user interface
3405 is displayed to the consumer alter the consumer adds
the product to the cart. The user interface 3003 shows a text
box 310B, in which the consumer's shopping cart is dis-
nayed. The consumer may be able to scroll through the
shopping cart to view the details associated with cach item in
fhe cart. in some embodiments, the consumer may be able to
adit the shopping cart, such as changing the quantity ofthe
Hems in the cart. The consumer can initiate the checkout

process, or allernativelysave one or more items in the cart for
a later purchase.
)0048] Relerring now to FG. 13, as the consumerinitiates
Ihe checkout process, an example user interlace 30KCis dis-
played. The user interface 300C includes a text box 37 0Cthat
prompts the consumer to enter his login information for a
fhird party paymentprovider. In some embodiments, the con-
sumer can choose fo enter a mobile gumber and a PIN te

authenticate himself In other embodiments, the consumer

van Choose fo enter ausemanme and a passwordto authenticate
himself.

)0049| Referring now to FIG. 14, the transaction details are
displaved to the consumer in a text box 370D in an example
user inferface 3001. The consumeris asked to verily details
such as the consumer's shipping address and/or the price/
quantity in the cart, Thereafter, in F1G. 15, anexample user
interface 300F includes a text box 3105: that displays a con-
firmation for the purchasing transaction.
[@050] Inall the above examples, the consumer mayinfer-
act with ihe TV (for example selecting diferent options or
inputting text) ina variety ofways. In some embodiments, the
consumer may use a remote control to performthe transac-
tion. In other embodiments, the consumer may use a pesture-
based mechanism to perform the transaction. The gesture-
based mechanism mayinclude a sensor device coupledio the
TY, where the sensor device can detect gestures or physical
movements of the consumer and interpret the corresponding
meaning ofthe gestures. For example, a particular hand wav-
ing motion may correspondto an “enter” or “yes” command,
while a different hand waving motion may correspon! to a
“cancel” or “no” command, In yet other embodiments, theTV
screen Hself may be touch-sensitive, so that the user car
inferact with the TVset through the touch-sensitive controls.
[8052] Compared to conventional shopping experiences,
the purchasing scheme described above oflers the consumers
greater flexibility and a more interactive shopping experi-
ence. For example, the products can be offered to the con-
simmer throughout a ‘TV program that the consumer is watch-
ing. If the consumer is Interested in a product, he need not
leave his couch (or bed) and go make a phone call or log
online to contact the merchant. Rather, he can browse through
the available products and make a purchase while he is waich-
ing the TVprogram, OF course, the user mayhave the option
to pause the TV program as he is making the purchase. The
user mayalso choose to configure the notification icon ofa
product availabilityto be unobtrusive soas to not diminish his
PV viewing experience. In addition, theTV program comtain-
ing offers may or may not be live. The consumer maystil
imferact withthe 7'Vthe same way even ifthe TVprogram is
on tape delay or is a digitally pre-recorded program.
)0052| Moreover, while the consumer may initiate and
complete the purchase through a TV, he is not required to do
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so. In some ermbodiments, the consumer may just manipulate
his third party payment shopping cart (e.g., add or delete
items to his cart) by interacting with the TV, and he can finish
the checkout process on anv computing device later, for
example after he has finished watching the TV program.
Stated differently, the consumer can initiate a commercial
transaction through ‘IV, but he is not necessarily required to
finishthat commercial transaction through TV.
{0053} Furthermore, since the products being offered are
integrated into (or embedded within) the T'Vprogram (¢.2., an
article of clothing worn by the lead actress or a car drrven by
the actor), the productis discretely and yet efficiently adver-
tised to the consumer. As such, the consumer maybe able to
better gauge his interest level ofthe product. For example, the
consumer might decide thatthe dress or jewelry worn by the
actress would look very good on his wile, or that the
soundtrack from. ihe movie is reafly enjoyable. Because the
consumer can more accurately gauge his interest level in the
product, and because he can make a purchase instantly using,
the TV, the consumer is more likely to follow through with the
purchase. Hence, the type of advertising, platiorm discussed
above not only offers convenience to the consumers, but also
offers advantages to merchants as weil.

{0054} The discussions above have used an exanzple ofa
single user conducting a transaction securely through a TV.
iowever, a single user case is merely one of many example
scenarios according to various aspects of the present disclo-
sure, and some additional nyultiaiser scenarios are brietly
discussed below.

(0055) in one multi-user scenario, a Father logs into his
XBOAGEaccount and decides to make a purchase in the
BOXmarket place. The father chooses a sports gamethathe
would like to play with his son over the weekend. On a
payment optionscreen, he may select to pay witha third party
provider, with which he has an account. This may be the frst
time thatthe tether is using his third party payment provider
account in the XBOXmarketplace. Afier the father enters his
security credentials to log in the third party payment provider,
he is given an option to add an accountfor other eligible users.
The father may then set up an account for his son and enters
the required informationfor his son’s account, The father can
then fund his son's account alter if is set up, Thereafter, the
son may make purchases From the XBOX marketplace using,
the balance in his new account with the third party payment
provider. The son may also make purchases through the TV m
the interactive manner described above.

10656] in another multi-user scenario, user A anduser B are
roommates living together and ihus share the same 7V
(though the TV may be owned byeither the user A or the user
3). Suppose that while watching a TV program together, the
user A sees a productthat she wouldlike to purchase butis not
sure as to how to conduct the purchasing transaction, The user
A asks the user 8 io make the purchase for her. The user 4
inttlates the transaction using the third party payment pro-
vider, and during the login process, the user Bois given an
optionto “switch users.” By choosing this option, a mobile
phone number for the user A may be entered. Hf the user A
does not have an account with the third party payment pro-
vider, the TY will display a notification message indicating,
that a message has been sent to the user A’s phone. The user A
may then set up her account with the third party payment
provider, which may be done using any suitable computing
device. Thereafier, both the users A and B may conductpur-
chasing transactions interactively through the TV tn the maan-
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ner described above. During the purchasing transaction, the
users A and 8B may switch back and forth between their third
party payment provider accounts, depending on who is mak-
ing the purchase.
)0057| ‘The infrastructure of implementing the mfteractive
shopping through a TY will now be desenbed. Referrme to
FIG, 16, a simplified block diagram ofa media infrastructure
400 is illustrated, The media infrastructure 460 inclides aTV

device 410. The TV device 410 may include a television set,
which may be an analog TVset or a digial TVset. The TV
device 410 may also include a set-top box (STH).
[6058] The TV device 410 includes software (c.g. STB
sofware) that supports various applications. Examples of
STRsoftware include applications based on an Enhanced TV
Binary Interchange Format specification (ABIP), HBS is a
qmulHimedia content format defined by a specification devel-
oped under the OpenCable project. The primary purpose of
the EBLIP content formatis to represent an optimized collec-
tion oFwidget and byte code specifications that define one or
more multimedia pages, similar ta web pages, but spectalized
for use within. an enhancedtelevision or interactive television

system, AgFISiF resource (file), Le., a sequence ofbytes that
conforms to the EBIP content format, forms the primary
information contained in an BTV Application. An BTW User
Agent acquires, decodes, presents (widgets), and executes
(actions) contained in an EHF resource inorder to presenta
multimedia page to an end-user,
[059] Of course, HBIFis just one of the many ways that
can enable the media infrastructure 400. Other standards or

specifications may also be used to enable an imferactive TV
infrastructure.

[6060] Inthe embodimentilhisirated in (1G. 16, a TV com-
merce app 420 is implementedas software on the TVdevice
410, The TV commerce app 420 may pertain to one of more
specific merchants. In some embodiments, theTV commerce
app 420 comes pre-installed on the TV device 410. in other
embodiments, the user of the FV device 40 mayinstall the
TV commerce app 420 after the TV device 410 has been
purchased and installed. The TV commerce app 420 may be
invoked when the TV is displaying a TV program. For
example, as a video siream comes through the TVdevice 416,
there may be one or more trigger points embedded in the
video stream. These trigger poiats may be capable ofinvok-
ig one or more specific TV commerce apps such as the TV
commerce app 420.
[8062] A third party payment provider component 430 is
also implementedas software onthe FVdevice 416. The third
party payment provider component 436 will handle security
asks such as verilying username and passwords or PINs Cor
fhe temporary login information) entered by the user. The
third party payment provider component 436 can also handle
user presentation. Phe third party payment provider compo-
nent 430 communicates securely with the third party payment
provider. For example, the third party payment provider com-
ponent 430 may encrypt the communication taking place
betweenitself and external devices, In some embodiments,

the third party payment provider and a vendor for the TV
device 416 may agree on public kevs bundled with a brary of
the tlird party payment provider. The third party payment
provider component 430 interacts with device specific intel-
igence and collects device data.
[6062] Insome embodiments, the third party payment pro-
vider component 436 includes a front end component that
resides ona TVset and a back end componentthat resides on
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aset top box. The frontend componentis conliwured lor direct
ineraction wilhthe user. For example, the front end compo-
nent maydisplay the various user interfaces discussed above
in association with FIG. 2-9 or 11-15. The front end compo-
nent may metruct the TVset to display a text box of300 pixels
by 300 pixels, withthe texts beng a certain font, The backend
component is a lower level componentand handles tasks such
as encryption algorithms and encryption keys. In some
embodiments, the back end component includes a lbrary, for
exaruple an EBIP library. The user may interact with the lront
end component, and the front end component communicates
with the back end component, and the back end componcat
communicates with a third party payment provider server
discussed later.

{0063} Similartothe TV commerce app 420, the third party
payment provider component 434 may also be pre-installed
on the TV device 416 or maybe installed on the TV device
410 afterwards, The third party payment provider component
434) interacts wath the TV commerce app 420 10 facilitate an
interactive commercial transaction through TV as discussed
above.

10064] The [TVdevice 410 may also contain a program
guide app 44@ andfirmware 480. The program guide app 440
is shown herein to illustrate the internal workings of a cable
set top box. The firmware 450 is a component that exists im
manyset top boxes andthat controls the communication and
other finctions of the set top box, The firmware 43@ may
interact with thethird party paymentprovider component 434)
in order to perform certain tasks ofthe set top box.
(0065) The media inttastructure 400 includes a network
455. in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 16, the network
455 is a cable TV network, The cable TV network 455

includes a plurality of homes 460. A TV device like the TV
device 410 may be implemented inside cach of the homes
460. The homes 464) may be divided into different groups,
where the homes in eachgroup share a common node 476. For
example, as Hiustrated mFiG, 16, a subset ofhe homes 460A
may be connected to a node 4704 through common cabling,
while a different subset ofthe homes 46018 may be connected
to a node 4703 through commoncabling.
10066] in a hierarchical manner, a group of the nodes 470
are then connected to a data equipment 480. The data equip-
ment 486 is then connected to a data center 49), Data com-

munication may take place between the nodes 470 and the
data equipment 480, and between the data equipment 480 and
the data center 499. The data center 490 may generate media
content or media programs byitself, or may receive media
programs generated by a media provider (not Hlustrated
herein) and relay the media programs to the TV device 410),
which is done through the data equipment 480, the node
470.4, and the homes 4604. The nodes 470, the data equip-
mem 480, and the data center 490 may contain suitable
machines or equipment for carrymg or delivering the media
content. For example, the aodes 470 may include multiplex-
ers for multiplexing or consolidating signals. The data equip-
ment480 and the data center 490 may include mayinclude
computer servers Tor processing signals.

(0067) The cable TV network 455 serves as a “bridge” for
conmmecting the TV device 410 to the Internet, since the TV
device 410 itself otherwise lacks Internet connection capa-
bilities. His also understood that other types ofnetworks may
also be used to provide internetaccess to the TV device 410.
For example, a satellite TV network may be used in place oF
the cable TY network 455. The satellte TV network may

6
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include appropriate equipment such as satellite dishes, trans-
mititers, receivers, etc, Other alternative networks (such as
IPTV networks) may also be implemented, but they are not
discussed in detail herein for reasons ofsimplicity.
[0068| In the embodiment illustrated in FH. 16, the data
center 490 communicates with a third party payment provider
end point $00. insome cmbodimenis, the third party payment
provider end point 500 includes anapplicationprogramming
inferlace (APT) system built with intelligence to understand
what device(s} is interacting with 1. Based on the device data
and type, the third party paymentprovider end point 500 will
present users withthe appropriate presentation and security
challenge. Also based on device data and type, the third party
payment provider end point 500 will allowor deny certain
ypes of transaction. The third party payment provider end
point $60 mayalsoapplyihe corresponding risk models/roies
based on the device data and type. The third party payment
provider end point $00 mayinclude one or more computer or
data servers for processing these various tasks.
[0069| As examples, the third party payment provider end
point 500 includes soltware modules or soltware engines
such as a user authentication software module 510, a risk
assessment software module $20, and a core/money transac-
hon soliware module 5360. The user authentication software

module $1) can interact withthe third party payment provider
component 43@ to verilythe security credentials entered bya
user. The risk assessment software module 520 can monitor

the purchasing history of a user and detect anomalous pur-
chases. For example, 2the user has never bought anv mer-
chandise exceeding 160 dollars, then a supposed purchase of
5,000 dollars maybe flaggedbythe risk assessment software
module 526, which can. then send analert to the user and/or
appropriate financial institutions. The core/money iransac-
tion software module 530 represents a merchant mirastruc-
ture in some embodiments. for example, the core/money
iransaction sofhware module 330 mayfacilitate the movement
and transter offunds between a merchant andusers’ accounts.

[0070| His understood that the third party payment pro-
vider end point 500 may include a pluralay of additional
sofware or hardware modules that are designed and config-
ured to accomplishspecific tasks, but theyare not discussed
herem for reasons of simplicity.
|O072| As discussed above, a user may stream media pro-
grams to his TV device 410 from a media content or media
program provider. For example, the media programs may be
streamed from the data center 490, to the data equipment, to
the node 479,io the home 460, andthento the TV device 4LO.
in some embodiments, the video stream is an analog video
stream, Ofer trigger mechanisms are embedded at various
points m the analog video stream. For example, the media
program may be a commercial for a clothing apparel. The
trigger mechanisms commnmnicate withthe TV commerce app
420, In some embodiments, the TV commerce app 426 is
customized for a specific type ofmedia program, and the TV
commerce app actively “listens” for the night trigger mecha-
nismas the media programis bemg streamed to the TVdevice
410.

[0072| Oneea trigger mechanismis identified, theTV com-
merce app 420 may display a small icon or a larger pop-up
window on a viewing screen of the TV device 410, which
indicates 0 the user watching the TV programthatanoffer to
purchase one or more specific types ofcloth apparel is avail-
able. Whenthe user is ready fo make a purchase based on the
displaved offer, the TV commerce app 420 interacts with the
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third party payment provider component 430 to facilitate the
transaction. For example, the TV commerce app 42@ may
request ihe third party payment provider component 436 to
display a login screen overlying the TVprogramscreen liseli,
so that the user can enter iis login credentials (ie, PIN,
username/password, ete} for the third party payment pro-
vider.

10073] Data §50.--whichmay contain the user’s jogin cre-
dentials and/or other sensitive information such as the user's
credit card or bank account sumbers-—-is then sentto the third

party payment provider end point 500 for verification. As
ciseunssed above, since the TVdevice 419 itselflacks Internet
connectivity, the data 55@ is delivered to the third partypro-
vider end point 500 through the network 454, In the embodi-
mertustrated ta F1d3. 16, the data 556 is routed outside the
home 460 Gnside whichthe TV device 416 ts located) and
travels throughthe sode 470, the data equipment 480, and
therealter the data center 49@, before eventuallyreaching the
third party paymentprovider end point 500. The node 476, the
data equipment 480, and the data center 490 may each be
referred to as an “intermediate hop,” since they are interme-
diate relay points between the TV device 410 andthe third
party payment provider end point 50d.

(0074) When the third party payment provider end point
500 receives the data 550 from the TV device 410, the third
party payment provider end point 506 determines whetherthe
credentials entered bythe user matches with anexisting user's
account. If aot, the third party payment provider end point
500 may send a message back to the TV device 410 through
the network 455 to prompt the user to either re-enter his login
informationor to register Tor an account with the third party
payment provider end point 500 in case the user has not
registered for one yet. iP the user credentials are correct, the
third party payment provider end point 500 may grant the
user’s authentication request to log in to the server ofthe third
party payment provider end point 50@. The third party pay-
mentprovider end poiot $00 maythen send the TV device 416
data 550 that comlains an authentication permission. For
example, the authentication permission may include an
authentication ioken, The authentication token allows the

user operating the TV device 410 to gain access to the third
party payment provider end point 50€, but may impose limi-
tations on such access. For example, the authentication token
may restrict such access to a specific time period or other
session related elements, or evenTor a specific device type.
10075} After the user has been authenticated, the third party
payment provider component 430 may also display a user
authorization screen to collect the user's authorization for the

purchasing transaction. ‘The relevant request is sent to the
third party payment provider end point $00, along with the
suthentication token. The third party payment provider end
point 500 mayrespond back withan authorization token. The
third party payment provider component (specifically, the
back end component} may then make a request (along with
the authorizationtoken) to the third party payment provider
end point 506 to execute the payment
10076] Thus, it can be seen that the commumication
between the FW device 4H) and the third party payment
provider end point 540 is a two-way communication, as cach
enlity may send and receive data 550 from the other. As
discussed above, such data is delivered through the interme-
date hops of the network 455. Due to these intermediate
hops, high levels ofsecurity measures will be taken fo ensure
that the data 556 is aot compromised while i ts in transit From
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the TV device 410 to the third party payment provider end
point 500,or vice versa. In various embodiments, these secn-
rity measures jnclide channel encryption and/or message
encryption. Also, in certain embodiments, the communica-
tien between the data center 490 and the third partv payment
provider end point 500 is based onclient nrutual authentica-
ton, for example through a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
handshake, so as to authenticate the data center, Also because
ofthe intermediate hops, the third party payment provider end
point 500 will possess intelligence to know the specific route
iaken by the data 550 to reachthe third party payment pro-
vider end point 500.
[6077] Based on the discussions above, if can be seen that
one aspect of the media inlrastructure 400 involves imple-
menting a secure digtal technology component on a TV
device (which may inchides a set top box}, and enabling the
digital technology componentto securely communicate with
a server on the Internet. The communication takes place by
propagating data through a network with intermediate hops
without any of the intermediate hops “looking side” or
inspecting the data. Stated differently, the intermediate hops
ofthe network merely forwards the data to its next destina-
tion. In various embodiments, the secure digital technology
component is the third party payment provider component
430 (which may contain internet-related security mecha-
nisms}, whereasthe intermediate hops ofthe network inclide
the nodes 470, the data equipment 480, and the data center
490 when the network is a cable TV network.

)OQ78) FG. 17 Hlustrates a simplified block diagram ofa
media infrastructure 600 that can be used to implement the
interachve shopping throngh a TV as discussed above. Por
reasons ofconsistencyandclarity, similar components of the
media infrastructure 400 and the media infrastructure 600 are
labeled the same in F1GS. 16 and 97.

)0079]  Relerring to FIG. 17, the media intrastricture 600
inchides a TWdevice 41@, which contains a TV commerce

app 420, a third party payment provider component 430, 2
program gnide 440, and firmware 450. The media infrastruc-
ture 600 also includes homes 460, nodes 470, the data equip-
ment 480, the data center 490, and the third party payment
provider end point 500. Similar to the media infrastructure
400 of FIG, 16, the nodes 470, the data equipment 486, and
the data center 490 are parts of a layered analog media net-
work, Unbke the media infrastructure 400, however, the TV
device 410 ts Internet-capable. The TY device 410 directly
communicates with the third party payment provider end
point 500, withont any terminauiogs on any ofihe intermedi-
ate hops (e.g... the nodes 470, the data equipment 480, the data
center 490). la some embodiments, the TV device 4H} com-
municates with the third party payment provider end point
500 ina secure manner suchas throngh a SSLhandshake. And
since there are no terminations in the intermediate hops, the
security measures herein may not be as strict as in the media
infrastructure 400, For example, channel encryption alone
may be sullicient Tor the communication between the TV
device 41@ and the third party payment provider endpoint
$00.

6080] ‘Thus, according to various aspects of the present
disclosure, a user (or a plurality of users} is allowed to make
an instant purchase Troma TV device withont requiring an
account set-up or the use of a personal computer for other
computing device). In certain embodiments, a third party
payinent provider digital component based on an STE ece-
system (e.g... HBIFApplication} is embedded into STR (Chased
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on EBIF runtime), Changes are made to the EIBEY specifica-
tions to enable security and to embedthe interactive function-
ality into runtime. The interactive functionality enables an
end user to directly wake pavuents through a TV These
aspects of the present disclosure may involve ove or more oF
the following elements:

081] UsenDevice registration to associate a user witha
device.

Q082] Site key managenient to associate a user with a
third party paymeut provider, which enables a user to
enter user credentials in a secure way,

10083] User authentication/suihorization for a user te
autheuticate with their credentials (¢.2., mobile mumber/
PIN, username/password) aud to authorize the payment,

0084) Application authorization to authorize applica-
tions using thirdparty payment provider applications for
basic or advancedlevel functionality,

Q085) Third party payment provider controlled user
inferface aud interaction to dyuamically determine the
authentication schemes.

10086] Ability to execute in-line payments (simple, split
payments}, without being re-directed to the third party
payment provider,

{O087) These elements offer enhanced security (e.g., sie
key and message encryption) andallowfill control ofthe user
interaction, including multiple users on a single device.
10088] According to various aspects ofthe present disclo-
sure, an example use case scenario for conducting a simple
commercial transaction through a TV device is described
below with the following steps:

106897 1. A user clicks a “Pay” button shown man STB
application (2.2., an SPR EBIF application).

10000) 2. The STR SIP application sends the “Pay”
request (Pay $10 to “ABC™) tothe third party payment
provider (e.g.. PAYPAL) EBIP Library.

10091] 3. The third party payment provider EBIP ltbrary
communicates withthe EBIFruntime to authenticate, so
as to use/enable message and channel encryption. (Note:
the third party payment provider and STB vendor may
have already agreed uponpublic keys to be bundied wah
the library, so as to enable encryption).

10092] 4. The third party payment provider EBIPltbrary
communicates with the third pariy payment provider
service to repister the device.

10093] 5. The third party payment provider responds
witha device ioken and the meta-data of painting the
authentication/authorization screens.

0004) 6. The third party payment provider EBIFexpects
the end user to register with the third party payment
provider sie keyto personalize, so as fo make sure that
the end user is comfortable to enter their credentials.

10095] 7, The third party paymentprovider EBIP ltbrary
displays a user authentication screen, to collectthe login
credentials to authenticate the user. With the authentica-

tion credentials, it also collects details ofthe environ-

ment for risk and fraud analysis.
10096] 8. The user enters the credentials, and an authen-

lication request is sent to the third party payment pro-
vider along with the device token and additional data.

10097] 9. The third party payment provider responds
withan authentication token CAmnN}.

10098] 10. The third party payment provider FiGiF
library displays a user authorizationscreen,to collectthe
user authorization for the actiwiyfe.g., pav). The rel-
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evant request with the AuthN Token is sent to the third
party payment provider, which responds back withan
Authorization Token (Auth@),

(0000) 11. The third party payment provider EHIF
library makes a request to the third party payuieut pro-
vider service (e.g., adaptive payments), to execute the
pay call with the authorization token (e.9., AuthZ).

70800] 12. The third party payment provider EBEF
library returus the payuieut status to the application,
with is displayed on the TVscreeu,

)O902| Inthe manner described above, the third party pay-
ment provider is able to provide secure on-device payments
within a TVdevice ecosystem {e.g., set top boxes). Thus, the
users will be able to purchase products and services directly
iromtheir TVand T'Vdevices without any further interaction
with their computing devices (e.g... PC, laptop, or mobile
phones}.
[@402] According to various aspects ofthe present disclo-
sure, a single dignal wallet can also be used ta conduct elec-
tronic transactions across with different merchants and across

different platiorms. Such digital wallet may be referred fo as
a “white label" wailet. Traditionally, when a user or consumer
sees a product that he wishes to buy, he cango to that mer-
chant whois offering the product and set up an account with
the merchant. His subsequenttransactions with that merchant
may be done through this account with the merchant, How-
aver, if the user wishes to buy a product from a different
merchant, the account he set up withthe first merchant is
useless, and he would have to set up a diferent account with
the second merchant to conduct transactions with the second
merchant.

[G03] Here, the user canset up an account withthe third
party payment provider. Once that account is set up, he may
usethat account to conduct diflerent transactions with differ-

ent merchants across dilferent platlorms. For example, say
the user is watching a TV program and sees 4 first product
{e.g., clothing worn bythe actor) that he wishes to buy from
a first merchant. He can then log in to the third party payment
provider in the manner described above to complete the pur-
chase. theuser dees not have an account with the third party
paymentprovider, he only needs to set it up once.Afterwards,
his logm information can be remembered by the TV device
Gor example, by the sef top bex} for Future transactions.
)O904| ‘Thereafter, while watching the same TVprogram or
even a different TV program, ifthe user sees another product
(e.g., a motorcycle that the actor is riding} that he wishes to
buyfrom adifferent merchant, the same login information for
the user can be used fo access his account with the third party
paymentprovider again. In some embodiments, the user need
not re-enter his login mliormation itis already remembered.
The third party payment provider may complete the user’s
purchase with the second merchant seamlessly without
requiring the user to supply additional data, thereby simpli-
fving the transaction lor the user.
)O705] In some cases, the user may also wish to supply
other types of payment information other than his account
access information with the third party payment provider. For
example, the user may electto enter his credit card number or
a band account number through the TV device. However, the
third party payment provider maystill be the back engine that
operates “behind the scenes” to factHtate the transaction. For
example, ifthe user has entereda credit card number, fromthe
user’s perspective, if is the credit card company who is han-
dling the transaction with a given merchant. In actuality, that
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merchant may delegate the responsibilities of handling the
transaction fo the third party payment provider. The third
party payment provider may then forward the credit card
information supplied by the user to a sunable credit card
network. Similarly, had the user provided a bank account
number (or an. account aumber with another financial insh-
tulien), the third party payment provider may forward the
bank account mumber io the appropriate bank or financial
institution. This is done without requiring the user to under-
stand what is going on behind the scenes. In other words, the
user maybe interacting withthe third party paymentprovider
without realizing thathe is dome so. inthis manner, the third
party payment provider serves as a “one-size-lits-all” pay-
ment platform.

(0206) FIG. 1B isa Howchart ofa method 700 lor perform-
ing a transaction according to various aspects ofthe present
disclosure. The method 700 inchides a step 71H@, in which a
media program is displayed on a television set. The media
programmay be streamed from a media content provider, The
method 700 includes a step 720, in which a purchasing avail-
ability of an Hem associated with the media programis indi-
eated. The mdication occurs while the media program is
being displayed. in some embodiments, the indication
inclides showiny an inferactive graphical component on the
television set. The item could include physical merchandise
or digital merchandise. The item is embedded inthe media
program. in some embodiments, the Hemincludes a product
that appears in a scene ofthe media program while the media
program is being displayed. ‘The method 740 includes a step
734, in which authentication information of a prospective
purchaser of the item is received. The authentication infor-
mation may be recerved througha television remote control,
The method 700 includes a step 740, in which a purchase of
the item is completed in response to the authentication infor-
mation. The receiving authentication information and the
completing the purchase are performed without exiting the
media program.
(107) FG. 194s a flowchart ofa method 800 for perform-
ing a transaction according to various aspects of the present
disclosure. ‘The method 800 includes a step 810, in which a
user aulhentication. request is received from a television
device. The user authentication request contains user login
credentials, The method 800 includes a step 820, in which the
user authentication request is granted in response to the user
login credentials. The method 800 includes a step 830, in
whichanauthentication. permission is sent to the television
device. The steps 810, 820, and 830 are all performed such.
that the user login credentials and the authentication permis-
sianare sent Through one or more mftermediate hops without
being inspected by any of the intermediate hops. In some
embodiments, the steps $10, 820, and 830 are all performed
by a payment provider server, and the user login credentials
are login credentials for accessing a user account with the
payment provider server, ‘The intermediate hops may be com-
ponents of a network for providing Internet access to the
television device.

10408] FIC. 20 is a flowchart ofa method 900 for perform-
ing a transaction accordiny to various aspects of the preseut
disclosure. ‘The method $1) includes a step 910, in which a
request to access a payment provider server is received from.
a user. The request is received through a televisiondevice.
The request is also electronically processed by a payment
provider software application thai resides on the television
device. The television device may include atelevision display
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and a set top box, The method 900 includes a step 926, in
which user data for authenticating the user withthe payment
provider server is collected im response to the receiving the
request. ‘The user data contains logia credentials of the user
for accessing an account of the user with the payment pro-
vider. The method 900 includes a step 920, in which the user
data is sent to the payment provider server. The step 930 is
perfommed so that the user data is sent through one or more
infermediaie hops without being imspected by any of the
infermediaie hops before the user data reaches the payment
provider server, The user data is encrypted before if is sent.
‘The intermediate hops are components ofa network for pro-
viding Internet access to the television device.

[O9O8| FG. 21isa flowchart ofa method 100 for perlorm-
ing a transaction according to various aspects ofthe present
disclosure. The method 1006 inchides a step 101@, in whicha
first request to conductafirst transaction withafirst merchant
is received through a television device. The first request con-
jains a first payment information provided by a user. The
method 1000 includes a step 1020, in which the first request
is fhetitated based on the first payment information, The
method L600 includes a step 1030, in which the second
request fo conduct a second transaction with a second mer-
chant is received through the television device. The second
merchant is different Irom the first merchant. The second

request contains a second payment information, The method
1000 inchides a step 1040, in which the second request is
facilitated based on the second payment information. The
facilitating the first request and the facilitating the second
requestare both performedbyathird party payment provider.
[8110] £1G. 22 is a block diagramof a computer system
1306 suitable for implementing various methods and devices
described herein, for example, the various method steps ofthe
methods 700, 800, 900, or 1000. in various implementations,
the devices capable of periorming the steps may comprise a
network communications device (2... mobile cellular phone,
laptop, personal computer, tablet, etc.}, a network computing
device fe.g., a network server, a computer processor, an elec-
ironic commutications interface, etc), or another suitable
device. Accordingly, it shouldbe appreciated thatthe devices
capable of implementing the methods 700, 806, 900, and
1060 may be implementedas the computer system 1300 in a
manner as follows.

JO912| In accordance with various embodiments of the
present disclosure, the computer system 1300, such asa net-
work server or a mobile communications device, nclides a

bus component 1302 or other communication mechanisms
for communicating information, which mterconnects sub-
systems and components, such as processing component
1304 {e.2., processor, micro-coniroller, digital signal proces-
sor (DSP), etc.) system memory component 1306 (e.z.,
RAM}, static storage component 1308 {(c.2., ROM), disk
drive component 1310 (e.g... magnetic or optical, setwork
inferlace component 1312 (e.g., modem or Ethernet card),
display component 1314 (e., cathode ray tube (CRT or
liquid crystal display (LCD), input component 1316 (c.g,
keyboard}, cursor control component 1318 (e.@., mouse or
trackball}, and Hage capture component 1320 (e.g., analog
or digital camera). In one nplemeutation, disk drive compo-
nent 1310 may comprise a database having one or more disk
drive componcats.
[@£12] Inaccordance with embodiments of the present dis-
closure, computer system 1300 performs specific operations
by processor 1304 executing one or more sequences ofone or
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more iustructions comlained i system memory component
1306. Such instructions may be read into system memory
component 1306 fromanother computer readable medium,
such as static storage component 1308 or disk drive compo-
nent 1316. In other embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may
be used in place of(or in combination with) software instruc-
tions fo Hiplement the present disclosure.

10113] Logic may be encoded in a computer readable
medium, whichmayrefer to any mediumthat participates m
providing instructions 10 processor 1364 for execution. Such
a medium may take many forms, including but not limited to,
nor-volatile media and volatile media. ha one embodiment,

the computer readable medium is non-transitory. ln various
implementations, non-volatile media includes optical or
magnetic disks, such as disk drive component 1310, and
volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as system
memory component 1306. In one aspect, data and miorma-
tion related to execution instructions may be transmutted to
computer system 1300 vie a transmission media, such as in
the formofacoustic or light waves, meluding those generated
during radio wave and infrared data communications. ln vari-
ous implementations, transmission media mav include
coaxial cables, copper wire, and fber optics, including wires
that comprise bus 1302.
10114] Some common forms of computer readable media
includes, for example, floppy disk, flexible disk, hard disk,
mapnetic tape, amy olher magnetic medium, CD-ROM, any
other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other
physical medium with pattems of holes, RAM, PROM,
EPROM, FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car-
tridge, carrier wave, or any other medium from which a com-
puter is adapted to read.

{0115} in various embodiments of the present disclosure,
execution of instruction sequences to practice the present
disclosure may be perlormed by computer system 1360. in
various other embodiments of the present disclosure, a plu-
ralify of computer systems 1300 coupled by communication
link 3336 (e.g., a communications network, such as a LAN,
WLAN, PPSN, and/or various other wired or wireless net-
works, inchiding telecommunications, mobile, and cellular
phone networks) may periorm iasiruction sequences to prac-
tice the present disclosure im coordination with one another.

{0116} Computer system 1300 may transmit and receive
messapes, data, information and instructions, including one
or more programs(1.e., application code} throughcommuni-
eation Tink 1330 and communication interface 1312.

Recened program code may be executed by processor 1304
as received and/or stored in disk drive component 1310 or
some other non-volatile siorage component for execution,
117] Where applicable, various embodiments provided
bythe present disclosure may be implemented using hard-
ware, soltware, or combinations of hardware and software.
Also, where applicable, the various hardware components
and/or soliware components set lorth herein may be com-
bined into composite components comprising soflware, hard-
ware, and/or both without departing fromthe spirit ofthe
present disclosure. Where applicable, the various hardware
components and/or soltware componentssetForth herein may
be separated into sub-components comprising software,
hardware, or both without departing from the scope ofthe
present disclosure. In addition, where applicable, it is con-
ternplated that soliware components may be implemented as
hardware components and vice-versa.
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[OE18| Software, in accordance withthe present disclosure,
suchas computer program code and/or data, maybe stored on
one or more computer readable mediums. Ht is also contem-
plated that software identified herem may be implemented
using one Of more peneral purpose or specific purpose com-
puters and/or computer systems, networked and/or otherwise.
Where applicable, the ordering of various steps described
herein maybe changed, combined into composite steps, and/
or separated into sub-steps to provide features described
herem.

[O919| Heshould be appreciated thatlike relerence numerals
are used to identily like elements illustrated in one or more of
the figures, wherem these labeled fgures are lor purposes of
Hiustrating embodiments of the presentdisclosure and not for
purposes oflimiting the same.

[@420] H is also understood that although a television
device has been usedto Hlustrate the various concepts ofthe
present disclosure, other types ofmedia display devices may
also be used in different embodiments. For example, a com-
puter tabletor a smart phone mayalso be used to pertormthe
various functions ofthe television set discussed above (e-g.,
displaying a media program,etc),

[G42] One of the broader forms ofthe present disclosure
involves a method of conducting a transaction. The method
includes: displaying a media program on a television set,
indicating, while the media program is bemg displayed, an
Hem associated with the media programis available lor pur-
chase; receiving authentication information of a prospective
purchaser ofthe item, and completing a purchase ofthe Hem
in resporse to the aulhentication information,

|O922| In some embodiments, the displaying the media
program comprises streaming the media program from a
media content provider to the television set.
[@123] In some embodiments, the mdicating comprises
showing an interactive graphical componentonthe television
get.

[6224] In some embodiments, the Hem comprises one off
physical merchandise and digital merchandise.

|O925| In some embodiments, the item is embedded in the
media program.
[@426] Insome embodiments, the Hemcomprises a product
that appears in a scene of the media program while the media
programis being displayed.

[O927| In some embodiments, the recening the authentica-
tien information and the completing the purchase are cach
performed without exiting the media program.
[@£28] Insome embodiments, the receiving the authentica-
tion information is perlormed through a television remote
comral,

[0129| Another one of the broader forms of the present
disclosure involves an apparatus comprising a non-iransitory,
tangible machine-readable storage medium storing a com-
puter program, wherein the computer program contains
machine-readable instructions that when executed electroni-

cally by processors, perlorm: displaying a media programon
atelevision set; indicating, while the media programis being
displayed, an Hem associated with the media program is
available for purchase, receiving authentication information
of a prospective purchaser of the item, and completing a
purchase of the Hem in response fo the authentication infor-
mation,
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{0130} in some embodiments, the instructions for display-
ing the media program comprise instructions for streaming
the media programfroma media content provider to the
television set.

O1341} in some embodiments, the instructions for indicat-
ing the Hem is available lor purchase comprise instructions
tor showing aninteractive graphical component onthe tele-
vision set.

10132] in some embodiments, the itemcomprises one of
physical merchandise and digital merchandise.

041337 in some embodiments, the item is embedded in the
media program.
10134] in some embodiments, the item comprises a product
that appears ina scene of the media program while the media
program is being displayed.
(435) insome embodiments, the metructions for receiving

the authentication information and the instructions lor com-

pleting the purchase are each executed without forcing the
media programto exit,
{0136} in some embodiments, the instructions For receiving
the authentication mformation comprise instructions for
receiving the authentication information through a television
remote control,

10137] Yel another one ofthe broader forms ofthe present
disclosure involves an apparatus. The apparatus includes: a
televisionset operable to: display a media program, and indi-
cate, while the media program is being displayed, an item
associated with the media programis available jor purchase;
anda set top box coupledto the television set, wherein the set
fop box is operable to: receive authentication information of
a prospective purchaser ofthe ttem; and complete a purchase
afthe item in response to the authentication information.
10138] in some embodiments, the televisionsetis operable
to show an inferactive graphical componentto the prospective
purchase to indicate the item is available for purchase.
0139) In some embodiments, the item comprises one of:

physical merchandise and diwital merchandise.
101401 in some embodiments, the item is embeddedin the
media program.
10141] in some embodiments, the set top box is opcrable to
receive the authentication information and to complete the
purchase without causing the television set to exit the media
program,

10142] in some embodiments, the set top box is operable to
stream the media programjrom. a media content provider io
the televisionset.

0443} Another one of the broader forms of the present
disclosure invelves a method of conducting an electronic
transaction. The method ineludes: receiving, from a televi-
sion device, a user aulhentication request, wherein the user
authentication request contains user login credentials; grant-
ing the user authentication request in response to the user
login credentials: and thereafier sending an authentication
permission to the televisiondevice; wherein the receiving the
user authentication request and the sending the authentication
permission are each performed such that the user login cre-
dentials and the authentication permission are sent through
one or more intermediate hops wihout being inspected by
any of the intermediate hops.
10144] in some embodiments, the receiving, ihe granting,
and the sending are performed by 2 payment providerserver:
and the user login credentials are login credentials for access-
ig a user account with the payment provider server.
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)0945] In some embodiments, the granting of the user
authentication request comprises generating an authentica-
tion token, and the sending the authentication permission
comprises sending the authentication token fo the television
device.

)0946|] In some embodiments, the user authentication
request is encrypted when it is received, and the method
further includes: decrypting the user authentication request
after if is recerved; and encrypting the authentication permis-
sion belore it is sent.

[@147] In some embodiments, the intermediate hops are
components ofa network for providing Internet access to the
television device.

6248] In some embodiments, the network comprises one
Of a cable television network and a satellite television net-
work.

[@149] Insome embodiments, the sending the authentica-
tion permission is perfonned such ihat the authentication
permission is sent to a pavinent provider software application
that resides on the television device.

[0156] In some embodiments, the television device com-
prises a television display and a set top box,
[@152] Another one of the broader forms of the present
disclosure involves an apparatus comprising a fon-lransitory,
tangible machine-readable storage medium storing a com-
puter program, wherein the computer program contains
machine-readable instructions that when executed electroni-

cally by processors, perform: receiving, trom a television
device, a user authentication request, wherein the user
authentication request contains user login credentials, grant-
ing the user authentication request in response fo ihe user
login credentials, and thereafter sending an authentication
permission fo the television device; wherein the receiving the
user authentication request and the sending the authentication
perinission are each performed such that the user login cre-
dentials and the authentication permission are sent through
one or more intermediate hops without being inspected by
any ofthe intermediate hops.
)O952| In some embodiments, the instructions for the
recerving, the granting, and the sending are executed by a
payment provider server, and the user login credentials are
login credentials for accessing a user account with the pay-
ment provider server.
)0953| In some embodiments, thestructions for granting
ihe user authentication request comprise instructions lor gen-
erating an authenticationtoken, and the instructions for send-
ing the authentication permission comprise instructions for
sending the authentication token to the television device.
)O954| In some embodiments, the user authentication
request is encrypied when His recerved, and wherein the
instructions further comprise: instructions for decrypting the
user authentication request aller H is received; and insiruc-
tons for encrypting the authentication permission beloreitis
send,

[@155] In some embodiments, the intermediate hops are
components of a network for providing Internet access to the
television device.

6256] In some embodiments, the network comprises one
of a cable television network and a satellite television net-
work.

[G57] Insome embodiments, the instructions for sending
the authentication permission are executed such that the
authentication permission is sent fo a payment provider sok-
ware application that resides on the television device.
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{0158} in some embodiments, the television device com-
prises a televisiondisplay and a set top box.
10159} Yet another one ofthe broader forms ofthe present
disclosure involves a method of conducting an electronic
transaction. The method includes: receiving a request ta
access a payment provider server from a user, wherein the
request is received througha iglevisiondevice, collecting, in
response to the receiving the request, user data for authenti-
cating the user with the payment provider server, and sending,
the user data to the payment provider server, wherein the
sending the user datais performedso thatthe user datais sent
through one or more intermediate hops without being
inspected byanyofthe intermediate hops before the user data
reaches the payment provider server.
10160) insome embodiments, the user data comprises login
eredentials of the user for accessing, an acconnt ofthe user
with the payment provider.
10161] insome embodiments, the receiving ofthe requestis
performed such thatthe requestis electronically processed by
a payment provider soliware application that resides on the
television device.

10162] in some embodiments, the sending of the user data
comprises encrypting the user data.
0163) in some embodiments, the method further includes:

receiving user authentication information from the payment
providerserver aller the sending the user data.
10164] in some embodiments, the television device com-
prises a television display and a set top box.
0165) in some embodiments, the intermediate hops are

components ofa network for providing Internet access to the
television device.

10166) Another one of the broader forms ofihe present
disclosure involves a methodofconducting a transaction, The
method iachudes: recerving, through a television device, a
irst request io conduct a first transaction with a first mer-
chant, wherein the first request contains afirst payment infor-
mation provided bya user; facilitating the first request based
anthe first payment information; receiving, through the tele-
vision device, a second request to conduct a second transac-
Hion with a second merchant different fromthe first merchant,
wherein the second request contains a second payment infor-
mation; and facilitating the second request based on the sec-
ond payment information, wherein the facilitating the first
request and the facilitating the secoud request are both per-
formed by a third party payment provider.
10167] in some embodiments, the first payment informa-
tion and the second payment information eachincindeatleast
one of credentials for accessing an account of the user with
the third party paymentprovider, and a creditcard aumber of
the user, and a bank account ofthe user.
10168] in some embodiments, the facilitating of the first
request and the facilitating of the second request include
granting the first request and granting the second request, iF
the first payment information and the second payment infor-
mation inchide the credentials for accessing the account of
the user withthe third party payment provider.
10169] in some embodiments, the faciHtating ofthe first
request and the fuciiMating of the second request include
forwarding the first request and forwarding the second
request fo a respective financial institution, if the first pay-
ment information and the second payment information
include the credit card number or the bank acconatofthe user.

{0170} in some embodiments, the first payment informa-
tion and the second payment informationare the same.
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[6271] Insome embodiments, the method further includes:
rementbering at least one ofthe first payment information and
the second paymentinformation for future transactions ofthe

|0972| In some embodiments, the first transaction ts a pur-
chase of a first product offered by the first merchant in
response tothe first product being displayedonthe television
device; and the second transaction is a purchase of a second
product offered by the second merchant in response io the
second product being displayed on the television device.
[@473] Insome embodiments, the first prodnet and ihe sec-
omd product are each integrated in one or more television
programs being displayedon the television device,
|O974| Yet another one ofthe broader forms ofthe present
disclosure involves an apparatus comprising a non-lransitory,
tangible machine-readable storage medinm stormg a com-
puter program, wherein the computer program contains
machine-readable instructions that when executed electroni-

cally by processors, perform: receiving, through a television
device, a first request ta conduct a first transaction with a first
merchant, wherein the first request contains a first payment
mormation provided by a user, facilitating the first request
based onthefirst payment information: receiving, through the
television device, a second request to conduct a second trans-
action with a second merchant different from the first mer-

chant, wherein the second request contains a second payment
information; and facilitating the second request based onthe
second payment information: wherein the facilitating the first
request and the facilitating the second request are both per-
formed by a third party payment provider.
[@75] In some embodiments, the first payment informa-
fon andthe second payment information cach includeat least
one of: credentials for accessing an account ofthe user with
the third party payment provider, and a credit card number of
the user, and a bank acconnt of the nser,
[G176] Insome embodiments, the instructions for faciltat-
ing the first request and the instructions for facilitating the
second request include instructions for granting the first
request and instructions for granting the second request, ifthe
first payment information and the second payment informa-
ton include the credentials for accessing the accountofthe
user with the third party payment provider.
|O977| In some embodiments, the instructions for frciltat-
ing the first request and the instructions for faciitating the
second request include instructions for forwarding the first
request and instructions for forwarding the second request to
arespective financial institntion, ifthe first paymentinforma-
ton and the second payment information include the credit
card number or the bank account ofthe user.

[G78] In some embodiments, ihe first payment informa-
ton and the second paymentinformation are the same.
[G79] In some embodiments, the computer program fur-
ther contains: instructions for remembering at least one ofthe
first paviment information and the second payment informa-
tion for future transactions ofthe user.

[@180] Insome embodiments,the first transaction is a pur-
chase of a first product offered by the first merchant in
response to the first product being displayed onthe television
device; and the second transaction is a purchase of a second
product offered by the second merchani in response to the
second product being displayed on the television device.
[@L82] Insome embodiments, the first prodnet and the sec-
ond product are each infegrated in one or more television
programs being displayed on the television device.
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{0182} Yet another one ofthe broader forms ofthe present
disclosure involves a method ofconducting 4 transaction, The
method includes: receiving, from a user, a first purchasing
request to buy a first product froma first merchant, wherem
the first purchasing request is entered through a television
device and contains login credentials for accessing an account
of the user with a payment provider, authorizing the first
purchasing request based on the login credentials; receiving,
from the user, a second purchasing request to buy a second
product from a second merchant different from the first mer-
chant, wherein the second purchasing request is entered
through the television device and contaims the login creden-
Hials for accessing the account ofthe user: and authorizing the
second purchasing request based on the login credentials.
{0183} in some embodiments, the authorizing the frst pur-
chasing request and the authorizing the second purchasing
request are both performed bya server ofthe payment pro-
vider.

{0184} In some embodiments, the login credentials are
remembered for the second purchasing request.
10185} in some embodiments, the first purchasing request
is receivedin response to the first product being demonstrated
in a television program playing on the television device, and
the second purchasing request is received in response to the
second product being demonstratedinthe television program
playing on the television device.
10186] The foregoing disclosure is not intendedto limit the
present disclosure to the precise forms or particular fields of
use disclosed. As such, #1is contemplated that various alter-
nate embodiments and/or modifications to the present disclo-
sure, whether explicitly described or miplied herein, are pos-
sible in light of the disclosure. Having thus described
embodiments of the present disclosure, persons of ordmary
skill in the art will recognize that changes may be made im
form and detail without departing from the scope of the
present disclosure, Thus, the present disclosure is limited
only by the claims.

Whatis claimed is:

1. A method ofconducting a transaction, comprising:
receiving, through a media display device,a first request to

conductafirst transactionwith a first merchant, wherein
the first request contains a first payment information
provided by a user;

facilitating the first request based on the first payment
information,

receiving, throughthe media display device, a second
request to conduct a second transaction witha second
merchant diflerent from the first merchant, wherein the
second request contains a second payment imformation:
an!

iheilitating the second request based onthe second pay-
ment miormation:

wherein the faeiltating the first request and the fneiltating
the second request are both performed by a third party
payment provider,

2. The method of claim1, whereinthe first payment infor-
mation and the second payment information eachmelhude at
least one of: credentials for accessing an account ofthe user
with the third party payment provider, and a credit card num-
ber ofthe user, and a bank account ofthe user,

3. The method of claim 2, whereinthe facilitating the first
request and the facilitating the second requestinclude grant-
ing the first request and granting the second request, ifthe first
payment information and the second payment information

Sep. 20, 2012

include the credentials for accessing the account of the user
withthe third party payment provider,

4, The method ofclaim2, wherein the facilitating the first
request and the faciliating the second request include for-
warding the first request and forwarding the second request to
arespective financial mstitution, ifthe first paymentinforma-
tion and the second payment information include the credit
card gumber or the bank account of the user.

§. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the first payment infor-
mation and the second payment information are the same.

6. The method ofclaim L, further comprising: remember-
ing at least one of the first payment information and the
second payment jaformation for future transactions of the

7. Phe method of claim 1, wherein:

the first transaction is a purchase ofafirst product offered
by the first merchant in response to the first product
bemp displayed on the media display device, and

the second transaction is a purchase of a second product
offered by the second merchant in response to the second
product being displayed on the media display device.

8, The method ofclaim7, wherein the first product and the
second product are each integrated im ome or more media
programs being displayed on the media display device.

9. An apparatus comprising a aon-transttory, tangible
machine-readable storage mediumstoring a computer pro-
gyam, whereithe computer program contains machine-read-
able instructions that when executed electronically by pro-
cessors, perform:

recerving, tarough a media display device, a first requestfa
conduct a first transaction witha first merchant, wherein
the first request contains a first payment information
provided by a user,

facilitating the first request based on the first payment
information:

receiving, through the media display device, a second
request to conduct a second transaction with a second
merchant different from the first merchant, wherem the
second request contains a second payment information:
and

iacilitating the second request based on the second pay-
ment information;

wherein the facilitatimy the first request and the facilitating
the second request are both performed by a third party
payment provider.

16. The apparatus ofclaim 9, wherein the first payment
information and the second payment information each
include at least one of: credentials for accessing an accountof
the user with the third party payment provider, and a credit
card number of the user, and a bank account of the user.

Hi. The apparatus ofclaim 10, wherein the mstructions for
facilitating the first request and the instructions for facilitat-
ing the second request include metructians for granting the
lirst request and instructions for granting the second request,
if the first payment information and the second payment
information mechude the credentials for accessing the account
ofthe user with the third party payment provider.

12. The apparatus ofclaim 10, wherein the instructions for
facilitating the lirst request and the instructions for faciltat-
ing the second request inchide instructions for forwarding the
first request and instructions for forwarding the second
request to a respective financial mstitution, if the first pay-
ment information and the second payment information
inchude the credit card numberor the bank account ofthe user.
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13. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the rst payment
information and the second payment information are the
same.

id. The apparatus of claim 9, further comprising: instric-
Hons for remembering atleast one of the first payment infor-
mation and the second payment information for future trans-
actions ofthe user.

15, The apparatus of claim9, wherem:
the first transaction is a purchase ofa first product oflered

by the rst merchant in response to the first prodnct
being displaved onthe media display device, and

the second transaction is a purchase of a second product
offered by the second merchantin response to the second
product being displaved on the media display device.

14. The apparatus ofclaim 15, whereimthe first prodnct and
the secondproduct are each integrated in one or more media
programs being displaved onthe media display device.

17, A method of condneting a transaction, comprising:
receiving, from a user, a first pirchasing request to buy a

first product from a first merchant, wherein the rst
purchasing request is entered through a media display
device and contains logcredentials for accessing an
acconmof the user with a payment provider;

authorizing the first purchasing request based on the login
credentials,

Sep. 20, 2012

recerving, trom the nser, a second prrchasing request to
buy a second product froma second merchant different
irom. the first merchant, whereinthe second purchasing
request is entered throngh the media display device and
contains the login credentials for accessing the acconnt
ofthe user; and

authorizing the second purchasing request based on the
login credentials.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the authorizing the
first prirchasing reqnest and the authorizing the second pur-
chasing requestare both performedbya server ofthe payment
provider.

1%. The method ofclaim 17, wherein the login credentials
are remembered for the second purchasing reunest.

26. The method of claim £7, wherein:
the first purchasing request Is received in response to the

first product being demonstrated im a media program
playing on the media display device; and

the second prrchasing request is recerved in response to the
second prodnct being demonstrated in the media pro-
pram playing on the media display device.

21. The method of claim 17, wherein the media display
device inchides a television set,

Pe ee ee
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200

 
  
  

SHARE AUTHORIZATION DATA OR TOKEN (BUT NOT PAYMENT OR
CREDIT CARD DATA) BETWEEN ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE

OF MERCHANT AND MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE OF CONSUMER

USING COMMUNICATIONS CONNECTION OR NETWORK OPERABLE

WHEN THE ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE AND MOBILE
COMMUNICATION DEVICE CONTACT OR ARE IN PROXIMITY TO

EACH OTHER

AUTHORIZATION DATA OR TOKEN HOSTED OR RECEIVED BY

CLOUD WALLET SERVER

PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER RECEIVES AUTHORIZATION

DATA OR TOKEN AND PRESENTSIT TO CLOUD WALLET

202

  204

206

 COMPUTER

208

CLOUD WALLET SERVER TRANSMITS PAYMENT / CREDIT CARD

DATA TO PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER

210

PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER PROCESSES ELECTRONIC
TRANSACTION AND UPDATES MERCHANT ACCOUNT

FIG. 2
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Mi 402 
  
  

 

  

 

 cRCHANT GENERATES ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION DATA USING

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE FOR PURCHASE OF ITEM BY

CONSUMER FROM MERCHANT (AT MERCHANT STORE OR FROM
MOBILE MERCHANT)

 

MERCHANT GENERATES AUTHORIZATION TOKEN (SUCH AS RANDOM 404
NUMBER AND/OR TOKEN EMBODYING, INCLUDING OR ENCODED WITH

OR ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSACTION DATA SUCH AS MerchantiD,
TransactioniD, TYPES OF PAYMENT ACCEPTED,INVOICE TOTAL,

CONSUMER DISCOUNT/LOYALTY OFFER)

CONSUMER'S MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND MERCHANT'S 4106
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE BROUGHTINTO CONTACTOR IN PROXIMITY SS

WITH EACH OTHER TO ESTABLISH TEMPORARY CONNECTION(E.G., NFC
CONNECTION 

408

VERIFICATION OF CONSUMER'S PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION A
BY MERCHANT Ik NECESSARY(&.G., CONSUMER PHOTOGRAPH)

    

419

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN GENERATED BY ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE
AND TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE TO MOBILE

COMMUNICATION DEVICE VIA TEMPORARY CONNECTION

  
 

" 412

CONSUMER SELECTS ELECTRONIC PAYMENT OPTION(E.G., CREDIT CARD}

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN AND ANY ADDITIONAL DATA AS NECESSARY 414
(E.G,, TRANSACTION DATA AND/OR RESTRICTIONS) TRANSMITTED FROM

MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND RECEIVED AT CLOUD WALLET

SERVER

 

CLOUD WALLET SERVER DECODES AUTHORIZATION TOKEN AS 416
NECESSARY AND UPDATES DATABASE TO INDICATE THAT CONSUMER
AUTHORIZES PAYMENT MADE USING SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION IF

AUTHORIZATION TOKENIS PRESENTED (OR PRESENTED WHILE
SATISFYING RESTRICTION

  

 

418

MERCHANT LOGS INTO ACCOUNT OF PAYMENT PROCESSOR SERVER AND
AUTHORIZATION TOKEN TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENT

DEVICE TO PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER

ro 20 FIG. 4
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FROM 418

t 420
PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER DECODES AUTHORIZATION TOKENIF
NECESSARY AND PRESENTS AUTHORIZATION TOKEN TO CLOUD WALLET

SERVER TO REQUEST DATA OF SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION

 
  
 

 

  

 
  
 
  
  
 

 

 
 

 

4CLOUD WALLET SERVER SEARCHES FOR PRESENTED AUTHORIZATION 22
TOKENIN DATABASE

426

   
  
  

 

REQUEST
DENIED

DOES REQUEST

SATISFY RESTRICTIONS,
CONDITIONS OR

430 LIMITATIONS? 
REQUEST
DENIED   

YES 439

REQUEST GRANTED

CLOUD WALLET SERVER RETRIEVES SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION DATA,
ENCODESIT iF NECESSARY, AND TRANSMITS PAYMENT OPTION

DATA TO PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER

4PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER RECEIVES PAYMENT OPTION DATA 6
AND PROCESSES ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION

PAYMENT PROCESSOR UPDATES MERCHANT ACCOUNT

CONFIRMATION OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MADE USING SELECTED
PAYMENT OPTION TRANSMITTED FROM PAYMENT PROCESSOR

COMPUTER TO MERCHANT ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE

438

440

FIG. 4 (CONT.)
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PAYMENT OPTIONS

CREDIT CARD CREDIT CARD
1 2

CREDIT CARD

3 
FIG. 5
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800 ™,
CONSUMER'S MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND MERCHANT'S

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE BROUGHT INTO CONTACT OR IN

802

PROXIMITY WITH EACH OTHER TO ESTABLISH TEMPORARY

CONNECTION (E.G., NFC CONNECTION} 
VERIFICATION OF CONSUMER'S PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

BY MERCHANTIF NECESSARY (E.G., CONSUMER PHOTOGRAPH) 
806

 
  
  

 MERCHANT GENERATES TRANSACTION DATA (SUCH AS MerchantiD,
Transaction|D, TYPES OF PAYMENT ACCEPTED, INVOICE TOTAL, CONSUMER

DISCOUNT/LOYALTY OFFER)

 

808

TRANSACTION DATA TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE J
TO MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE VIA TEMPORARY CONNECTION

810

CONSUMER SELECTS ELECTRONIC PAYMENT OPTION (E.G., CREDIT CARD}

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN (SUCH AS RANDOM NUMBER AND/OR TOKEN
EMBODYING,INCLUDING OR ENCODED WITH OR ASSOCIATED WITH

ONE OR MORE OF TRANSACTION DATA AND RESTRICTIONS} GENERATED
BY MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN AND ADDITIONAL DATA AS NECESSARY(E.G.,
TRANSACTION DATA AND/OR RESTRICTIONS) TRANSMITTED FROM

MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND RECEIVED AT CLOUD WALLET
SERVER

 

CLOUD WALLET SERVER DECODES AUTHORIZATION TOKEN IF NECESSARY
AND UPDATES DATABASE TO INDICATE THAT CONSUMER AUTHORIZES

PAYMENT MADE USING SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION IF AUTHORIZATION

TOKEN 1S PRESENTED (OR PRESENTED WHILE SATISFYING RESTRICTION)

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN AND ADDITIONAL DATA AS NECESSARY
TRANSMITTED FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND RECEIVED
AT ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE OF MERCHANT USING SAME OR NEW

NFC CONNECTION
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MERCHANT LOGSINTO ACCOUNT OF PAYMENT PROCESSOR SERVER AND|820
AUTHORIZATION TOKEN RECEIVED FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATION

DEVICE TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE TO
PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER 

822
 

PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER DECODES AUTHORIZATION TOKEN AS
NECESSARY AND PRESENTS AUTHORIZATION TOKEN TO CLOUD WALLET

SERVER TO REQUEST DATA OF SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION

824
CLOUD WALLET SERVER SEARCHES FOR PRESENTED AUTHORIZATION

TOKEN IN DATABASE

REQUEST
DENIED 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
  
 

DOES REQUEST

SATISFY RESTRICTIONS,
CONDITIONS OR

LIMITATIONS?

  
832

REQUEST
DENIED 
 

834 

REQUEST GRANTED

836

CLOUD WALLET SERVER RETRIEVES DATA OF SELECTED PAYMENTOPTION,
ENCODES RETRIEVED DATA AS NECESSARY, AND TRANSMITS SELECTED

PAYMENT OPTION DATA TO PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER

  

838
 

PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER RECEIVES AND DECODES SELECTED
PAYMENT OPTION DATA AS NECESSARY PROCESSES ELECTRONIC

TRANSACTION

    

840

PAYMENT PROCESSOR UPDATE MERCHANT ACCOUNTAS NECESSARY

CONFIRMATION OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MADE USING SELECTED B42
PAYMENT OPTION TRANSMITTED FROM PAYMENT PROCESSOR

COMPUTER TO MERCHANT ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE

FIG. 8 (CONT.)
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4000 ™,
CONSUMER'S MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE AND MERCHANT'S

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE BROUGHT INTO CONTACT OR IN

PROXIMITY WITH EACH OTHER TO ESTABLISH TEMPORARY

CONNECTION (E.G., NFC CONNECTION}
  
  

 

1002  
  

 
 

1004 

VERIFICATION OF CONSUMER'S PERSONALIDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

BY MERCHANTIF NECESSARY(E.G., CONSUMER PHOTOGRAPH)  

1006

 MERCHANT GENERATES TRANSACTION DATA (SUCH AS Merchantlb,
TransactionID, TYPES OF PAYMENT ACCEPTED, INVOICE TOTAL, CONSUMER DISCOUNTILOYALTY OFFER)

100TRANSACTION DATA TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENTDEVICE ad
TO MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE VIA TEMPORARY CONNECTION 

1010

CONSUMER SELECTS ELECTRONIC PAYMENT OPTION(E.G., CREDIT CARD)

 

TRANSACTION DATA AND SELECTED PAYMENT OPTION DATA 1012
TRANSMITTED FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATION DEVICE TO CLOUD

WALLET SERVER

 AUTHORIZATION TOKEN (SUCH AS RANDOM NUMBER AND/OR TOKEN 014
EMBODYING,INCLUDING OR ENCODED WITH OR ASSOCIATED WITH [7

ONE OR MORE OF TRANSACTION DATA AND RESTRICTIONS) GENERATED
BY CLOUD WALLET SERVER

 

 

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN GENERATED BY CLOUD WALLET SERVER 1016
TRANSMITTED FROM CLOUD SERVER AND RECEIVED AT MOBILE /

COMMUNICATION DEVICE

AUTHORIZATION TOKEN TRANSMITTED FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATION 1018
DEVICE TO ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE USING SAME OR NEW NEC

CONNECTION

   
    

  

 

 MERCHANT LOGS INTO ACCOUNT OF PAYMENT PROCESSOR SERVER AND
AUTHORIZATION TOKEN RECEIVED FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATION /

DEVICE TRANSMITTED FROM ELECTRONIC PAYMENT DEVICE TO
PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER

 

      

 
TO 1022 FIG. 40
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FROM 1020

 
 1022 
 
 
  

 

PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER PRESENTS AUTHORIZATION TOKEN

TO CLOUD WALLET SERVER TO REQUEST DATA OF SELECTED PAYMENT
OPTION

CLOUD WALLET SERVER DECODES AUTHORIZATION TOKEN PRESENTED
BY PAYMENT PROCESSOR COMPUTER AS NECESSARY SEARCHES FOR

PRESENTED AUTHORIZATION TOKEN IN DATABASE

1024

1028 :

REQUEST
DENIED

NO

REQUEST
DENIED

1030

  
   

  
  

 

DOES REQUEST
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PROCESSING ELECTRONIC PAYMENT
INVOLVING MOBILE COMMUNICATION

DEVICE

 

BACKGROUND

100017) Embodiments of the invention are generally related
fo electronic commerce and, more particularly, to electronic
paymeris made ulllizing a mobile communication device.
Customers or consumers of merchant stores or retail estab-

lishments offen pay lor goods or services using a payment or
transaction card such as a credit card. Some merchanis utilize

mobile communication devices lor accepting payment, and
for this purpose, they may utilize a Smartphone including a
payment application or software program thatis operable by
the merchant for electronically accepting payment from a
consumer, Payments can be accepted at various locations
incliding various residential and commercial locations,
houses, offices, job sites, cites, slates and countries at various
Himes,

10002) For example, during a transaction, the merchant
may manually enter credit card data ilo a payment terminal
or the consumer or merchant may swipe the card througha
payment terminal, If the merchant utilizes a mobile device,
the merchant mayenter data into the mobile device or swipe
the card if the mobile device is so equipped. Transaction data
ig sent to a third party payment processor thal serves as an
inermediary to process the transaction.
10003] While many transactions are successfully com-
pleted using credit cards, entry ofcredit card data can be time
consuming and inconvenient. Mobile wailets are being devel-
oped to facilitate electronic payments. Rather than payment
by cash, check or credH card, a consumer utilizes a mobile
communication device for payment. For example, mobile
wallets are utihzed in Japan to purchase train tickets and in
fourepe to pay for parking, but implementation of mobile
rales in the United States for electronic payment im mer-

chant stores has been slow and Imiled due to various con-

cerns and limitations such as consumer security and privacy
concems and Jack ofsupporting infrastructure. For example,
certain studies have estimated only a small fraction of the
about 105 millon mobile payment users in the world are
located in North America, Given these concems and limita-

tions, Consumers may be more inclined to continue using
traditional credit card and check payments until mobile wallet
applications are more developed and secure such that con-
siumers, merchants and payment processors can all be confi-
dent that mobile wallet payments can be reliably processed.

SUMMARY

10004) Embodiments relate to processing electrome trans-
actions in which a consumer tenders electronic paymentto a
merchant using a mobile communication device such as a
Smartphone that is a mobile wallet, a near Held communica-
tion (NFC) connection between the consumer’s mobile com-
mumecation device and a merchant’s electronic payment
device, whichmayalso be a Smartphone, and a clond com-
puter, server or resource. The cloud computer hosts or
accesses a database storing the consumer's mobile wallet data
{e.g., credit card data) and releases credit card data to a
payment processor to complete the transactionifthe payment
processor presents an authorization token to the cloud
resource, For this purpose, according ta embodiments, the
authorization token is generated, exchanged between the
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merchant and consumer using a communication protocol
sehas peer-to-peer communication, and providedto a pay-
ment processor andthe cloud computer. The payment proces-
sor, alter receiving the authorization token irom the mer-
chant’s electronic payment device, requests electronic
payment data (e.g., credit card number, expiration, etc.) from
the cloudresource.Assuming the authorizationtokenis valid,
the payment processor receives the electronic payment data,
processes the transaction, and updates a merchant account.

)0005) Embodiments are directed to methods performed by
or involving, systems of or utilized by, and articles of manu-
facture or compuier program products or applications ofor
utilized by one or multiple parties ofmvolvedin the electronic
transaction. According to embodiments, the parties involved
inchide a consumer Who carries a mobile communication

device serving as a mobile wallet, a merchant utilizing an
electronic payment device, a host or computer or clond
resource inchiding respective payment or credit card data of
respective consumers, and an intermediate party or host that
processes the electronic transaction on behalf of a merchant
utilizing, payment data received from the cloud resonree.
[8606] One embodimentis directed to a computer-impie-
mented method for processing data related to an electronic
ransaction iavelving a consumer and a merchant and com-
prises establishing a NFC connection between an electronic
payment device ofthe merchantand a mobile communication
of ihe consumer. The short range NFC coonection is estab-
ished when the electronic payment device and the mobile

commuunication device contact or are placed sufficiently clase
fo each other, Authorization data such as a token or other data
snowa to the merchant and consumer devicesis sent fromone

and received bythe other. Thus, authorization datais shared
between the mobile communication device andthe electronic

payment device using the NFC connection. However, elec-
rome payment data, such as credit card data number and
expiration date, is not transmitted to the merchant. Instead,
the authorizationdatais transmitted fromthe mobile commun-

nication device through a first aetwork to a cloud computer,
server or resource, Which may host respective data of respec-
ive payment cards of respective consumers, and also trans-
maitted from the electronic payment device through a second
network fo an electronic payment processor. Having the
authorization data, the payment processor computer can
retrieve electronic payment data by presenting the authoriza-
tion data to the cloud computer, and then process the trans-
action with the electronic payment data and update a mer-
chant acconnt.

[€007] According to another embodiment, the authoriza-
ton dala or token embodies, or is encoded with, data ofthe
merchant and/or transaction (generally, transaction data}. For
example, transaction data encoded may include one or more
of a merchant identification, transaction identification, an
invoice, receiptor transaction amount, a transaction date,etc.
Anencoded authorization token can be decoded to determine
the token and associated transaction data. In this embodi-

ment, a NPCconnectionis established between anelectronic
payment device ofthe merchant and a mobile communication
ofthe consumer when the electronic payment device and the
mobile communication device contact or are located in prox-
imity to each other. The authorization data or a token is
generated and embodies data ofa transaction involving the
consumer and the merchant. For this purpose, ihe merchant
tay generate the authorization data embodying or encoded
with transaction data, or transaction data can be serito the
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consumer's mobile communication device, which generates
authorization data embodying or encoded withtransaction
data. The authorization data or token is transmitted from. the

mobile communication device through a first network to a
first computer or cloud computer hosting respective data of
respective payment cards of respective consumers, and from.
the electronic payment device through a second network to a
second computer of an electronic payment processor, The
payment processor presents the authorization data to the
cloud comrputer to request clectrome payment data of the
consumer associated withthe authorization data, which may
be decodedbythe first computer if necessary, compared with
the authorization data recerved From the consumer, eg., by
accessing a database or record for that consumer or authori-
zation data, and ifthe transaction data matches, the payment
processorcan. be provided withthe electronic payment datato
complete the transaction.
10008] A turther embodiment is directed to a system for
processing data related to an electronic transaction involving,
a consumer and a merchant and comprises a mobile commu-
mcation device carried by a consumer used to establish a NFC
connection with an electronic payment device ofa merchant.
Amobile wallet application executing on the mobile commu-
nication device generates or receives authorization data thatis
also shared with the electronic payment device uliiing the
NFCconnection, but without transmitting payment data(¢.¢..
eredit card number} to the merchant. ‘The mobile communi-
cation device is also configured or operable to transmit the
authorization data through a first aetwork to a first computer
hosting respective data ofrespective payment cards ofrespec-
tive consumers so that when the authorization data is trans-

mitted fromthe electronic payment device througha second
network to a second computer ofan electronic payment pro-
cessor and presented by the second computer io the first
computer, which canreturn payment card data to the payment
processor to allow the payment processor to complete the
transaction.

(06800) Other system embodiments include one or more or
all of the merchant’s electrome payment device, the rst or
elond computer and the second or payment processor com-
puter, in certain systemembodiments, the mobile communi-
cation device of the consumer and/or the electronic payment
device of the merchantts configured or operable to generate
authorization data or a token encoded with or embodying,
transaction data such as a merchant identificationor transac-
tion amonnt. Other embodiments are directed to a merchant's

electronic payment device configured to implemented
method embodiments, a iirst or payment processor computer
conligured to implement method embodiments, and a second
or clond wallet computer configured to implement embodi-
ments,

100160) Other embodiments are directedto applications and
articles of manufacture or computer program products com-
prising a non-dransitory, computer readable storage medium
having instructions winch, when executed byafirst computer
of a consumer or other computer ofsystem embodiments,
cause the one Or more processers fo execute a method for
processing data related to an electronic transaction involving
a consumer and a merchant.

10041] in a single or multiple embodiments, the electrome
payment device is a Point OfSale (POS) device located atthe
merchant location. In other embodiments, the merchant ut-
lizes a mobile communication device such as a Smartphone
that includes a mobile payment application executing thereon
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that allows the merchant to accept payment from the con-
summer withom! receiving payment data such as credit card
data.

[6012] Ina single or mulniple embodiments, the secondor
payment processor computer presents authorization data
received from the merchantto the first or cloud computer fo
request clectronic payment data such as credit card data ofthe
consumer. in response, the payment processor computer
recerves the requested credit card data fromthe first computer
so that the second computer processes the transactionusing
fhe recerved credcard data and updates a merchant account
hasted or accessible by the second computer.

)0013)] Ina single or multiple embodiments, the electronic
payment device and the mobile communication device are
connectedto each other in 4 peer-to-peer configurationsothat
authorization data can be generated byetther ofthe clectronic
payment device or the mobile communication device and
ransmlted to the other. This is in contrast to certain systems
fhat utilize restrictive or one-way communications (eg.
Transmitting a tag from a mobile communication device to a
merchant payment device),
[€014] Ina single or multiple embodiments, the authoriza-
Hon data is a random number. The random number may be
generated by a mobile wallet application or payment appli-
cation, or bya separate randomnumber generator or a con-
roller of a NPCchip. According io one embodiment, autho-
divation data generated according to embodiments is dynamic
such that diferent authorization data or tokens are ulllized lor

diferent purchases by a consumer. in a further embodiment,
he authorization data or tokenis a smgle use tokensuch that

once generated and provided to the cloud computer, only a
single request for the data may be presented by the payment
processor. The authorization data or token may alse be
encoded with or associated withdate or time restrictions,

conditions or Iimiations. One example restriction is that the
lokenis valid for a Limited time and must be utilized bythe
payment processor within a certain time from peneration of
lhe token or receipt of the token.

)0015)] In a single or multiple embodiments, the merchant
ransmiis an offer, advertisement, coupon, discount or loyalty
incentive to the consumer, 2.2... to encourage the consumerto
select a certain type of payment or ceriain credit card on
ochalf of an issuer of the credit card. For example, the mer-
chant may have an arrangement with VISA or another issuer
so that the merchant offers a discount to the consumer ifthe
consumer utilizes a VISA credit card.

[6016] Ina single or multiple embodiments, authorization
data or fokens that embody or are encoded with transaction
data may be encoded with one or more or all of a merchant
identification, a transaction identification, a iransaction
amount, and accepted forms or types ofelectronic payment.
Eneoding authorization data or uliliving additional data in
this manner provides additional security and assurances to ihe
partes involved in the transaction that the payment process-
ing lavelves the correct consumer and the correettransaction
amount, Thus, when the cloud computer receives an encoded
token, the cloud computer can decode the token ifuecessary,
ep. using a kev shared with the consumer, to determine the
transaction data, store the transaction data in a database so
that the transaction data is associated withthe authorization

token. in this manner, when the paymoni processor presents
the authorization token to the cloud wallet, the cloud wallet
can provide the credit card data and spect’) what amount is
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properly charged to the credit card, instead of relying on the
merchant and/or payment processor to charge the correct
amount.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{O817) The foregoing and other aspects ofembodiments are
desertbed in further detail with relerence to the accompany-
ing drawings, wherein:
1QO18} PIG. Eis a block diagramof a system constructed
according to one embodiment for generating an authentica-
Hion foken for use in processing an electronic transaction
without providing electronic payment data to a merchant;
OG19] FIC. 2 is a flowdiagram of one embodiment ofa
method for generating an authentication token for use in
processing an electronic transaction without providing elec-
tronic payment data to a merchant:
10020) FIG. 3 is a block diagram ofa systemconstructed
according to one embodiment in which an authentication
token is generated by a payment application executing on an
electronic payment device ofa merchantthat is in communi-
cation with a consumer mobile communication device and a

payment processor computer for use in processing anelec-
tronic transaction without providing electronic payment data
to the merchant,
(0021) FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of one embodiment ofa
method for penerating an authentication token with an elec-
tronic payment device ofa merchant for use in processing an
electronic transaction without providing electronic payment
data fo the merchant;
(0022) FG. 5 generally Wusirates a display generated by a
mobile payment application to allow a consumer to select
whichform ofelectronic payment shonid be utilized for pay-
mentto a merchant and generation ofan authorization token;
(0823) FIGS. 64-3 Wlustrate examples of how embodi-
menis may be implemented to manage and update a cloud
database that hosts electronic payment data ofconsumers,
10024) FIG. 7 is a block diagram ofa systemconstructed
according fo one embodiment ia which an authentication
token is generated by a mobile wallet appheation executing,
an a mobile communication device of a consumer that is in

communication with a cloud resouree or computer and an
electronic payment device ofa merchant for use in processing,
an electronic iransaction wihout providing electronic pay-
ment data to the merchant,

0825) FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of one embodiment ofa
method for generating an authentication token with a mobile
communication device ofa consumerfor use in processing an
electronic transaction without providing electronic payment
data fo the merchant:

(0026) FIG. 9 is a block diayram ofa system constructed
according to one embodiment in which an authentication
token is generated by a clond computer or resource that is in
communication with a mobile communication device of a

consumer and a payment processor computer for use in pro-
cessing anelectronic transaction without providing electromic
payment data to a merchant;
10027] FIG. 10 is a How diagramof one embodimentofa
method for generating an authentication token with a cloud
resource of computer for use in processing an electronic
transaction without providing electronic payment daia to the
merchant, and
10028] FIG. 1b is a block diagram of components of a
computing apparatus in which embodiments may be imple-
meried or that mav be utilized in or by embodiments.
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[6029| In order to better appreciate how to obtain the
above-recited and other advantages and objects of varions
ambodiments, a more detailed description ofembodimentsis
provided with reference to the accompanying drawings. H
should be noted that the drawings are not drawn fo scale and
that elements of similar structnres or functions are repre-
semed by like reference numerals thronghout. 11 will be
understood that these drawings depict onlycertainillustrated
embodiments and are not therefore to be considered hitting
of scope ofembodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED
EMBODIMENTS

 

[8030] Embodiments relaie to processing of electronic
iransactions involving a merchant and a consumer that pays
for an Hem purchased from the merchant using a mobile
communication device while not providing data of the form
of payment fe.g., credit card mamber} to the merchant.
Eurbodiments involve or are executed by mobile communi-
cation device of the consumer that has an application that
transiorms the mobile communication into a mobile wailet.

The mobile wallet is tendered by the consumer to pay for an
vem fromihe merchant without tendering a physical credit
card or providing credit card data to the merchant. Instead,

embodiments involve sharing ofauthorization data or a token
bv the merchant and the consumer, ¢.g., using peer-to-peer
communications. The authorizationdata or token is provided
toa cloud walletserver andto a payment processor, The clond
wallet server stores data about the types or forms ofelectronic
payiment available to the consumer, and which form ofelec-
ironc payment was selected by the consumer lor a particular
transaction authorized by the consumer according to the
authorization data or token. To process the transaction, the
authorization data or token is provided to a payment proces-
sor, which presents the authorization data or token to the
cloud wallet server. if the presented authorization. data or
token is valid or matches records of the cloud wailet server,
the clond wallet server provides payment data (¢.9., credit
card data such as credy card number, expiration date and
security code) fo the payment processor computer, wlich
processes the transaction withthe received payment data so
that the consumer’s credit card is charged, and a merchant
account is updated to reflect the completed transaction. A
merchant account is a type of bank account that allows a
merchant to accept electronic payment by credit or debit card,
for example, and is utilized for settlement of credit card
and/or debit card transactions.

[0032] Thus, with embodiments, consumer credcard
information is stored securely on a server of the cloud that
serves as a cloud wallet server, consumers are not required to
provide credit card data to merchants, and consumers can be
more confident abont utilizing mobile communication
devices as mobile wallets since their credit card information

is safeguarded by the cloud wallet server. Further, merchants,
consimers and payment processors can be confident thai
mobile wallet transactions can be securely and efficicntly
processed in a secure manner. further aspects of embodi-
ments are described with reference fo FIGS. 1-2, and
examples of how embodiments may be implemented are
describedin further detail with reference to FIGS. 3-EL,

[032] Relerring to FIG. 1, a system 260 constructed
according to one embodiment invelves or comprises one or
more or all of a mobile communication device 110 of a

consumer 115, an electrome pavinent device 120 of a mer-
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chant 125, a computer or server 130 of a payment processor
135 that processes (ransactions and manages or accesses a
merchant acconnl 132 on behalfof the merchant 125, and a
cloud computer, server or resource (generally, cloud com-
puter 140) of a host 145 that manages a database 146 con-
taining electronic payment data 147 (c.g., credit card number,
expirationdate, security code} utilized by the consumer 115,
Mobile communication device 110 and cloud computer 146
are in communication with each other via network 10a,
electronic pavinent device 126 and payment processor com-
puter 136 are in communication with eachother via network
1504, and payment processor computer 130 and clond com-
puter 146 are in communication with cach other via network
150c¢. In the Hlustrated embodiment, the consumer has one or
more forms of electrome payment P11 Chree credit cards
Li la-care illustratedas an example), andregisters with cloud
computer 146, which serves as a cloud wallet resource or
computer and stores consumer's credit card data in a database
142.

{0033} in the illustrated embodiment, the consumer 113
tenders the mobile communication device 110, which serves
as a mobile wailet, 10 pay for an item, goodor service (gen-
erally, item) offered by the merchant 125, For this purpose,
the mobile communication device or mobile wallet 114 may
invelve or authorize various types of electronic payments
including, but not Hmited to credit card, debit card,ATM card,
ACH, eCheck, PAYPALandother forms ofpayment capable
ofbeing made or authorized using the mobile communication
device 110. For ease of explanation, relerence is made gen-
erally to a mobile communication device 1H) or mobile wallet
and a credit card 111, Mobile communication devices 110

that may be utilized in embodiments include a cellular tele-
phone, a Smartphone, and a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)
that has cellular telephone or wireless communication capa-
bilities. In the illustrated embodiment, the mobile commmuni-
eation device 110 is a Smartphone that inclides a native
application or application 113 (generally, mobile wallet
application) downloaded irom a source such as the cloud
wallet computer 140 for making electronic payments utiliz-
ing the mobile communication device L16.
10034) Depending onthe type and capabilities of mobile
communication device 1f@and mobile wailet application 113
utilized, a web browser Pld may execute on the mobile com-
munications device LO to alowthe consumer 1H) to navi-

pate screens or pages generated by the mobile wallet appli-
cation 113, ¢.g., to select a formofelectronic payment suchas
selecting a credit card 111, Examples of web browsers [14
that may be used for this purpose include, for example,
INTERNET EXPLORER, NETSCAPE NAVIGATOR,
FIREFOX, OPERA, AVANT irowser, GOOCHLE
CRHOME, and FLOCK. Non-web browser sofiware that is
also capable of displaying payment options amd receiving
consumer input ufilizing the mobile communication device
H10 may also be utilized for this purpose. Embodiments may
also utilize a dedicated mobile wallet application 113 or other
application capable of executing and navigating a mobile

rallet application 113. Wile various mobile communication
devices and browsers 11d mav be utilized, reference is made
to a mobile communication device 110 and mobile wallet

application 113 executing thereon,
10035} According to one embodiment, the merchant 125 is
an bestere or brick and mortar merchant, In these embodi-

menis, the merchant 125 may utilize an electronic payment
device 120 in the form of a Point OF Sale (POS) terminal.
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According to other embodiments, the merchant 125 utilizes
an electronic payment device 126 inihe formof a mobile
communication device configured for processing electronic
transactions so that a transaction invelves multiple mobile
communication devices. The electronic payment device 126,
whether a POS ieminal or mobile communication device,
iachides or accesses a payment program or application 123
for generating transaction data 122 and communicating with
the consumer's moble communication device 1H) via a tem-

porary, close proximby or short range connection such as a
NECconnection 160.

[036] When using a mobile communication device as the
alectronic payment device 120, the merchant 125 can be
in-store or al a remote location and accept payment using
merchant and consumer mobile communication devices. For

example, both the consumer 215 and the merchant 125 may
be in the merchant store or office, or the consumer 115 and
merchant 125 may be at a location other than the merchant
store or office, e.g., al various residential, commercial and
retail locations, offices, job sites, etc. Further, such mobile
merchants 125 can accept payments ai various times includ-
ing at times during which a retail establishment of the mer-
chant 125 is closed. For this purpose, the mobile payment
application 152 can be downloaded onto the mobile device,
and a web browser mav execute on the merchant's mobile
communications device to allowthe merchant125 to navigate
screens or pages generated by the mobile payment applica-
tion 123. Embodiments may also wilize a dedicated mobile
payment application or other application capable of execut-
ing and naviwating a mobile payment application 123. Thus,
a merchant 125 whoutilizes a mobile device for payment is
not restricted to operating iroma retail establishment. How-
ever, since such merchants 125 are mobile, they may conduct
business from various locations at various times, including at
or near afor near retail establishments during or after business
hours. Examples ofmobile paymentapplications 123 that can
utilized or confienred for use in embodiments inclide
GOPAYMENT, available from Intuit Ine., CHARGE AN'Y-
WHERE Mobile POS software, Transaction Wireless and
AIR CHARGE. For ease ofexplanation, reference is madeto
a consumer’s mobile communication device 116 including a
mobile wallet application 113 and a merchant’s mobile com-
qmutication device or electronic payment device 120 includ-
ing a mobile paviment application 123, one example ofwhich
is GOPAYMENT.

[6037] The payment processor 135 provides services of
processing transactions involving forms ofelectronic pay-
ment such as a credit card 111 and serves as an intermediary
between the consumer 115 and an issuing bank Gnot illus-
trated in FIG. 1). The issuing bank acts as a recipient of
proceeds of the transaction. Por this purpose, the payment
processor 135 hosts or manages a merchant account 132 on
behalfofthe merchant 125. The merchant account 132 allows

the merchant 125 to accept payment using a credit card and
other forms of payment. Mxamples of payment processors or
payment processing systems 136 that provide these types of
services include, for example, innovative Merchant Solutions
(an Infurt doc. company), CHASE PAYMENTECHand BVA
LON.

[6038] Inthe ilustrated embodiment, the merchant account
132 resides on the payment processor computer 130, but the
merchant account 132 mayalso reside on another computer
thatis accessed bythe payment processor 136. For example,
the other computer may host a Raancial management system
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{FMS}, an example of which is an on-line accounting pro-
gramsuch as quickbooks.com, available fromIntuit, Inc, A
merchant acconat 132 managed using the PMS can be
updated by the payment processor computer 130. Thus,it
should be understood that FIC. 1 illustrates one system 100
confignration that may be utilized, and that one or more
system components, such as the merchant account 132, may
be on diferent computers and/or on different networks.
(0839) The cloud computer, server or resource 140 (gener-
ally, cloud server) includes an authorization application or
program (generally, authorization program 113) and manages
or hosts a database 146 including payment date 147 ofrespec-
tive consumers 115 that can he accessed by mobile commn-
nication devices 110 serving as mobile wallets. The “cloud”
server may be one or multiple servers, but in the Hlustrated
embodiment, at least one server includes payment data of
respective consumers 115, and “cloud” in embodiments
refers to the cloud wallet server 140 andthe payment proces-
sor computer 1340 that serve as on-demand resources that may
be uitlized by various consumers 115 and merchants 125 ta
process respective electronic transactions,
10040) Examples of networks 15@a-c that may be uflized
for communications between the mobile communication

device 110 and the cloud wallet server 140, between the
electronic pavment device 120 and the payment processor
computer 130, and between the payment processor computer
130 and the cloud wailet server 140 inchide butare not limited

to a Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide Area Network
(WAN), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN), a wireless net-
work, other sulable networks capable oftransmitting data,
and a combination ofsuchnetworks. Por ease ofexplanation,
reference is made to a network 150 generally, but various
networks 150 and communication methods may be utilized.

{0041} Referring to Fis. 2, and with continuing reference
to FIG. 1, a method 200 for processing an electronic transac-
tion involving a mobile communication device 110 that
serves as a mobile wallet comprises, at 202, the electronic
payment device 120 and the mobile communicationdevice
110 sharing a secretor transaction specific authorization data
or foken 170 Gwilhout transmitting credw card data to the
merchant 125). According to embodiments, this is accom-
plishedusing a near field communications (N¢C} 160 or other
suitable close proximity connection (generally, NPC). Por
this purpose, the mobile communication device 110 and the
electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective
NECchips or cards 119, 129 (generally, NFC chip), whichare
ifilized to establish a NFC connection 160 (represented by
arrows in Fi. PF} with each other when they are brought
together or sufficiently close to each ofher. According ta
embodiments, the mobile commumication device 110 and

electronic payment device 120 communicate with eachother
HSIN4 peer-to-peer configuration so that data can originate
from or be generated byeither ofthe mobile communication
device Pid or electromic payment device 120 aud be trausm-
ted to the other vie the NPCconnection 160.

10042] Anthorization data or an authorization token. P70
(generally, authorization token} is generated and shared
between the merchant’s electronic payment device 120 and
the consumer's mobile communication device 110. Use of

peer-to-peer communications between the electronic pay-
montdevice 120 and the mobile communicationdevice 110 is

in contrast to certain. systems that nblize resirichive or one-
way communications (¢.¢., fransmlfting a tag From a mobile
comrunication device fo a merchant payment device) such
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that, as described in further detail below, embodiments pro-
vide a flexible systemarchitecture that accommodates multi-
directional communications between system components
such that multiple components may generate an authorization
token and transmit the authorization token fo other system
components for use in processing an electronic transaction,
[9043] At 204, the authorization token P7@ is transmitted
from the mobile communication device 110 to the clond

wallet server 140, and at 206, transmitted Fromthe electronic
payment device 120to the payment processor computer 1360,
which presents the authorizationtoken 170to the cloudwallet
server 140, At 208, the authorization program 143 of the
cloud wallet server 146 looks up the recenved authorization
token 170 in the database 146, identifies the associated data
147 ofthe credit card 111 of the consumer 1145 for which the

authorization token 170 was generated, and sends the associ-
ated credit card data 147 to the payment processor computer
130 at 208, which then processes ciectronic transaction,
updates merchant account 132 and notifies merchant 325 as
necessary at 210, Further embodiments and aspects thereat
are described withreference to £1G58., 3-11. fimbodimentsin

which the authorization token 170 is generated bythe elec-
ironic pavment device 120 ofthe merchant 125 are described
with reference to FIGS. 3-6, embodiments in which the
authorization token17€ is generated by or using the mobile
communicationdevice Li@ofthe consumer 115 are described

with reference io £1GS. 7-8, and embodiments in which the
authorization token 170 is generated by the cloud wallet
server 140 are desertbed with reference to FHS. 9-36.

 

Anthorization Token Generated by Hlectronic Payment
Device of Merchant/Pavment Application

[8044] Referrme to FIG. 3, a system 300 constructed
according to one embodiment comprises or involves one or
more or all of the svstem conrponents described above (as-
pects of whichare not repeated), and the authorization token
170 that is generated by a merchant’s electronic payment
device 126, e.g., by a paymentapplicationor program125, a
controller ofthe NFC chip 129 or by a separate authonzation
token generator,
[0045] Withfurther reference to PIG, 4, and with confinn-
ing reference to FIG, 3, a method 400 for processing an
electronic transaction using a merchant-generated authoriza-
tien token 170 comprises, at 402, the merchan! 125 generat-
ing invoice, receipt or transaction data 122 using electronic
payment device 120 for purchase of itembythe consumer 115
from the merchant 125 (at merchant store or from mobile
merchant), Examples of transaction data 122 (generally,
“transaction data’) include merchant identification (Mer-
chaatlD) (such as a merchant name, store number, location or
wip code}, a transaction identification (fransactionl}), types
ofelectronic payment accepted bythe merchant (e.g... VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, electronic
check, debit card, ACH,ete.}.
)0046| At 404, the payment application 123 executing on
the electronic payment device 128 generates an authorization
token 170. According to one embodiment, the authorization
token P76 is a random umber. According fo a further
embodiment, the authorization token 170 embodies, inchides
or is encoded with transaction data 122 such as merchant

identification (Merchanti} (merchant name, store number,
location or ap code or other identifier), a transactionidenti-
fication (Transacton!D), types of electrome payrient
accepted by the merchant fo.g., VISA, MASTERCARD,
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AMERICAN EXPRESS,electronic check, debit card,ACH,
ei¢.}, an invoice amount and, in certain embodiments, con-
sumer disconnt/loyalty offers. For example, a disconnt or
loyalty offer may offer a 2% credit or discount to the con-
sumer 115 Wthe consumer 115 utilizes a credit card 121 ofa

certainissuer withwhom the merchant 125 has a relationship,
The credit or disconnt canbe applied in real dime during the
transaction or issuedlater (e.g.. in the formofa check or credit
card credit) alter the transaction has been completed.
oed7) At 406, the consumer's mobile communication
device 11 @ and the merchant’s electronic payment device 120
bronght into contact or in proximity witheachother to estab-
lish a temporary connection, ¢.g. a NFC connection 160,
between the devices so they can communicate with cach
other, According fo one embodiment, the electronic payment
device 120 is 4 stationary POS terminal suchthat the mobile
communication device 116 is brought into contactor in prox-
imity with the POS terminal by the consumer [15. According
to another embodiment, the electronic payment device 126 is
also a mobile commrunication device such that one or both of

the mobile communication devices maybe into contact or in
proximity withthe other,
10648] At 408, in certain embodiments, the merchant 125
verifies the identity ofthe consumer 115. For this purpose, a
photograph of the consumer 115 may be displayed to the
merchant 125 on the merchant's clectronic payment device
120 or on the consumer's mobile communication device 114.

For example, in one embodiment, the mobile wallet applica-
tion 135 may be operable to access a photograph stored
locally on the mobile communication device 110 afier a NPC
connection 160 is established. The initial or a new NFC

connection maybe utilizedfor this purpose of the photograph
is displayed on the merchant’s electronic payment device
120.

(0649) in another embodiment, the consumer 1145 logs into
the cloud wallet server 140, which stores the photograph in
the database 146 withassociated credit card data 147 ofthe

consumer 110, downloads the photograph to the mobile com-
mumcation device 110, which is then displayed fo the mer-
chant 125, Other types ofbiometric data mayalso be utilized
to verily the identity of the consumer 115 including finger-
prints and voice samples acquiredat the point of sale, which
may be compared with fagerprints and voice samples previ-
ously provided by the consumer 115 and stored in the data-
base 146 ofthe cloud wallet server 140.

10056) in further embodiments, the consumer may also
allowcomlact information to be communicated to the elec-

tronic payment device 120 to allow the merchant 125 to
communicate with the consumer 195 at a later time, eg, so
that the consumer E15 mayreceive promotional offers from
the merchant 125.

10051} Conthruing with FIG, 4, at 410, the payment apph-
cation 123 executing on the electronic payment device 126 or
acontroller ofthe NFCchip 129 ifso configured generates the
authorization token 176, which is transmitied from the elec-
tronic payment device 120 to the mobile communication 116
device via the temporary NFCconnection 160. As discussed
above with reference to FIGS. 1-2, the authorivation token
170 may be a randomly ypenerated number. The authorization
token 176 may also be a use token. The anthorization token
170, or data transmitted with the authorization. token 178,
mayalso indicate or be decoded to indicate transaction data
122, ¢.¢., which types of payment are accepted by the mer-
chant 125.
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)O052| At 492, the consumer 115 selects an electronic pay-
ment option{ag., selects a credit card, checking acconat,
etc.) based at least in part upondata 122 received from mer-
chant 125 Gf merchant specifies types ofpayment) and elec-
iromke payment option data 147 stored locally on mobile
communication device P1Q indicating which credit cards can
be used, ar by logging info consumer account hosted by the
cloud wallet server 140 and accessing stored electronic pay-
ment options. for example, referring to FIG. §, the consumer
mav execute the mobile wallet application 113, which gener-
ates a screen S00 displaved on the mobile communication
device 110 with imayes or representations of the available
payment options {e.g,, credit cards Phla-c) that can be
sclected for payment. in the illustrated example, three credit
cards 114 are displayed, dnt it will be understood that the
consumer 110 may have other sumbers of credit cards, other
forms of electronic payment and combinations of electronic
payments may be presented to the consumer 115.

)0053] Relerring again te FIGS. 3-4, at 414, the authoriza-
fon token 170 and any additional data as necessary (e.g.,
iransaction data 122 such as one or more of MerchantlD,
TransactionID, accepted payment options, inveice amount),
are transmitted from mobile communication device P14 fo the
cloud wallet server 140 via network 150 and receivedatihe
cloud wallet server 140.

[8054] According to one embodiment, the authorization
token 170 as generated by the merchant’s electronic payment
device 120 is transmitted fo the cloud wallet server 140

through the mobile communication device 140. ln other
ambodiments, the payment application 123 executing on the
electronic payment device 120 or the mobile wallet applica-
tien 113 executing on the mobile communication device 110
transforms of encodes the merchant-generated aulhonzation
token. The encoded authorizationtoken [70 may embodyor
be encodedwith transaction data 122, and maybe decoded by
the cloud wallet server 140 using an appropriate key or decod-
ing mechanism. The ability to encode and decode the autho-
fization data provides for more Hexibility and inclusion of
additional information associated withthe merchant 125 and/
or iransaction fo ensure that the credit card data 147 to be

utilized is utilized for payment is for the correct amount, ¢.4.,
if the invoice or receipt amount 122 is encoded within or
transmitted with the authorization token 170, and that the
payment request is for a particular merchant 125 for that
specified amount. Further, use of single-use authorization
tokens 170 that are dynamically generated for a particular
transaction provide lor enhanced security compared to sys-
tems that assign and wilize the same data or tag fo a consum-
ar’s mobile communication device 11 since loss or theft of

thatdata or tag mayresult in fraudulent activity.
[6055] At 416, the cloud wallet server 140 decodes the
authorization token 170 HWnecessary and updates database
146 fo indicate that consumer 115 authorizes payment made
using selected payment option ifthat authorization token176
is presented for presented while satisfying pre-determined
restrictions, conditions or limitations).

)0056] For example, referring to Fir. 6A, the cloud wallet
server 146 may store data 147 ofcreditcards or other forms of
alectrome payment of various consumers 115. With. credit
cards, the credit card data may include onc or more or all of
the name ofan issuer bank, a credit card number, expiration
date, game as H appears on the credit card, and card verifica-
tion cade (OVC).
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{0057} in the illustrated example, the cloud wallet server
database 146 incindes a table 600 having a columns 602a-
602e¢ identifying consumers 115 and data 147 oftheir respec-
tive options for electronic payment. For example,the data 147
includes data (e.g, one or more ofcredit card number, expi-
rationdate, cardholder name,credit verification code, etc. of
three credit cards (CC1-3) for Consumer 1, data ofone credit
eard (OC4) for Consumer 2, and data of two credit cards
(OC5-6) for Consumer 3. The database 146 may also store
data 147 of other types of electronic payment that may be
ufilized such as electrome check data, ACH and other data.

10658] FIG. 6B further illustrates the database 146 incind-
ing a table 610 structured for a particular consumer 115 to
include columms indicating which authorization token 170
has been received lor a particular payment option, and asso-
elated authorization token restrictions and transaction data

122. Por example, column. 612¢ includes data specifying a
consumer's payment option, ¢.g., cradit cards, cohima 6124
indicates that the cloud wallet server 140 has received autho-
rization tokens 170 fromthe consumer's mobile communica-

tion device 110 for some, but not all of the credit cards.
Column 612¢ indicates a transaction, nrvoice or receipt
amount authorized to be charged on a credit card as deter-
mined by data transmitted with the authorization token 170 or
when the authorization application 143 decoded an author-
zation token encoded with that data. Data in column 612d

indicates when a token 170 was gencrated, and data in column
612¢ indicates the time the token 176 is valid such that the

token 176 would have to be presented by a payment processor
130 within that time (¢.g., 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 min-
ies) to request credit card data 147, as explainedin further
detail below. Column 612/fidentifies the merchant for whom
credit card data 147 can be released for payment.

(0859) it will be understood that table 610 may joclude
some or all of these types of data for all or some of various
types ofelectronic payment options, and that the table 610 is
providedas an example of how embodiments may be imple-
meried. For example, while FiG. 65 illustrates a table 610
including data of a condition, restriction or limitation of a
time during which an authorization token 170is valid, other
or additional conditions, restrictions and limitations may be
imposed andrecorded in the database 146.
{0060} Referring again to HGS. 3-4, afer generating the
authorization token 170, at 418, the merchant 125 logs into an
account with the payment processor computer 130 if neces-
sary, and transmits the authorization token P70 fromthe elec-
tronic payment device 120 to the payment processor com-
puter 330. At 420, the payment processor computer 136
decodes authorization token Wnecessary, authenticates itself
to the cloud walletserver 140 as necessary, and transmits and
presents the authorization token 170to the cioud walietserver
146 to request data 147 ofthe credit card 111 selected bythe
consumer 135,

{0061} At 422, the authorization application or program
143 ofthe cloud wallet server 140 searches the database 146

{e.g., tables 606, 616 shown in FIGS. 6A-1B)} for data 147
linked to or associated with the authorization token 176

received from the payment processor computer 130. At 424,
the authorization application or program 143 determines
whether the auihorization ioken 170 received from payment
processor computer 130 matches an authorization token 176
that was received from the consumer’s mobile commrumica-

tion device 100 and stored in the database 146. Hot, then the
payment processor's request is denied at 426, no credit card
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data 147 ts provided by the cloud wallet server 140 to the
payment processor computer 130.

[6062] Iso, then proceeding to (1. 4, 428, the authoriza-
fon engine 143 ofthe cloud wallet server 140 determines
whether the authorization token 170 recetved from the pay-
ment processor computer 130 satisies restrictions, condi-
tons or imitations, if not, then at 430, the payment proces-
sor's requestts denied, no credit card data 147 is provided by
the cloud wallet server 140 to the pavement processor com-
puter 130. If so, then at 432, the cloud wallet server 140
proceeds to 434 and retrieves data 147 (e.g., one or more of
issuer bank game, credit card wumber, cardholder name, expi-
ration date, CVi3 data etc.) of the elected paymentoption,
encodes retrieved data 147 if necessary, and transmits
selected payment option data 147 to the payment processor
computer 136.

[8063] or example, PIG. 4, 428, may involve the authori-
zation token176 being generated at 1:00 pm, andarestriction
specifies that the token 170 is valid for only one hour and thus
qaust be presented by the payment processor computer 130
within that time. If the payment processor computer 130
presents an authorizationtoken 170 that matches a token 170
providedbythe mobile communication device 118, and twas
presented within the one hour time frame, then the cloud
wallet server 140 returns data 147 of the credit card 111

associated with that valid authorization token 170, and the
database can be updated to reflect that a valid authorization
token 176 was presented and credit card data 147 was sentto
ihe payment processor 134). This ensures that the authorza-
tien token 170 thatis generated ts only valid fora limited time
andthus rednees the chance that the same authorization token

170 maybe utilized againor for a fraudulent purchase.
[@064] According to another embodiment, the authoriza-
tion token 176 received atthe cloud wallet server 140 from the
mobile communication device 110 can be encoded withor be

transmitted with data indicating an amonnt of an invoice or
receipt. When the paymentprocessor 130 presents the autho-
rization token 176 to the clond wallet server 146, the clond
wallet server 146 mav return data 147 of the credit card 111
associated with that valid authorization joken 176 and authe-

rive a charge for that specified invoiceor receipt amount. Or,
the invoice or receipt amount maybe transmitted as part ofor
with the authorization ioken 170 to the payment processor
130, which transmits the same authorization token 170 and/or
invoice amount to the cloud wallet server 140. [fthe authori-

zation engine 143 determines that the Invoice amount
recerved from the payment processor computer 130 and the
invoice amount received from the mobile communication

device 114 match, then data 147 of the credit card 711 for that
authorization token. E70 can be sent bythe cloud wallel server
140 to the payment processor computer 136. if they do not
maich, then data 147 of the credit card 114 for that authori-
zation token 170 is not provided to the payment processor
135. in these cases, the pavment processor 135 may inquire
with the merchant 125 regarding the discrepancy, Thus,
embodiments ensure that the correct amonntis chargedto the
consumer's credit card P11, and netther the merchant 125 nor
the payment processor 135 can charge an incorrect or higher
amount after the consumer 115 has left the merchant 125 or
merchant store.

[8065] Inyet another embodiment, the restriction or inmi-
tation can be based on anidentification {e.g., name or store
gumber) and/or location ofthe merchant 125 so that the cloud
wallet server 140 authorizes use ofcredit card data 147 for
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that identified merchant or location. In these embodiments,
the authorization token E70 may have been encoded with or
transmitied withdata specifying thai the authorization token
170is valid for payment made to a particular merchant 125
identified by name, store number, location or other identiiy-
ing data, andthat presentation ofthe authorizationtokenE76
onbehalfof another merchant would not be accepted.
10066) Pmbodiments mayinvolve one or multiple types of
restrictions, conditions or lnmHations and combinations
thereol, and such data may be stored in table 610or other table
or data structure ofdatabase 146. Por example, embodiments
mayinvolve a time during which the authorization token 176
is valid and must be presented, an invoice amount, a merchant
identification, both a tine the authorization token 176 is valid
and an invoice amount, both a time the token is valid and a
merchant identification, both an invoice amount and a mer-
chant identification, all ofa time the authorization token 170
is valid, invoice amount and merchant identification, and
other types, numbers and combination ofrestrictions. Fur-
ther, it will be understood that depending on the tvpe of
restriction, the restriction may be selected by the anthoriza-
tion engine 143 according to a pre-determined standard or
selected or specified by the consumer 115 as part of the
process when the consumer 115 selects a credit card HT to
utilize. if will also be nnderstoodthatsuchrestrictions maybe
encoded withinthe authorization token 176, whichis decoded
bythe authorization engine 143 to determinethe restrictions,
transmitted with the authorization token 170 that is encoded

with other data, or transmitted with an unencoded or unmodi-
fled anthorization token P70 as generated by the merchant
HS.

(0067) Referring again fo FIGS. 3-4, if the authorization
token 170 matches a token stored in the database 146, and the
token 170 satisfies any restrictions suchthat at 434, the cloud
wallet server 140 transmits selected payment option data 147
to the payment processor computer 130, then at 436, the
payment processor computer 136 receives the data 147 and
decodes it iPnecessary, and processes the electronic transac-
ion. At 438, the merchant account 132 is updated and a
confirmationis sent to the electronic payment device 126 at
440.

Authorization ‘Token Generated Using Mobile Commrunica-
tion Device OF Consumer/Mobile Wallet Application

(0068) Referring to FRGS. 7-8 a system 700 constructed
according to another embodiment comprises or involves sys-
tem components described above {aspects of which and
embodiments are sot repeated), and is unlized to execute a
method 800 for processing an electronic transachon using
authorization token 170 generated by a consumer’s mobile
communication device 110. lt will be understoodthat various

aspects of the system 300 and method 400 described above
also apply to the system 700 and method 800 described wih
reference to FIGS. 7-8, and thus are not repeated in full detail,
Further, it will be understoodthat while certain embodiments
are described with reference to certain steps performedin a
certain order or at a certainstage ofa method, other steps may
be performed in different orders and at different method
slages.
10069] inthe illustrated embodiment, ihe method 800 com-
prises bringing the consumer's mobile communication device
110 and merchant's electronic payment device 120 into con-
tact or in proximity wilh each other to establish a temporary
commection (e.g... a NFC connection 160 as discussed above)
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between the mobile communication device 110 and elec-

ironic payment device 120. At 804,the consumer 115 mayby
verified by the merchant 125, e.g., based on personal identi-
fication information of the consumer 115 such as a photo-
graph or other blametric data acquired or displayed at ihe
point ofsale. At 806, the merchant 125 generates data 122 of
an invoice or receipt that includes one or more types ofelec-
tronic transaction data such as Merchantii}, TransactionID,
‘Types of Payment Accepted, invoice Total and consumer
discount/lovalty offer. At 808, the transaction data 122 is
transmitted fromthe electronic payment device 126 to mobile
communication device 116 via the same or a new NFC con-

nection 160, and at 810, the mobile wallet application 113
displays a list of available payment options to the consumer
115 (e.g. as shownin Fits. 5) so that the consumer 115 selects
an option (.g., selects a credit card, checking account, cic.
accepted by merchant). The consumer's selection may be
based at least im part upon one or more of data recerved from
electronic payment device 120 GFmerchant 125 specified an
acceptable form of payment} and electronic payment option
data 147 stored locally onmobile communication device 110
or accessed by logging mio consumer account hosted by
clond wallet server 146. At 812, an authorization token 170
(such as random number and/or token embodying, including
or encoded with or associated with one or one oftransaction

data and selected payment option data) is generated by the
mobile wailet application 113 executing on mobile commu-
nication device 114, and at $14, the token 170 and additional
data (e.p., selected payment option and authorized payment/
invoice amount and restrictions, conditions or limitations as
necessary) are transmitted from the mobile communication
device 110 andreceived at clond wallet server 140 via net-
work 150.

)0070| At $16, the authorization engine 143 decodes the
authorization token 170 ifnecessary and updates the database
146 to indicate that consumer 115 authorizes payment made
using selected payment option upon presentation of the
recerved authorization token 170 (or presented while satisiy-
ing pre-determined restrictions, conditions or lnmilations as
discussed above with reference to FIG. 63). At 898, the
authorization token 170 generated by the mobile commuini-
cation device 110 and anyadditional merchantfor transaction
data as necessary fe.p., selected payment option and authe-
aed payment/invoice amount and restrictions, condHions or
limilations} are transmitted from the mobile communication
device 110 and received ai electronic payment device 120 of
the merchant 125 using the same or new NPCconnection 160.
[G072] A820, the merchant 125 jogs into an acconnt at the
payment processor computer 130, and the authonzaton
token 176 received from the mobile communication device

110is transmitted fromthe electronic payment device 128 to
the payment processor computer 130, which decodes the
authorization token 170 ifnecessary and presents the authe-
dization token 130 te the cloud wallet server 146 to request
data 147 of selected payment option at 822. At 824, the
authorization engine 143 of the cloud wallet server 140
scarches the database 146 to deiermine, at 826, whether there
is a match in the daiabase 146.the authorization token 170

is not located, there is ne match at 828 and the request for
credit card data 147 is denied. ifthe presented anthorization
token170 is located in the database 146, there is a match, and
at 836, the authorization engine 143 determines whether the
request satisiies any resirichons, conditions or limitations. 1
not, then at 832, the requestfor credit card data 147 is denied.
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if so, then the request is granted at 834, and at 836, the
authorization engine 143 retrieves data 147 ofthe selected
eredit card 1 EL fromthe database 146, encodes the data 147 if
necessary, and transmits ihe data 147 tothe payment proces-
sor computer 130 at 836. At 838, the payment processor
computer 130 receives the credit card data 147, decodes if
necessary, and processes electronic transaction. The mer-
chant account 132 is updated at 840, and confirmation ofthe
electronic payment is sent from the payment processor com-
puter 130 to the merchant electronic payment device at 842.

Authorization Token Generated by Clond Wallet Server/
Cloud Wallet Application

10072] Referring to PIGS, 9-10, a system 90€ constructed
according to another embodiment comprises or involves syvs-
fem components described above (aspects of which and
embodimenis are not repeated), and is nflized to execute a
method 1000 for processing an electronic transaction using
muthorization token 170 generated by a cloud wallet server
140. Hf will be understood that various aspects ofthe systems
360, 700 and methods 400,800 described above also apply ta
the system9€0 and method 1000 described withreference to
PIGS, 9-10, andthus are not repeated in full detail, Further,it
will be understood that while certain embodiments are

desertbed with reference to certain steps performed jn a cer-
tain orderor al a certain stage ofa method, other steps may be
perfonnedin different orders andat different methodstages.
100731] in the diustrated embodiment, the method 1060
comprises, at 1002, the consumer’s mobile communication
device 110 and merchant’s electronic payment device 120
brought inte contact or ia proximity with each other to estab-
lish temporary connection fag. NPC connection 160
between the mobile communication device 116 and the elec-

tronic payment device 120. At 1004, ihe merchant 125 may
verily the identity of the consumer 115 using a photograph or
other biometric data acquired or displayedat the point ofsale.
At 1006, the merchant 125 generates electronic receipt, trans-
actiondata 122 that may taclude one or more of MerchantiD,
Transactian/D, Types of Payment Accepted, Invoice Total,
and a consumer discount/lovalty offer, and at 1008, the data
122is transmitted from the electronic payment device 120to
the mobile communication device 110 via the NPCconnec-

tion 166. At L@L0, the mobile wallet application 113 displays
possible payment options to the consumer 115 (e.g. as
described with reference to FIGs. 5) who selects an option,
©.g., 4 partionlar credit card.
10074) At 1O12, the transaction data 122 Wapplicable and
the selected payment option are transmitted from the mobile
communication device 11040 cloud wallet server 140, and the
authorization engine 143 generates an authonzation token
170 at 1014. The authorization token generated bythe autho-
rization cngine 143 is transmitted fromthe clond wailet server
H40 via network ES¢ to the mobile communication device 110
at 1076.

fOO75) At 1018, the authorization token 170is transmitted
trom the mobile communication device 110 to the electronic

payment device 120 using the same or new NPCconnection
160, and at 1026, the merchant125 logs info an accountat the
payment processor computer 130 necessary. The author-
vation token 176 received from the mobile communication

device 110 is transmitted fromthe electronic payment device
120 to the payment processor computer 130, which presents
the authorization token 176 to the cloud wallet server 148 at

1022 to request data 147 of the credit card P11 selected by the
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consumer 1315, At 1024, the authorization engine 143, which
generated the authorization token 170, decodes the authori-
zation token 170 if necessary and searches the database 146
fora match at 1026, lf not, the payment processor's requestis
denied at 1028. H'so, then at 1030, the authorization engine
143 determines whether the request by the payment processor
130satisfies any restrictions, conditions or limitations (gen-
erally, restrictions} such as one or more ofa time restriction
during which the authorization tokenis valid, payment of a
specified amount, and payment to a particular merchant, as
discussed above. If the restriction is not satisfied, then at
1032, the request is denied, but if satisfied, at L034, the
requestis granted, and at 1036, the authorizationcngine 143
retrieves data 147 ofselected credit card 111, encodesthe data
id? ifnecessary, and transmits the data 147 to payment pro-
cessor computer 130. Aft 1038, the payment processor com-
puter 130 receives the requested credit card data 147, decodes
i if necessary, and processes the electronic transaction. At
1046, the payment processor computer 130 updates the mer-
chant account 132 as necessary, and at 1042, sends a conitr-
mation to merchant electronic payment device 120 thatthe
transaction has been completed.
[6076] FIG. 11 generally dhustrates components of a com-
puting device 1100 that may be utilized to execute embodi-
ments and that lnclides a memorv 11140, program instructions
1112, @ processor or controller 1120 to execule program
instructions 1EL2, a network or communications interlace

1230, e.g., for communications with a network or intercon-
neet 1140 between such components. The memory 1110 may
be or include one or more of cache, RAM, ROM, SRAM,
DRAM, RDRAM, EEPROM and other types of volatile or
non-volatile memory capable of storing data. The processor
unit 112@ may be or inchide muliple processors, a single
threaded processor, a multi-threaded processor, a mrulti-core
processor, of other type of processor capable of processing
data. Depending onthe particular system component (e-¢.,
whether the component is a computer or a hand held mobile
communications device), the interconnect 1140 may include
asystem bus, LDT, PC1, ISA, or other types ofbuses, and the
communications of setwork interface may, lor example, bean
Etheret interlace, a Frame Relay interlace, or other inter-
face. The network interface 1130 maybe configuredto enable
asystem componentto communicate with other system com-
ponents across a network which may be a wireless or various
other networks. H should be noted that one or more compo-
nents ofcomputing device 1100 maybe located remotelyand
accessed via a network. Accordingly, the system configura-
tien provided in FIG, 12 is provided fo generally illustrate
how embodiments may be configured and implemented.

)0077| Method embodiments or certain steps thereol, may
be embodied in a computer program product suchas anappli-
cation that can be downloaded to an electronic payment
device ofthe merchant, to a mobile communication device of
the merchant, and to a mobile communication device ofthe
consumer, Method embodiments or certain steps thereof may
also be carried out by execution ofsoftware instructions that
are embodied in, or readable trom, a tangible mediumor
compiter-readable medium or carrier or article of marnuftac-
jure, eg., one or more of the fixed and/or removable data
storage data devices and/or data communications devices
connected to a computer. Carriers maybe, for example, mag-
netic storage medium, optical storage medium and magneto-
optical storage medium. Examples ofcarriers include, but are
not Hmited to, a floppy diskette, a memory stick or a flash
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drive, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-ROM, DVD-R, DVD-RW) or
other carrier now knownor later developed capable ofstoring,
data. The processor 1120 performssteps or executes program
instructions 1112 within memory 1110 and/or embodied on
the carrier fo Huplement method embodiments.
10078] Although particular embodiments have beenshown
and desertbed, it shonld be understoodthat the above discus-
sion is not intended to lint the scope of these embodiments.
While embodiments and variations ofthe many aspects ofthe
invertion have been disclosed and deserthed herein, such
disclosure is provided for purposes of explanation and Hlus-
trationonly, Thus, varions changes and modifications may be
made without departing from the scope ofthe claims.
(0079) Further, certain embodiments are desertbed with
reference to GOPAYMENTas one example ofa mobile pay-
ment application that may be used by a merchant fo accept
paymentusing a mobile communicationdevice, but it should
be understood that other mobile pavement applications may be
used, and that embodiments may be implemented by modi-
fying mobile payment applications such as GOPAYMENTor
by providing embodiment as an add-on or separate applica-
tion for use with an cxisting mobile payment application.
{0880} Moreover, while embodiments are described with
reference to a credit card transaction and providing credit card
data to a payment processor depending on the authorization
token presented, embodiments mayinvolve varions types of
electronic payment such as debit, ATM and gilt cards,
eCheck, PAYPAL, ete.
{0081} Wile multiple embodiments and variations ofthe
many aspects of the invention have been disclosed and
described hercin, suchdisclosure is providedfor purposes of
illustration only. Where methods and steps described above
indicate certain events occurring in certain order, those of
ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure
would recognize that the ordering of certain steps may be
modified and that such modifications are in accordance with

the variations of the nrvention. Additionally, certain of the
steps may be performed concurrently in a parallel process
when possible, as well as performed sequentially.
10082] Accordingly, embodiments are intended to exem-
pity alternatives, modifications, and equivalents that mayfall
within the scope ofthe claims.

1. A computer-implemented method for processing data
related to an electronic transaction involving a consumer and
a merchant, the method comprising:

establishing a near field communication connection
between an electronic payment device ofthe merchant
and a mobile communication of the consumer when the

electronic payment device and the mobile communtica-
ton device are in contact with or located in proximityta
eachother;

receiving authorization data that is shared between the
mobile communication device and the electronic pav-
taent device utilizing the near Reld communication cou-
nection, wherein data of an electronic payment instru-
ment utilized by the consumer is not transmitted to the
merchant; and

trausmitting the authonvzation data from the mobile com-
qunication device through a first network foa first corm-
puter hosting respective data of respective electrome
paymentinstruments of respective consumers, and from.
the electronic payment device throngh a second network
to a second computer of au electronic payment proces-
BOF,
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wherein the authorization data is presented by the second
computer to the first computer to request electronic pay-
ment data of the consumer associated with the authori-
gation data.

2. The method of claim 1, the electronic payment device
comprising a mobile communication device inchiding a
mobile payment application executing thereon, the respective
mobile communication devices of the consumer andthe mer-

chant being wilized to establish the near field communication
connection and generate or recetve the authorization data.

3. The method of claim 2, the mobile communication

device ofthe merchant comprising a Smartphone.
4. The method of claim 2, the respective mobile commu-

qication devices of the consumer and the merchant bem
located within a store or office of the merchant when the near
field communication connection is established.

§, The method ofclaim2, the respective mobile commnu-
nication devices of the consumer and the merchant being at a
location that is remote relative to a store or office of the
merchant when the near fleld connectionjs established.

6. The method of claim |, the electronic payment insiru-
ment data being received at the second computer in response
tO presenting the authorization data to the first computer, the
second computer hosting or accessing a merchant account on
behalf of the merchant to process the clectrome transaction
using the received electronic payment instrument data.

7. Fhe method of claim1, the electronic payment device
and the mobile communication device being connected to
each other in a peer to peer configuration.

8. The method of claim 7, the authorization data being
generated by the electronic payment device ofthe merchant
and iransmitied from ihe electronic payment device to the
mobile communication device and from the electronic pay-
ment device to the second computer.

§. The method of claim 7, the authorization data being
generated by the mobile communication device and transmit-
ted fromthe mobile communication device to the clectronic

payment device and from the mobile communication device
to the frst computer.

18. The method of claim 1, the authorization data being
generated by the first computer and received at the mobile
communication device fromthe first computer, andtrausmit-
ted rom the mobile communication device to the electronic

payment device.
11. The method ofclaimI, the authorizationdata compris-

ing a randomnumber.
12. Fhe method of claim 1, the authorization data being

dynamic suchthat first authorization data generated for a first
purchase by the consumer is dillerent than second authoriza-
ton data generated for a second purchase by the consumer.

13.'Fhe method ofclaim1, the authorization data compris-
ing anauthorization token.

14. The method ofclaim 33, the authorization token being
usable for a single electronic transaction.

15. The method ofclaim 13, the authorization tokenbeing
vaHd to request electronic payment instrument data for a
pre-determined muted time.

16. The method of claim 1, the same authorization data
shared between the mobile communication device and the

electronic payment device being transmitted fromthe elee-
trame payment device to the second computer, fromthe
mobile communication device to the first computer, and from
the second computer fo the first computer when requesting
electronic payment instrument data.
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¥7, The method of claim 1, the mobile communication
device ofthe consumer comprising a mobile wallet, and the
first computer comprising a cloud computing resource acces-
sthle by a plurality of consumers and payment processors.

18. The method ofclaim 17, the electronic paymentdevice
af the merchant comprising a mobile payment application,
wherein the transaction is completed based at least in part
upon interaction between the mobile wallet and the mobile
payment application,

19%. ‘The method of claim 1, receiving from the electronic
payment device at the mobile communication device throngh
the near field commnmication connection, an incentive, ofler
or advertisement related to a form or type ofelectronic pay-
ment instrument available to be selected by the consumer
using the mobile communication device.

20. The method of claim 19, the incentive, offer or adver-
tisement comprising a coupon or discount if the consumer
utilizes an electronic payment instrument a pre-determined
issuer bank,

21, The method of claim 1, the electronic payment instru-
men! comprising a credit card.

22, A computer-waplemented method for processing data
related to an electronic transaction involving a consumer and
a merchant, the method comprising:

establishing a near Held corurtumication connection
between an electronic payment device ofthe merchant
and a mobile communication of the consumer when the

electronic payment device and the mobile commmunica-
tien device are in contact with or located in proximityte
each other:

generating authorization data embodying data of a trans-
action involving the consumer and the merchant,
wherein data of an electronic payment instrument ut-
haed by the consumer is not transmitted 10 the electrome
payment device; and

transmitting the authorization data irom the mobile com-
munication device through a first network to a first com-
puter hosting respective data of respective electronic
payiment instruments respective consumers, and from
the electronic payment device throngha second network
io a second computer of an electronic payment proces-
sOF,

wherein the authorization data is presented by the second
computer to the first computer to request electronic pay-
ment data of the consumer associated with the authori-
zation data.

23, The method of claim22, the authorization data being
encoded with the transaction data.

24. The method of claim 23, the authorization data being
encoded withtransaction data comprising at least one ofa
merchant identification, a transaction identification, a trans-

action amount, and accepted electronic payment instruments.
25, The method ofclaim 23. wherein the authorization data

is decoded by the first computer to determine electronic pay-
ment instrument data corresponding to the authorization data,
the determined electronic payment instrument data being
transmitted fromthe first computer to the second computer.

26. ‘The method of claim 22, the transaction data compris-
ing, at least one of a merchant identification, a transaction
identification, a transaction amount, and accepted electronic
payment instruments.

27. "The methodofclaim22,the electronic payment device
comprising a mobile communication device including a
mobile payment application exeouting thereon, the respective
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mobile conununication devices of the consumer and the mer-

chant being ntlizedto establish the nearfield communication
commechon,

28. The method of claim 27, the mobile communication
device ofthe merchant comprising a Smartphone.

29, ‘The method of claim 27, the respective mobile com-
munication devices ofthe consumer and the merchant being
at a locaton that is remote relative to a store or office of the
merchant when the near field connection is established,

36. The method ofclaim 22, the electronic payment insiru-
ment data being received af the second computer in response
to presenting the authorizationdata to the first computer, the
second computer hosting or accessing a merchant account on
behalf of the merchant to process the electronic transaction
using the received electronic payment instrument data.

31. The method ofclaim 22, the electronic payment device
and the mobile communication device being comected to
gachother in a peer to peer configuration,

32. Phe method ofclaim 31, the authorization data being
generated by the electronic payment device of the merchant
and transmitted irom the electronic payment device to the
mobile communication device and from the electronic pay-
ment device to the second computer.

33. The method of claim 31, the transaction data being
received by the mobile communication device, the authorny
tion data being generated by the mobile communication
device and transmitted from the mobile communication

device to the electronic payment device and iromthe mobile
communication device to the first computer.

34. The method ofclaim 22, the transaction data bem
recerved by the first computer through the mobile commumi-
cation device from the electronic payment device, the authe-
rizationdata being generatedbythe first computer, transmit-
ted from the first computer and received at the mobile
communication device, and transmitted from the mobile
communication device to the electronic payment device, and
fromthe electronic payment device to the second computer.

35. The method ofclaim 22, the authorization data being
dynamic suchthatfirst authorization data generated forafirst
purchase by the consumer is different than second authoriza-
tion data generated for a second purchase by the consumer.

36. The methed ofclaim 22, the authorization data com-
prising an authorization token,

37. The methodofclaim36, the authorizationtokenbeing
usable for a single electronic transaction.

38. The method ofclaim 36, the authorization token bemy,
valid to request electronic payment iastrument data for a
limited time.

39. The method of claim 22, the mobile communication

device of the consumer comprising a mobile wallet, and the
first computer comprising a cloud computing resource acces-
sible by a pluraltty of consumers and payment processors.

40. The method ofclaim 22, the electronic paymentdevice
ofthe merchant comprising a mobile payment application,
wherein the transaction is completed based at least in part
upon interaction between the mobile wallet and the mobile
payment application,

41. The method ofclaim 22, receiving fromthe electronic
paymentdevice at the mobile communicationdevice through
the near field communication connection, an. incentive or
advertisement related to an electronic payment instrument
available to be selected by the consumer using the mobile
communication device.
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42, The method ofclaim 41, the incentive or advertisement
comprising a conpon or discount if the consumer ntilizes a
eredit card of a pre-determined issuer bank.

43. Phe method ofclaim 22, ihe electronic payment instru-
mont ublized by the consumer comprising a credit card.

44. A computer-mplemenied method for processing data
related to anelectronic transaction Involving a consmmer and
a merchant, the method comprising:

establishing a near field corurriiimication connection
between an electronic payment device of the merchant
and a mobile communication of the consumer when the

alectrome payment device and the mobile communica-
fon device are in contact withor locatedin proximityto
each other:

generating authorization data, ihe authorization data beiny,
shared between the mobtle communication device and

the electronic payment device utilizing the near field
communication connection, wherein data of an elec-
ironic payinient instrument utilized by the consumer is
not transmitted to the merchant, and

transmitting the authorization data irom the mobile com-
munication device through » first network to a first com-
puter hosting respective dala of respective electronic
payment insirumenis of respective consumers)

storing the authorvetion data in a database ofor accessed
by the lirst computer io associate the authorization data
and electronic payment instrament data of the con-
sumer;

transmitting the authorization data from the electronic pay-
ment device through a second network to a second com-
puter ofan elecironic payment processor,

transmitting the authorization deta rom the second com-
puter through2 third network to the first computer to
request electronic paviment data ofthe consumer;

searching the database to determine electronic payment
data corresponding to the authorization data received at
the first computer fromthe second computer;

transmitting the determined electronic payment dats from.
ihe first computerto the second computer;

completing the transaction uhliging the second computer.
45. A computer-implemenied method for processing data

related to an electronic transaction involving a consumer and
a merchant, the method comprising:

Nov, 15, 2012

establishing a near field communication connechon
between an electrome payment device of the merchant
and a mobile communication of the consumer when the

electronic payment device and the mobile conmmunica-
tion device are in contact with or located in proximity to
each other,

generating unthorizationdats, the authorization data being
encoded with data of a transaction involving the con-
stiner and the merchant, the authorization data bem
shared betweenthe mobile communication device and

the electronic payment device ntilizing the near field
comminication connection, wherein data of an clec-
tronic payment instrument utilized by the consumer is
not transmitted to the merchant, and

transmitting the wuthorization dats fromthe mobile com-
mindcation device through a first network to a first com-
puter hosting respective data of respective electronic
payment instruments of respective consumers;

decoding the sulhorizationdats at the first computer,
storing the authorization data and associated transaction

data in a database ofor accessed by the first computer to
associate the muthorization dats, the transactiondata and
the electronic paymentinstrument data ofthe consumer,

transimiiting the authorization data from ihe electronic pay-
ment device through a second network to a second com-
puter of an electronic payment processor;

transmitting the authorization data and transactiondata
fromthe second computer throngha third networkto the
first computer to request electronic payment data of the
consume:

decoding the suthorization. data utthe first computer,
searching the database to determine electronic payment

data and transaction dala corresponding to the authori-
zeton data received at the first computer from the sec-
ond computer,

comparing the transaction data stored in the datubase and
the transaction dats received fromthe second computer;

ifthe transaction data received trom the second computer
matches the transaction data stored in the database,
transmitting the determined electronic payment data
irom.the first computer to the second computer, and

completing the transaction utilizing the second computer.
46-63. (canceled)
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FIG. 2

NEW USER EMPLOYS COMPUTING DEVICE TO ACCESS VIRTUAL WALLET SCT UP WEBSITE {WSUW)

!
USER CLICKS ON "NEW USER” ICON

 

 

 

 

VIRTUAL WALLET SERVER (VWS) ESTABLISHES SECURE COMMUNICATIONS CHANNEL WITH USER'S COMPUTING
DEVICE 

 

USER PROMPTED TO PROVIDE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION DETAILS

 

USER PROMPTED 70 PROVIDE PARTICULARS OF MOBILE COMMUNICATOR TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH

VIRTUALWALLET

y

USER PROMPTED TO PROVIDE AT LEAST ONE MOBILE COMMUNICATOR PRESENCE INDICATOR (MCP!)

 

 

 

 
i

USER PROMPTED 70 PROVIDE DETAILS OF ONE rit PAYMENT METHODS TO BE USED BY VIRTUAL
- ¥

USER OFFERED OPTION OF COMMUNICATING/NOT COMMUNICATING CPIN
/—__——————————————————————

USER OFFERED POSSIBILITY OF OBTAINNG ADDITIONAL PAYMENT METHODS

 

 

  

 

WS PRESENTS MENU OF AVAILABLE ADDIFONAL PAYKENT METHODS

Aa
VWS NEGOTIATES ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PAYMENT METHODS WITH ISSUERS

~
ISSUERS COMMUNICATE ADDITIONAL PAYMENT METHOD INFORMATION TG WS

|
VWS ISSUES WALLET PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (WEIN) AND COMMUNICATES WPIN TO USER

 

 
 

 

 

VWS. ASSOCIATES WPIN WHH PERSONAL IDENTINCATION DETAILS SUPPLIED BY USER, MCP) AND PAYMENT
PARTICULARS

 

IF MORE THAN ONE PAYMENT METHOD IS ASSOCIATED WITH A WALLET, USER IS OFFERED
AUTOMATIC PAYNENT METHOD SELECTION BASED ON "BEST DEAL”
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FIG. 3A

SALES CLERK SELECTS "VIRTUAL WALLET” PAYMENT

OPTION

 

VISUALLY SENSIBLE PROMPT PROVIDED TQ CUSTOMER

TO TRANSMIT MCPI FROM MOBILE COMMUNICATOR TO

POINT OF SALE (POS) DEVICE

CUSTOMER ACTIVATES VIRTUAL WALLET APPLICATION

ON MOBILE COMMUNICATOR 

MCPI TRANSMITTED TO STORE SERVER 
 

[GENERATE INDIVIDUALIZED CUSTOMER PURCHASE OFFER; 

| POS DEVICE PROMPTS CUSTOMER TO ENTER WPIN 

CUSTOMER MANUALLY ENTERS WPIN ON POS DEVICE

 

POS DEVICE ENCRYPTS WPIN

 

POS DEVICE TRANSMITS MCPI AND ENCRYPTED WPIN TO]
VIRTUAL WALLET SERVER (VWs) 
 

[VWS DECRYPTS WPIN AND ASSOCIATES TRANSACTION]
WITH CUSTOMER’S VIRTUAL WALLET

  
 

 
MATCH DF MCPI, WPIN AND A WALLET

FOUND?  
  
 

ERROR CODE GENERATED &

TRANSMITTED TO POS DEVICE  
 

 TRANSACTION IS TERMINATED 
ifu

TO FIG. 3B
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FIG. 3B FROM FIG. 3A

SINGLE

PAYMENT

 
 

 
  
  
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 

  MULTIPLE
SINGLE PAYMENT METHOD PAYMENT

OR MULTIPLE PAYMENT METHODS

ASSOCIATED WH WALLET?

  

VWS TRANSMIS PAYMENT METHOD

PARTICULARS, INCLUDING ANY
ASSOCIATED CPINS, OF ALL

PAYMENT METHODS TO POS DEVICE

i
REPRESENTATION OF EACH PAYMENT

METHOD APPEARS ON DISPLAY OF POS

DEVICE

VWS TRANSMITS PAYMENT METHOD

PARTICULARS, INCLUDING
ASSOCIATED CPIN, TO POS DEVICE
  

 

 
 
 
 
 

  
  
 

 
 

 

VWS

AUTOMATICALLY SELECTS F

PAYMENT METHOD

 
 

AUTOMATIC PAYMEN

METHOD SELECTION
ENABLED?

 
CUSTOMER PROMPTED TO SELECT A

PAYMENT METHOD

~i______
j VWS RECOMMENDS "BEST DEAL”|
L PAYMENT METHOD J

   

 
 

CUSTOMER PROMPTED TO ENTER

CPIN FOR SELECTED PAYMENT

METHOD BY KEYING INTO POS

DEVICE KEYPAD CUSTOMER SELECTS PAYMENT
METHOD FOR TRANSACTION 

 ASSOC! ATED WHH
SELECTED PAYMENT 

TO FIG. 3C
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FIG. 4

VIRTUAL WALLET SERVER (VWS) RECEIVES INFORMATION FROM
VARIOUS SOURCES REGARDING CUSTOMER'S BUYING HABITS AND

PAYMENT PREFERENCES

VWS ANALYZES INFORMATION REGARDING CUSTDMER’S BUYING

HABITS AND PAYMENT PREFERENCES ViS~A~VIS SPECIFIC
CURRENT CUSTOMER PURCHASE

| ! |
VWS GENERATES RECOMMENDED PAYMENT METHOD

 

 

 

CUSTOMER PROMPTED TO ACCEPT VWS RECOMMENDED PAYMENT

METHOD OR SELECT ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT METHOD

 
IF NEW PAYMENT METHOD SELECTED, VWS

AUTOMATICALLY NEGOTIATES ISSUANCE OF NEW PAYMENT

METHOD WITHOUT REQUIRING ANY ADDITIONAL CUSTOMER
INTERVENTIONLeSH
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CLOUD BASED ELECTRONIC WALLET

REVERENCE 1O RELATED APPLICATIONS

10601] Reference is hereby madeto U.S. Provisional Patent
Application Ser. No. G1/487,787, fied May 19, 2011 and
emitled CLOUD BASED ELECTRONIC WALLET, the dis-
closure of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety
and priority of which is hereby claimed pursuant to 37 CFR
1,78fa) (4) and (538.

  

PIRLD OF THE INVENTION

{0002} The present invention relates io payment systems
and methodologies generally aud more particularly ta elec-
tronic wallet payment systems.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

10003] The following patent publications are believed to
represent the current state ofthe art:
fod04) US. Patent Publication Nos. 1/$2006/0253335,
1752000/01 04888; L7S2008/0048022; US2005/007 1179 and
US2002/0077993;

10005] Published PCT Application No. WO08 104704; and
(0606) Patent Publication Nos.  PW200515229:
CN10£499190: RR20020004321 and TW2008 13871,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

10007] “fhe present mvention seeks to provide improved
payment systems and methodologies.
{0808) There is thus provided in accordance with a pre-
ferred embodiment ofthe present invention a payment system
inchiding 4 transaction server, a virtual wallet server VWS),
at least one point ofsale device including a secure element
and being operative to provide secure data communication of
a purchaser wallet personal identification aumber (WPIN},
but net purchaser payment particulars, to at least the VWS
and at least one mobile communicator communicating @
mobile communicator presence indicator (MCP1) but neither
the purchaser WPINnor the purchaser payment particulars to
the at least one point of sale device.
{0000} Preferably, the at least one mobile communicator
stores neither the purchaser WP1N nor the purchaser payment
particulars. in accordance with a preferred embodimentofthe
present invention the at least one mobile communicator nei-
ther reads, writes, communicates nor stores either the pur-
chaser WPIN or the purchaser payment particulars,Addition-
ally or alternatively, the at least one poit ofsale device is
capable of receiving the purchaser WPIN at the secure ele-
ment and receiving the MCP! for card presence verification
for carrving out a card presenttransaction with the VW8S.
10610] Preferably, the payment system also inchides at
least one customer purchases information (CPD database
contaidng customer-wise information reparding customer
purchases and af least one customer-wise purchase proposal
generation device (CPPGD) in data communication with the
at least one CPi database, the at least one CPPGD meluding a
customer-wise information mteriace (CW11} recering from
the af least one CPI database the customer-wise information

regarding customer purchases, a customer-wise products not
purchased calculator (CWPPC) operative to ascertain the
identity ofat least one product whichis normally purchased
bycustomers and whichis sot usually purchased bya specific
customer Trom a piven sales entity and a purchase proposal
generation engine (PPGE) generating an individualized pur-
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chase proposal for the af least one product which is uormailly
purchased by customers and which is not usually purchased
by the specific customer fromthe given sales entity to the
specific customer based ou the customer-wise information
regarding customer purchases,
|O012] In accordance wath a preferred embodiment ofthe
present invention the VW5is operative in conjunction witha
plurality ofpayment modalities and is operative to automati-
cally select one of the plurality of payment modalities for a
given transaction, based on atleast identity ofa customer aud
Hentity of a merchant.
[€012] Preferably, the WWS is operative in conjunction
witha plurality of payment modalities and the at least one
point ofsale device provides to the VWS8at least data identi-
iving a specific merchant and a specific purchase, the VWS
being operative prior to completionofa specific transaction to
recommend to a customer about to complete the transaction
one of the plurality of payment modalities for the specific
transaction between the specific merchantand a specific cus-
tomer For the specific purchase at a specific time, based on at
least one ofidentity of the specific customer, identity ofthe
specific merchant, particulars of the specific purchase and the
time.

|O013| There is also provided in accordance with another
prejerred embodiment of the present invention a payment
systeminchuding a transactionserver, a virtial wallet server
(VWS), at least one pomt of sale device including a secure
element and being operative to provide secure data commu-
nication ofa purchaser wallet personal identification aumber
(WPIN}toat least the VW5andat least one mobile commu-
nicator communicating at least one mobile communicator
presence indicator (MCP1) but storing nether the purchaser
WPIN for the purchaser payment card number,
[O014| There is further provided in accordance wih vet
another preferred embodiment ofthe present mvention a pay-
ment system inchiding a transaction server, a virtual wallet
server (VW5)},at least one point of sale device including a
secure clement and being operative to provide secure data
communication of a purchaser wallet personal identification
number (WPIN}to at least the VWSandat least one mobile
communicator communicating at least one mobile commu-
nicater presence indicator (MCPD but senher reading, writ-
ig, communicating nor storiag either the purchaser WPIN or
the purchaser payment card number.
[@015] There is also provided in accordance withstill
another preferred embodimentofthe present mvention a pay-
ment systemincluding a virtual wallet server (VWS5),atleast
one point ofsale device including a secure clement enabling,
secure data communication with the VW5 and at least one

mobile communicator capable of communicating a mobile
communicator presence mdicator (MCP1) to the at least one
point ofsale device, the alleast one pointofsale device bemg
capable ofrecerving a purchaser identifier at the secure ele-
ment and receiving the MCP] for card presence verification
for carrying out a card presenttransaction with the VWS.
[0016] Preterably, the at least one mobile communicator
does not require a secure element for communicating the
MCPE

[O017| In accordance wah a preferred embodiment ofthe
present invention the at least one mobile communicator does
not include a secure clement for commrunicating the MCPL
[€018] Inaccordance witha preferred embodiment ofthe
present invention the MCPI includes af least one of a user
selected identifier, a phone sumber ofthe at least one mobile
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communicator, an international mobile subscriber identay
(IMS) oftheatleast one mobile communicator, aninierna-
tional mobile equipment identity (IME]) ofthe at least one
mobile communicator and a randomly generated temporary
mobile subsertber identity CYMS1} ofthe at least one mobile
communicator.

{0819} in accordance with a preferred embodiment ofthe
present invention the TMSI is received by and stored in the
mobile commumicator. Additionally, the TMSIis received by
the mobile communicator Tromthe VWWS via a wireless sys-
fem,

{08020} There is even further provided in accordance with
yet another preferred embodiment ofthe present invention a
customer identity and product identity offer generation svs-
tem including at least one customer purchases information
(CPT) database containing customer-wise information
regarding customer purchases andat least one cnstomer-wise
purchase proposal generation device (CPPGD) in data com-
munication with the at least one CPI database, the at least one

CPPGD including a custemer-wise information interlace
(CWI) recetving from the at least one CPI database the
customer-wise information regarding enstomer purchases, a
customer-wise products not purchased calculator (oWPPO?
operative fo ascertain the identity of at least one product
which is normally purchased by customers and which is not
usually purchased by a specific customer Troma givensales
entity and a purchase proposal generation engine (PPGE)
penerating an individualized purchase proposalforthe at least
ane product which is normally purchased by customers and
whichis not usually purchased by the specific cnstomer from
the givensales entity to the specific enstomer based on the
eustomer-wise information regarding enstomer purchases.
10021] There is sii] further provided in accordance with
stl another preferred embodimentofthe present invention a
payment system Inchuding a virtual wallet server (VWS)
operative in conjunction witha plurality ofpayment modah-
ties and at least one point of sale device in data commrunica-
Hion with the VWS and providing at least data identifving a
specilic merchant and a specific purchase, the VWS being
operative prior fo completion of a specific transaction to rec-
ormmend fo a customer abont to complete the transaction one
ofthe plurality of payment modahtics for the specific trans-
action between the spectlic merchant and a specific customer
for the specific purchase at a specific time: based on at least
one of identityofthe specific cnstomer, identityofthe specific
merchant, particulars ofthe specific purchase andthe time.

BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0022) The present invention will be understood and appre-
elated more fully fromthe following detailed description,
taken inconfunction with the drawings in which:
10023)
the operationof a payment system constructed and operative
in accordance with a prelerred embodiment of the present
invention!

0024) PHy. 2 is a simplified flowchart Ulustrating a virtual
wallet set up procedure in the operationof the payment sys-
tem of an embodimentofthe present invention;
10025} FIG. 3A-3C are together a simplified Rowchart
Ufustrating operation of the paymentsystem of an embodi-
monol the present invention; and

 FIGS. LA-TDare simplifiedpictorial dhustrations of
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)O026] FiG. 4 is a stemplified Bowchart illustrating auto-
matic generation of recommendations in accordance withan.
embodiment ofthe presentinvention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
BMBODIMENT

[0627] Reterence is now made to FIGS, 14-11, whichare
piciorial illustrations ofthe operationof a virtual wallet pay-
ment system constructed and operative in accordance with a
prelerred embodimentofthe present lavention. The payment
system preferably includes a transaction server 100, whichis
operative Tor conducting comventional payment card transac-
tons, suchas credit card, debit card and prepaid card trans-
actions, and a virtual wallet server (VW) 102, which stores
at least paymentcard information of virtual wallet subscrib-
ars.

[@028] At least one point of sale device 104, suchas a
Verifone PINPad LGQOSE, includes a secure element 106, for
storage therein oF confidential data, and is operative to pro-
vide secure data communication ofalleast a purchaser wallet
PIN CWPIN}), such as an enerypted WPIN, fo at least WWS
102 and possibly also to transaction server 100. It is a par-
feular feature ofan embodiment of the presentiavention that
the point of sale dewice H)4 does not transmit a purchaser
payment card number to the VWS 162.

)0029] At least one mobile communicator 110, such as a
cellular telephone, which may or may not be Near Field
Communications (NEC)}-enabled, communicates a mobile
communicator presence indicator (MCPT)to the point of sale
deviee 104. Ina prelerred embodiment of the present inven-
tron, the MCPT includes at least one of) or a combination of, a
user selectedidentifier, the telephone number ofmobile com-
municator 110, an international mobile subscriber identity
MSD ofmobile communicator 110, an international Mobile
Bauipment identityGMEB sumber of mobile communicator
110, and a single-use key, such as a Temporary Mobile Sub-
sertber identity (TMSDor another key that has been sent, for
example, via a text message,fo the mobile communicator 110
or to an application on the mobile communicator 110.

6030] In the tHustrated embodiment of F1G. LA, both the
mobile communicator 110 and the point ofsale device Hi4 are
shown to be NFC-enabled. His a particular Teature of the
present inventionthat the mobile communicator 116 does not
commuunicate ether a purchaser WPIN or a purchaser pay-
ment card number to a point of sale device 104. Accordingly,
mobile communicators which do not have a secure element

106, or where the secure element is nol accessible, may be
usedfor this purpose.
[6031] Inapreferred embodimentofthe present invention,
the MCP!is transmitted to the point ofsale device 104 and
communicated from the point ofsale device Hid to the VWS
102, When the MCPinchidesa single-use key, the single-use
key is preferably generated using Rolling Code Encryption
(RCE),

)0032| Relerence is now made additionally to FIG. 2,
which is a simphfied fowchart Hustrating a virtual wallet set
up procedure, which takes place prier to a purchase using the
systemdepicted in FIGS. 1A-11D,

[6033] Turning to PIG. 2, it is seen that preferably a user
employs his mobile communicator L1G, or another comput-
ing device, such as a home conyputer 112, to access a virtual
wallet set up website (VWSUW) P14, which is hosted by, or
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communicates with, VWS 102. AHernatively, a suitably pro-
grammedpoint ofsale device 104 may also be used to access
virtual wallet set up website (VWSLW) 114,
[0834] A newuser typically starts a registration procedure
by clicking on a “NiWUSER’ icon. in response, VWS 3102
establishes a secure communications channel with the user's

mobile communicator 110 or another compulmg device
employedby the user,
10035] The user is then prompted to provide personal iden-
Hification details, such as full same, mailing address, e-mail
address and government issued identification, and, prefer-
ably, to provide particulars of the mobile communicator 110
whichis intended to be used to operate the wallet, AHerna-
tively, the wallet need not be associated with anygiven mobile
communicator BG.

{0636} The user is also prompted to provide at least one
mobile communicator presence indicator (MCPI} tobe trans-
mitted by the user’s mobile communicator 110 to a point of
sale device 104 in order to operate the virtual wallet in a
purchase transaction. Preferably, the MCP! includes one or
more ofa user selected identifier, a telephone number ofthe
mobile communicator 210, an mfernational mobile sub-
scriber identity TMST ofmobile communicator 118, an inter-
national mobile equipment identity (MET of mobile com-
rmumcator 110 and a termporarvy mobile subscriber identity
CEMSI) of mobile communicator 110. AHernatively, the
MCPI may be any other suitable identifier, which can be
communicated from the user’s mobile communicator LEG to

the point of sale device 104.
{0837) The user is then prompted to provide details of one
or more modalities, typically payment cards, such as credit
eards, debit cards and prepaid cards, or financial accounts,
such as a bank account and anon-line payment account, to be
used by the virtual wallet. Such details, hereinatter termed
purchase payment particulars (PPP), preferably include the
eard number, expiration date and card specifie PIN (CRIN), if
such exists, or ID of the bank or fmancial institution and the
bank account or faancial account number. CPINs are typi-
cally required lor using debit cards. lt is appreciated that a
user muy be given the option not io communicate a CPIN to
the VWS during set up. In sucha case, the user may commre-
nicate the CPIN byentering it onto a PINpadofa pointofsale
device in the course of a future purchase transaction.
(0838) The user may then be offered the possibilty of
obtaining one or more additional payment cards or access to
other payment methods. Tn such a case, the user may be
presented with a menu showing the available paymentcards
and the conditions associated with each. Should a user

express interest m obtaining one or more additional cards, the
VWS 102, using the personal identification details ofthe user,
may negotiale issuance ofsuchpayment cards with the serv-
ers ofthe issuers via secure communication links, Uponissu-
ance, the servers of the issuers cormmunicate in a secure
manner the card numbers and the CPINs, to the extent that
theyexist, to the VW5 102. Preferably, at least the CPINs are
communicated and stored in an encrypted Torm. His a par-
ticular feature of this embodiment ofthe present vention
that neither the full card numbers nor the CPINs are comm£,-
nicated to the user.

10039] In accordance witha preferred embodimentof the
present invention, the VWS 162 issues a wallet personal
identification number (WPIN}, whichis communicated tothe
user ii a conventional manner, sullable lor communicating
PIN numbers, such as by email or conventional mail.
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)0040| At ihe VWS 302, for cach wallet an association is
created between ihe WPIN,the personal identification details
supplied by the user during set up, the MCPI andthe particn-
lars oF one or more paymentcards, such as card number and
expiration date, as well as any CPIN or HD ofthe bank or
financial iastiution and the bank accountor financial account

number, This associated data is preferably stored in an
enerypied formai the VWS 102. The CPINs are normally
requiredto be stored in encrypted form.

[€041] Whenmore thanone card is associated witha given
wallet, the customer is further oflered the option to agree in
advance to automatic card selection by WWS 102 in a pur-
chase transaction, based on the “best deal’ available for that
specific customer Tor the given purchase, as ascertained al or
near the time of the purchase by the VWS 162.
[6042] 1His appreciated that the customer mayadd, delete
and change virtual wallet parameters vie the WWSUW114 at
any time following the set up procedure. These parameters
mav include designation of the cards associated with his
wallet, his MCP and various other particulars of his wallet.
[8043] A registered user typically starts a virtual wallet
parameter modification procedure by clicking on a “REGIS-
TERED USER’ icon. Ia response, VWS 102 establishes a
secure communications Channel with the user’s mobile com-

maunicaior 110or another computing device employed bythe
user.

[€044] The user downloads a “mobile wallet” application
info lis mobile communicator 110 and may imitialize the
“mobile wallet” application by inserting his MCPE. The user
may be requestedto indicate ifhis MCPTis his mobile phone
number. The MCPI maybe stored in the memory of mobile
communicator 116. ifthe MCPI is the telephone number or
IME] mumber of the mobile communicator 116 it may be
retrieved directly from the SIM card or operating system of
the mobile communicator operator.
[6045] Returning now to FIGS, 14-11, a typical purchase
transaction using the system and methodology of embadi-
ments of the present invention is now described wah addi-
tional reference to FIGS. 34-3C. It is seen that once a cus-

tomer’s purchases are rung up on a cash register 115, a sales
clerk asks the customer how he wishes io pay, [the customer
answers “with my virtual wallet”, the sales clerk or customer
selects a payimen! option, here termed “virtual wallet,” froma
menu on the cash register 115 and/or the pointofsale device
104, Selection ofthe “virtual wallet” payment option causes
a visually sensible prompt to the customer to appear on a
display 116on the point ofsale device 104 and/or onadisplay
117 of the cash register 115. The prompt requests that the
customer transmit an MCP! iromthe mobile communicator

110 to the point ofsale device 164 or, alternatively, to enter an
MCPthat may be provided by the mobile communicator
110, ona keypad ofthe point ofsale device 104. The customer
activates his virtual wallet application on his moble commu-
gicator PIG, which preferably retrieves or has previously
retrieved the MCPI. It is appreciated thal when. the MCPI
mchides a single-use key, the application, afier using ihe
single-use key, preferably retrieves a newsingle-use key for
future use. The MCP! may be transmitted toa store server 138
to enable personalized generation ofa personalized welcome
message and/or other personalized messages or promotions
to the customer at the point ofsale device 164 or on mobile
communicator P16, on the basis of predefined associations
between the MCPand the customer.
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{0046} As also seen in FUG. 1A, in accordance with a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention, there is provided
at least one customer-wise purchase proposal generation
device (CPPGD) 111, preferably in data communication wih
VWS 102. Alternatively, the at least ane customer-wise pur-
chase proposal generation device may be embodied in VW5
102. Ia another preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion, at least one CPPGD 111 maybe in data communication
with POS device 104 independent ofVW5 102 and VWS 102
may be obviated. CPPGHD 211 is operative to generate at least
one individualized purchase proposal for presentation to the
eustomer at the time of completing a purchase.
10047] The at least one CPPGD 111 preferablyis in com-
munication with at least one customer purchases information
(CPP) database, such as a commercial credit database
(CCDB), a merchant database (MDB) and a social network
(5N}, inchiding information regarding the customer's buying
habits, such as previous customer purchases history. The
CPPGD 111 preferably provides oMers to the customer via
the point of sale device 104. Such oflers may inchide pur-
chase offers based on the informationregarding the custom-
er's buying habits and specifically may include offers to pur-
chase poods which the customer is known to purchase but
does not currently purchase fromthe merchant at which the
customer is currently making 4 purchase.
0648] The CPPGDpreferably includes a customer-wise
information interface (CW), a customer-wise producis not
purchased calculator (CWPPC) and a purchase proposal gen-
eration engine (PPG). The CWHprelerably receives infor-
mation regarding customer buying habits, lypically including
ad least information regarding previous product purchases by
the customer, from the at least one CPI database. The CWPPC
is prelerably operative to ascertain the identity ofatleast one
product which is normally purchased by other customers and
whichis sot usually purchased by this customer from the
sales entity the customer is currently purchasing from. The
PPGE preferably penerates an individualized purchase pro-
posal to the customerforthe at least one product identified by
the CWPPC.

10049} itis appreciated that communication of the MCPHio
the point ofsale device 104 maytake placc priorto, during or
following tallying of a customer’s purchases.
{0850} in a case where the MCP! is transmitted by the
mobile communicator 1H), the transmission may be elfected
by the user placing his mobile communicator 110 on or m
close proximity to an NPC (Near Meld Communication)
enabled point of sale device 164 or other NFC commrunica-
Hion location associated with the point of sale device Idd
and/or the cash register 115.
10051] ltisa particular feature of the present invention that,
for transactions sot requiring a CPIN, receipt of the MCP] at
the point of sale device 104, together with the user entering
the WPIN, may constitute an acceptable indication of cus-
tomer presence which enables a transaction to be considered
as being a “card-present” transaction,
10052] itis a particular fcature of the present inventionthat,
tor transactions requiring a CPIN, receipt ofthe MCPI at the
point of sale device 104, together with the user entering the
CPEN and the WPIN, may constitute an acceptable indication
of customer presence which enables a transaction to be con-
sidered as being a “card-present™transaction.
10053] Communication of the MCPI to the point of sale
device 104 may be via one of a number of communication
links, such asBLURTOOTH, Wilt, optical and cellular, or
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the MCP] may be entered manually. A preferred method of
optical communicationis describedinassignee’s U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 13/006,137, entitled Light Based and
Online Payment Systems and Methodologies, filed Jan. 13,
2614,

)0054] As seen in Fir, 13, upon receipt of the MCPthe
point of sale device [04 prompts the customer to enter his
WHINbykeying onto a secure keypad 120 ofthe point ofsale
deviee 104. lt is a particular leature ofthe present invention
that the WPIN is entered manually bv the customer onto the
point ofsale device 104. This feature obviates the need forthe
mobile communicator 110 to have a secure clement and to

provide a secure communications link with the mobile com-
municator 116.

)0055] The customer manually enters his WPIN on the
point of sale device 104. The point ofsale device 104 prefer-
ably encrypts the WPIN, The point of sale device 104 pref-
erably transmits, preferablyin a single secure session, suchas
an SSL session, the MCPI and the encrypted WPIN to the
VWS102.

[6056] The VWS 102 decrypts the WPIN and, using the
MCPI, associates the proposed transaction withthe virtual
wallet ofthe customer. [fthe VWS 162 does not find a match

of the MCPI and the WPIN with a specific wallet, an error
code is generated and transmuted by the VWS5102 to the point
ofsale device 104, and the transaction is terminated.
[@057] Wamatch ofthe MCPIand the WPIN andaspecific
wallet is found, the transaction proceeds.
)0058] Honly a single payment modality is associated with
the given wallet, such as a single payment card, the VWS 102
transmits the purchase payment particulars, such as payment
card particulars, meliding the payment card number and its
expiration date, to the point of sale device 104. One or more,
orall off the purchase payment particulars maybe transmitted
in encrypted form. Ha CPIN is associated wih a given pay-
ment card and the customer has givenprior authorization for
the CPIN to be automatically provided, the CPIN is also
transmitted, preferably im encrypted form, to the point ofsale
device 104. Optionally, the transmission olpurchase payment
particulars takes place in a secure session.
[@059] As seenin PIG. 1C, Pf maultiple payment modalities,
suchas multiple payment cards, are associated with a given
wallet, the VWS5 102 transmits to the point of sale device 104
the purchase payment particulars of all such paymentcards,
including the payment card aumber and its expiration date.
One or more, or all of, the payment card particulars may be
transmitted in encrypted form, Ufa CPIN is associated wih a
given payment card, the CPEN is also transmitted, preferably
in encrypted form, to the point ofsale device Hid. Optionally,
the transmission of purchase payment particulars, suchas
paymentcard particulars, takes place in a secure session,
[6060] As also seen in FIG, 1C, when multiple payment
cards are associated with a given wallet, a representation of
each of the cards appears, preferably on a display 116 ofthe
point of sale device 104. The representation preferably
inchides the logo of the payment card company, Additionally,
the logoor other details ofthe issuer and/orthe last four digits
ofthe card number may also be included in the representation.
The customer is prompted to select one ofthe cards.
[@062] Inaccordance with an embodiment of the present
invention, at the time of presentation to the customer ofthe
various payment cards that canbe used for the transaction, a
recorumendation may be automatically made to the customer
as to which payment card or cards provides the “best deal’.
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The automatic provision of a recommendation sormally
requires prior anthorization from the customer, whichis nor-
mally given at the time of set up or in a subsequent modifi-
cation session. The “best deal” mav represent one or more oF
discounts, payment terms, coupons, polnts and other cus-
tomer benefits. Antomatic generation ofa recommendationis
described hereinbelow with respect to Fici. 4.
{0862} As seen in FIG. IC, the customer is prompted to
select a payment card and selects a payment card with which
to eflect the purchase transactionor alternatively, based on 4
prior customer agreement in the wallet setup procedure, the
system miay automatically select the payment card fo be used
in the transaction.

10063] if a CPIN is associated withthe selected payment
eard and the customer has not given. prior authorization for
transmission thereol, the customer is prompted to enter the
CPIN for the selected payment card by keying it onte the
secnre keypad 120 ofthe point ofsale device 104,
10064] As seenin FIG. 1D, the point ofsale device 104 then
completes the purchase transaction in a conventional manner
by communicating purchase particulars, such as the amount
and date of the transaction, particulars of ihe point of sale
device 164, suchas the identification number ofthe point of
sale device 104, and the payment purchase particulars (PPP)
ofthe selected payment card to the transactionserver 100.
10065} Where a CPIN is associated with the selected pay-
ment card, the CPINis decrypted at the point of sale device
164 and ts re-enerypted for secure transmission to the trans-
actionserver 100,

10066] Altematively, ifa single payment cardis associated
with the virtual wallet, the virtual wallet server 102 may
complete the purchase transaction in a conventional manner
by communicating ta the transaction server 10 purchase
particulars, suchas the amount and date of ihe transaction,
particulars ofthe point ofsale device 104, suchas the iden-
tification number of the point of sale device 104, and the
particulars ofthe selected paymentcard.
(0067) Alternatively, ifa single payment card is associated
with the virmal wallet, the point of sale device 104 may
communicate only the purchase particulars and the particu-
lars of the point of sale device 144 fo the transaction server
100 and the particulars of the single payment card are sup-
phed to the transaction server 100 directly from the virtual
wallet server 102.

10068] Altematively, ifurultipie payment modalities, such
as mubiple payment cards and/or bank accounts, are associ-
ated with the virtual wallet, the point of sale device 104 may
communicate io the virtual wallet server 102 the purchase
particulars and the particulars of the point of sale device 104
and the customer's selection of payment modality, such as
payment card. The virtual wallet server 102 may complete the
purchase transaction ina conventional manner by communi-
cating to the transaction server 100 purchase particulars, such
as the amount and date ofthe transaction, particulars of the
point ofsale device Hi4, such as the identification number of
the point of sale device 104, and the payment purchase par-
Hiculars of the selected payment card.
10069] Altematively if multiple payment modalities, such
as multiple payment cards and/or bank acconnts, are associ-
ated with the virtual wallet, the point of sale device 104 may
communicate only the purchase particulars and the particu-
jars of the point ofsale device 104 to the transaction server
160 and may communicate the customer's selection of pay-
ment card or bank account to the virtual wallet server 162.

The purchaser payment particulars are supplied to the trans-
action server 100 directly fromthe virtual wallet server 1432.
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[0070| Relerence is now made toKG. 4, whichts a simpli-
fied flowchart illustrating automatic generation ofa recom-
mendation as to which of a plurality of payment cards or
direct charge to a bank account is most advantageousfor the
customer ia a piven transaction, thereby providing the “best
deal” for the customer. Based on prior authorization fromthe
customer, the VWWS 162 may employ information received
from varions sources, inchiding for example, commercial
credit databases (CCDBs), merchants databases (MDs) and
sockal networks (SNs) regard the customer’s buying habits
and payment preferences.

[0072] ‘The recommendation may be to use one ofthe pay-
ment cards or bank accounts that the customer currently
holds. Alternatively, the recommendation may he io use a
paymentcard that the customer does not currently hold, but
which he is eligible to obtain.

[@072] ‘The recommendationis preferably generated byuti-
haing at least one ofthe identityofthe customer,the identity
ofthe merchant, the information relating to the specific pur-
chase and the time. Specifically, the recommendation may be
basedonal least one ofinformationrelating 10 the customer,
suchas the customer's paymenthistory, information relating
to the merchant, such as merchant or payment method dis-
counts currently avatlable using preferred payment options
and the information relating to the specific purchase, such as
currently available product promotional offers,

[0073| ‘The customer is prompted to acceptthe recommen-
dation or choose an alternative payment method, ifthe cus-
tomer accepts a recommendation to obtain a new payment
method, such as anew payment card or newfinancial account,
the VWS 102 is preferably operative automatically to nego-
tate issuance of the new payment card or financial account,
preferably without requiring any further intervention ofthe
user. For this purpose, ihe WWS 102 may be required to
divulge personal information of the customer and accond-
ingly, the customer’s agreement is solicited preferably at the
set up slage of system operation.

|0074| His a particular feature ofthe present inventionthat
the purchaser’s payment particulars, and specifically pay-
ment card number, are not commrunicated fromthe point of
saledevice 104 totheVWS 162 ina virtual wallet transaction.

it is a particular feature of the present inventionthat the
purchaser’s payment parliculars, and specifically payment
card number, are also not communicated by the mobile com-
qmuticator 1H) te any of the point ofsale device 104, the VWS
102, ihe transaction server 100 andthe store server 118. The

purchaser's payment card partionlars, and specifically pay-
ment aumber,is stored inthe VWWS 102 andis communicated

only From the VWS 102 to the transaction server 100 ether
directlyor via the point ofsale device 104 and optionally via
boththe point ofsale device 104 andvia the store server ELS.
[075] His appreciated that the ierms‘user,‘customer’ and
‘purchaser’ are sometimes used interchangeably inthe above
deseripfies.

|0076| Howill be appreciated by persons skilled mmthe art
that the present Invention is not hinted by what has been
particularly shown and deseribed heremabove. Rather the
scope of the present invention includes both combinations
and subcombinations of the various features described here-
inabove as well as modifications thereof which are not in the

prior art,
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1A paymentsystem comprising!
# transaction server,

a virtual wallet server (VWS),
at least one pointof sale device iucluding a secure element

aud being operative to provide secure data communica-
von ofa purchaser wallet personal identification number
CWPIN), but not purchaser payment particulars, to at
least said VWS; and

at least one mobile communicator communicating a
mobile communicator presence indicator (MCP) but
neither said purchaser WEIN nor said purchaser pay-
ment particulars to said at least one point ofsale device.

2. Apaymentsystemaccording to claim I and whereinsaid
at least one mobile communicator stores nerther said pur-
chaser WPIN nor said purchaser paymentparticulars.

3. A paymentsystem according to claim 1 and whereinsaid
atleast one mobile communicator neither reads, writes, com-
municates nor stores erther said purchaser WPIN or said
purchaser payment particulars.

4. Apaymentsystem according to claim I and whereinsaid
af least one point ofsale device is capable of receiving said
purchaser WPIN atsaid secure element and receiving said
MCP! for card presence verification for carrying out a card
present transaction with said VWS5.

5. A payment system according to claim2 and wherein said
af least one point ofsale device is capable of receiving said
purchaser WPIN at said secure element and receiving sai
MCP! for card presence verification for carrying out a card
present transaction with said VWS5.

6. A payment system according to claim3 and wherein said
af least one point ofsale device is capable ofreceiving said
purchaser WPIN at said secure element and receiving sai
MCP! for card presence verification for carrying out a card
present transaction with said VW5.

7. A payment system according to claim 1 and alse com-
prising:

at least one customer purchases miormation (CP1) data-
base corlaining customer-wise information regarding
customer purchases, and

at least one customer-wise purchase proposal generation
device (CPPGD) imdata communication with said at
least one CPI database, saidat least onc CPPGDinclud-
Hag!
acustomer-wise information interface (CWIreceiving

from said at least one CPI database said customer-

wise information regarding customer purchases;
a eustomer-wise products not purchased calculator

(CWPPC) operative to ascertain the identity ofat least
ene product which is normally purchased by custom-
ers and which is not usually purchased by a specific
eustomer iroma given sales entity; and

a purchase proposal generation engine (PPGE) generat-
ing an individualized purchase proposal for said at
least one product which is normally purchased by
customers and whichis not usually purchasedby said
specific customer fromsaid given sales entity to said
specific customer based on. said customer-wise infor-
mation regarding customer purchases.

8. A payinent system according to claim 1 and wherein
said VWS is operative in conjunction with a plurality of

payment modalities and is operative to automatically
select one ofsaid plurality of payment modalities for a
giventransaction, based onaf least identity ofa customer
and identity of a merchant.
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9. A payment system according to claim 1 and wherein:
said VWS5is operative m conjunction witha plurality of

payment modalities; and
said ai least one point ofsale device provides to said VWS

at least data idewifying a specific merchant and a spe-
cifle purchase,

said VWSbeing operative prior to completion ofa specific
transaction fo recommend to 4 customer about to com-

plete the transaction ove of said plurality of payment
modalities for said specific transaction between said
specific merehant and a specific customer for said spe-
cific purchase at a specific time; basedonat least onc of:
identiy of said specific customer:
identiy of said specific merchant,
particulars ofsaid specific purchase, and
the ume.

16. 4 payment system comprising:
a transactionserver,
a virtual wallet server (VWS};
al least one point ofsale device including a secure clement

and being operative to provide secure data commiunica-
tion ofa purchaser wallet personal identification aumber
(WPEN} toat least said VWS, and

af least one mobile communicator communicating at least
one mobile communicator presence indicator (MCPD
but sioring neither said purchaser WPIN nor said pur-
chaser payment card number.

11. Apayment sysiem comprising:
a transactionserver,
a virtual wallet server (VWS},
at least one point ofsale device including a secure element

and being operative to provide secure data commumica-
tion ofa purchaser wallet personal identification aumber
(WPEN} toat least said VWS: and

at least one mobile communicator communicating at least
one mobile commumicator presence indicator (MCPT}
but ngither reading, writing, communicating nor storing
either said purchaser WPIN or said purchaser payment
card number.

12. A payment system comprising:
a virtual wallet server (VWS},
al least one point ofsale device including a secure clement

enabling secure data cormm»4nication with said VW,
and

at least one mobile communicator capable ofcommunicat-
ing a mobile communicator presence indicator (MCPD
to said at least one point of sale device;

said at least one point of sale device being capable of
receiving a purchaser identifier al said secure clement
and receiving said MCPIfor card presence verification
for carrying out a card present transaction with said
VWS,

13. A payment system according to claim 12 and wherein
said at least one mobile communicator dees not require a
secure element for communicating said MCP.

14. A payment system according to claim 12 and wherein
said at least one mobile communicator does not inchide a

secure element lor communicating said MCP1.
15. A payment system according to claim12 and wherein

said MCPI inchudesat least one ofa user selectedidentifier, a
phone number of said at least one mobile commumicator, an
rtemational mobile subserther identity (MSDofsandat least
one mobile communicator, an international mobile equip-
ment identay (MI) of said at least one mobile communica-
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tor and a randemiy generated temporary mobile subscriber
identity (7MS1} ofsaid at least one mobile communicator.

16. A payment system according to claim15 and wherein
sadTMSTis received by and stored in said at least one mobile
communicator,

17. A payment system according to claim 15 and wherein
said TMSI is received bysaid at least one mobile commun-
eator fromsaid VWS via a wireless system.

LS. A customer identity and product identny offer penera-
tion syslem comprising!

at least one customer purchases information (CPI) data-
base containing customer-wise miommation regarding
customer purchases, and

at least one customer-wise purchase proposal generation
device (CPPGD) in data communication with said af
least one CPT database, said at least one CPPODinciud-

ing:
acustomer-wise information interface (CWIreceiving

from said at least one CPI database said customer-

wise information regarding customer purchases:
a eustomer-wise products not purchased calculator

(CWPPC) operative to ascertain the identity ofatleast
ene product which is normally purchased by custom-
ors and which is not usually purchased by a specific
eustomer iroma givensales entity; and

Nov, 22, 2012

a purchase proposal generation cagine (PPG) generat-
ing anindividualized purchase proposal for said a1
least one product whichis normally purchased by
customers and which is not usually purchased by said
specific customer from said given sales entity to said
specific customer based on said cnstomer-wise mfor-
maton regarding customer purchases.

19. A payment system comprising:
a virtual wallet server (VW) operative in commotion with

a plurality of payment modalities: and
at least one point ofsale device in data communication with

sakd VWS and providing atleast data identifying a spe-
cilic merchant and a specific purchase,

said VWS being operative prior fo completion ofa speciiic
transaction fo recommend fo a customer about to com-

plete the transaction one of said plurality of payment
modalities for said specific transaction between said
specific merchant and a specific customer for said spe-
cific purchase at a specific time: based on atleast one of
identiy of said specific customer;
identity ofsaid specific merchant,
particulars of said specific purchase; and
the time.
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(57) ABSTRACT

Vurlons consumer interface platlorms are comverged to facili-
tite user access to an electronic network of wallets. The

functions of both remote and NEC payment, among other
interlace platforms, give the purchaser access to a single
electronic wallet for online E-commerce and a variety of
mCommerce scenarios, some including brick and mortar,
face-to-face (F2P), and/or point-of-sale (POS) transaction
payments. The network of wallets has a network operator
infermediating payment transactions between merchants and
wallet providers, in this way, the parallel consumer interface
platforms, such as remote platiorm enabling e-commerce
payments, on NEC platiorm, and/or others, into a single con-
verged payment platiorm that is usable in either or both
iransaction settings.
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CONVERGED CROSS-PLATFORM
ELECTRONIC WALLET

CROSS REFERENCE PO RILAPBD
APPLICATIONS
 

(0001) Tis application claims the beuelit ofpriority auder
35 USC. $120 as a Coutiniation-In-Part ofprior U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 13/746.904, filed 22 Jan. 2013, entitled
SYSTEM AND METHOD TO ENABLE A NETWORK OF

DiGYPAL WALLETS (Applicant Reference No. POO778-
US-UTIL: Attorney Docket No. 1788-82), which in turn
claims the bevefit under 35 U5.§119(e} of each ofthe
folowing U.S, Provisional Patent Applications: Ser No.
61/388,505, fled 19 Jan. 2012, Ser. No. 61/642,729, fled 4
May 2012: Ser. No. 61/642,792, filed 4 May 2612: and Ser.
No. 61/642,799, fied 4 May 2012. The iustaut application
further claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. $119f¢) ofprior
US. Provisional Patent Application Ser, No, 61/642,925,
filed 4 May 2012.
{0002} The instant application is further related to prior
US. patewt applicatiow Ser. No. 13/269,312 (Applicant Ref-
erence No, POQ653-US-UTIL, Attomey Docket No. 1788-
65), and International PCT Application Serial No. PCT/
US2011/047678 (Appheant Reference No. PO0655-PCT-
UTE. Attomey Docket No. 1788-65 PCY), both fled 12 Aug.
2011, both entitled MULTEOOMMERCE CHANNEL
WALLET POR AUTHENTICATED TRANSACTIONS, and

whichprior applications in tum claim the priority benefit
under 35 U.S.C. §119(e} and PCYArt. 8, respectively, ofeach
of the following U.S. Provisioual Patent Applications: Ser.
No. 61/372,955 fled 12 Aug. 2010; and Ser. No. 61/468,847,
fled 29 Mar, 2011,

10003] The complete disclosure of each of the foregoing
applications is hereby incorporated herein in their entireties
by this reference for all purposes.

 

 

FLRLLD OP INVENTION

(0604) The present disclosure relates to electronic cashless
transaction payments, and more particularly, toa system and
method for enabling a consumer to have cross-platiorm
access 10 a converged network of digital wallets,

BACKGROUND

(0005) The use ofa digital wallet has quickly gained popu-
larity, bothfor use inremote-based platforms andin“tap-to-
pay” point-of-sale transactions using a ccllular telephone, for
example. Currently, there exist several different forms of
digital wallets oflered by differentfinancial institutions, issu-
ers and so on, and many more are in development. Such
services are becoming available under manydifferent brands
including those ofcredit card suppliers andretailers, each of
which mav interlace with different financing companies, and
can be offered on different platlorms, including point-of-sale
technology (¢.9., NPC), mobile applications, and remote on-
line systems.
10006] As consumers use digital wallets with more regular-
itv, His desirable to allow a diverse number of choices for
competing brands ofdigital wallets according te a consumer
prelerence. However, this cancreate a complicated system of
overlapping functionality and interfacing menus for boththe
consumer, Wishing to have more thanone payment option,
and merchants, who will need to process the different digital
wallets through different channels. Accordingly, there is a
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need fora system to enable a network ofdigital wallets, which
provides a link between multiple consumer interluces pro-
vided on merchant web sites and an acceptance network for
authorizing a purchase from any one ofvarious digital wallet
providers.

SUMMARY

[6007] The present invention provides a system for
enabling a network ofdigtal wallets which inchides a com-
mon link to au acceptance network for authorizing a digital
wallet purchase that allows mulniple consumer interfaces via
merchant landing pages and integration wil various wallet
providers. The acceptance network is preferably accessed
throughan acceptance mark button on a graphical interlace
provided to consimmers on merchant landing pages. Selection
of the acceptance mark provides access to various digital
wallet services and providers for imifiating a purchase.
Accordingly, multiple merchant web sHes can be linked
througha single digital wallet acceptance mark, whichpro-
vides access fo a switch through which a wallet of choice is
accessed by the cousumer for payment at a remote locaton or
at pomt-ol-sale.
[@008] The system to enable a network ofdigital wallets
also provides the features and functionality required to
decouple the acceptance uetwork from cach digital wallet
consumer inerlace.

[@009] The present imvention alse provides a method for
authorizing a digital wallet transaction initiated by a con-
sumer from a merchant web site. The method provides for
payment using ove of a plurality of digital wallets in the
acceptance network,
[@018] A method for authorizing a digital wallettransaction
initiated by a consumer from a merchant web site or app, in
accordance withthe present disclosure, inchides providing an
acceptance mark on a merchant landing page associated with
ihe merchant web site or app for initiating the digital wallet
transaction, The acceptance mark comprises a link to a host
server for accessing an acceptance network for authorizing
payrnent. The acceptance network comprises a plurality of
digtal wallets. A digilal wallet is selected and purchase
details including a payment card and a shipping address are
selected for the transaction. AnAccess Token and a checkout

resource URLassociated with the digital wallet are generated
bythe host server, and the merchant web site or app sends ihe
Access Token to the checkout URLto retrieve the purchase
details for auihorizing and completing the digital wallet trans-
action using the selected digital wallet.
[6012] In one aspect, a method for authorizing a digital
wallettransaction initeted by a consumer rom a merchant
web site or app includes providing an acceptance mark on a
merchant landing page associated withthe merchant web site
or app lor initiating the digital wallet transaction, the accep-
tance mark comprising a link 1o a host server accessing an
acceptance network for authorizing payment, the accepiance
network comprising a plurality ofdigital wallets; routing the
transaction to a digital wallet selectedby the consumer from
the plurality of digital wallets, the selected digital wallet
capturing and validating the log-in credentials, the selected
digHal wallet capturing a payment card and a shipping
address selected by the consumer for the digital wallet trans-
action; routing the transaction to the host server with purchase
details meluding the payment card and the shipping address,
ihe host server generating a posthack merchant URL. assaci-
ated with the merchant web site or app, an Access Token and
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a checkout resource URLassociated with the selected digital
wallet for retrieving the purchase details; and redirecting the
transaction back to the merchant web site or app using the
postback merchantURE, the merchant web site or app send-
ing the Access ‘Token to the checkout resource UREassoci-
ated withthe selecied digital wallet to retrieve the purchase
details for authorizing and completing the digital wailettrans-
action.

{0832} in another aspect, the method further meludes dis-
playing an interstitial page comprising a wallet selector
switch im response to the consumer selecting the acceptance
mark, the consumer selecting the dighal wallet fromthe plu-
rality of digital wallets for the transaction using the wallet
selector switch.

{0813} in vet another aspect, the selected dignal walletis a
default wallet, the default wallet being selected prior to the
consumer selecting the acceptance mark, The method further
comprises displaying aninterstitial page associated with the
defaul wallet in response to the consumer selecting the
acceptance button.
10014] Additional aspects of the method wherein the
selected digital wallet is the default wallet can melide the
consumer establishing a default payment card and a default
shipping address associated with the default digital wallet
prior te selecting the acceptance mark, and providing an
express checkout button associaied withthe default wallet,
the default payment card and the default shipping address
bemcaptured for the transaction in response to the consumer
selecting the express checkout button.
{0815} ifthe consumer is a recognized user ofthe accep-
tance network, in one aspect, the default wallet corresponds to
one ofthe plurality ofdigital wallets most recently accessed
by the consumer,
{0816} inan additional aspect, the selected digital walletis
a partner-hosted wallet, the method further comprising stor-
ing the purchase details inchiding ihe selected payment card
and shipping address in a temporarystore associated withthe
checkout URLon the host server, and purging the temporary
stare in response 10 the merchant web site or app retrieving
the purchase details for authorizing the digital wallet trans-
action.

fOO17] in various aspects, the method can further comprise
associating a coupon or ofler with each of the plurality of
digital wallets and displayimg the coupon or oller associated
with one ofthe plurality of digital wallets displayed on the
walletselector switch, The coupon or offer maybe displayed,
in One aspect, im response io the consumer hovering a pointer
aver the one ofthe plurality of digital wallets displayed.
{0818} Additional aspects ofthe method may include com-
municating the coupon or offer associated withthe one ofthe
plurality of digital wallets to the merehant web sHe or app
prior to completingthe digital wallel transaction, whereinthe
one oF the plurality of digital wallets is the digital wallet
selected from the plurality of diwital wallets for the transac-
tion.

10019] Additional aspeets of the methodofthe present dis-
elosure can inchide associating a status with each of the
pluralityofdigital wallets and displaying a graphical indica-
tor ofthe stafus on the wallet selector switch.

10020] The status can be associated with a capability io
complete a pending transaction using the associated digral
wallet, based on at least one of an amount of finds required
for the transaction, a balance of available funds in the asso-
clated digital wallet, a class or merchant, a type of goods or
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service being transacted, an expiration of one or more card
associated with the digital wallet, and whether a prior trans-
action using the dignal wallet had failed.
[O022| In vet other aspects of the methods ofthe present
disclosure, the host server displays a shopping order confir-
mation page prior to redirecting the transaction back to the
merchant web site or app. The shopping order confirmation
page includes the purchase details, the purchase details
including shipping charges, taxes, and a surcharge rate and
charge associated withthe digital wallet selected. The meth-
ods inchae dynamically updating the shopping order confir-
mation page in response to the consumer selecting a different
one ofthe plurality of digital wallets for the digital wallet.
|O022| In vet additional aspects, a history toggle can be
provided on an interstiHial page, the history toggle providing
access to ihe historical purchase data of a recognized con-
sumer ofthe network of wallets, the historical purchase data
inchiding data associated with each payment card registered
to the consumer within the acceptance network,
[0023] In further aspects, the method includes returning a
Request Tokengenerated by the host server in response to the
consumer selecting the acceptance mark, the host server gen-
erating a verifier associated with the Access ‘Token, and the
merchant web sHe of app capturing the checkout resource
URLand the verifier aller the transaction is redirected back to

the merchant web site or app, the merchant web sie or app
using the Request Token and verifier to retrieve the Access
Token from the host server For sending to the checkout
resource URE. and retrieving the purchase details.
|O024| In still further aspects, the method can melude dis-
playing an interstitial page comprising a wallet selector
switch and a wallet log-in. menu in response to the consumer
selecting the acceptance mark, the consumer entering log-in
credentials in the wallet log-in menu associated with a digital
wallet selected fromthe plurality of digital wallets for the
transaction,

[025] Inadditional aspects, the selected digital wallet can.
be a federated co-branded wallet, ihe interstitial paye being
displaved and hosted by the host server, the interstitial page
comprising & wallet log-in menu, wherein the log-in creden-
uals entered bythe consumerin the log-in menu are captured
and validated by a partner server against a partner database,
the method comprising Framimy the log-ia menu ia a widget
for accessing the partner server.
[€026] These aspects can further include federating the
captured log-in credentials to the selected wallet inresponse
to the consumer being recognized bythe partner server as an
authorized user of another parmer-hosted product.
|O027| ‘Stil further, aspects can include the pariner server
sending a SAML,tokenand provisioning details of payment
cards and shipping addresses associated withthe consumerto
the federated co-branded walletdisplayed on the host server
in resporse to validating the log-in credentials.
[O028| Ifthe consumer is a recognized user of the accep-
tance network, addiional aspects can include the partner
server automatically updating the details of the payment
cards in the federated co-branded wallet associated withthe

consumer in response to he consumer selecting the federated
co-branded wallet for the transaction, the details including
consumer contact information, payment cards, and shipping
addresses.

[029] Ifthe consumer is recognized by the host server as
an unregistered user ofthe acceptance network, in additional
aspects, the method can inchide automatically creating a new
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digital wallet account associated wih the federated
co-branded wallet for the consumer using the captured log-in
credentials.

10030] A methodis also providedfor authorizing a digital
wallet trausaction initiated by a consumer irom a merchant
web site or app, the method including: providing an accep-
tance mark on a merchant landing page associated with the
merchant web site or app for mitiating the digital wallet
transaction, the acceptance mark comprising a link to a host
server accessing an acceptance network for authorizing pay-
mon, the acceptance network comprising a plurality of digi-
tal wallets, the plurality of digital wallets including a teder-
ated co-branded wallet, displaying an interstitial page im
response fo a consumer selecting the acceptance mark,
wherein the consumer is a registered user of the acceptance
network, the interstitial page displaying a wallet imferface ta
the federated co-branded wallet, the wallet interlace being
hosted on the host server, the wallet interface comprising a
wallet log-in menu framed in a widget for accessing a partner
server and a partner database associated with the federated
co-branded wallet; capturing and validating the log-in cre-
dentials by the partner server against the partner database in
response to the consumer entering the log-in credentials inthe
log-in menu, the pariner server sending a SAMI.token to the
federated co-branded wallet hosted by the host server and
redirecting the transaction fo the host server iresponse to
validating the log-in credentials; provisioning, bythe partner
server, details of payment cards and shipping addresses asso-
ciated with the consumer fo the federated co-branded wallet

on the host server in response to recognizing the consumer as
the registered user, displaying a payment interface for cap-
turing, a payment card and a shipping address, the payment
interface capturing the payment card and the shipping address
selected by the consumer for the digital wallet transaction:
and redirecting the transaction back to the merchant web site
or app aller capturing purchase details ofthe transaction, the
purchase details meluding the payment card andthe shipping
address selected, the merchant web site retrieving the pur-
chase details for authorizing and completing the digital wallet
transaction.

BRUDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{0031} FRG. 1 is a block diagram representation of an
embodiment of a system of the present disclosure for
enabling a network ofdigital wallets.

10032) FIG. 2 is a block diagram representation of an
embodiment of a method for enabling a network of digital
wallets.

{0833} FIG. 3A is a representation of an embodiment ofa
user log-in interlace and switch for accessing the network of
digital wallets in accordance with the present disclosure.

 
10034) FIG. 3Bis a representation ofanother embodiment
of a user interface and another embodiment of a switchfor

displaying and accessing the digital wallets in accordance
with the present disclosure.

(0835) FH. 4A is a system flowrepresentation of a check-
out transaction with a parmer-hosted wallet imaccordance
with an embodiment of a system and method ofthe present
disclosure.

100363
PG. 4.4 for completing a digital wallettransaction imaccor-
dance with the present disclosure.

FIG: 43 is a sequence diagram for the method of
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[O037[ FG. SA is a system How representation ofa check-
out transaction withpartner login and direct provisioning in
accordance with another embodiment of a method ofthe

present disclosure.
[O038[ FRG. 5B is a sequence diagram for the method of
FIG, SA for completing a digital wallet transactioninaccor-
dance withthe present disclosure.
[039] 1G. 6 is a representation of a flow sequence on
checkout with In-wallet dynamic update of shopping order
details in accordance with an embodiment ofa method ofthe

present disclosure.
[6040] FIG. 7 is a representation of a flow sequence for
real-time wallet creation in accordance with an embodiment

ofa method ofthe present disclosure.
|O04E| FG. 8 is a representation ofthe multiple consumer
interlace pathways io a converged electronic wallet.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[6042] ‘The following sections describe exemplary embodi-
ments of the presen invention. H should be apparel to those
skilled in the art that the described embodiments of the

present invention provided hereinare illustrative only andnot
limiting, having been presented by way of example only, All
features disclosed in this description may be replaced by
alternative leatures serving the same or simtilar purpose,
unless expressly stated otherwise. Therefore, numerous other
embodiments of the modifications thereof are contemplated
as falling within the scope ofthe present invention as defined
herein and equivalents thereto,
(6043) A“digttal wallet”is knownin theart and can be used
by a consumer associated with the digital wallet for making
an electronic transaction. Generally, the digital wallet has a
data or information componentassociated withthe consumer
and transaction data, including payment methods, shipping,
addresses, billing address and other imlormation. The infor-
mation componentis associated witha consumer interface for
the consumer accessing the digital wallet to input necessary
information for the transaction. The digtal wallet is also
associated with a software or services component for authe-
izing and completing the electronic transaction, including
security and eneryption for the customer's personal informa-
Hon and for the actual electronic transaction, The systemand
method of the present disclosure provide the functionality
and services required fo connect muHiple consumer inter-
aces 10 a single acceptance network for payment which sup-
ports a plurality ofdigital wallets.
[6044] Examples of such consumer interface platforms are
arge and growing. Just a few of these are mentioned im the
background above, namely point-of-sale technology, such as
Near Field Communication (NPC), mobile applications for
web-enabled smartphones, and remote on-Hne systems for
Traditional electronic commerce. For example, certain mobile
electronic devices are provisioned with NIM" capability,
allowing themto function and substitute lor existing KT based
echnology provided in certain payment card devices (e.g.,
EM’or the ke}.
[€045] Other consumer interface platforms include a
mobile-device enabled system disclused in the commonly
assigned U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/714,
901 (Applicant Reference No, PQQ927-U5-PROV; Attorney
Docket No. MG1.227P), filed 10 Oct. 2012, and entrled
METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR CONDUCTING

REMOTE POINT OF SALE TRANSACTIONS,the entire
disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by this
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relerence for all purposes. Generally speaking, the aloremen-
tioned application discloses a payment system styled as
“PoW3", and concerns a method of mobile-device based
e-commerce (or “m-comemerce’’), ‘To consummate a transac-
Hiow, the merchant will present a scanable code (¢.@., barcode,
QR. code or the like) or otherwise interact with the user's
mobile device (via ¢.g., Will, Bluetooth, SMS, without limi-
tation}. This transaction event (code scan, communication,
etc.) will trigger the user’s mobile device to establish a con-
nection wih a payment gateway. The payment gateway will
synchronize the contents of the transaction with the user's
mobile device, and provide access to the user’s electronic
wallet for payment. From their mobile device, the user may
select a wallet and/or payment device to find the transaction,
or in some cases, a default wallet or payment device will have
been previousiyselected.
10046] The present disclosure converges the various con-
sumer interface platlorms, in this case merging the functions
of both remote and NFC payment, among other merlace
platiorms, giving the purchaser access to a single electronic
wallet for online E-commerce and a variety of mCommerce
scenarios, some imcluding brick and mortar, face-to-fsce
(F2P), and/or point-ol-sale (POS) transaction payments. ‘The
network of wallets has a network operator imfermediating
payment transactions between merchants and wallet provid-
ers. Wallet providers represented generally reflect a
co-brandedor ‘white label" wallet 80, a hero wallet 76, that is
one operated by the same entity operating the network of

rallets, of a partner-hosted wallet 60 operated by a partner
participating mthe federated network ofwallets, Inthis way,
the paraliel consumer interface plationms, such as remote
platform enabling e-commerce payments, an NFC platform,
and/or others, into a single converged paymentplatlorm that
is usable in either or both transaction settlags.
10047] ‘The plurality ofdighal wallets can include anydigi-
tal wallet suitable for remote or on-line purchases, including
those digital wallets oflered as a mobile app, particularly, a
mobile phone app.
{0648} An “app” is used herein as that term is known, to
refer to an application for a mobile device. An app, or mobile
app, is a software application designedto ranon, for example,
smartphones, tablet computers, and other mobile devices.
(06049) A merchant page or merchant landing page is a
consumer-lacing graphical interlace accessed from a mer-
chant web sHe, or app. The acceptance network is preferably
accessed by a consumer by selecting an acceptance mark
provided on the merehant page.
{0850} A pariner is a bank, retailer, or other third-party
seckiny to integrate its propriciary wallet solution into the
acceptance network ofdigital wallets, providingits users with
access to the network of wallets services.

10051] A Request fokeais used as that tenmis known in the
ari and is a request for authorized access to a service using, lor
exaruple, an industry standard security OAuth, which allows
third party web sites to share user data without requiring
additional credentials. Fhe network ofdigital wallets prefer-
ably uses this method lor securing transaetions to and from
the host network of wallets’ services. Additional tokens are

used, such as an Access Token, ta provide a location or URE.
(Uniform Resource Locator} from which data can he
accessed, and a Verifier Token, to verily a party requesting
access to data.

{0052} OpenAP! is an industry standard lor enabling ser-
vices 10 be easily shared across third party providers. The
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digital wallets prelerably use this standard to interconnect the
host network of wallets services withpartner services,
[@053] The various services and applications referred to
herein are executable programs rouning on a host (aetwork of
digital wallets or “NoW") server, and/or ou a partner server,
as indicated, according to the type ofdigital wallet. The flow
of a method for completing a purchase initiated from a mer-
chant page, froma merchant web site or app,is directed byihe
hosted programcode to switch betweenwallets and to direct
the flow between a merchant and a digital wallet for conzplet-
ing a purchase. A processing device associated with ihe mer-
chant web site or app executes the back-endservices required
io mteract with the host server and digital wallets to complete
the purchase and authorize a transaction with the digital wal-
let.

)0054| ‘The corresponding method steps for completing a
purchase are prelerably stored in memory associated with the
host server and withthe particular digital wallet, and executed
by a processing device. Depending on the type of wallet
selected by a purchaser, cardholder shipping and other details
necessary to complete a transactionare stored in a database
associated with a partner server hosting a partner wallet, or in
a database associated with the hostserver.

)0055]  Relerring to 1G. 1, an embodiment ofa system to
enable a network ofdigital wallets 1Q includes a host (Now"}
server 15 with secure databases 16 for storing cardholder,
cardand shipping data associated withvarious wallets offered

within the network ofdigital wallets, The server 15 includes
services lor facilitating and monitoring connectivity between
merchants 20 and an acceplance network 25 for authorizing a
purchase. The acceptance network inciudes a plurality of
dignal wallets. Services and resources offered fromthe host
server 15 to wallet providers and merchants participating in
the network of wallets preferably include application pro-
gramming iaterlaces (APIs) for shared services lor integrat-
ing Wallet providers and merchants into the network of wal-
lets, standards for consumer authentication, and the
availability off and ability to select From, mrultiple consumer
inferlaces, depending on the type of digital wallet a wallet
provider {partner} chooses to offer. The services, applica-
tions, and executable programming steps for performing the
methods of the present disclosure are preferably stored in
memory 18 associated with the hostserver 15 and executed by
a processing device 14.

)0056] Relerring still tio Fi. 1, dignhal wallet options
inclide a partner-hosted (“partner”) wallet 60, which main-
tains all consumer details and purchase data and consumer
log-in credentials in the partner's own secure database 62 and
is hosted by a partner server 64 providing the partmer wallet
web site 60. Additional options include a hero/retail waliet 70
hosted on the NoW server 15, which maintains all consumer

details, purchase data, and consumer jogin credentials m the
host’s databases 16, and variations ofa white-label wallet86,
having a mix of control shared between the partner and host.
The whie-label wallets can include « federated and non-

federated white-label wallet, embodiments of which are
described further herein.

)0057| Relerring fo Fy. 2, mone embodimentofa method
of the present disclosure for enabling a network of digital
wallets, and for authorizing a digital wallettransactioniniti-
ated by a consumer through the nelwork ofdigital wallets, an
icon or acceptance mark 100 is preferably provided as a link
ona merchantlanding page 110 to a switch 125 for rewting the
consumer tO any digital walletin the acceptance network 25.
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The purchaser selects the icou or acceptance mark 140 rep-
resenting the network of wallets displayed on a merchant's
shopping cart landing page 110, Phe purchaser is broughtto
an interstitial landing page 120 to facilitate interaction with
the network of wallets. The interstitial page 120 includes a
wallet selector 125 for switching betweenthe wallets avail-
able to the purchaser, in the embodimentofa switchselector
shown mP1GS. 2 and 3A, the switch capabilityis provided by
selection ofthe appropriate tab displaying the desired wallet.
Hach tab of the wallet selector is associated with a hyperlink
to a particular URL, associated withthe digital wallet, so that
selection of a particular tab displays the associated dignal
wallet landing page.
(0858) The consumer selects one of the wallets and the
payment process proceeds along one ofthe paths 85, in accor-
dance with ihe type of digital wallet selected, As shown
schematically in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the different
types of digital wallets can include hero/retail NoW-hosted
wallets 70: federated or non-federated co-branded or white-
label wallets 80; and parter-hosted wallets 60.
10659] inthe embodiment shown in FIG, 2, the consumeris
an unrecognized user. An unrecognized user includes a con-
sumer whologs in for the first time, not yet registered with the
network of wallets. An unrecognized user also inclides a
consumer who has cleared cookies previously stored on the
user's device to allowidentification, Referring to FIG. 34,
upon selection of the acceptance button 100, the unrecog-
nized user is directed to an embodiment of the imterstitial

landing page 120 which allows the unrecognized user to
create a wallet, and/or to select a wallet for payment. In this
embodiment, the page is hosted by the network ofwallets host
server, Halso includes a wallet selector 125 for selecting and
signing ia to diflerent wallets. Preferably, an option for cre-
ating a hero wallet account 15 is alse provided so that a new
account can be ereated by a first time user of NoW directly
through a menu 105 on the landing page 126.
10060] in additional embodiments, if the consumer is a
recognized user of the network of wallets, selecting the
acceptance mark 100 automatically routes the payment pro-
eess through the switch to a default digital waliet web site,
displaying the default digital wallet to the consumer. The
default wallet can be, for example, the last wallet the con-
sumer used, or one pre-selected as the default by the con-
sumer,

{0661} A consumeris referred to as a recognized user ofthe
network ofwallets, ifrecognized, for example, by a cookie or
a fingerprint or MACaddress of the machine from whichthey
are browsing, and is further recognized by the network of
wallets as having logim credentials associated with one of the
digital wallets in the network ofwallets,
10062] in preferred embodiments, the interstitial landing
page that is displayed with an open wallet, regardless of
whether ff is a default or user-selected wallet, will preferably
sti include the digHal wallet selector 125, along with the
wallet branding and sign-in menu for the user’s default or
user-selected wallet. Accordingly, an option to access for
ereate) alternate (or additional) digital wallets remains avail-
able io the consumer until completion of the checkout and
purchase process.
10063] Referring to PIG. 3.4, in various embodiments, the
interstitial landing page 120 can offer a consumer a selection
of his or her country of residence. Depending on the country
selected, a different menu of digital wallets available to the
consumer can be displayed.
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|0064]
shownin FIGS. 2 and 3.4 is one non-limiting embodiment of
a wallet selector of the present invention, One ofordinary
skill in the art can appreciate that any number ofvariations of
wallet selectors for accessing one ofthe digital wallets avail-
able im the network are within the scope ofthe invention,
inchiding a revolving pane design and a daisy wheel. The
wallet selector can additionally include functionalityto allow
a consumer fo compare different advantages of the various
wallets prior fo completing the purchase and checkout pro-
cess, For example, various embodiments ofthe switch 128
can include displaying information suchas specific offers or
coupons associated with cach wallet choice in the switch 125.
in one embodiment, a coupon or offer is displayed to the
purchaser, lor example, as a pop-up, when a pointer is hov-
ered over the associated wallet, These offers or coupons can
be communicated to the merchant upon selection ofthe wal-
let, and are applied during the checkout process.

)0065] Relerring fo FiG. 3B, in one embodiment ofthe
wallet selector 125, a daisy whee! 122 is used to display ail
wallet options available to a particular userafter selection of
the acceptance mark 160. A last-used wallet prong 124 ofthe
daisy wheel (assuming a recognized purchaser), or other pre-
ferred wallet prong, can be highlighted, for example, by dis-
plaving the prong more prominently than the other available
wallets, An “additional wallets”prong 126 can provide a link
to anadditional wallet selector showing more digital wallets.
in various embodiments, hovering a pomfer over any one of
the prongs highlights that selection, and can simultaneously
display the mferstitial page 120 for a particular digital wallet,
in addition fo various coupons and offers associated with a
purchaser's use of that wallet for the purchase. Incentives to
create a digital wallet to unrecognized users ofthat particular
digtal wallet can likewise be displayed.

0066] Relerring again to F1Cr. 2, the purchaser may choose
fromamong the available digital wallets, which can inchide a
Hero wallet 70, a wallet operated and mamtained by the
provider or host 15 ofthe network ofwallets, in this example,
by assignee MasterCard. The digital wallets can alse
include a white-label or co-branded wallet 86 that is main-

tainedand operatedbythe provider or host 15 ofthe network
ofwallets, but whichcarries the branding ofa partner entityin
the network of wallets. In this embodiment, the purchaser
qmav also choose a partner wallet 66, one which is maintained
and operated by a pariner entity,

[6067] Referring to FIG. 3A, the consumer enters jogin
credentials onthe selected wallet page, which canbe hosted
on the network-of-wallets host server or on the selected part-
ner server. Preferably, the inftersiitial landing page 120 cap-
tures the log-in credentials for a consumer, for example, a
User HS, such as an email address, along withan associated
password. The payment process continues by validating the
log-in credentials of the purchaser and encrypting the fields
with a key issued by the wallet owner of the selected digital
wallet to mesure the login credential integrity. This process
will differ depending onthe type ofwallet selected, Por a hero
wallet 70, the host validates against its own database 230,
while for a partner-hosted wallet 60, the pariner validates 240
against is own database. As described further in reference to
FIGS. SA and 513, for various embodiments ofa co-branded

80 wallet, while the iog-in page can be hosted on the NoW
server, the login credentials can be validated againstthe part-
ner’s database 240, or against the host database, where ihe
host database maintains the partner's customer database.

it should be appreciated that the tabulated menu
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{0068} Ouce the log-in credentials are validated, in various
embodiments, a payment card and shipping address selection
page 255 is displayed so that the consumer can choose a
payment method. The choice of wallet will determine From
which database the page 255 will be retrieved, e.g, Irom a
partner database or Troma host (NoW) database, and howthis
page is presented to the consumer. For example, m one
embodiment, a co-branded wallet 80 is hosted bythe network
ofwallets (MasterCard) services, but the pariner creates and
controls the design of the page displayed fo the consumer,
whichwill followthe partner's brand. In this way, the network
of wallets system enables partners to skin the MasterCand=
host services.

(0069) Once the consumer selects and confirms the card
selected for pavment and the shipping address, the validation
and shipping selection informationis preferably aggregated
andtransmitted to ihe merchant throughapplicationprogram-
ming interfaces (AP1's) 260 imtegrated on the merchant web
site, The merchant retrieves the consumer data provided and
displays an order confirmation page to the consumer 270.
10070] The system and method to enable a network ofdigi-
tal wallets of the present disclosure is a token mediation
driven process connecting a merchant network 20 to a net-
work ofdigital wallet providers 25.A system flow diagramof
a checkout transaction is provided in FIG. 4A using a partner-
hosted wallet 60 m a network of digual wallets hosted by
MASTERCARDunder its PAYPASS™ trademark, and a
hero (“PayPass") wallet 402 provided by the aetwork ofwal-
lets host (PavPass” services}. A corresponding sequence
diagram is provided in FIG. 43. For the pariner-hosted wallet
366, the parmer maintams all control and responsibility for
mainiaining consumer login details and validation, storing
consumer login and account management data and other con-
sumer data in its own secure database. in addition, the partner
designs and hosts the partner wallet web site landing pages.
10074] As described farther herein, there are a few points of
partner integration inte the checkout process, where parmers
must either accept or invoke transactions lrom a host wallet
services layer 300: a Checkout Infialization, Address Vertfi-
eation, and CheckoutAuthorization, The Cheekout initializa-

tion process defines what happens when the user chooses to
make a payment witha particular wallet, in this case, one that
is partner hosted. ‘The Checkout Authorization process con-
Hinges alter the user selects the card and shipping options and
is ready to complete the checkout, Ht is invoked, in ihis case,
by the pariner-hosted wallet to authorize the merchant to
necess Consumer's checkout data, and is hosted by the net-
work of'wallets’ host (PAYPASS™)server,TheAddress Veri-
Heation Service can be used at various times to determine ila

given merchant provides shipping to a given set of locations,
10072] Yo begin a checkout process from a merchant web
sie or from an app provided on a mobile device 285, a
merchant landing pape is displayed which includes an accep-
tance mark 100 Gn this example, PAYPASS™), The con-
sumerselects the acceptance button 316 to access the network
of wallets service.

10073] Programming applications running on a processing
device in the back-end (server) 290 ofthe merchant web sHe
or app retrieve a checkout identifier, consumer key and devel-
oper privaie key from local storage 320. The consumer key
and developer private key are sent to the host (PAYPASS™)
server 300 hosting the network of wallets service to get a
Request Token and Authorize Wallet LUIRT. 336 from an open
APH The Request Token aad Authorize WalletURLare gen-
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erated and returned 340to the merchant 290 and forwarded to

the merchant web site along withvarious merehani data, such
as the merchant's acceptedcard types, International Shipping
Boolean, aud a Checkout identifier 350, for redirecting the
cousumer to an inferstiial landing page 355 for sign-in io the
network of wallets and wallet selection,

[074] ‘The inierstitial landing page, which inchades a sign-
in. menu for capturing login credentials and a wallet selector,
is preferably displayed 360 with the merchant's branding
from a network-ol-wallets hosted (PAYPASS'™) checkout
site 362. The felds on the login page lor capturing credentials
are preferably enerypied with a key issued by the wallet
owner. The wallet selector includes those digital wallets that
are available in the network of wallets and accepted by the
merchant.

)0075] When the consumer selecis a partner wallet 364
fromthe wallet selector, the consumeris directedto a partner
site which hosts and maintains the partner digital wallet. The
PayPass Wallet Services 344) executes a Checkout Intiializa-
tion fransaction with the pariner hosted walletselected 366 to
start the sign in process. The partner wallet presents an mfer-
face to the user for logging in 368, selecting a payment
method 370 and a shipping address Gf applicable) 372 and
confirming the order 374. An Address Verification Service
(see Fits, 413} 332 is invoked during the Checkout Intializa-
tion, either before or alter selecting the shipping address 372,
to confirmthat the Merchant is willing to ship to eachship-
ping address listed (or selected). The user wallet and payment
credential experience is controlled by the pariner for a part-
ner-hosted wallet. The consumer can review the order 374

before selecting an “AuthorizeOrder” option 334, for
example, to initiate the Checkout Authorization process to
continue wilh the checkout, When ready for checkout, the
partnersite sends the flow back to the PayPass Wallet Services
340 for executing the Checkout Authorization transaction
throughan open APL, passing in the Request Token, payment
method, shipping address anddetails, and preferably a trans-
action HD 334.

|6076) Inthe Checkout Authorization process, the Request
Token js authenticated, and the payment method selected and
any details ofthe purchase inchiding shipping address, con-
sumer contact information, and merchantl tromthe con-
sumer’s digHal wallet are passed Iromthe partner site to the
PayPass server 300, where it is stored in a temporary store or
database, referred ta herein as “Temp Store.” as a unique
record ina relational database object. The Temp Store data-
base preferably stores all checkont details tromthe partner
wallet for that consumer required to complete the purchase,
including a payment method, shipping address, contact, a
network of wallets’ provider 1D, and a merchant 1D, for
exampic, The PayPass server 300 generates a network of
wallets (PayPass} Checkout Resource URL. and verifier for
obtaining an Access Token in order 1oretrieve the information
temporarily persisted or stored in the Temp Store, and a
Merchant Postback URI. 378, the site to whichthe browser or
app will redirect control back to the merchant and passes the
URLand verifier back to the merchant using the Merchant
Postback URE. 380.

)O077| After the checkout is authorized by the PayPass
server, the process continues by directing flowback to the
Merchant tromthe partner wallet using the Merehant Post-
back URL. 38@ provided by the PayPass server 300. At ihis
point, coutrol is passed back to the merchant web site, which
captures the Checkout Resource URL aud verifier 382, and
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uses the Request Token aud verifier together to oblain the
Access Tokenfrom the PayPass server 384, The PayPass
server generates and returns the Access Token 386 to the
merchant 290 (for the purpose of obtaining access to the
payment details}, which then sends the Access Token to the
partier-hosted Checkont Resource UR. to retrieve the pay-
ment method and details, meluding shipping address, from.
the Temp Store 388, ‘he data is retrieved from Temp Store
390 aud a response with details from ‘Temp Store is returned
to the merchant 392 and used in the submission ofa financial

payment transaction fromthe merchant.
10078] “femp Store is purgedeither whenif expires (assum-
ing if was not retrieved} within nuinutes, ornmmediatelyafter
the data is accessed by the merchant.
(0079) The merchant 285 can then display an order contir-
mation page 394, Atthis poimt, control is back to the merchant
and any desired additional checkout options canbe presented
to the consumer prior to submitting the transaction details to
a payment gateway396 for finalizing and confirming comple-
tion ofthe purchase 398.
{0080} For comparison, iG. 44 also shows the flowofa
transaction infiiated after a purchaser selects 400 4 wallet,
whichis a hero or host wallet (PayPass Wallet), from. the
wallet selector. In this case, once the login credentials are
captured irom the hero site 402 and forwarded to the server
404, the Request Tokenis authenticated, as it was for the
partner wallet, the authenticationservice binding the Request
‘Yoken to the transaction 406 and generating andreturning the
Verifier to the applicable wallet 408, m this case, to the here
wallet 402. A Checkout Resource URL is generated 412 and
the Checkout Resource URI. and Verifier to the applicable
{hero} wallet are retumed to the merchant using a postback
Merchant URL.

{0081}] Other embodiments of partner wallets im the net-
work ofwallets are possible offering varving levels ofcontrol
by the parmer and various integration points into the accep-
tance network of wallets, referred to as co-branded wallets.
Por example, a non-federated co-branded “White Label”
option allows the pariner wallet fo be hosted, controlled, and
mudniained by the hostWASTERCARDSSor PAYPASS)
server, The consumer selects and logs into the partner wallet
sie, whichis hyperlinkedto the PayPass-hosted White Label
partner wallet. All consumer data and login credentials are
preferably bulk-uploaded and stored in secure cortlainers
mainained by the host for the partner or provisioned to the
elond, Fhe parmer provides a bulk upload of consumer and
ecarddata to the PayPass database, or provisions the cloud for
use i the network of wallets,

{0082} As shown in FIG. SA, if the consumer selects a
nordiederated co-branded wallet 401, the process How,
including the Checkout initialization and Cheekomt Anthori-
gation, 10 complete a purchase order throughthe network of
wallets acceplance button on a merchant paye is essentially a
clone of the hero wallet shown in FIG. 4A. Control sever

leaves the host, except that the partner wallet's brand is dis-
played in the wallet selector landing page and subsequent
landing pages after selection ofthe co-branded parmer wallet,
The partner creates the “skin” with its brand for the landing
pages, including login and shipping pages, and provides the
skins to the host which can be stored in a parmer container in
the host database. The co-brandedlanding page is displayed
to the consumer after selection of the co-branded partner
wallet, and while hosted on the PayPass server, appears to the
consumer to be a parmer hosted wallet. The login credentials
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aud card are validated by the PayPass server and the partier is
responsible for providing updates.
[083] Relerring to PIGS. 5A and 513, another co-branded
digtal wallet option available to partuers iv the network of
wallets is a federated, skinned White Label partner walletthat
uses partner login credentials by framing the login aud pass-
word prompts in a widget for accessing the wallet owner
(partner) site, while the interstitial landing page 120 is a user
inferface hosted by the aetwork ofwallets host. ‘The consuni-
er’s login credentials 123 are captured and validated by the
partner andare federatedto the network ofwallets. No wallet
creation and setup is required if the customer's login creden-
tinis already exist for one of the wallet owner cards, The
consumer Hferacts with the White Label wallet without

requiring an additional login sequence. The partner suppHes
the user experience and functionality to support anthentica-
tion and password recovery within their own hosted web/
mobile property. Ail other data andservices are hosted bythe
network of wallets.

)0084| In one embodiment, when ready to initiate a pur-
chase on a merchant site, a customer selects the acceptance
mutton and is directedto the federated White Label walletvia

the selector interstitial page. The consumer jogs in to the
partner walletsite fromthe landing page and login access and
validation is handled at the parmer site. The credentials are
then. passed to the host network ofwallets service in a single
oginseamless to the customer. The federated single sign-on

capability is preferably provided by SAMLintegration ofthe
partner with the network ofwallets host services. The partner
controls access to their White Label Wallet and passes feder-
ated credentials via SAMI. 2.0, for example, to PayPass
ondine hosting services for access. The partner sends a SAMI.
loken to the host network of wallets services, and a security
assertion data logs the customer into the network of wallets.
The token contains customer data attributes fo setup the wal-
at and to insert cards into the wallet automatically.
[6085] ‘This digital waliet optionalso allows direct partner
provisioning. in other words, cach time the recagnized con-
sumer Ofthis tvpe offederated skinned partner wallet logs in
io the wallet, the partner leeds existing consumer data
dynamically info a wallet. This data inchides profile informa-
Won, payment cards and addresses. The data is encrypted,
supplied as an extension fo the SAMI,token exchange and
relreshed with each consumer login.

)O086) FIG. SA depicts the flow of the checkout process
when the consumer is leveraging a federated White Label
Partner wallet with partner login credentials. The browser

will remember the last wallet selected, minimizing the num-
ber ofsteps in the consumer sign-in process. In the case where
fhe last wallet is unknown, the consumer will be presented
witha NoW (PayPass} hosted page listing ofwallet providers
allowing the consumer to select a wallet and sign-in. The
partner provides and maintains the consumer experience and
services 10 authenticate the consumer, in tum providing asser-
Hon Of identity for the consumer to NoW. The partner also
provides consumer cardholder and profile data for the pur-
poses ofregistering and refreshing a consumer's data, and
captures email addresses and mobile telephone sumbers for
cardholders, which are passed to the network ofwallets server
fo create a wallet account for the user,

[6087] Referring to FIGS. 5A and 5B, for the recognized
user ofa federated White Label (co-branded) wallet, whenthe
consumer clicks on the acceptance bution 100 from a mer-
chantpage to intliate checkout, the process steps and flow for
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retrieving a Request Token and Authorize WalletURL and
redirecting the consumer to the Network ofWallets checkout
se 362 are the same as for the partner-hosted and hero
wallets. Once flowis directed from the merchant site to the

NoWsHe 355, if the wallet is remembered 356, flow is
directed to the default wallet (co-branded) page 430. ifno
walletis remembcred (unrecognized user) 357,an interstitial
page for wallet selection is displayed to the consumer 339.
Upon selection by the consumer, flowis directed to the wallet
co-branded page 434.
10088] if the federated co-branded wallet is selected or
defaulted to, the wallet is displayed for log-in 432 and the
consumer enters sign-on credentials (login and password)
434 through the parmer-hosted widget for capture of login
credentials directly by a partner identity provider 436. The
partner authenticates the user 442 and if'a newwalletis being
created (the aser has not yet opted in to the co-branded wallet
440}, requires the user to accept terms and conditions 444,
and creates SAMLassertion and, optionally, secure attributes
446, and passes the SAMI. assertion to the network of wal-
jets’ co-branded wallet services, The NoW validates the

SAML.assertion 448 and determines if the consumer identity
exists in ihe NoW 430. Ho the consumer is identified as a

registered user of the NeW452, the consumer data is provi-
sioned fromthe partner and updated to the NoW before pro-
ceeding. if a profile of the consumer does not exist (not a
previously registered nser), a new consumer profile and iden-
lily is created 454, and additional details as required to com-
plete a purchase, such as payment method and shipping
address, are requested and entered by the consumer 456
before redirecting flowto the merchant 458 to complete the
checkout process.

Additional Enhancements of the Consumer Pxperience
Daring Checkout: Express Checkont

(0889) In various embodiments, an express checkout
option is availiable to a consumer after opting to make a
purchase throughthe network of wallets, which avoids the
exira step of selecting a shipping address in addition to a
payment card. This express checkout optionis also applicable
to other digital wallet options, not only those provided within
a network of wallets. in one embodiment, a consumer regis-
ters for at least one of the digral wallets available in the
network oF wallets, and establishes a default card and ship-
ping address. The consumer selects an acceptance mark 100
available from a merchant page (e.g.,PAYPASS™to aceess
the network of wallets after a consumer places their tems m
a merchant’s shopping cart. Because a consumer has previ-
ously established and accessed a wallet, the consumer is
brought to the defaul wallet page. Recognition can be
through cookies or device detection/finger printing, jor
example. Asa recognized user, the usernameis pre-popnlated
and the default wallet is highlighted and receives hero place-
ment. Ho the consumer opts to use a different wallet, other
wallet options can be chosen from a wallet selector provided
onthe walletpage.
10090] Next, the consumer enters his/her password and
selects an express Checkout Button, so that the consumer is
not brought to a card and shipping address page. instead, the
eonsumer’s default card and address are automatically used
and the consumer is not required to review them. The con-
sumer is brought back to the merchant page, whichdisplays
the card and address details that were passed directly to the
merchant vie an API.
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[0092] Opdtonally, prior to bringing the consumer back fo
the merchant page, an interstitial page is provided by the
selected (default) wallet for confirming the details ofthe
credit card, which is preferably referred to by a previously
established nickname or by the last 4 digits of the card. The
consumer clicks ona button to confirm the order and details

and is then brought back to the merchant page.

Checkout Hnhancenents

[0092| Various addtional embodiments ofthe system and
method of the present disclosure are directed fo in-wallet
checkout enhancements available before control is redirected

back to the merchant web page, io. a current, known on-lme
checkout experience, a consumer logs in to a wallet or credit
card from a merchant’s checkout page. The wallet stores
credit card and the associated billing address and shipping
addresses, which can. be used to populate addressfields. Dur-
ing checkom, the consumer logs itothe wallet, and selects a
credit card and shipping address. A shipping option selection
and order review, which meludes shippiny and tax charges, is
only available to the consumer after leaving the wallet ser-
vices pages, including shipping and card information, and
arriving on the merchant site. Notransaction historyor spend
tracking is available.
[0093] In various embodiments of the present systerm,
Huprovements to the in-wallet checkout experience and
added fimetionalny for tracking wallet usage and expendi-
lures are available, Por example, in one embodiment, services
are provided to enable a digHal wallet to dynamically update
the shopping order total with particular details, such as sur-
charge, shipping cost and tax. Such selections can be offered
within the wallet interface, based on consumer selection of
the credit card and shipping address. Additional details such
as shipping options and costs associated therewnthcan also be
provided. In particular embodiments, such details can be
displayed dynamically when a consumer uses a mouse to
hover over a particular wallet available in the network of
wallets. Or, as shown in FIG, 6, the details can be displayed
and updated dynamically in a Irame 560 with each combina-
Hon ofcard and shipping details entered 570. Accordingly, the
consumer is made aware of the charges that apply to the
purchase within a particular wallet and can exercise several
choices before placing the order 580 and exiting the wallet
services, Such choices include which card to use based on

which has a lower surcharge, or which location to ship to,
based on shipping charges, or which shipping option. to
choose based on need andcost,

[0094| ‘This enhancement of the user’s checkout experience
provides a capability not currently available to consumers in
choosing a particular credit card to use in a sales transaction.
aparticular, surcharge is a charge imposed by merchants for

accepting credit cards whichis then passedon to the consum-
ers. Merchants have the ability to set these rates on credit
cards, some of which carry higher rates. The proposed
enhancement allows the wallet service io dynamically dis-
playthe surcharge rate and charge associatedwiththe cardthe
consumer has selected, so that the consumer can make a
choice within the wallet service ofselecting a different card
with a lower surcharge.
[6095] Uponplacing the order, the information is aggre-
gated and transmitted to the merchant through application
programming interfaces (APTs} 590. The merchant retricves
ihe consumer data provided and displays an order coniirma-
tion page 575 fo the consumer.
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(0006) A history ofa cousumer’s spending using a particu-
lar wallet canalso be provided, so thatthe consumer does not
have to look at multiple statements frommultiple payment
cards fo track one’s spending. The ‘History’ section of the
wallet preferably includes stored details of purchases made
with each payment card within the network of wallets, and
tracks purchases made. Suchdetails can inclnde date, mer-
chant, card used, and shipping address.

10097] FIC. 7 is a schematic representation ofa real-time
interstitial electronic wallet creation process, depicted using a
mobile phoue-based paymeut/authentication system.

(0008) Referring now to Fics. 7, Hlustrated is an exemplary
process by which a credentialed user may create av electronic
walletin real time. The purchaser has selected certain goods
or services to be purchased from a participating merchant,
and arrives ateither a checkout page or a shopping cart page,
represented at 1020. The purchaser is offered the option or
opportunity to complete the purchase using the network of
wallets which is represented by an. icon 1040. In the exem-
plary embodiment, the network of wallets is operated ander
the name “PayPass Online”, PAYPASS'™being a trademark
ofMasterCard International Incorporated, the assignee of the
instant application.

0090) Floving selected the network ofwallets icon 1040 to
process payment for the transaction, the purchaser is pre-
sented with aninterstitial page 2020 which prompts the pur-
chaser to select the provider of their chosen wallet From
among the pariners participating in the network ofwallets and
displaved at 2040, including optional pape select Inaction
2060 or equivalent (rotating panes, daisy-wheel, ete., as
describedelsewhere herein). Having selected a partner wallet
provider, for example ABC Bank. (Phe use of various syvim-
bols to represent partner wallet providers is by way ofillus-
tration only, and does not necessarily imply afilation or
endorsement by the respective symbol owners or anyrelated
entities, nor their agreement to participate in the network of
wallets as deseribed in this or anyrelated application), selec-
tion may be highlighted among the display ofpartners 2040,
and/or optionally displayed again, as at 2070. The purchaser
is further promptedto enter a login usemame and password
credentials 2080 associated with their selected pariner wallet
provider.

(0100) The case contemplated here, as depicted in FIG. 7
and described, is applicable to only a subset ofall purchasers.
Namely, the purchaser will have previously established iden-
tity credentials (e.g., login 1D and password) with the partner
provider they select at 2040. The purchaser cantherefore be
verified by the respective partner, but does not have an estab-
lished electronic wallet with a particular partner. ifmay be the
case that a purchaser has established demand deposit account
(DDA, ag. checking or savings) withthe banking institution
that includes online banking service, and a login/password
pair tO access them, but does aot have an established elec-
tronic wallet with that partner. That purchaser may simply be
unaware of ihe wallet service offered by the banking partner,
and mayhave clicked/selected the network ofwallets check-
out icon 1040 inadvertently, or out ofcuriosity.AHernately or
additionally, the banking partner may selectively offer elec-
tronic wallet services to less than all ofthei customers, as an
incentive or service enhancement. inthe latter case, the subset
ofpurchasers to whomthe present methodis applicable is sti]
narrower, as determined by their cligibility to create an elec-
tronic wallet with the selected parmer banking institution,
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|OI02] However, the presumed case is that the purchaser
has not yet established a wallet withthat partner. Therefore,
the partner would authenticate the purchaserto the operator of
the network ofwallets.The purchaser is then presented with
a further page 3026, which confirmsto the purcliaser that their
identityis recognized. In the case thatthe purchaseris eligible
to open anelectronic wallet withthe partner, but has not yet
done so, the purchaser is presented withthe opportunity to
establish a wallet with the partner immediately, which ihe
purchaser may accept or decline at 3040. A purchaser whois
authenticated using their established credentials with the
banking partner, but is ineligible to create anelectronic wallet
with that partner for whatever reason, and/or declines te cre-
ate an electronic wallet, may be returned to either the network
ofwallets interstitial login screeu 2020, for exaraple ta select
another wallet provider, or alternately to the merchant check-
ont page L020.

[@£02] Where the purchaser accepts the imitation and
chooses fo create a wallet, the purchaser’s wallet details are
pre-populated based upon ivformation known to the pariner
about the purchaser associated with the existing credentials
and presented to the purchaser for verification 4020. The
wallet details inchide the relevant payment card numbers
4040, a billing address associated wih the payment card
4360, and a shipping address 4080 where goods may be
delivered. The purchaser must ihen.coniirm the pre-populated
details 4160 to proceed with the transaction.

[@£03] Upon confining the wallet and payment details, the
purchaser is returned fo the merchant page. The operator of
the network of wallets with have contemporancously trans-
imitied the necessary transaction details, e.g. card aumber
details, billing and shipping addresses, etc. to the merchant,
which are again presented to the purchaser from the mer-
chant’s page 5020, The purchaser then las only to confirm the
order by selecting the corresponding option at 5040.

[O904| ‘The purchaser will then have established a partner
wallet in the federated network ofwallets. Uponthe purehas-
ey’s next transaction where the network ofwallets is invoked,
their existing wallet may be recognized. Furthermore, the
purchaser may consent to a soltware cookie to be stored on
the purchaser’s system, which can be used to aute-identify the
purchaser, ai least in part. Por example, upon the purchaser’ s
next invocation ofthe network ofwallets, their existing wallet
maybe recopnized, and that wallet provider pre-selected. The
purchaser then has onlyto enter the appropriate username and
password, thereby streantlining the checkout process. More-
over, as will be apparent, on subsequent logins by the same
purchaserthe needto create a new wallet with respectto that
same pariner, as described herein is obviated.

Converged Platiorm

[O905| With reference nowfo Fir. 8, iustrated is a repre-
sefation of the multiple consumer interface pathways to a
converged electronic wallet. A consumer may use an infernet
pathway vie, as example only personal computer 802 or
mobile device 804 to establish and manage their one or more
consumer wallet accounts. interaction between personal
computer 802 or mobile device 804 on the one hand and a
NoW clond database 866 is via proprietary web services
interface, Phe consumer securely enters and verifies payment
data via this web-based user interlace A. A registration user
inferface displayed on the consumer’s mobile device 804 can
be optimized for mobile screen form lector.
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{0106} Optionally, a third party wallet provider 808 can
automate creation of consumer wallet account, for example
via systematic provisioning of consumer payment data vie
secure, proprietary web services interface (G).
(0107) eCommerce purchases are those that occur via con-
sumer personal computer 810 or web-enabled mobile device
812. The computer 8E6@ and mobile device 812 interact with
the clond database 866 via proprietary web services interface
(F}. Interface (3) enables secure provision oFconsumer pay-
mentdata toa merchant Rida. 8145, with whomthe consumer
is transacting, The NoW checkout user interface as displayed
oaconsumer moblie device 812 maybe optimized for mobile
screen form factor.

{0108) NoWcloud database 806 maintains consumer wal-
let profile centrally for hosted wallets (Le, 70, 80), and/or
serves as the gateway to partner-hosted wallets 6@. Mach
connected device has access to central consumer wallet pro-
file and the same group ofelectronic wallets regardiess of the
interface platiorm, ensuring consistent access to payment
data across all enabled consumer devices.

10109] in the case where the consumer makes use of a
mobile device 816 that is NPC-enabledor having some other
secure element for face-to-face transaction using their NoW
electronic wallet, a provisioning system 818 securely stores
payment device data info local storage on consumer mobile
phone 818 via a secure provisioning interface (D)}, Provision-
ing occurs either “over the air” or via direct connect {0 con-
sumer (or other) computer.
{0110} The consumer mitiates ‘Yap-lo-pay" mobile NEC
transaction by bringing their mobile device 818 in proximally
with an NPC-enabled POS terminal 820. The consumer uses

their mobile device 818 to choose payment details, or will
have previously selected a delault setting. In certain cases,
including without limitation certain high-value transactions,
the consumer may be asked to verilytheir identity, eg., by
PINor the Like. The mobile device 8E8 securely transmits
payment details fo POS terminal 820 via contactless payment
protecel. H other data is required fo complete the purchase
transaction (e.g. shipping address, loyalty account, promo-
tional offer, etc}, the consumer mobile phone 820 acquires
this date from cloud database 806 via proprietary web ser-
vices Interface (C}, prior to transmission to POS 820 via
contactless payment protecal.
{0111} Still another consumer interface pathway cnables
remote or F2Ftransactions via NoW, Therein, a provisioning
system §22 securely stores payment device data into local
storage on consumer mobile phone 824 vie secure provision-
ing interlace CF). Provisioning occurs either “over the air”, or
via direct connect to consumer Cor other} device.
{0112} A consumer initiates paymentin this case by engag-
ing in a “trigger event” 826. A Trigger event may include,
without limitation, QR read via phone camera, barcode read
via phone camera, display QR/bar code on phone screen,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, among others. An app provided on a con-
sumer mobile device 824 may be used to initiate payment
interface with merchant, authenticates the consumer wlentity,
andtransmit payment data to merchant. The consumer mobile
device 824 acquires data required to complete the purchase
{e.@., shipping address, loyally account, promotional offer,
etc. from the NoW cloud database 806 via proprietary web
services interlace (4) prior to transmission to the merchant
Via secure, proprictary interlace.
{0113} Sull another consumer interface platiorm can be
implemented by the merchant choosing to provide a native,
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“Su app” checkout experience for mCommerce transactions.
in this interface platform, the entire payment user experience
is controledbya merchantapp onthe user mobile device 828.
in this case, the merchant app acquires consumer payment
data from the NoWserver 806 securely via secure, propri-
etary web services interlace (1).

Health Check Option

[@£14] Anoptional additional feature ofthe user interface
for access to the Network ofWallets and/or the walletselector

page is what can be referred to as a “health check”ofavailable
wallets. Consider that an electronic wallet may be provided
withone or more debior credit accounts, and/or one or more
pre-paid cards or accounts. A debit or credit account may be
limited in balance by the available account balance in a
demand deposit account associated with a given debit card,
the available credit mit ofa credit acconnt associated with a

given credit card. Additionally, the balance on a given pre-
paid card or accommt may be Limited or exhansted.
JO915| In order to nyprove the customer experience, infor-
mation about the state of one or more wallets may be con-
veyed early in the checkout process. This would be preferred
over an allernative scenario wherem the user wouldselect a

wallet without regard to available balance, for example, then
continue to nearly complete the checkout processto the point
where the merchant authorizes the charges, only to have those
charges declined, for example because of insufficient avail-
able balance.

[0116[ Therefore, ia one embodiment, once the user is
logged into the setwork of wallets, whether directly or via a
partner login, a listing or other graphic or textural device
indicating a choice of wallets may include information
regarding the state of health for a given wallet. For example,
reference may be made to the amount oPthe merchant trans-
action that precipHated the network of wallets login, as com-
paredto available balanceinthe wallet, Other limiting factors
besides available balance that would prevent a transaction
frombeing completed may be the class of merchant with
regard fo restriction placed upon one or more payment
sources stored ina given electronic wallet, effective reducing
the avarlable balance for that transaction. in other cases, the

card or cards associated with a given wallet maybe expired.
instill others, a prior atiempt fo transactona particular wallet
may have failed for unknown reasons. Most preferably, any
foreseeable reason why the instant transaction may be
declined with reference to a particular wallet and transaction
should be considered as part of the healthcheck.
|O917| ‘The health check information may be conveyed, for
example, by selecting an order of listing available wallets.
More specifically, any that do not have the capacity ta com-
plete a transaction may be ordered lower inthe selection
listing than another available wallet having ability to com-
plete the transaction. With regard to a graphical representa-
tion such as the switch, Hip (rotating pane) or daisy wheel
described herein elsewhere (and withont Hmuitation to those
graphical devices}, an ‘unhealthy’ wallet with reference to the
instant transaction may be positionedjess conveniently than
others, may be showing in a different shade or color (e.g., gray
tone}, or may simply be halden altogether. Some combination
of indications may be used as well.
[@418] Alternately, the user may identified by cookies
placed on the user's access device from a prior use of an
electronic wallet associated with the network of wallets. In

this case, the state of health ofa wallet may be indicated even
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belore the nser logs into the network, and mayaid the tiser m
selecting a wallet partner via which they choose to login.
10759] in additional embodiments, it is further contem-
plated that the user experience be enhanced by including an
identifiable link or graphic icon which the user may associate
with the network of wallets, even or especially while inter-
acting with one of the federated partners in the network of
wallets. The link or graphic icon, which we will reler to as a
“pin” is prelerably small and amobtrusive, vet visible and
identifiable. ‘The pin may, lor exaraple, expand when hovered
upon by a user-selection device (¢.g., mouse pointer}, Such
hovering over and/or selection of the pin by a user will trans-
for the user Iromthe partner site to the network ofwallets site,
for example to select a different wallet or wallet provider.
Alternately or additionally, the user may be presented with a
selection ofpartner walleis io transfer directlyto.
10420) An additional feature which may be integrated into
the network ofwallets checkoutexperience is a shopping cart.
The network of wallets as described herein can be entered

from the merchant's checkout page, lor example, via a click-
able icon. Data concermng the pending transaction(seller,
description, quantity, price, terms,etc.) are passed to network
operator in the course oFprocessing the checkouttransaction.
Optionally, in certain embodiments, this information may be
made available to the user during the course oftheir interac-
tions withthe network ofwallets (e.g., logm, wallet selection,
etc. }.
{0122} in one particular embodiment, the shopping cartis
imegrated with the pla deseribed above. Hovering over the
pininitiates an expansionofthe pin graphic into a selection of
data or alternate destinations for the user, Among these may
include the shopping cart, showing a précis ofpertinent data
to the pending transaction (e.g., seller, description, quantity,
price, terms, etc.}. Furthermore, # may be convenient to per-
mit the user to select ihe shopping cart, or Hems in H, and be
returned to the merchantsite to append or change the trans-
action.

{0122} Although the invention has been described with rel-
erence to certain preferred embodiments, it will be appreci-
ated by those skilled inthe art that modifications and varia-
tions may be made without departing from the spirit end
scope ofthe inverhion. Ht should be understood that applicant
does not intend to be limited to the particular details deseribed
above and iustraied in the accompanying drawings,

What is claimedis:

1. A method for authorizing a digialwallet transaction, the
method comprising:

providing a host server having one or more secure data-
bases for storing cardholder and card dala associated
with a pluraliy of electronic wallets offered within a
network ofdigital wallets, the host server including ser-
vices lor facilitating and monitoring connectivity
between one or more merchants and anacceptance net-
work for authorizing a purchase transaction;
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responsive f0 a liser initiation of the purchase transaction,
routing. the purchase transaction to a digital wallet
selected bythe user fromthe plurality ofdigital wallets,
the selected digital wallet capturing a payment card
selected by the consumer lor the digital wallet iransac-
tion; and

redirecting the transactionback to the merchant web site or
app using the postback merchant URL, the merchant
web site or app sending theAccess Token tothe checkout
resource UREassociated with the selected digital wallet
to retrieve the purchase details for authorizing and com-
pleting the digital wallet transaction.

2. The methodof claim L, further comprising storing im the
host server shipping address data associated with the card-
holder, and providing the shipping address data selected by
the cardholder to the merchant for facilitating shipment or
deliveryof goods or services.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the selected digital
wallet is a default wallet, the default wallet being selected
prior to the consumer aulhorzing the purchase transaction.

4, The method of claim 3, wherein the consumer is a

recognized user ofthe acceptance network,the default wallet
corresponding to one of the plurality of digital wallets most
recently accessed by the consumer.

§. The method ofclaim3, further comprising displaying an
interstitial page associated withthe delaul walletin response
to the consumer sclecting the acceptance bution

6. The method ofclaim1, further comprising associating a
coupon or offer with each ofthe plurality ofdigital wallets,
and displaying the couponor offer associated with one ofthe
plurality of digital wallets displayed on the wallet selector
switch,

7. The methodof claim6, the displaying step comprising
displaving the coupon or offer in response to the consumer
hovering a pointer over the one of the plurality of digital
wallets displayed,

8, The method of clam 7, farther comprising commnni-
cating the coupon or olfer associated with ihe one of the
plurality of digital wallets fo the merchant web site or app
prior to completing the digHal wallet iransaction, wherein the
one of the plurality of digtal wallets is the digital wallet
selected fromthe plurality of digital wallets lor the transac-
tor,

9. Phe method of claim 1, wherein the user initiates the
payinent transaction by engaging in a trigger event with
respect to a mobile device, ihe trigger event comprising at
least one of a QR read, barcode read, display of QR or bar
code on a mobile device, SMS communication, Wi-F? com-
tunication, and Hiuetooth communication.

16. Phe method ofclaim 1, wheremthe user is given access
to the contents ofthe selected digital wallet without regard to
the user interface platform.
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(57} ABSTRACT

Asystem and method oftokenizing sensitive curdholder pay-
ment information for use in cashless transactions includes

recerving a request (0 process a cashless transaction between
amnerchant and a purchaser using first payment data stored
with an electronic wallet provider on behalf ofthe purchaser.

First payment data is retrieved Hrom the electronic walletprovider. ‘The first payment data is tokenized into a payment
token, and providedto the merchant for use in completingthe
cushless transaction. The merchant issues a request to process
paymentforthe cashless transaction using the paymenttoken.
The payment token is detokenized into second payment data,

with correspondence betweenthe first and second payment
data beingindicative ofpayment token authenticity. Payment
for the cashless transaction is processed using the secondpayinent data, and the merchant is provided with a response
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TRANSACTION DATA TOKENEZATION
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BACKGROUND

(06006) 1. Field ofthe Disclosure
10007] The present invention relates to transactions Tor pay-
ment of goods/services and, more parficniarly, to a system
and method for tokenization for sensitive or confidential

transaction payment data.
{0808} 2. Briel Discussion of Related Art
(0000) Cashiess electronic payment Tor transaction of
goods and services is become ubiqnitons in modernsociety,
In. connection withthis, electronic wallets are becoming a
more prevalent counterpartto electronic forms ofpaymentlor
a wide variety of transactions. Generally speaking, an elec-
tronic wallet is a system by which a credit card, debit card,
pre-paid card, ete., is stored where a single electronic appli-
cation which provides access to them, analogous tothe way m
which one might store corresponding physical pavment cards
in a tangible wallet.
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[O010| ‘The disclosure in the application entitled “MULTI-
COMMERCE CHANNEL WALLETS POR AUTHENTI-

CATED TRANSACTIONS”,and also the related application
entitled “SYSTEMAND METHOD TO ENABLE A NET-

WORK OF DIGITAL WALLETS”, inchides a federated net-
work of electronic wallets. The purchaser may select this
network ofwallets whichincludes partners who are menibers
of the federation, each of whom. provide electronic wallet
services, One option presented to the purchaser may be ihe
option to ase an electronic wallet maintained and provided by
the payment processing enmity, 2.g., MasterCard International
incorporated (assignee of the instant application), whichis
also operating the network of wallets.
|O012| Caven the overwhelming volume of transactions
consuminaied per second, and the necessitythat transactions
be authorized expeditionslyin orderto be anacceptable form.
of payment for all parties involved in the transaction, the
circumstances naturally lend themselves to antomation ofthe
approval process. However, without adequate oversighton an
individual or per-transaction basis, and/or without the parties
to the transaction being knownto others involved, including
the Intermediary, the opportunityfor malicions abuse of the
payment system require adequate safeguards.
[O012[ A problem presented is where the transaction details
required fo consnammate a purchaser’s transaction may be
used thereafter for malicious purposes, for example if the
security of such data is compromised bya third party, or by
another bad actor with access 10 cardholder data used during
ithe transaction. A solution to this problemis required.

 
 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[@013] In order to overcome these and other problems,
weaknesses and/or drawbacks in the present state ofthe art,
provided according te the mstant disclosure is a system and
methed for tokenization of sensitive data use in connection
withcashless and electronic transachons.

[8014] More specifically, a methodof tokeniang sensitive
cardholder payment information for use im cashless transac-
tons includes receiving a request ta process a cashless trans-
action between a merchant and a purchaser using first pay-
ment data stored withanelectronic wallet provider onbehalf
of the purchaser. First payment data is retrieved from the
alectronic wallet provider. The first payment datais tokenized
info a payment token, and provided to dae merchant for use in
completing the cashless transaction. The merchant issues a
request fo process payment Tor the cashless transaction using
the payment token,
[O015| ‘The payment token is detokenized into second pay-
ment data, where correspondence between the first and sec-
ond payment data is indicative of the authenticity of the
payment tokenreceived fromthe merchant. Payment Tor the
cashless transaction is processed using the second payment
data, and the merchant is provided with a response mdicatag
either the success or Tndlure ofthe payment processing.
|O016| Ina further embodiment of the present disclosure,
the payment data is passed to one ofa third party tokenizer
and a payment service provider, wherein the third party
tokenizer or payment service provider tokenizes the payment
data into a pavment token, provides the payment tokento the
merchant for use in completing the cashless transaction,
recerves, Trom the merchant, the request to process payment
for the cashless transaction using the payment token, deto-
kenizes the payment token, processes paymentJor the cash-
less transaction using the payment data, and provides the
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response to the merchant indicating either the success or
iailure of the payment processing. In this embodiment, the
third party tokenizer, or the payment service provider, pro-
vides an indication ofthe success or failure of the payment
processing.
10017] ina more particular embodiment ofthe present dis-
closure, the paymenttoken further comprises one or more of
the following data: a transaction identifier: a name of the
cardholder: an address ofthe cardholder, a postal cade related
to the address of the cardholder: au indicator that the trans-
action is related to an electronic wallet; a masked payment
eard number, a start date related to the payment card; an
expiration date related to the payment card) a brand of the
payment card, aud a type of payment card. Optionally or
additionally, the tokenized payment data may include a vir-
tual card number.

10018} in stil a further embodiment ofthe present disclo-
sure, the payment token is bound to the received transaction
request, whereby the payment token is vahd only under pre-
determined conditions including one or more of having been
submitted by a predetermined merchant, requesting payment
ofa predetermined dollar amount or range ofdollar amounts,
and submitted for payment within a predetermined time-
frame.

10039} in still a further embodiment ofthe present disclo-
sure, the methodis performed byan operator ofa network of
wallets, and further the electronic wallet provider is one ofthe
operator of the setwork of wallets on Hs own behalf, the
operator of the network of wallets on behall ofa third party,
anda third party provider ofelectronic wallet services.
10020) Further provided according to the present disclosure
is an electronic system for carrying out the foregoing method
including a processor and a non-fransitory machine readable
recording medium which embodies thereon a program of
instruction. The program ofinstruction, when executedby the
processor, cause the machine to carry ont the foregoing
method in one or more of its embodiments. Also provided
according to the present disclosure is such a non-lransitory
machine readable medium.

BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

10024} Some embodiments are ilhistrated by way of
exariple and not limitation in the figures ofthe accompanying,
drawings, in which like reference numerals refer to Hke struc-
tures across the several views, and wherein:

100227) FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a payment!
authentication system and method according to a first
embodiment ofthe present disclosure,
O0237 FR. 2 isa schematic representation of a payment!

authentication system and method according to a second
embodiment ofthe present disclosure, including a third-party
fokenization entity;
0024) FRy. 3 is a schematic representation of a payment!

authentication system and method according to a third
embodiment of the present disclosure, inchading a third-party
payment service provider performing tokenization; and
OO25) FH. 4 illustrates schematically a representative

computer according to the present disclosure, operative ta
implement the disclosed methods.

 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

DHSCLOSURE

(0626) Referring now to F icy. 1, Hlustrated is a sequence of
operations for the tokenivation of paymenttransaction data
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within the context of a federated network of wallets, for

example as described according torelated applicationattor-
ney docket nos. 1788-65, 1788-82P, and/or 1788-82P2. In
sucha scenario, the operator of the network of wallets is
embodied according to reference 120 of FIG. 1, i this case
under the name ofPayPass Quiline Services (PPOS). Purther-
more, represented as entity 140, PayPass Online WaHet
(PPOW}, the operator of the network of wallets is further
acting as one ofthe electronic wallet service providers within
the federation of network wallets,

[€027] Purthermore, m the present embodiment the opera-
tor ofthe network of wailets is also functioning as payment
API provider, reference 160. Other parties to the transaction
are represented as consumer 180, merchants 200, and pay-
ment gateway or acquirer 220. At the point illustrated in the
payments process, if is presumed that consumer E80 has
selected the group ofservices io be involvedin the transaction
with merchant 200. As this process is typically embodied, for
example ia an online e-commerce transaction, consumer 180
has placed certaingoodsor services in anelectronic shopping
cart, and has arrived ata checkout page. The consumer will be
presented with options for payment which will include an
on-line checkout button invoking the network ofwallets aper-
ated by PayPass online services 120, whichthe consumer 180
selects ai step E,

[@028] At step 2, the merchant communicates the wallet
sign-in request fo PPOS 120 and receives a URL.to a wallet
sign-in page. Merchant 200 then redirects the user to the
network ofwallets landing page, step 3. The user is given the
opportunity te choose an electronic wallet from among those
available, including the opportunity to create a new wallet.
The wallets may include one operated by PPOW 140 apart
from their capacityas the network ofwallets operator, alter-
nately wallets operated by PPOW 140 partners with pariner-
branding or skinning, having the pariner’s look and feel but
operated by wallet provider PPOW 140. Finally, the partner
may provide their own wallet services and substitution for
PPOW140. The purchaser chooses their wallet in step 4, and
PPOS 120 redirects the user to their selected walletin step 5.

)0029| ‘The consumer signs into their selected walletin step
6. They also select from among the payment sources, for
example card accounts, associated with their selected wallet.
‘The purchaser further selects a shipping address associated
withthe wallet. The online wallet provider/PPOW 140 deiiv-
ers selected card and address data to the operator of the
network of wallets, PPOS 120, in step 7.

)9030| Network operator 120 then saves the selected card
details and uses the card details to generate a payment token
which will be shared withthe merchant in order to consum-

mate the transaction in step 8. The card details delivered from
PPOW 146 would generally include a primary account num-
ber (PAN). This sensitive informationis better protected, and
further the merchant 200 can be enabled to complete the
transaction without this specific information, Therefore, the
generation of a payment token step 8 would mchude the pay-
ment token as a programming object or file. The token gen-
erally includes a transaction identifier: a cardholder name:
billing address; postal code; a tokenized PAN reference in
substitution for the PAN; a wallet trenseetion indieator, a
masked eard number representing the selected eard fromthe
wallet, a starl date associated wih the selected card) an expi-
ration date associated with the card: the card brand and/or
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type. At step 9. PPOS 126 returms a return address and the
payment tokentogether to the merchant 200in order to final-
ize the transaction.

10631] In certain embodiments, the tokenized card refer-
ence may inclide a virtual card number (VCN}. The virtual
card number in substitution for the PAN may provide addi-
tional securityfeatures. For example, taeVCN may be lunited
to one or afixed number ofuses, A one-time use VCN would

being applicable for an isolated transaction, A WCN enabled
for repeated use would allowing the merchant 200 to use of
the same payment token and/or VCN. On such example
where this might be beneficial is with reenrring fixed trans-
actions or variable transactions within a predetermined
amount range.

10032} Moreover, at the point in the transaction where the
token is generated, the full final amount of the transaction
may aot vet be known. Options such as shipping address or
shipping services mayaffectthe final cost through surcharges
and/or applicable sales tax. Capping the dollar amount of
associated with the payment token consistent with the legii-
mate completion ofthe transaction for which His generated
provides an additional layer ofsecurity. In addition to capping
a dollar amountonthe payment token, the paymenttoken may
be bound to the merchant involved in initiating the corre-
sponding transaction for whichif is generated. That ts to say,
the particular payment token would not be honored if pre-
sented by some other merchant for anthentication. Inthis way,
shonid the payment token be compromised or intercepted by
a mmahcions third party or other bad actor, the payment token
would aot be useful with any other merchant.

(0033) Having received the payment token in step 9, the
merchant 200 stores the token as step 10, then presents the
consumer 180 with any final options (for example shipping
services) to complete the transaction, that being step 11, At
step 12, merchant 200 calenlates the tokentotal cost in hahtot
the opens selected by the consumer 180, and proceeds to
step 13 by submitting the total cost ofthe transaction and the
payment token for authentication and payment, The data
included at step 13 may include an order ID reference, the
fokenized PAN reference provided with the payment token
from the network operator 120 at step 9, a total transaction
amount, and a currency ofthe transaction.

{0834} PPOS 126 receives the token and authentication
request, and uses the token to retrieve the card details to
process the payment in step 14, PPOS 120 thensubmits the
authentication using the card details, including PAN, and a
total transaction amount in step 15. The payment APL 160
provided by the network operator takes the authentication
request and passes it to a payment gateway or acquirer 220
and recerves back anauthentication response in step 16. The
authentication request provided by the payment API P60 will
generally include merchant credentials, the name of the
acquiring bank/payment gatewayprovider, cardholder name:
PAN, wallet transaction indicator, expiration date of the
applicable card; and billing address associated with the
account upon which the card is drawn.

{0835} Payments APL 166 then receives and passes an
authentication response which imturn is passed to PPOS 120
at step 17. PPOS 9120, nowwith knowledge ofthe authent-
cation outcome, updates the order history in step 18, and in
tirn passes the authentication response to the merchant200 in
step 19, Presuming the authentication is alfirmative, the mer-
chant 200 confirms the order to the consumer F806, step 26.
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9036] Relerring nowto FIG. 2, illustrated ts an alternative
payment transaction. The steps, featnres, and parties in. com-
mon with FIG, 1 will not be described in great detail where
they do net substantially differ. In the embodiment of F1G. 2
the process and parties proceeds generally in accordance with
he above deseription of FIG, L, up to step 8. As compared

withstep 8 of FIG, L, according to FIG. 2, PPOS 120 effec-
ively ontsourcesthe tokenization and gatewayauthorization.

A third party tokenizer and/or payment gateway entity 240
performs these functions.
[0037] Tokenizer entity 240 saves the consumer's card
choice and generates a payment tokenassociated with the
Transaction in step 9. At step 10, the tokenizer entity 246
ransmits the payment token details and shipping address to
fhe merchant 200, providing a Checkout Resource URE. 260.
Merchant 200 retrieves the payment token and shipping
address fromthe Checkont Resonrce URL260 in step 11. The
consumer 180 chooses shipping options, upon whichthe total
cost is computed, at step 12. The merchant 200 then submits
fhe payment token with tolal transaction cost information in
step 13, An order ID, the tokenized PAN reference, a trans-
action total and currently oftransaction may be communi-
cated together. Tokenizer entity 240) detokenizes the authen-
lication request in step 14 and submits the authentication
request fo the payment gatewav/acquirer 220 in step IS. The
response to tokenizer entity 246 from the payment gateway/
acquirer 220 is transmitted to the merchant 200 in step 16,
then on to the consumer 180 with an order confirmation in

step 17. A post-back message fo PPOS 120 is generated at
step LS to record the outcome of the transaction, In this way,
PPOS 126 canlog the transaction outcomeas part ofa value-
added service io consumer 180, an acquirer and/or issuer,
despite being removed From the authentication process.
)O038) FG. 3 Ylustrates still another scenario in which the
merchant 200 contracts with a third party payment service
provider (PSP) 260. The third party PSP 260 stands between
the merchant 200 on one side and the PPOS 120 and PPOW

140 on the other. Moreover, the PSP 260 has agree, accepted
and/or audited security processes, and is a trusted collabora-
tor for handling confidential transactioninformation,suchas
PANassociated with the transactions it processes,
[6039] In the embodiment of FIG. 3, PSP 260 stands
between POS 120 and merchant 200. PSP 266 performs the
tokenization at step 11, and processes the authentication with
acquirer 220 in step LB. Additionally, PSP 260 will provide a
postback message in step 27 to PPOS 120, confirming the
ontcome ofthe transaction,

)0040| H will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
the methods as described above may be operated by a
machine operator having a suitable interface mechanism,
and/or more typically ia an automated manner, Tor example
by operationof a network-enabied computer system inclad-
ing @ processor execuling a system of lastrictions stored on a
machine-readable medium, RAM, hard disk drive, or the like.
‘The instructions will cause the processor to operate in accor-
dance withthe present disclosure.
[@042] Turning then to PIG.4, illustrated schematicallyis a
representative computer 616 ofthe system 600, The computer
616 includes at least a processor or CPU 622 which is opera-
dive to act on a program of instructions stored on a computer-
readable medium 624. Execution of the program of instruc-
ton causes the processor 622 to carry out, for example, the
methods described above according io the various embadi-
ments. It may further or alternately be the case thatthe pro-
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cessor 622 comprises application-specific circuitry Inchiding
the operative capabilityto execute the prescribed operations
imegrated therein. The computer 616 will in many cases
includes a network interlace 626 for communication with an

extemal network 612, Optionally or additionally, a data entry
device 628 (¢.2., keyboard, mouse, trackball, pointer, etc.)
facilitates human interaction with the server, as does an
optional display 636, In other embodiments, the display 630
and data entry device 628 are infegrated, for example a touch-
screen display having a GUL,
10642] Variants of the above-disciosed and other featmres
and functions, or alternatives thereof, may be desirably com-
bined into many other different systems or applications. Vari-
ous presently unforeseen or unanticipated alternatives, modi-
fications, variations, or improvements thercia may be
subsequently made by those skilled in the art whichare also
intended to be encompassed bythe following claims.

What is claimed is:

1.A method of tokeniving sensitive cardholder payment
information for use in cashless transactions, the method com-
prising:

reoviving & request fo process a cashless transaction
between a merchant and a purchaser using first payment
data stored with an electronic wallet provider on behalf
of the purchaser;

retrieving, first payment data from the electromic wallet
provider,

tokenizing the first payment data into a payment token;
providing the payvinent token fo the merchant for use in

complenng the cashless transaction;
receiving, romthe merchant, a request 10 process payment

for the cashless transaction using the payment token;
detokenizing the paymenttoken into second payment data,

wherein correspondence between the first and second
payment data is indicative of the authenticity of the
payment token received from the merchant;

processing payinent for the cashless transaction using the
second payment data, and

providing an response to the merchantindicating either the
success or failure ofthe payment processing.

2. The method according to claim. 1, further comprising:
passing the payment data fo one of a third party tokenizer

and a payment service provider, wherein the third party
tokenizer or payment service provider
tokenizes ihe payment data into a payment token;
provides the payment token to the merchant for use in

completing the cashless transaction,
recerves, from the merchant, the request fo process pay-

ment for the cashless transaction using the payment
token;

detokenizes the payment token,
processes payment for {he cashless transactionusing the

payment data, and
provides the response to the merchant indicating either

the success or failure ofthe payment processing, and
receiving from the merchant, the third party tokenizer, or

the payment service provider an indication of the suc-
cess of lajlure ofthe payment processing.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the payment
token further comprises one or more ofthe following data

a transaction identifier, a name of the cardholder, an
address ofthe cardholder, a postal code related to the
address of the cardholder, an indicator that the transac-
ton is related to an electronic wallet, a masked payment
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card mumber, a start date related 1o the paymentcard, an
expiration date relaied to the payment card, a brand of
the payment card, and a type of payment card.

4, The method according to claim1, wherein the payment
token is bound to the received transaction request, whereby
the payment token is valid only under predetermined candi-
tons iInchxding one or more of having been submitted bya
predetermined merchant, requesting payment of a predeter-
mined dollar amountor range ofdollar amounts, and submit-
ted for payment within a predetermined timelrame.

5. The method according to claim I, wherein the tokemzed
payment data includes a virtual card number.

6. The method accordingto claim1, wherein the methodis
performed byanoperator ofa network of wallets, and further
the electronic wallet provider is one of the operator of the
network of wallets on Hs own behalf, the operator of the
network ofwallets on behalfofathird party, and a third party
providerofelectronic walletservices.

7. A non-transHory computer readable storage medium
embodving thereon a program of instruction which, when
executed by a processor, cause the processor to carry out a
method oftokenizing sensitive cardholder payment informa-
fon for use in cashless transactions, the method comprising:

receiving a request to process a cashless transaction
between a merchantanda purchaser nsing first payment
data stored wilh an electronic wallet provider on behalf
ofthe purchaser:

retrieving first payment data from the electronic wallet
provider,

tokentving the first payment data info a payment token;
providing the payment token to the merchant for use in

completing the cashless transaction,

receiving, from the merchant, a request fo process payment
for the cashless transaction using the payment token:

detokenizing the payment token into second payment data,
wherein correspondence between the first and second
payment data is indicative of the authenticity of the
payment token received from the merchant:

processing payment lor the cashless transaction using the
second payment data: and

providing anresponse to the merchant indicating either the
snceess or imlure of the paymentprocessing.

 

8. The medium according to claim7, wherein the method
embodied in the program ofinstruction further comprises:

passing the payment data to one ofa third party tokenizer
and a payment service provider, wherein the third party
tokenizer or payment service provider
tokenizes the payment data into a payment token,
provides the payment token to the merchant for use in

completing the cashless transaction;
receives, fromthe merchant, the request io process pay-

ment for the cashless transaction using the payment
token:

detokenizes the payment token;

processes paymentfor the cashless transaction using the
payment data; and

 

provides the response to the merchant indicating ether
the suecess or failure of the paymentprocessing; and

receiving fromthe merchant, the third party tokenizer, or
the paymentservice provider an indication ofthe suc-
cess or Favure of the payment processing.
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9, The medium according to claim 7, wherein according ta
the method embodied in the program of instruction, the pay-
meni token further comprises one or more ofthe following
data

a transaction identifier, a name of the cardholder, an
address ofthe cardholder, a postal code related to the
address of the cardholder, an. indicator that the transac-
fon is related to an electronic wallet, a masked payment
card number, a start date related to the payment card, an
expiration date related to the paviment card, a brand of
the payment card, and a type of payment card.

10. The medium according to claim 7, wherein according
to the method embodied ia the program ofinstruction, the
payment token is bound to the received transaction request,
whereby the paymenttoken ts valid only ander predetermined
conditions including one or more ofhaving beensubmitted by
a predetermined merchant, requesting payment ofa predeter-
mined dollar amount or range ofdollar amounts, and submi-
ted for payment within a predetermined timeframe.

Hi. Phe medium according to claim 7, wherein according
to the method embodied in the program ofinstruction, the
tokenized payment data includes a virtual card number.

12. A system for tokenizing sensitive cardholder payment
information for use in cashless transactions, the system com-
prising:

a processor,

a nondtransitory computer readable storage medium
embodying thereon a program of instruction which,
when executed by a processor, cause the processor to
carry ont a method ofiokenizing sensitive cardholder

payment information for use in cashless transactions,
the method comprising
recetving, a request to process a cashless transaction

between a merchant and a purchaser using first pay-
mentdata stored withanelectrome wallet provider on
behalf of the purchaser,

retrieving first payment data Irom the electronic wallet
provider,

tokendzing the first payment data into a payment token;
providing the paymenttokento the merchant for use in

completing the cashless transaction,
recerving, Hom the merchant, a request fo process pay-

ment for the cashless transaction using the payment
token;

detokenizing the payment token into second payment
data, wherein correspondence betweenthe first and
second payment data is indicative ofthe authenticity
ofthe payment token recewed from the merchant:

processing payment for the cashless transaction using
the second payment data, and
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providing an response to the merchant wlicating ether
the success or failure ofthe payment processing,

13. The system according to claim12, wherein the method
embodied in the programofinstruction further comprises:

passing the payment data to one ofa third party tokenizer
and a payment service provider, whereinthe third party
tokenizer or paymentservice provider
tokenizes the payment data into a payment token:
provides the payment token to the merchant for ise in

completing the cashless transaction;
reovives, fromthe merchant, the request to process pay-

ment for the cashless transaction using the payment
token:

detokenizes the payment token;
processes payment for the cashless transaction using the

payment data; and
provides the response to the merchant indicating ether

the suceess or failure of the payment processing: and
receiving from the merchant, the third party tokenizer, or

the payment service provider anindication ofthe suc-
cess or failure ofthe payment processing.

14. The systemaccording to claim 12, wherein according
to the method embodied in the program of instruction the
payment token further comprises one or more ofthe follow-
ing data

a transaction identifier, a name of the cardholder, an
address of the cardholder, a postal code related to the
address ofthe cardholder, an tadicator that the transac-
tion is related to anelectronic wallet, a masked payment
card number, a start date related io the payment card, an.
expiration date related to the paymentcard, a brand of
the payment card, and a type of paymentcard.

15. The system according to claim 12, wherein according
to the method embodied in the program of instruction the
payment tokenis bound to the received transaction request,
whereby the payment token is valid only under predetermined
conditions including one or more ofhaving been submitted by
a predetermined merchant, requesting payment ofa predeter-
mineddollar amount or range ofdollar amonnts, and submit-
ted for payment within a predelermined timeframe.

16. The system according to claim 12, wherein according
to the method embodied in the program of instruction the
tokenized payment data includes a virtual card munher.

17. The system according to claim12, operated by an
operator of a network of wallets, and further the electronic
wallet provider is one of the operator ofthe network ofwallets
on Hs own behalf, the operator of the network of wallets on
behalfofa third party, and a third party provider ofelectronic
wallet services.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
SELECTING SECURE ELEMENTIN NEAR

FIELD COMMUNICATION DEVICE

CLAIM OF PRIORITY

{0601} This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C,
$119G@) from a Korean Patent Appheation filed in the Korean
Intellectual Property Office on May 8, 2012 and assigned
Serial No, 10-2012-0048667, the entire disclosure ofwhichis
hereby incorporated by relerence in its entirety,

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(0802) 1. Field ofthe Invention
10603] The present inventionrelates io a Near Field Com-
mumeation (NPC) device. More particularly, the present
invertion relates to an apparatus and method for selecting a
Secure Hiement (SE) in a NISC device, particularly when
there may be more than one SE provided.
10004] 2. Description ofihe Related Art
10605] With the development of Near Field Cormmmica-
tion (NIC) techniques, NFC devices nowcan provide various
services. In particular, the services provided in the NEC
devices may include a card mode for executing functions such
asa credit card function,a transportation card finetion, andso
forth. Yo execute the card mode, a Seenre Element (SE) for
encrypting and storing user related information ts required.
(0006) When a plurality of Siss are provided, since His not
pre-defined which Sh among them is to be used for an NPC
controller to forward data, a NPC device cannotefficiently
support the plurality of Sis, Therefore, there is a need fora
scheme for solving tis problem.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

(0807) Accordingly, the present invention proposes a
method and apparatms for selecting one of a pluralityof
Secure Elements (SEs) to be used for an NFCcontroller to
forward data.

(0008) The present invention also proposes a method and
apparatus for selecting one ofa plurabty of Sisby using one
or more application programs associated with the plurality of
SEs.

10609] The present invention also proposes a method and
apparatus for selecting one of a plurality of SEs, taking
account ofwhether a command message received Irom a Near
Field Communication (NPC) card reader has responded.
TOOTE} According to an exemplary aspect of the present
inverition, there is provided an apparatus for selecting a
Secure Element (SE) in a Near Field Communication (NFO?
device, the apparatus preferably including an SE unit iachid-
ing a plurality of Sis and a main controller for displaying
identifiers (Ds) indicating application programs respectively
corresponding to one more of the plurality of Sits, and upon
selection ofone ofthe IDs, activating an SE corresponding to

 
the selected application-program 1D among the plurality of
SEs.

100117 According fo another exemplary aspect of the
present invention, there is provided an apparatus for selecting
a Secure Hlement (Si) in a Near Field Corumunication (NFO?
device, the apparatus including an Si unit including a plural-
ity of SEs and a main controller for, upon receiving a com-
mand message for an NPCservice from an NPCcardreader,
checking whether a response message wilh respect to the
command message is received from atleast one ofthe plural-
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Hy of Shs, when receiving the response message from one of
the plurality ofSis, thenmaintaining connection ofa channel
for the SE whichsends the response message and releasing
connection of channels for the other SEs, and processing the
NECservice through the SE for which channel connection is
maintained,

[€012] According to another exemplary aspect of the
presen! invention, there is provided a method for selecting a
Secure Hlement (Si) in a Near Field Communication (NFC}
device, the method preferably including determining and/or
displaying identifiers (19s) indicating application programs
correspondingto a plurality of Sis and upon selection ofone
ofthe 1Ds, activating an SE corresponding to the selected
application-~program 1D among the plurality of Sis.
)O013] Accerding to another exemplary aspect of the
present invention, there is provided a methodjor selecting a
Secure Element (S12) in a Near Field Communication (NFC}
device, the method preferably including upon receiving a
command message for an NFC service From an NEC card
reader, checking whether a response message with respectto
the command message is received from at least one of a
plurality of Sis, if receivingthe response message fromone
of the plurality of Shs, then maintaining connection of a
channel for the 55 which sends the response message and

releasing connection of channels for the other Sis, and pre-
cessing the NPCservice throughthe SE for which channel
commection is maintained.

  

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOFTHs DRAWINGS

)O014] ‘The above and other descriptions and advantages of
exemplary embodiments ofthe present invention will become
more apparent to a person ofordinary skill in the art from the
following detailed description taken in conjunction withthe
accompanying drawings, in which:
)O015) FG. Lis a structural diagram of a Near Field Com-
mutncation (NFC} system according to an exeruplary
embodiment ofthe presentinvention:
[@016] 1G. 2 is a block diagram of a portable terminal
according to an exeniplary enrbodimentof the present inven-
tron;

)O017) FRG. 3 is a block diagram ofan NFC device accord-

ing to an. exemplary anrbodiment of the present invention;
[8018] £1G. 4 is a flowchart providing an overview of
exemplary operation of a method for selecting a Security
Blement (SE) in a portable terminal according toa first exem-
plary embodiment ofthe present invention;
[8019] £1G. Sis a diagram showing screens whichare ont-
put for selecting an SHin a portable terminal according to the
first exemplary embodimentofthe present invention,
)O020| FRG. 6 is a flowchart operation of a method for
selecting an SE in an NEC device according to a second
exemplary enbodiment of the present invention, and

[O62] £1G8S. 7A and 7Bare flowcharts providing an over-
view ofexemplary operation ofa methodfor selecting an SH
inan NFC device according toa third exemplary embodiment
ofthe present invention,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[022] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments ofthe present
invention will be described in detail with reference to the

accompanying drawings. In addition, a detailed description
of well-known Functions and constructions may not be pro-
vided ifthey unnecessarily obscure appreciation ofthe sub-
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ject matter of the present invention by a person of ordinary
skill inthe art with the descriptionofwhat is already known.
10623) A Near Field Communication (NFC)} device accord-
ing fo an exemplary embodimentofthe present invention may
be inehuded ima portable terminal. Herein, the term “portable
terminal’ is to be construed broadiy and may constitute a
mobile electronic device which canbe easily carried suchas
a video phone, a cellular phone, a smart phone, an Interna-
Hional Mobile Telecommunication (IMT}2000 terminal, a
Wideband Code Division Multiple AccessQVCDMA} termi-
nal, a Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service (UMTS)
terminal, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a Portable Mul-
timedia Player (PMP), a Digital Multimedia Broadcasting
DMI) terminal, an Plectronic(} book, a portable computer
ép.. a notebook, a tablet, ete), a digital camera, portable

television, or the like, fust to name some non-limiting possi-
bilities.

10024) FIG. 1 is a structural diagramof an NFCsystem.
according to an exemplary embodiment ofthe present inven-
Hon.

10025} Referring nowto 1G. 1, the NFCsystem maypref-
erably include a portable tenninal 104 and an NVCcard
reader 103. The NECcard reader 103 can wirelessly read, for
exaruple, smart cards, for micro-payvment transactions.
0026) The NFC card reader 103 emits a predetermined
Radio Frequency (RP) within a predetermined region, and
upon receiving a response message with respect to the emitted
RPfrom the portable terminal 01, performs an NIFCservice
by using the porlable terminal 141. For example, the prede-
termined region may be within a radtus ofabout 1G om from
the NPCcard reader 103.

106271] Herein, the NPCservice refers to a service executed
using the NPC device inchided in the portable terminal 161.
The NFCservice may include, for example,a terminal mode,
a card mode (or NFC ecard mode), and a Peer-To-Peer P2P)
mode, The terminal mode exeentes a fiction ofreadinga tag
and inputting information to the tag; the card mode execntes
a transportation card or credit card funetion, and the P2P
mode executes a finetion of sharing data. For example, the
data mayinclude business card or multimedia data,
10028] The portable terminal 101 preferably includes the
NFCdevice whichincludes a plurality of Secure Mlements
(SEs). The portable terminal 101 selects one ofthe plurality of
SEs according to user's selection or automatically,
10029] More specifically, in a first exemplary embodiment
ofthe presentinvention, the portable terminal 101checks ifit
enters the NPC card mode. ifso, the portable terminal 101
searches for one or more application programs having author-
ity for the NFC card mode Trom among all application pro-
grams.

10030] ‘The portable terminal TOE may check whether an
application program has authority for the NPC card mode
based on program specifications ofthat application program.
{0031} Herein, program specifications of an application
program may include authority for accessing the NFCcard
mode, anidentifier (13) ofthe application program, and an SE
type associated with the application program. For example, if
the application programis a Java Platform-based program, a
fle name ofthe program specifications may be “Yad”. Another
example maybe an Android-basedprogram anda filename of
the program specifications maybe “maintest”.
10032] Phe 1ofthe application program may comprise at
least one of a name and an icon ofthe application program,
For example, the program specifications may include a same
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ofthe application program. Herein, the aame of the applica-
fon program refers to a name io be displayed on a display
203, and for example, the name may comprise a Google
Wallet, an Oranze Waiiet, a SAMSUNG Wallet, or the ike.
The SE tvpe may comprise an e8h, UICC, an ASSD, or the
like.

[033] ‘The portable terminal [@1 identifies SE types cor-
responding to respective application programs having author-
hy jor the NECcard mode based on program specifications of
ihe respective appHeation programs, and stores the identified
SH types for the respective applicationprograms.
[6034] Thereafier, the portable terminal 104 can display
{Ds of the fonnd appheation programs, and checks whether
one ofthe displaved 7Ds is selected. 1f an 1D of a particular
application program is selected from the displayed iDs, the
portable terminal 101 activates an SE corresponding to the
selected application-programHD among the plurality of SEs,
and processes the NPCcard mode by using the activated SE.
[0035| In a second exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the portable terminal 101 senses a Radio Fre-
quency (RF) emitted from the NEC card reader 103, and
generates RY type information regarding the sensed RY.
Herein, the RF type information regarding the sensed RV may
include band information of the sensed RF. For example, if
the sensed RFis 13.56 MHz,the RFtype information regard-
ing the sensed RP may include 13.56 Miz whichis a band of
the sensed RE.

[036] The portable terminal 101 checks whether the gen-
erated RF type information exists in previously stored RF
ivpe information of the plurality of SEs. Herein, RF ivpe
informationofthe plurality ofSis mayinchide RFfrequency
bandinformationassociated witheach ofthe piurality ofSits.
For example, if) among the plurality ofSits, a first 58 operates
in 13.55 MHa through £3.66 Miz, and a second SE operates
in 13.20 MHz through 13.56 MHz, then RFtype information
ofthe plurality of Sis may include a band of 13.20 Milz
through13.50 Miz and a band of 13.55 Mliz through 13.60
Miiz which are the operating RF bands for the plurality of
SEs.

|0037| In this exampie,the generated RF type informa-
hon does not exist in the previouslystored RP type informa-
hon, the NPCservice is then terminated, On the other hand, if
the generated RY type information exists, the portable termi-
nal Hl sends to the NFCcard reader 13 a response message
indicating that the RK is successfully sensed. The portable
lerminal 10% checks as to whether a command message for
the NFO service is received fromthe NPCcard reader 103.

[038] If the command message is received, the portable
lerminal 104 forwards the recetved command message fo
each of the plurality of SEs and checks as to whether a
response message with respect to the command message is
recerved from one ofthe plurality of SEs. Ef no response
messape is received in response to the command messape, the
portable terminal 101 generates a response message indicat-
ing a processing lallure with respect fo the command mes-
sage, sends the generated response message to the NPCcard
reader 163, and terminates the NPCservice. On the other
hand, ifthe response message with respect to the command
message is received, the portable terminal 101 maniains
connection of a channel for only the SE which sends the
response message, and releases connection of channels for
the 5s which does not send the response message. Phe
portable terminal 101 then sends the response message
recetved from the 56 to the NFCcard reader 163.
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(0839) The portable terminal 101 checks whether a com-
mand message for the NPCservice is received Trom the NFC
eardreader 103. ifso, the portable terminal 101 forwards the
received command messaye to the SE, receives a response
message wih respect to the command message from the Sh,
and ihen sends the recerved response message to the NFC
card reader 163.

100460] The portable terminal 101 checks as to whether the
NFCservice is terminated. HWthe NICservice is not termi-

nated, the portable terminal 101 repeats an operation of
receiving # command message tromthe NFC cardreader 103,
forwarding the command message to the SE, and sending a
response message with respect to the command message to
the NFC card reader 103, until termination of the NFC ser-
vice.

10041] in a third exemplary embodiment ofthe present
invention, the portable terminal 101 scnses an RF emitted
trom the NPCcard reader 103 and generates RF type infor-
mation regarding the sensed RE. ‘The portable terminal 101
checks whether the generated RF type information exists m
previously stored RF type information ofthe plurality ofSEs,
if not, ihen the NFCserviceis terminated. On the other hand,
when the generated RF ivpe information exists in the previ-
ously stored RF type information, the portable terminal F601
sends to the NFC card reader Hi3 a response message indi-
eating that the RP has been successtully sensed.
10042] The portable terminal 101 checks whether a com-
mand message for the NFCservice is recerved from the NFC
card reader 103. ifso, the portable terminal 104 forwards the
received command message to cach ofthe plurality of Sis,
and checks if a response message withrespect to the com-
mand message is recervedfromat least one ofthe pluralityof
SEs.

{0643} [fno response message is received in response to the
command message, the portable terminal Hil generates a
response message indicating a processing failure withrespect
to the command message, sends the generated response mes-
sage to the NFC card reader 103, and then terminates the NFC
service.

{0044} On the other hand, when a response message with
respect to the command message is received, the portable
terminal 161 checks whether the response message is
received from cach of the plurality of Sis. if the response
message is recerved irom one of the plurality of Sits, the
portable terminal 101 maintains connection of a channel for
only the SE winch sends the response message, and releases
connection ofchannels for the other SEs whichdoes not send

the response message. The portable terminal 101 sends the
response message received from that SE io the NFC card
reader 103.

10645] ifihe response message is received fromeach ofthe
plurality of Sis, the portable terminal 1041 outputs icons
indicating the plurality ofSisor [Ds ofapplication programs
associated with the plurality of Sis for SE selection. For
example, the portable terminal 101 may ontput names of the
application programs associated with the plurality of Sis.
The portable terminal 161 checks to determine if one ofthe
pluralities of Sis is selected. If a name of an application
programis selected from among the names of the application
programs associated with the plurality of SEs, the portable
terminal 101 may determine that a corresponding SE is
selected from among the plurality of Sis
(0646) Once the particular SEis selected, the poriable ter-
minal 104 then maintains connection ofa channel for only the
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selected SE among the plurality of Sis, releases connection
ofchamels for the other SEs, and sends a response message
recerved from the selected SHto the NFCcard reader 103.

|0047| ‘The portable terminal 101 checks if a cormand
message for the NPC service is received [rom the NFCcard
reader 103. Ifthe command message is received, ihe portable
terminal 101forwards the received command messagetothe
SE lor which channel connection is maintamed, recerves a
response message with respectto the comunand message Lrom
that SE, and sends the received response message fo the NFC
card reader 103. The portable terminal 101 checks ifthe NPC
is terminated. If the NFCservice is not terminated, the por-
table terminal 1O7 repeats an operation of receiving a com-
mand message from the NC card reader 103, forwarding the
recerved command message fo a corresponding SE, and send-
ing a response message withrespectto the command message
to the NPC card reader 103, until termination of the NPC
SeEVECE,

[0048] FIG. 2 is a block diagram ofthe portable terminal
101 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention. Now referring to FIG. 2, operations ofthe portable
terminal 101 will be described.

[6049| Referring to FiG. 2, the portable terminal 103 may
preierably include a main controller 201, a display 203, an
input unit 205, a memory 207, and an NECdevice 209.
[@050] The display 203 displays an image signal on a
screen, and displays data requested to be ontput fromthe main
controller 201.the display 203 is implemented is as a touch
display screen, for example, ofa capacitive type or a resistive
type, ihe input unit 105 may include only preset minimum
keys and the display 203 mayreplace a part of a key input
function ofthe input unit 205,
[0052] Thememory 207, which comprises a non-transitory
machine readable medium may imelude program and data
memories, Herein, the program memorystores booting and
Operating System (OS) for controlling a general operation of
the portable terminal 101, and the data memorystores various
data generated in operation ofthe portable terminal 101.
[0052| In particular, the memory 207 stores iDs ofapplica-
fon programs corresponding to a plurality of SEs. Herein,
eachofthe application programs is associated withone ofthe
plurality of SEs, and processes the card mode by using the
associated SE.

[€053] YPorexample, the memory 207 maystore application
program [Ds correspondingto a plurality of SEs as shownin
Table 1,

 

 

  

TABLE |

SE Apalication Program: HD

First SE aga
Second $B bbb

|O054| Herein, “aaa” represents an 1D of a first application
program associaied withihe first SE, and “bbb”represents an
ID of a second application program, associated withthe sec-
ond SE. The ID ofthe first or second application. program.
represents a unique 1D assigned to the application program.
[O055| ‘The main controler 201 performs an overall opera-
non of the portable terminal 104, In partienlar, the main
comroler 204, which comprises hardware inchiding a pro-
cessor or microprocessor, upon receiving an SE selection
request Irom the NFC device 209, displays names of a plu-
rality ofapplication programs corresponding to a plurality of
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Sis based on [Ds ofthe plurabty of application programs for
the plarality of SEs stored in the memory207, and checks if
ene of the displayed names of the application programs is
selected by a user. {the is a selection by a user, the main
controller 201 sends an ID of an SE corresponding to the
selected application-program game to the NPCdevice 209.
10056] The NFCdevice 209 receives selection ofone ofthe
plurality ofSEs fromthe user or automaticallyselects onc of
them, and processes the NEC service by using the selected
SE.

10057} FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the NFC device 269
according to an exemplary embodimentofthe present inven-
tion. Now referring to FIG, 3, operations of the NECdevice
209 will nowbe described. Referrimg to FIG. 3, the NPC
device 209 may include an NFC controller 304, an SE unit
363, and a baseband unit 309.
10058] The baseband unit 309 performs radio frequency
{Ri} communmcation betweenthe portable terminal 161 and
the NFCcard reader 103. More specifically, the baseband unit
308 may include an RE transmitter for up-comverting, a re-
quency ofa transmission signal and amplifying the transmil-
ted signal and an RF receiver for jow-nolse amphfying a
received signal and down-converting the Hrequency of the
received shunal.
(0059) The SH unit 343 is in charge ofsecurity, and stores
user related information for payment, The SE unit 303, jor
example, may inchide a first SE 305 and a second S12 307.
Tyetcally, the first Sh 305 may comprise any one of an
Hmbedded SE (eSh), a Universal Integrated Circuit Card
(UICC, and Advanced Security Secure Digital CASSD), and
the second SE 307 may comprise any one ofthe other SEs,
For exarple, ifthe first SE 365 is eS, the second SE 307 may
be an UOC or ASSD.

{0060} Herein, eSE is a type of an SE configured with one
chipset in portable terminals. The ownership ofeSE is owned
by amamutaeturer. The UICCis a type ofan SE configured in
a USIM chip ofa portable terminal, and the ownersinp thereof
is owned by a common carrier. TheASSD ts a type ofan SE
configured in a micro SD card ofa portable terminal, and the
ownership thereofis owned by a manulacturer or a common
carrier.

10061] The NFC controller 301 controls an overall opera-
Hion of the NIC device 269. More speetfically, the NEC
controller 341 is configured to select an SH in the following
three schemes comprising, a User Selection Scheme, Anto-
matic Selection Scheme, and a Hybrid Scheme fo be dis-
cussed herein below.

{0062} 1) User Selection Scheme The NFCcontroller 301
checks HWthe NFC device 209 enters the card mode. If the

NFCdevice entered card mode, the NPCcontroller 361 sends
an SE selection request to the main controller 201 and
receives an 1D indicating an Si selectedby a user fromamong
a plurality ofSits in response to the sent SEselection request.
The NFC controller 301 activates the SE corresponding to the
received13 from among the plurality ofSits, and executes the
eard mode by using the activated SH.
10663] 2) Automatic Selection Scheme
(0064) The NFC controller 301 senses an RE emitied From
the NFC card reader 103, generates RF type information
regarding the sensed RF, and checks whether the generated
RFtype information exists in previonslystored RFtype infor-
mation fora plurality of Sis. ifthe generated RP type infor-
mation does sot exisl in the previously stored RF type infor-
mation, the NFC controller 301 performs no operation with
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respect to the sensed RF. On the other hand, Wthe generated
Rf type information exists, the NFC controller 301 sends to
the NFCcard reader 103 a response message indicating that
the RPhas been successiully sensed.
[0065| The NEC controller 301 checks to determine
whether a command message for an NPC service is received
from the NFCcard reader 103, If the command message is
recerved, the NPCcantroller 301 forwards the received com-
mand message to cach of the plurality of Shs, and checks
whether a response message with respect fo the command
message is received fromone ofthe plurality of SEs.
[066] Ino response message is received in response to the
command message, the NPC controller J@L generates a
response message indicating a processinglure with respect
to the command message and sends the generated response
message to the NPCcard reader 103. On the other hand, if'a
response message with respect to the command message is
recerved, the NVCcontroller 301 maintains connection ofa
channel for only the Si which sends the response messaze
and releases connection of channels for the other Sis which

does not send the response message, The NFCcontroller 301
sends the response message received from the 54 to the NFC
card reader 103, and checks to determine whether a command
message for tae NPC service is received [rom the NFCcard
reader 103.

[@067] ithe command message ts received, the NPC con-
troller 361 forwards the received command message to the
Sh, receives a response message with respectto the command
message Irom the Sh, and sends the received response mes-
sage to the NPC card reader 103. The NPCcontroller 301
checks to determine whether the NPCserviceis terminated. If

the NECservice is not terminated, the NFC controller 301
repeats an operation ofreceiving a command message from
the NICcard reader 103, forwarding the command message
to the SE, and sending a response message withrespectio the
command message to the NPCcard reader 103, uanl termi-
nation of the NPCservice.

[O068[ 3) Febrid Scheme
[0069| Herein, the hybrid scheme is a combination ofthe
user selection scheme and the automatic selection scheme.

[€070] More specifically, the NFC controller 301senses an
RF signal emitted from the NPCcard reader 103, generates
RFtype information regarding the sensed RY, and checks to
determine whether the generated RF ivpe information exists
in previously-stored RE type infermation for a plurality of
Shs, ifihe generated RE type information does not exist inthe
previonsly-stored RE type information, the NFC controller
301 does not perform anv operation with respectto the sensed
RF. Onthe other hand, if the generated RF type inlormation
exists, the NFCcontroller 301 sends to the NPCcard reader

103 a response message indicating that the RP has been
successfully sensed.
[0072] The NEC controller 301 checks to determine
whether a command message for the NICservice is received
from the NFCeard reader 103, If the command message is
received, the NVCcontroller 301 forwards the recerved com-
mand message to each ofthe plurality of Sis, and checks
whether a response message with respect to the command
message has been received from each ofthe plurality of Shs.
[€072] Inthe case where no response message is recerved in
response to ihe command message, the NPC controller 301
generates a response message indicating a processing thilure
with respect to the command messaye and sends the gener-
ated response message to the NFCcard reader 103.
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{0073} On the other hand, Wo a response message with
respect to the command message is reeerved fromeach ofthe
plurality ofSls, the NPCcontroller 304 sends an SEselection
request fo the main controller 2017 and reeeives an 1D indicat-
ing an Si selected by the user from among the plurality ofSEs
in response to the sent SE selection request. The NFC con-
troller 301 maintains connection ofa channel only for the SE
corresponding to the received 1among the plurality of Sis,
and releases connection ofchannels for the other Sis. On the

other hand, Wa response message with respect to the com-
mand message is received froman SH, the NPCcontroller 361
maintains connection ofa chamel only for the SE from which
the response message is received, and releases connection oF
channels for the other SEs.

(0074) The NFC controller 301 sends the response message
received from the Si fo the NFC card reader 103, and checks
to determine whether 2 command message for the NFC ser-
vice is received from the NFCcard reader 163.

10075} ifthe command messageis received, the NIFCcon-
troller 301 forwards the received command message to the
SE, receives the response message with respect to the com-
mand message to the SE, and forwards the received response
message to the NFCcardreader 103. Phe NFCcontroller 301
checks whether or not the NFCservice is terminated. 1f not,
the NFC controller 301 repeats an operation ofreceiving a
command message from the NPC card reader 103, forward-
ing the command messageto the SE, and sending a response
message with respect to the command message to the NFC
card reader 103, until there is termination of the NECservice,

OO76) PER. disa flowchart ofa method for selecting an SE
in the portable terminal 101 according to the first exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.

 

10077] Referring nowto PIC. 4, in step 401, the portable
terminal 101 checks whether card mode has been entered, if

card mode Gn an embodiment NFC card mode) has been
entered, the portable terminal 101 then performs step 403.
However, ia the eventthat the portable terminal 101 enters the
ecard mode, theni repeats step 401,
10078] instep 403, the portable terminal 101searches for at
east one application programs having authority for the NFC

card mode from amony all application programs and can then
perform step 405.

Oo79) With regard to step 403, more specifically, the por-
table terminal 101 may determine whether eachapplication
programhas authority for the NPCcard mode based on pro-
gram specifications of the apphcation program.

{0080 Herein, program specifications of an application
program may include, for example, authority For the NFC
eard mode, a name ofthe application program, and an SHtype
associated with the application program. For example, if the
application program is a Java Platform-based program, a file
name of the program specifications may be ‘ad’. Asother
exariple may be an Android-based programand a file nameof
the programspecifications maybe *

 
mainfest™. The name of

the application programrefers to a name to be displayedon a
display 203, and for example, the name may be a Google
Wallet, an Grange Wallet, a Samsung Wallet, or the like. The
SE type mav be e8h, UICC, an ASSD,or the ike.

10081] The portable terminal 101 identifies an SEtype cor-
responding to each of the application programs having
suthority for the NPCcard mode based onthe program speci-
fications of the application program, and stores the identified
SE type for each application program, as shown in Table 1.
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|O082| In step 405, the portable terminal 101 displays
names of the found application programs and performs step
407. In step 407, the portable terminal 101 checks whether
one of the displayed names of the application programs is
selected. if so, the portable terminal 107 then performs step
409. However, unless one ofthe displayed names is selected,
the portable terminal 101 repeats performance ofstep 407.
[083] At step 409, the portable terminal 101activates an
SE corresponding to the selected application-program name
among the plurahty ofSits, and then at step 411 processes the
N&Ccard mode by nsing the activated SE in step 411,
[6084] 1G. 5 is a diagram showing screens ontput for
selecting an SEin the portable terminal 101 according to the
first exemplary embodiment ofthe present invention.
[O085|  Relerring nowto FIG. 5, a sereen 501 is a screen on
which the portable terminal 101 displays names of applica-
fon programs having authority for the N¢'Ccard mode. For
example, the portable terminal 101 may display a SAM-
SUNG Wallet $03, a Google Wallet 505, and an Oranye
Wallet 507.

[0086] A screen 503 is a screen on which the user selects
one of the displayed names ofthe application programs, for
example, the portable terminal 101 may determine which one
ofthe displaved SAMSUNGWallet $03, Google Wallet 505,
and Orange Wallet 507 is selected as shown onthe screen 509.
ifthe SAMSUNGWallet 503is selected, the portable termi-
nal 10] mayactivate an SE assomated with the SAMSUNG
Wallet $03 among the plurality of Shs.
[6087|  F1G. 6 is a Nowchart showing exemplary operation
of a method for selecting an SE in the NFC device 209
according to the second exemplary embodiment of the
present iivention.
[0088] Relerring now to FiG. 6, at Step 601 the portable
terminal 101 senses an RF emitted from the NFCcard reader

103 and generates RF type information regarding the sensed
RE.

[6089] At step 603, the portable terminal EGE checks
whether the generated RF type information exists in previ-
ously-stored RFtype information fora plurality ofSis. the
generated RF type information does not exist in the previ-
onsly stored RF type information, the portable terminal 161
terminates the NFCservice. On the other hand, ifthe gener-
ated RF tepe information exists, the portable terminal 101
periorms step 605,
[0090| At step 605, the portable terminal 101 sends to the
NPCcard reader 103 a response message indicating that the
RY has been suecesstilly sensed,
[0092] At step 607, the porlable terminal 101 checks as to
whether a command message for the NICservice is received
from the NFCcardreader 103. Hfso, the portable terminal 101
then performs step 609, if no command messageis received,
the portable terminal 101 repeats performance ofstep 607.
[0092| At step 604, the portable terminal 101 forwards the
received command message to each of the pluralty of Shs,
and at step 611 checks to determine whether 4 response mes-
sage withrespect to the command message is received from
one ofthe plurality ofSEs. l’no response messageis received
in response to the command message, the portable terminal
101 then performs step 615; otherwise, the porlable terminal
101 performs step 613.
[093] At step 615, the portable terminal 161 generates a
response message indicating a processing fallure with respect
to the command message, sends the generated response mes-
sage io the NPCcard reader 103, and terminates the NFC
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service. Af step 613, the portable ferminal 101 maintains
connection of a channel for only the S54 whichsends the
response message, and releases connection ofchannels for
the other Sits which does not send the response message. The
portable terminal 1041 sends the response message received
from the SE to the NPC card reader 103, and performs step
617.

10094] At step 617, the poriable terminal 1@1 checks to
determine whether a command message for the NEC service
is received from the NVC card reader 103. Ha command

message has been received, ihe portable terminal 101 then
performs step 619; if no command message is received, the
portable terminal LOL thenrepeats step 617.
{0805} At step 619, the portable terminal 1017 forwards the
received command message to the SE, receives a response
message withrespect to the command message from the 5%,
sends the received response message to the NPCcard reader
163, and then performs step 621.
(0806) At step 621, the portable terminal 101 checks
whether the NFC service ts terminated. Isot, the portable
terminal 101 performs step 697, otherwise, the process is
terminated.

10097] FIGS. 7.4 and 714 are flowcharts describing exem-
plary operation of a method for selecting an Sh in the NFC
device 209 according to a third exemplary embodiment ofthe
present invention,
i0098] Referring now to FIGS. 7A and 7, i is shown in
ic. 7A at step 701 the portable terminal 161 senses an RF
emitted Fromthe NFCcard reader 103 and generates RE type
information regarding the sensed RF in step 701, and then
periomns step 763.
10099} At step 763, the portable terminal 101 checks to
determine whether the generated RF type information exists
in previously-stored RF type information for a plurality of
Shs. thegenerated RPtype information does not existin the
previously-stored RP type information, the portable terminal
JO terminates the NFC service. On the other hand, if the
generated RE type information exists, the portable terminal
101 then performs step 705.
{0100} At step 705, the portable terminal 101 sends to the
NPCcard reader 103 a response message indicating that the
RPhas beensuccessfully sensed, and thenperforms step 707.
0101} At step 707, the portable terminal 101 checks
whether a command message lor the NFCservice is received
from the NEC card reader 103. if the command message is
received, the portable terminal 101 thenperforms step 769:
otherwise, the portable terminal 101 repeats performance of
step 707.
{0102} Atstep 709, the portable terminal 101 forwards the
received command message to each ofthe plurality of 5£s,
and at step TLE checks whether or not a response message
with respect to the command messageis received fromat least
one ofthe plurality ofSis.no response messageis received
in response fo the command message, the portable terminal
JOE then performs step 715, otherwise, the portable terminal
TL performs step 713 (FIG. 7B}
10103] At step 715, the portable terminal 101 generates 2
response message indicatlag a processing Fatlure wilhrespect
to the command message, sends the generated response mes-
sage to the NECcard reader 103, and terminates the NPC
Service.

10104) At step 73. the portable terminal 101 checks
whether a response message is recerved from each of the
plurahty of Shs. Hthe response message is recerved From
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each of the plurality of Sis, the portable terminal Hi per-
forms step 721; ifthe response messageis received from one
ofthe plurality of 5s, the portable terminal 101performs
step 717.

[O905| At step 719, the portable terminal 101 maintains
connection of a channel for only the SE which sends the

response message and releases connection ofchameisfor the
other 54s which does not send the response message, and
then preforms step 719. in step 719, the portable terminal 101
sends the response message received from the Si to the NFC
card reader 133 and performs step 727.

[@106] Ta step 721, the portable ternal 101 outputs iconsindicatingthe plurality of SEsor 13s ofapplication programsassociated withthe Sv orality of SEs for SE selection, and
performs step 723. Herein, dae HDs of the application pro-
grams may be at least one of the icons and names indicating
the application programs. For example, the portable terminal
101 mayontput the names ofthe applicationprograms asso-
ciated with the plurality of Sis, as shows on the screen 501.

|O107| In step 732, the portable terminal 101 checks to
determine whether one of the pluralthes of SEs is selected. 1Y
a particular 5H is selected out ofthe plurality of SEs, the
portableterminal 101 performs step 725, otherwise, the por-
table terminal 161 repeats performanceofstep 723. ifa name
ofan application program is selected from among names of
application programs associated with the plurality of SEs as
shown on fhe screen 503, the portable terminal 101 may
determine that an associated parfticnlar SE is selected from
among the plurality of SEs,

|O908| At step 725, the portable terminal 101 maintains
connection of a channel for only the selected Sh, releases
connection of channels for the other Sits, sends a response
message received fromthe selected 54tothe NPCcard reader
103, and thenperfonns step 727.
[O909| At step 727, the portable terminal 101 checks ifa
command message for the NECservice is received from the
NECcard reader 103. HWthe command message ts received,
the portable terminal LOT performs step 729; otherwise, the
portable terminal 101 repeats performance ofstep 727.
[@£10] At step 729, the portable terminal 101 forwards the
received command message to the SE for which channel
connection is maintained, receives a response message with
respect to the command message from the SH, sends the
recerved response message to the NPCcard reader 103, and
the performs step 731.

|O912] At step 731, the portable terminal 101 checks to
determine whether the NIC service is terminated. ifthe NFC

service is not terminated, the portable terminal 101performs
step 727, otherwise, the process is terminated,
[@£12] Inthis way, the present invention can effectively
select one ofa plurality ofSis byusing application programs
associated with the plurality of SEs. The present invention
also effectively selects one of the pluralines of Sis, taking
accoum of whether a command message received from an
N&Ccard readeris responded.
[@£13] While the present invention has been described with
relerence to detailed embodiments thereof such as a mobile

communication terminal, various modifications may be made
therein without departing from the scope ofthe present inven-
tion as defined by the following claims. Accordingly, the
scope ofthe presentinvention shonld be defined bythe claims
and equivalents thereofrather than by the described embadi-
ments.
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{0114} in particular, while the NFC controller 301 is
described as controlling the NFC device 29, the maincon-
troller 201 maycontrol the NPCdevice 209. Por example,the
main comrolier 201 may select one ofthe pluralities ofSis by
using one of the user selection scheme, the automatic selec-
tion scheme, and the hybrid scheme.
10415} in addition, the main controller 201 displays names
of application programs having authority for the NIC card
mode, and upon user's selection of one of the displayed
names, generates an 1D indicating an SE associated withthe
selected application-programname, but this operation maybe
performed by the NEC controller 361.

O4116) As is apparent from the foregoing description, the
present invention can elliciently select one ofthe phuralities of
SEs by nsing application programs associated with the plu-
rality of Sis,
O417) Moreover, the present invention can effectively

select one of the pluralities ofSEs, taking account ofwhether
the command received trom the NFC card reader is

responded.
O4118} Phe above-described methods according to the

present invention can be implemented in hardware, Irmware
or as software or computer code that is stored in a recording
medium such as a CD ROM, flash, EPROM, EEPROM,
RAM, a floppy disk, thumbnail drive, a hard disk, or a map-
nele-optical disk ar computer code downloaded over a net-
work onginally stored on a remote recording mediumand
then stored on a non-transitory mediumand loadedinto hard-
ware such as a processor or microprocessor. The machine
executable code stored on the non-iransitory machine read-
able medium can be stored on a local recording medium, and
loadedinto hardware suchas a general purpose computer, or
a special processor or jn proyrammahble or dedicated hard-
ware, such as an ASHC or FPGA, As would be understood in
the art, the computer, the processor, microprocessor contral-
ler or the programmable hardware include memory compo-
nents, ag. RAM, ROM, Flash, ete. that may store or receive
soliware or computer code that when accessed and executed
by the computer, processor or hardware implement the pro-
cessing methods described herein. In addition, it would be
recognized that when a general purpose computer accesses
code for implementing the processing shown herein, the
execntion of the code transforms the general purpose com-
puter into a special purpose computer lor exeenting the pro-
cessing shown herein. In addition, an artisan uaderstands and
appreciates that a “processor” or “microprocessor” consti-
totes hardware tn the claimed invention. Finally, ihe claimed
invention can include the nse ofa location information server

comprising more than one server, such as a proxy server.
10119) While the present invention has been particularly
shown and described with reference to exemplary embodi-
ments thereof, it will be understood by those ofordinary skill
in the art that various embodiments or modifications may be
made therein without departing from the spirt and scope of
the present invention as defined by the following claims.
Accordingly, the scope of the present invention should be
defined by the claims and equivalents thereofrather than by
the described embodiments.

 

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus For selecting a Secure Hlement (BE) in a
Near Field Communication (NEC) device, the apparatus
comprising:

an SE unit comprising a plurality of Sks:

an NPC controller configured to activate an SH trom the
plurality of Sh’s to forward data thereto:

a display unit, and
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a main controller for controlling the display unit todisplay
identifiers (IDs) indicating one or more application pro-
grams corresponding to the plurality of Sis, and upon
selection ofone ofthe IDs, provides the NPCcontroller
with the selected application-program 1) corresponding
to the SEto be activated from among the plurality ofSis
corresponding to the selected apphcation-program 1D.

2, The apparatus of claim1, wherein the 13s comprise at
least one of names and icons of the one or more appheation
programs.

3, The apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein the main controller
controls display of the IDs upon entering a card mode.

4, The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the maincontroller,
upon enlering a card mode, searches for a plurality ofappli-
cation programs which have authority for the card mode
based on programspecifications of aH of the plurality appli-
sation programs, identifies SEs corresponding tothe apphica-
hon programs found in the search, and displays 1Ds of the
found application programs.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the program specifi-
cations of all of the plurality of application programs com-
prise indicating authority for the card mode for each indi-
vidual application programs, names of individual application
programs, and [Ds indicating SEs associated with the appli-
cation programs.

6. An apparatus for selecting a Secnre Element (Sf) ina
Near Field Communication (NPC) device, the apparatus
comprising:

an SE unit comprising a plurality of Bis: and
a meun controller configured for, upon receiving a com-

mand message for an NFC service from an NPCcard
reader, checking whether a response message with
respect to the command message is received fromal
least one ofthe plurality of Sis, and upon receiving the
response message Irom one of the pluralny of Shs,
mainiains a channel connection for the one SH which

sends the response message and releases channel con-
nections for a remainder of the plurality of Sis, and
processes the NIC service through the SE for which
chamne! commection is maintained,

7. The apparatns of claim6, wherein whenthe main con-
troller receives the response message Irom eachof the plu-
ralitv of Ss, controls a display of the [Ds indicating the
plurality of SEs, and upon selection of one ofthe displaved
iDs, the main controller maintains the channel connection for
an SE corresponding to the selected 1D from among the
plurality of SEs and releases channel connections for the
remainder of the plurality of Shs, and processes the NFC
service through the Sh for the selected 1D in which channel
connection is maintained.

8, The apparatus of claim7, wherein the 13s comprise at
least one of names and icons of one or more application
programs corresponding to the plurality of Sis.

9. The apparatus of claim 7, whereithe main controler,
upon entering the card mode, searches for a plurality ofappli-
cation programs having authority for the cand mode based on

programspecifications from amongall application programs,
identifies Sis ofthe plurality of SEs corresponding to appli-
cation programs found in the search, and displays [Ds ofthe
tonnd applicationprograms,

16. The apparatns of claim 9, whereinthe program speci-
fications comprise authority for the card mode, names ofthe
application programs, and Hs indicatiay SEs from the plu-
ralitv of associated with the application programs.
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Hi. Amethod for selecting a SecureMlement (SE) ina Near
Field Communication (NFC} device, the method comprising:

displaying identifiers (3s) by a display unit indicating
application programs corresponding to a plurality of
Sits, and

upon selection of one of the 1Ds, activating by an NIC
controller an SE corresponding to the selected applica-
hon-program HD} from among the plurality of SEs.

12. The method of claim U1, wherein the [Ds comprise at
least one of names and icons of the application programs.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the displaying ofthe
1Ds comprises displaying the [Ds upon entering a card mode.

4, The method ofclaim11, wherein the displaying ofthe
IDs comprises:

upon entering a card mode, searching by a main controller
for a plurality of application programs having authority
for the card mode from amongall application programs
based on programspecifications; and

identi hing Sis corresponding to the application programs
found in the search and displaying HDs of the found
application programs.

15, The methodofclaim 14, wherein the programspecifi-
eations comprise authority for the card mode, names ofthe
application programs, and 1Ds indicating respective Sis
associated with the application programs.

16. Amethod for selecting a Secure Rlement (SE) ina Near
Field Communication (NFC} device, the method comprising:

upon receiving a command message for an NPCservice
from an NPCcard reader, checking by a main controller
whether a response message with respect to the comm-
tiand message is received romat least one ofa plurality
of SEs;
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upon receiving the response message from one ofthe plu-
rety of SEs, maintaining a channel connection ofthe
SE which sends the response message and releasing
channel connections for the other Sis; and

for which chan-

 
 

 

processing the NFCservice throughthe SE:
nel connection is maintained.

 

17. The method ofclaim16, further comprising:
upon frecerving the response message from each of the

plurality of Sis, displaving the 1Ds mdicating cach one
ofthe plurality of Ss;

when. one ofthe displayed [Ds is selected, maintaining a
chamiel connection for an SE corresponding to the
selected 1D from among the plurality of SEsand releas-
ing, chanel connections for the other SEs; and

processing the NVCservice thronghthe SEfor the selected
HD in which the channel connection is maintained,

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the 1s comprise at
least one of names and icons of one or more application
programs.

1%, The method of claim 17, wherein the displaying ofthe
IDs comprises:

upon entering the card mode, searching for a plurality of
applicationprograms having suthority for the card mode
fromamong all application programs based on program.
specifications ofall of the application programs, and

identiiving respective SEs corresponding to the fund
application programs and displaying 1Ds ofthe found
application programs.

20. The methodofclaim 19, wherein the program specifi-
cations comprise authority for the card mode, names of the
application programs, and 1s indicating SEs associated with
the application programs.
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(57} ABSTRACT

During a financial transaction, a customer provides a token
that identifies the customer to a peripheral device (which is
other than a credil-authorization terminal or a magnetic-siripe
reader) coupled to the poiml-of-sale terminal. Then, a unified
point-of-sale service object executing on the point-of-sale
terminal, which is a driver for a virtual peripheral device,
performs one or more operations based on alleast the tokento
obtam financial information associated with the customer.

Afier providing the financial information and iransaction
information associated with the financial transaction to a

financial iastitution specified in the financial information, the
point-of-sale terminal receives a confirmation Irom the fman-
cial institution that the financial transaction has been com-

pleted. For example, the confirmation may be receivedvia a
credit-anthorization-terminal service object thatis a driver for
the credit-authorization terminal,
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MOBILE PAYMENTVIA A VIRTUAL
PERIPHERALDEVICE

BACKGROUND

10001] The present disclosure relates to a technique lor
conducting a Tinancial transaction at a point-ofsale terminal,
{0602} The popularity and functionality of portable elec-
tronic devices has resultedin their use in an mereasing variety
ofapplications. For example, developers are investigating the
use OFcellular ieiephones to conduct fioancial transactionsat
point-of-sale terminals, such as cash registers.
(0603) Some proposals for these Hnancial transactions
(which are sometimes referred to as ‘mobile payments’)
involve using a cellular telephone to provide financial infor-
mation (such as financial information that is usually con-
tained in a barcode or a magnetic stripe of a debi or credit
card) directly fo a point-of-sale ferminal vie an existing
peripheral device that is coupledto the point-of-sale terminal,
such as a barcode scanner or a magnetic-stripe reader. How-
ever, these approaches can significantly constrain the inter-
action with the customer during the mobile-pavment process,
which may linder adoption of mobile payments.
10004] Alternatively, in other proposals mobile-payments
are Implemented by changing existing point-of-sale-terminal
hardware and/or soltware. However, these changes will sig-
nificantly increase the cost and complexity of lmplementiny,
mobile payments, and therefore may also restrict adoption of
mobile payments.

SUMMARY

10005] ‘The disclosed embodiments relate to a point-of-sale
terminal that conducts a financial transaction. During opera-
Hion, the point-of-sale terminal receives a token associated
with a customer via a peripheral device coupled to the point-
ol-sale terminal, This token identifies the customer, and the
peripheral device is other than a credit-authorization terminal
of a magnetic-stiipe reader. Then, a unified point-of-sale ser-
vice object executing on the point-of-sale terminal performs
one or more operations based on at least the tokento obtain
financial information associated with the customer, where the
nnified point-of-sale service object is a driver for a virtual
peripheral device. Moreover, the pomt-of-sale terminal pro-
vides the financial information and transaction information
associated withthe financial transaction to a financial insti-

tutionspecified in the financial information. Next, the point-
of-sale terminal receives a confirmation fromthe financial

institution that the financial transaction has been completed.
(06006) Note that the one or more operations may include:
providing the token to a third party that is other thanthe
financial institution, and recerving the financial information
tromthe thind party, Por example, the token maybe provided
to the third party via a portable electronic device ofthe cus-
tomer, Alternatively or additionally, the token may be pro-
videdtothe third party via a network coupled to the point-of-
sale terminal.

10007] in some embodiments, prior to receiving the token,
the point-of-sale terminal receives information inflating a
secure session with the portable electronic device ofthe cus-
tomer. This information may be conveyed using: wireless
communication, near-field communication, an audio chan-
nel, and/or a video channel.

(0008) Furthermore, in some embodiments,prior to receiv-
ing the token the point-of-sale terminal provides a transaction
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request associated with the financial transaction from point-
of-saleterminal soltware executing on the point-of-sale ter-
minal to the unified point-of-sale service object.
[0009| Additionally, note that providing the financial infor-
mation and the transaction information associated with the

financial transaction, and receiving the confirmation may
oceur vie a credi-authorization-terminal service object
which is a driver for the credit-authorization terminal. This

eredit-authorization-terminal service object may be compat-
ible with a unified poimt-ol-sale standard.
[€010] Another embodiment provides a method that
inchides at least some of the operations perlormed bythe
point-of-sale terminal.
[0012] Another embodiment provides a compuler-program
product for use with the pomt-ol-sale terminal. This com-
puter-program product includes instructionsfor atleast some
ofthe operations performed bythe point-ol-sale termina.

BRUEP DESCRIPTION OFTHE FIGURES

[6012] PIG. 1 is a How chart ilhistrating a method for con-
ducting a financial transaction in accordance wall an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
[8013] PIG. 2isa drawing Hustrating the method ofFIG. 1
in. accordance withan embodiment of the present disclosure.
[8014] PIG. 3 is a block diagram Hiustrating a system that
performs the method of FIGS. 9 and 2 in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
[@015] PIG. 4is a block diagram ilustrating a pomt-of-sale
terminal that performs the method of FIGS. 1 and 2 im accor-
dance withan embodiment of the present disclosure,
[O016[ Fi. 5isa block diagramiMlustrating a data structure
for use in the point-of-sale terminal of FIG. 4 in accordance
withan embodiment ofthe present disclosure.
[@017] Note that ike reference numerals refer to corre-
sponding paris throughout the drawings. Moreover, multiple
instances oFthe same part are designated by a commonprefix
separated from an instance number by a dash,

 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[€018] Embodiments of a point-of-sale terminal, a tech-
nique for conducting a financial transaction, and a computer-
program product (e.g., software) for use with the point-of-
sale terminal are described. During the financial transaction,
a customer provides a foken that identifies the customer fo a
peripheral device (whichis other than. a credit-authorization
terminal or a magnetic-stripe reader) coupledto the point-of-
sale terminal. For example, the customer may provide the
token using a portable electronic device, such as a cellular
telephone. Then, aunified point-of-sale service abject execut-
ing on the point-of-sale terminal, whichis a driver foravirtual
peripheral device, performs onc or more operations based on
at least the token to obtain financial mliormation associated

with the customer. After providing the financial information
and transaction information associated with the financial

transaction to a financial insiitntion specified in the financial
information, the point-of-sale terminal receives a confirma-
tionfromthe financial institution thatthe financial transaction

has been completed. For example, the coniirmation may be
recerved vie a credit-authorization-terminal service object
that is a driver for the credit-authorizion terminal,

[€019] Byallowing the customer to conduct the financial
transaction ia a manner compatible with a unified point-of-
sale standard, but without using a credH-ainthorization fermi-
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nal or a magnetic-siripe reader, this financial technique may
facilitate commercial activity. in particular, the financial tech-
nmgue may facilitate mobile payments via a portable elec-
tronic device (such as a cellular telephone) without requiring,
changes fo pomt-of-sale-terminal hardware or software (1.¢.,
ina waythat is compatible withexisting point-of-sale-termi-
nal hardware and software}, and without constraining the
interaction withthe customer during the mobile payments. in
this way, the financial technique provides a soliware solution
that can be broadly adopted with ttle or no expense or
inconvenience for merchants or customers.

106201 in the discussion thet follows, a user or a customer
may include: an individual (for example, an existing cus-
tomer, a new customer, a service provider, a vendor, a con-
tractor, cfc.}, an organization, a business and/or a government
agency, Furthermore, a ‘business’ should be understood to
include: for-profit corporations, non-profit corporations,
organizations, groups of individuals, sole proprietorships,
government agencies, partnerships, etc.
{0021} Wenow desertbe embodiments ofthe financial tech-
nique, which may be performed by a point-of-sale terminal
{such as point-of-sale terminal 400: in TiG. 4), FIG. 1 presents
a flowchart diustrating a method 160 for conducting a finan-
cial transaction. During operation, the point-of-sale terminal
(such as a cash register} receives a token associated with a
customer via a peripheral device coupledto the point-of-sale
terminal {operation 114). This token identifies the customer,
and the peripheral device is other than a credit-authorization
terminal or a mapnetic-siripe reader.
{0022} Then, a unified poini-ol-sale service object execi-
ing onthe poini-of-sale terminal performs one or more opera-
tions based on at least the token to obtain financial mforma-

tion associated with the customer (operation 116), where the
unified point-of-sale service object is a driver for a virtual
peripheral device. (The unified point-ol-sale service object is
sometimes referred to as a ‘virtual mobile payment periph-
eral.’).As described below with reference to FIG. 2, the one or
more operations mav melude: providing ihe token to a third
party that is other than the fnancial institution; and receiving
the financial information from the third party. For example,
the token may be provided to the third party via a portable
electronic device ofthe customer. Altemativelyor addition-
ally, the token maybe provided to the third party via a network
coupled to the point-ol-sale terminal,

{0823} Moreover, the point-ol-sale terminal provides the
financial information and transaction informationassociaied

with the financial transaction to a financial institntion speci-
fed in the financial information (operation 118). Next, the
point-of-sale terminal receives a confirmation fromthe finan-
elal institution that the financial transaction has been com-

pleted (operation 120). Por example, providing, the financial
information and the transaction information associated with

the financial transaction (operation 118), and receiving the
confirmation (operation 126) may occur vie a credi-author-
gation-terminal service object whichis a driver for the credht-
muthorization terminal, This credit-authorizehon-terminal

service object, as well as the virtual mobile payment periph-
eral, may be compatible with a unified point-of-sale standard,
such as the UnifiedPOSof UPOS standard Grom the National
Retin] Federahon of Washington, D.C).
10024] in some embodiments, prior to recerving the token
{operation 114), the point-of-sale terminal optionally
receives information iniliating a secure session with the por-
table electronic device of the customer (operation 110) at the
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start oF the Rnancial transaction. This mformation may be
conveyed nsing: wireless communication, near-field commu-
nication, an audio channel, and/or a video channel.

)0025)] Furthermore, im some embodiments, prior to receiv-
ing the token (operation P14) the poimt-ol-sale terminal
optionally provides a transaction request associated with the
financial transaction (operation 112) from point-of-sale-ter-
minal software executing on the point-of-sale terminal to the
unified point-of-sale service object. In response fo this trans-
action request, the unified point-ol-sale service object may
await the token from the peripheral device.
[6026] In an exemplary embodiment, the financial tech-
nique is implemented using the portable electronic device, the
point-of-sale terminal and at least one server, which comimu-
nicate through a network, such as a celllartelephone net-
work and/or the Internet (e.g... using a cHent-server architec-
tare}. This is illustrated in FIG, 2, which presents a Tow chart
iHustrating method 100 (FP 1G. 1). During this method, a user
of portable electronic device 210 provides the token (opera-
tion 216} that identifies the user. kor example, the user may be
a customer, and portable electronic device 210 may be a
cellular telephone, in these embodiments, the token may be
conveyed using: wireless communication, near-field commu-
nication, an audio channel, and/or a video channel. Alterna-
tively, the user may enter the token into a keypad or portable
electronic device 210 maydisplay or provide animage ofa
barcode that includes a spatial pattern corresponding to the
token.

)0027| After receiving the token (operation 218) via the
peripheral device (such as a wireless receiver, a barcode scan-
ner or the keypad), the unified point-of-sale service object
executing on point-of-sale terminal 212 periorms the one or
more operations (operation 220) based onatleast the tokento
obtamfinancial information associated with the customer.

(As described further below with reference to FIG. 3, the
unified point-of-sale service object maybe the driver for the
virtual peripheral device.) Por example, the token may be
provided toserver 214 associated with the third party (which
may be other than the financial institution that will make
paymentfor ihe cnstomerin the financial transaction), suchas
a provider ofthe financial technique. In particular, poini-of-
sale terminal 212 may provide the token (operation 222} to
server 214 wia a network. Alternatively, the foken may be
optionally provided (operation 222} {aserver 214 via portable
alectrome device 210 (operations 224 and 226),
[€028] Moreover, alter receiving the token (operation 228),
server 214 mayaccess and provide the financial inlormanon
(operation 230} to point-of-sale terminal 212. For example,
the financial information may inchide mobile-paymentinfor-
maton for the customer, such as: an account identifier, an
available amount that can be spent, a financial mstitnhon
(suchas a bank}, ete.
)0029| Furthermore, alter receiving the financial informa-
hon (operation 232), pomt-of-sale terminal 212 provides the
financial information and the transactioninformation (opera-
non 234) associated with the financial transaction to the
financial institution specified in the financial information. Por
example, the transaction information may include: a iransac-
ton dav/ime, a merchant identifier, a product code and a
transachon amount.

[6036] Note that the financial mformation and the transac-
ton information maybe receivedbya server associated with
the financial institution (not shown), which then completes
the Hnancial transaction Gor example, by making payment on
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behalfo?the consumerto the merchantassociated with point-
ofsale terminal 212). After the financial transactionis com-
plete (not shown), this server may provide the confirmation
that the financial transaction has been completed (ot shown}.
Alternatively, the financial information and the transaction
information may be received by server 214 (not shown),
whichthea completes the financial transaction (not shown)
and provides the confirmation (not shown).
{0031} Then, pomt-of-sale terminal 212 receives the con-
firmation (operation 236). For example, the confirmation may
be recerved via a credit-authorizationerminal service object
whichis a driver for the credit-authorization temminal coupled
to point-of-sale terminal 212.
{0032} in some embodiments ofmethod 100 (PIGS. F and
2}, there may be additional or fewer operations. Moreover, the
arder ofthe operations may be changed, and/or two or more
operations may be combined into a single operation.
10033] in an exemplary embodiment, the financial tech-
nique leverages the UPOS standard to integrate mobile pay-
meris with point-ol-sale-ferminal software. Most commer-
cially available poimt-of-sale-terminal soltware (such as
point-of-sale operating systems) supports the UPOS stan-
dard, which covers integration ofperipheral devices, suchas:
a credit-authorization terminal, a magnetic-siripe reader, etc.
The UPOS architecture is based on the concept of control
objects and service objects, During operation ofa point-of-
sale terminal, the point-of-sale-terminal sofrware interacts
with one or more control objects for tasks such as credit-
payment authorization. A control object connects fo the
appropriate service objectthat serves the role ofditver for an
external or peripheral device thai performs the task(s) and
returns the result. For example, in the case of ihe credit-
payment authorization, the credit-authorization-terminal ser-
vice object is the driver for the credit-authorization terminal,
{0834} in the financial technique, mobile payments are
integrated withthe poini-of-sale-terminal sofiware byusing @
service object to drive a virtual peripheral device. Thus,
instead ofusing a service object te drive an actual peripheral
device, a service object becomes a virtual peripheral device
itself while implementing the logic necessary to complete a
task {in this case, the financial transaction). This logic may
include interacting directly with ihe user's portable electronic
device and/or with a server associated with the third party that
faciliates or provides the financial technique (including pro-
viding the financial information in response to receiviny the
token trom the point-of-sale terminal). in this way, the stan-
dard point-of-sale peripheral integration interface may be
used to enable a sofiware-only solutionthat iaclinates mobile
payments that work with a majority ofexisting point-of-sale-
terminal software and hardware.

10035] in an cxemplary embodiment, a customer wants to
purchase a productor a service from a merchant. A cashier at
a point-of-sale terminal may ring up the purchased Hem(s}.
The cashier may also optionally iivoke a barcode-scanner
operation, such as that normallyused for a store loyalty card.
Inresponse, the point-of-sale-terminal sofhware may submila
transaction request to a virnal barcode scanner(Le., the nni-
fed point-of-sale service object) that is provided by a pro-
vider ofthe financial fechnique. fn response to this transaction
request, the virtnal barcode scammer may awarthe token from.
the peripheral device (suchas a barcode scanner).
10036] Then, the enstomer may optionally perform an
operation for session creation (.c., an operation that iniflates
a session). For example, session creation may invelve: a near-
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fieid-communication ‘lap, or audio or videosignal fransmis-
sionor receptionthat inifiates a proximity connection with
the unified point-of-sale service object onthe point-of-sale
lerminal. Phis communication between the portable elec-
rome device and the point-of-sale terminal may use Blue-
Toote®(iromthe BlueTooth Special interest Group ofKirk-
and, Wash. and/or Wilt(from the Willi AlHance of

Austin, Tex}.
[0037[ Next, a mobile-payment application executing on
the portable electronic device (which may also be provided by
the provider ofthe fmancial technique} provides a token (such
as a numerical identifier) io the barcode-scanner service
object on the point-of-sale terminal, This iokenidentifies the
user elher to the merchant and/or to the provider of the
financial technique (who may be accessible to all service
objects exeenting onthe point-of-sale terminal via a secure
data connection). Afler receiving the financial information
from the merchant and/or the provider, the barcode-scanner
service object returms the financial miormation associated
with the user to the point-of-sale-terminal sofiware.
[€038] In some embodiments, the cashier optionally per-
forms additional operations for awarding loyalty points,

redeeminu coupons and offers, ete,
[0039| Furthermore, alter receiving the financial informa-
on, the cashier may perforina credit-authorization operation
lor the amount due using the credit-authorization-tenninal
service object. In response, the point-of-saleterminal soft-
ware makes a corresponding requestto the credit-authoriza-
Hon-ferminal service object.
[0040| Additionally, the credit-authorization-ierminal ser-
vice object interacts with the mobile-paymeni application on
the user’s portable electronic device and/or with server 214
(FIG. 2} to obtain payment authorization from both the con-
sumer and the payment processor (such as the financial jasti-
nition). This authorization is passed back to the point-ol-sale-
lerminal software. in some embodiments, the point-of-sale-
lenminal sofiware optionally prints a receipt using a UPOS
printer service object that passes receipt information to the
mobile-payment application and/or to server 214 (PIG, 2}.
[0049] By using a substitute unified point-ol-sale service
oblect, suchas the virtual barcode scanner (as opposed to ihe
credit-authorization terminal or the magnetic-stripe reader,
and, more generally, hardware that scans a credit or a debit
card and receives authorization), which can connect fo server
214 (4G. 2) associated with the provider of the Naancial
technique, the financial technique may facilitate mobile pay-
ments.

[6042| Note that a variety of communication techniques
qmav be used to provide a connection between the mobile-
payment application and the waified point-of-sale service
object, including: proximity communication (such as Ghuie-
Footh®: and/or WH™), audio communication, video com-
faunication, near-field communication, and/or a wireless area
network (or example, in embodiments where the portable
electronic device and the point-of-sale terminal have access
to a wireless area network or Internet protocol).
[8043] We now describe embodiments ofthe system and
the point-of-sale terminal, and their use. FiG. 3 presents a
block diagram illustrating a svstera 300thatperforms method
106 (FIGS, P and 2), In this system, a user ofportable elec-
rome device 210 mayuse a software product (lor example,
the mobile-paymentapplication), suchas a sofiware applica-
ton thatis resident on and that executes on portable electronic
device 210. (AHeruatively, the user may interact wih a web
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page that is provided by server 214 via network 312, and
whichis rendered by a web browser on portable electronic
device 216. for example, at least a portion of the software
application may be an application tool that is embedded in the
web page, and which executes in a virtual environment of the
web browser. Thus, the application tool may be provided to
the user via a client-server architecture.) This software appli-
cation maybe a standalone applicationora portion ofanother
applicationthatis resident on and which executes on portable
electronic device 210 (such as a soliware application thatis
provided byserver 214 orthatis installed and whichexecutes
on porlable electronic device 210).
10044] As discussed previously, during a financial transac-
tion (such as purchasing a product from a merchant), the user
(whois the customer in the preceding discussion) may use the
software application io provide a token (which identifies the
user? from portable electronic device 216 to point-of-sale
terminal 212 via nctwork 312. As shownin ¢1G.3, point-of-
sale-terminal soliware 310 may include control objects 314
(such as a credit-authorizationderminal control object, a
magnetic-stripe-reader control object, an electronic-money-
transfer control object, ete.) that interlace via a UPOS stan-
dard peripheral interface with drivers or service objects 316
(such as a credit-wuthorizationderminal service object, a
magnoetic-stripe-reader service object, an clectronic-money-
transier service objeet, ete.) for peripheral devices 318 (such
as a credit-authorization terminal, a magnetic-stripe reader,
eic.}. The token may be received by aUPOS service object
such as mobile-payvment service object 320 Gor example, the
virtnal barcode scanner}, whichts a driver for a virtual periph-
eral device.

10045] Afier receiving the token, mobile-paymentservice
abject 320 performs one or more operations based on at least
the token to obtain financial information associated with the

user. For example, mobile-payment service object 320 may
provide the tokento server 214 via network 312 either directly
or vie portable clectronic device 216, and server 214 mayuse
the customer specified by the token to access and return the
financial information to mobile-payment service object 320
and, thus, point-of-sale terminal 212.
10046] ‘Then, point-of-sale terminal 212 may provide the
financial information and the transactioninformation associ-
ated with the faancial transaction to a financial institution

specified in the financial information. for example, the credit-
sulhorization-terminal control object may provide the finan-
etal informationand the transaction informationto the credit-

suthorization-terminal service object, which in turn drives the
oredit-authorization terminal that provides the financial infor-
mation and the transaction information via network 312 to

server 214 or server 322 (which is associated with the finan-
etal institution), Thus, the financial information and the irans-
action information may be directly provided to the financial
institution that completes the financial transaction or a may
be provided firstto the provider ofthe financial technique (via
server 214}, which interacts with server 322 via network 312
to complete the financial transaction.
(0647) Next, point-of-sale terminal 212 receives a confir-
mation fromthe Haancial institution that the financial traus-

action has been completed. This confirmation may be
received directly irom server 322 via network 312 or incd-
rectiy from server 244 via network 342,

10048] Note that information in sysiem 300 maybe stored
al one of more locations in system 300 G.c., locally or
remotely). Moreover, because this data may be sensitive in
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nature, H may be encrypted. For example, stored data and/or
data communicated via network 312 maybe encrypted.

[6049] 1G. 4 presents a block diagramilhistrating a point-
of-sale terminal 400 that performs method 100 (F1GS, Tt and
2), such as point-of-sale terminal 212 (F1GS. 2 and 3}. Point-
of-sale terminal 400 includes one or more processing units or
processors 416, a communication interface 412, a user inter-
face 414, and one or more signal lines 422 coupling these
components together. Note that the one or more processors
410 may support parallel processing and/or multi-threaded
operation, the communication interlace 412 may have a per-
sistent communication connection, and the one or more signal
lines 422 mayconstitute a communication bus. Moreover, the
user interlace 414 may include: a display 416, a keyboard
418, and/or a pointer 426, such as a mouse.

)0050| Memory 424 in point-of-sale terminal 400 may
include volatile memory and/or non-volatile memory. More
speciiicaliy, memory 424 may inchide. ROM, RAM,
EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory, one or more smart cards,
one or more magnetic disc storage devices, and/or one or
more optical storage devices. Memory 424 may store an
operating system 426 that includes procedures (or a set of
instructions) for handling various basic sysiem services for
performing hardware-dependent tasks. Memory 424 may
also store procedures (or a set of instructions) in a commend -
cation module 428. These communication procedures may be
used for communicating withone or more computers and/or
servers, inchiding computers and/or servers that are remotely
located with respect to point-of-sale terminal 400.

[8651] Memory 424 mayalso include multiple program
modules Cor sets of instructions), including: poit-ol-sale-
terminal software 310 (or a set of instructions), control
objects 344 (or aset ofinstructions), service objects 316 (ora
set of instructions}, mobile-paymentservice object 326 (or a
set of instructions), encryption module 432 (or a set of
justructions) and/or financial application 434 (or a set of
iustructions). Note that one or more ofthese program mod-
ules (or sets of instructions) may constitute 4 computer-pro-
grammechanism.

[@052] During the financial transaction in method 100
(FIGS. | and 2), mobile-paymentservice object 320 receives
a token 436 from a customer. ‘Then, mobile-payment service
object 320 perlorms one or more Operations based on at least
token436 to obtain financial information 438 associated with

the customer, Por example, mobile-payment service object
320 may directly of indirectly provide token 436 to server 214
(PEGS. 2 and 3} using communication module 428 and com-
munication bHerlace 412, aud in response mobile-payment
service object 320 may receive financial information 438
dramserver 214 (PIGS. 2 and 3).

[@053] Alternatively, financial information 438 may be
stored on poimt-of-sale terminal 400 and may be accessed
using token 436. For example, token 436 may be associated
with a loyalty program, and financial information 438 may
have beenpreviously provided by the customer whentheir
loyalty account was set up. In some embodiments, this jook-
up operation uses a dala structure that stores financial infor-
qmahon associated with customers. This is shown in FiG. 4,
which presents a data structure 500 that inchides financial
information 310, In particular, financial information 516-1
may inchide: token §12-1 and mobile-payment information
$14-1 (such as an account identifier, an available amountthat
can be spent, a financial institution, ete.).
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(0054) Referring back to FIG. 4, point-of-sale terminal 400
maydirectly or indirectly provide financial information 438
andtransactioninformation 440 associated with the financial

transaction to a financial institution 442 specified in nancial
information 438. Next, point-ol-sale terminal 400 directly or
indirectlyreceives a confirmation 444 jrom financial institu-
tion 442 that the financial transaction has been completed.
10055] Because information in point-of-sale terminal 400
may be sensitive in sature, in some embodiments at least
some ofthe data stored in memory 424 and/or at least some of
the data communicated using communication module 428 is
encrypted using encryption module 432.
10056] instructions inthe varions modules in memory 424
may be implemented ia: a high-level procedural language, an
object-oriented programming language, and/or in an assem-
bly of machine language. Note that the programming lan-
guage may be compiledor interpreted, ¢.9., configurable or
confignrad, to be exeented bythe one or more processors 410.
(0057) Although point-of-sale terminal 400 ts Wustrated as
having a aumber ofdiscrete tems, FIG. 4 is intended to be a
functional description of the various features that may be
present in point-of-sale terminal 400 rather than a structnral
schematic ofthe embodiments described herein. Inpractice,
and as recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art, the
functions of point-of-sale terminal 400 may be distributed
over a large number of servers or computers, withvarious
gronps of the servers or computers performing particular
subsets of the funcitons. In some embocdimenis, someor all of
the functionality ofpoint-of-sale terminal 406 may be imple-
menied in one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) and/or one or more digital signal processors (DSPs).
10058] Point-of-sale terminais (such as point-of-sale termi-
nal 4603, as weil as computers and servers in system 300
(FIG. 3} may inclide one ofa variety of devices capable of
manipulating computer-readable data or communicating
such data between two or more computing systems over a
network, including: a personal computer, a laptop computer,
a tablet computer, a mainframe computer, a portable elec-
tronic device (such as a cellular phone or PDA}, a server
and/or a chent computer Go a client-server architecture}.
Moreover, network 312 (FIG, 3) may incinde: the internet,
World Wide Web (WWW), an intranet, a cellular-telephone
network, LAN, WAN, MAN, or a combination of networks.
or other technology enabling communication between com-
puting systems.
10059] insomeembodiments one or more ofthe modules in
memory 424 may be associated with and/or included in a
financial application 434. This fnancial applicanon may
include: Quicken?and/or TurboTax!™ Crom Intuit, inc. of
Mountain View, Calif}, Microsolt Money!™Grom Microsoft
Corporation, of Redmond, Wash}, SplashMoney™ (from
Splashidata, inc., of Los Gatos, Calif}, Mvelopes™ (from
in?gM, Inc. oFDraper, Utah), and/or open-source applications
such as Guucash’™, PLCash'™, Budget! (rom Snowmint
Creative Solutions, LLC, of St. Panl, Minn), and/or other
planning sofiware capable of processing financial informa-
tion.

{0060) Moreover, financial application 434 may be associ-
ated with and/or include software such as: QuickBooks™
(rom inti, inc., of Mountain View, Calif}, Peachtree™
(irom The Sage Group PLC, of Newcastle Upon Tyne, the
United Kingdom}, Peachiree Complete™ Crom The Sage
Group PLC, ofNewcastle Upon Tyne, the United Kingdom),
MYOB Business EssentialsGrom MYOB US, Inc.. of
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Rockaway, NJ}, NetSuite Small Business Accounting™
(romNetSuite, Inc., of San Mateo, Calif}, Cougar Moun-
tain’™ Crom Cougar Monniain Software, of Boise, id),
Microsoft Office Accounting’™ Grom Microsoit Corpora-
tion, of Redmond, Wash}, Simply Accounting’ (irom The
Sage Group PLC, ofNewcastle Upon Tyne, the United King-
dom), CYMA TV Acconnting™ (fromCYMA Systems, lac.,
ofTempe, Ariz.), DacHasy™ (rom Sage Sofware SB, lac.,
ofLawrenceville, Ga.}, Microsoft Money™(irom Microsofi
Corporation, of Redmond, Wash), Tallh.ERP Grom Tally
Solutions, 1ad., of Bangalore, India} and/or other payroll or
accounting soiiware capable ofprocessing payroll informa-
TOR.

)O062| System 300 (iG, 3), point-of-sale ferminal 400
(PEG. 4) and/or data stricture 500 may include fewer compo-
nents or additional components. Moreover, two or more com-
ponents may be combined info a single component, and/or a
position ofone or more components may be changed. in same
embodiments, the functionality ofsystem 300 (F1G. 3) and/or
point-of-sale terminal 400 maybe implemented more in hard-
ware and Jess in software, or less in hardware and more in
soffware, as is knownin the art.

)0062| ‘The foregoing description is mtended fo enable any
person slalled in the art fo make and use the disclosure, and is
provided in. the context of a parti-cular application andits
requirements. Moreover, the foregoing descriptions of
enrbodiments ofthe present disclosure have been presented
for purposes of Uiustration and description only, They are aot
intended to be exhaustive or to Hmit the present disclosure to
the forms disclosed, Accordingly, many modifications and
variations Will be apparent to practitioners skilledin the art,
and the general principles defined herein may be apphed to
other embodiments and applications without departing from
the spirit and scope ofthe presentdisclosure. Additionally, the
discussion of the preceding embodiments is not intendedto
lnmitthe present disclosure. ‘hus, the presentdisclosure is not
intended to be limited to the embodiments shown, but isto be
accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and
features disclosed herein.

1, A poiat-of-sale-terminal-implemented method for con-
ducting a financial transaction, the method comprising:

initiating, at a point-of-sale terminal, a secnre session with
a portable electronic device of a customer;

receiving, at the point-of-sale terminal, a foken from the
portable electronic device, wherein the tokenidentifies
the customer and the token is received using a unified
pomt-of-sale service object executing on the point-of-
saleterminal, and wherein the unified point-of-sale ser-
vice object acts as a virtual peripheral device driver for a
virtual peripheral device;

using the unified point-of-sale service object executing on
the potnt-obsale terminal, perlorming one or more
operations based on at least the token to obtain financial
information associated with the customer,

providing the financial information. and transaction infor-
mation associated with the financial transaction to a

financial msitution specified in the financial informe-
fion: and

receiving a confirmation from the financial institution that
the financial transactionhas been completed.

2, The method of claim1, wherein the one or more opera-
tons include:

providing the token toa third party, wherein the third party
is other than the financial institution; and
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receiving the financial information from the third party.
3. The method ofclaim 2, whereinthe tokenis providedto

the third party via a portable electronic device of the cus-
tomer,

4. The method ofclaim 2, wherein the tokenis provided to
the third party via a network coupled to the point-of-sale
terminal,

§. (canceled)
6. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the information is con-

veved using one of wireless communication, near-field com-
munication, an audio channel, and a video channel.

7. The method of claim £, wherein, prior to receiving the
token, the method further comprises providing a transaction
request associated with the Tmancial transaction Irom point-
ol-sale-terminal soliware executing on the point-of-sale ter-
minal to the unified point-of-sale service object.

8. The methodof claim 1, whereinproviding the financial
information and the transaction mformation associated with

the financial transaction, aud receiving the confirmation
oceur via a credit-authorization-ierminal service object
whichis a driver for the credit-authorizationterminal; and

wherein the credil-authorization-terminal service objectis
compatible with a unified point-of-sale standard,

9_A computer-programproduct lor use in conjunction with
a point-of-sale terminal, the computer-program product com-
prising a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
and a computer-program mechanism embedded therem, to
conduct a financial transaction, the coriputer-program
mechanism including:

instructions for intiating, at a point-of-sale terminal, a
secure session with a porlable electronic device ofa
customer;

instructions for receiving, af the point-of-sale terminal, a
token from the portable electronic device, wherein the
token identifies the customer and the tokenis recerved

using a unified point-of-sale service object executing on
the pom-ol-sale terminal, and wherein the unified
point-ol-sale service object acts as a virtual peripheral
device driver for a virtual peripheral device:

instructions for using the unified point-of-sale service
object executing on the point-of-sale terminal to per-
formone or more operations based on at leastthe token
to obtain faancial information associated with the cus-

fomer;

instructions for providing the financial information and
transaction information associated with the financial

transaction to a Tinencial insfituhion specified in the
financial information: and

instructions for receiving a confirmation fromthe financial
institiion that the financial transaction has been com-

pleted.
H). The computer-program product ofclaim 9, wherein the

one or more operations include:
providing the tokento a third party, wherein the third party

is other thanthe financial institution; and
receiving the financial information From the third party.
Hi. The computer-program product of claim 143, wherem

the token is provided to the third party via a portable elec-
tronic device of the customer.

12, The computer-program product of claim10, wherem
the token is provided to the third party via a network coupled
to the pomt-oFsale terminal.

13, {canceled}
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14. The computer-program product of claim 9, wherein the
informationis conveyed using one of wireless commumica-
ton, near-field communication, an audio channel, anda video
channel.

15. The computer-program product of claim 9, wherein,
prior to the instructions lor receiving the token, the conrputer-
program mechanism fhrther meludes instructions for provid-
ing a transaction request associated with the financial trans-
action lrom point-olF-sale-terminal software executing on the
point-ol-sale terminal to the unified point-of-sale service
object.

16. The computer-program product ofclaim 9, wherein
providing the financial mformation andthe transaction infor-
mation associated with the financial transaction, and receiv-
ing the confirmation occur via a credit-authorization-lerminal
service object which is a driver for the credit-authorization
terminal: and

wherein the credit-authorization-terminal service object is
compatible with a unified point-of-sale standard.

17. A point-ol-sale terminal, comprising:
@ processor,

RReMOry, and

@ program module, wherein the program module is stored
in the memory and configurable to be executed by the
processor to conduct a financial transaction, the program
module mehiding:
instructions for inflating, at a point-of-sale terminal, a

secure session with a portable electronic device ofa
customer;

instructionsfor receiving at the point-of-sale terminal, a
token fromthe portable electronic device, whereinthe
token identifies the customer andthe token is received

using a unified point-ol-sale service object executing
on the point-of-sale terminal, and whereinthe unified
point-of-sale service objectacts as a virtual peripheral
device driver for a virtual peripheral device;

instructions for using the unified point-of-sale service
object executing on the point-of-sale terminal to per-
form one or more operations based onat least the foken
to obtain financial information associated withthe cus-

tomer,

instructions for providing the financial information and
transaction imlormation associated with the financial

transaction fo a financial institution specified in the
financial information; and

instructions for receiving a confirmation from the financial
institution that the financial transactionhas been com-

pleted.

18. The point-of-sale terminal ofclaim 17, wherein the one
or more operations include:

providing the tokento a third party, wherein the third party
is other than the financial institution; and

recerving the financial information from the third party.
19. The point-of-sale terminal of claim 18, wherein the

token is provided to the third party via a portable electronic
device ofthe customer.

20. The polat-ol-sale terminal of claim 18, whereia the
tokenis provided to the third party vie a network coupled to
the pomt-of-sale terminal,

ar ar * * *
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MOBILE PAYMENT SYSTEM

CROSS REPE PO RELATED
ATION 

10001] This applicationis related to U5. patent application
Ser. No. 13/489,600, Attorney Docket No. INTU-I26471,
entitled “Mobile Payment Via a Virtual Peripheral Device,”
by Alexander 5. Ran, which was Rled on Jun. 6, 2012, the
contents of whichare herein incorporated byreference inits
entirely.

 
 

fBLD

{0002} The present disclosure relates to a techaique for
conducting a linancial transaction at a polat-ol-sale terminal,

SUMMARY

{0003} The disclosed embodiments relate to a point-of-sale
terminal that conducts a financial transaction, Durmg opera-
tion, the point-of-sale terminal receives an identifier associ-
ated wilh a customer via a peripheral device coupled to the
point-of-sale ferminal and a service object executing on the
point-of-sale terminal, For example, the identifier may be
received by from a portable electronic device. This identifier
corresponds fo a one-time payment credential token that
includes Hnancial information of the customer, and the ser-
vice object acts as a driver for the peripheral device. Then, the
point-of-sale terminal performs one or more operations based
on at least the identifier to obtain ihe financial information.

Moreover, the point-of-sale terminal provides the financial
information and transaction information associated with the

financial transaction to a financial institution specified in the
financial information. Next, the point-of-sale terminal
receives a confimiation (for example, fromthe financial insi-
tution) that the financial transaction has been completed.
(0004) Note that the one or more operations may include:
providing the identifier to a third party, where the third party
is other thanthe financial institution; receiving the one-time
payment credential ioken fromthe thirdparty; and extracting
the financial information from the one-time payment creden-
Hal token. Alternatively, the one or more operations may
inclide: generating the one-time payment credential token
trom the identifier; and/or extracting the financial informa-
tion fromthe one-time payment credential token,
{0805} in some embodiments, the service object includes a
rmapnetic-stripe-reader service object.

(0606) Furthermore, the identifier may be included in the
one-time paymentcredential token, and the peripheral device
may include a barcode scanner that captures an image of a
bareode that includes the one-time payment credential token,
which may be provided by the portable electronic device.

(0807) Note that the service object executing on the point-
of-sale terminal mav present the barcode scanner to the point-
of-sale ierminal as a keyboard, for example, ihe service
object executing on the point-of-sale terminal may acceptthe
token from the keyboard because the iaput Trom a barcode
scanner is offen seen by the point-of-sale terminal as a key-
board input.
10008] in some embodiments, the peripheral device
includes: a barcode scanner, a wireless receiver and/or a key-
board.

(0000) Additionally, the one-time payment credential
token may only be valid for the Noancial transaction.
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[O010| Another embodiment provides a methed that
inchides at least some of the operations performed by ihe
point-of-sale terminal.
|O012| Another embodimentprovides a computer-program
product for use with the point-ol-sale terminal. This com-
puter-programproduct includes instructions for at least same
ofthe operations performed bythe point-of-sale termina.

BRUEP DESCRIPTION OFTHE FIGURES

[@012] £1. 1 is a How chartilhaistrating a method for con-
ducting a financial transaction in accordance wih an embadi-
ment of the present disclosure.
[8013] FIG. 24s a drawing iustrating the method ofFic. 1
in. accordance withan embodiment of the present disclosure.
[8014] £1G-. 3 is a block diagram ilustrating a system that
performs the method of FIGS. 9 and 2 in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
[6015] FG. 4is a block diagram Hlustrating a point-of-sale
terminal that performs the method of FIGS. 1 and 2 in accor-
dance withan embodiment of the present disclosure,
)O016[ Fi. 5isa block diagram Wlustrating a data structure
for use in the point-of-sale terminal of FIG. 4 in accordance
withan embodiment ofthe present disclosure.
[@017] Note that ike reference numerals refer io corre-
sponding paris throughont the drawings. Moreover, multiple
instances ofthe same part are designated by a commonprefix
separated from an instance number by a dash,

 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[6018] mbodiments of a point-of-sale terminal, a tech-
nique for conducting a financial transaction, and a computer-
program product (e.g., sofware) for nse with the point-of-
sale terminal are described. During the financtal transaction,
point-of-sale-terminal soltware executes a soiiware module
that obtains customer financial information for payment
authorization by a payment processing service. Inparticular,
a customer may use a portable electrome device (such as a
cellular telephone) fo provide an identifier fo a peripheral
device (vinch may be a barcode scanner, a wireless receiver
or a keyboard) conpled to ihe point-of-sale terminal. This
identifier corresponds to a one-time payment credential token
that includes financial information of the customer. Then, a
service object executing on the point-ol-sale terminal, which
acts as a driver for a peripheral device coupled to the poimt-
of-sale terminal, performs one or more operations based onai
east the identifier to obtain the tmancial information. After

providing the financial ivformation and transaction jnforma-
Hon associated with the nancial transaction to a Tinancial

institution specified tnthe financial information, the point-of
sale terminal receives a confirmationfromthe financial insti-

lution that the financial transaction has been completed.
[6019| By allowing the customer to conduct the financial
iransaction without requiring changes to the point-ol-sale
lerminal, the merchant-scquirer payment-processor service,
or existing portable electronic devices, this financial tech-
nique mayfacilitate commercial activity. in partionlar, the
inancial technique may faciliate low-cost and simple mobile

payments vie a cellular telephone. in this wavy, the financial
leehnique provides a software solution that can be broadly
adopted with litte or no expense or inconvenience for mer-
chants or customers.

[0020| Fu the discussion that follows, a user or a customer
mav include: an individual (or example, an existing cus-
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tomer, a new customer, a service provider, a vendor, a con-
tractor, etc.), an organization, a business and/or a govermment
agency, Furthermore, a ‘business’ should be understood to
include: lor-protH corporations, noa-profit corporations,
organizations, groups of individuals, sole proprictorships,
government agencies, partnerships, etc.
10624] Wenowdescribe embodiments olthe financial tech-
nique, which may be performed by a point-of-sale terminal
(such as polat-olsale terminal 400 ia FiG.. 4). FiG. 1 presents
a How chart Hlustrating a method 100 for conducting a finan-
cial transaction, During operation, the point-of-sale terminal
{such as a cashregister) receives anidentifier associated with
a customer via a peripheral device conpled to the point-of-
sale terminal (operation 114). This identifier corresponds toa
one-lime payment credential token (e.g. the one-time pay-
ment credential token may only be valid for the financial
transaction) that includes financial information ofthe cus-
tomer.

{0022} Then, the point-ol-sale terminal perlorms one or
more operations based on at least the identifier to obtain the
financial information (operation 116). As described further
below withreference to F1Cr. 2, the identifier maybe included
in the one-time payment credential token (which is some-
times referred to as a ‘Iransient payment credential token’),
and the peripheral device includes a barcode scanner that
capiires an. image of a barcode that inchudes the one-time
payment credential token, whichis provided by the portable
electronic device. This barcode may be generated on the
portable electronic device or if may be received by the por-
table electronic device from a third party, where the third
party may or may not be other than a financial institution
specified in the financial information (suchas a provider of
the financial technique).
{0023} Alternatively, the one or more operations may
include: providing the identifier to the third party; receiving
the one-time payment credential token tromthe third party:
and extracting the financial informationfrom the one-time
payment credential token. For example, the identifier may be
provided to the third party: via the portable electronic device
ofthe customer (.¢., indirectly) and/or via a network coupled
to the point-of-sale terminal (.e., directly).Alternatively, the
one or more operations may include: generating the one-time
payment credential token from the identifier; and/or extract-
ing the Hnancial Inlormation from the one-time payment cre-
dential token Gf the one-time payment credential token is
received fromthe portable electronic device}.
10024] in some embodiments, at least one ofthe operations
is performed by a unified polut-ol-sale service object execut-
ing on the point-ol-sale terminal. ‘This untied polnt-ol-sale
service object maybe or mayacts as a driver for the peripheral
device.

10025] ‘Thas, in different embodiments the one-time pay-
ment credential ioken may be: dynamically generated and
provided by the portable electronic device, received by the
portable electronic device from the third party and then pro-
videdto the point-of-sale terminal. dynamically generated on
the point-of-sale terminal, and/or received by the point-of-
sale ferrainal from the third party.
(0026) Because barcode scanners at the point-of-sale ter-
minal are used to read Universal product codes, and a Uni-
versal Product Code typically only inchides 11 digits, the
unified point-o!-sale service object exeenting on the point-of-
sale terminal may overcome this lmbation by extending the
information obtained from the barcode scanner to constitute a
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well-lormed pavment credential expected by, lor example, a
magnetic-stripe-reader control object, Alternativelyor addi-
tonally, the unified point-of-sale service object executing on
the point-ol-sale terminal may accept the foken from the
kevboard because the input trom a barcode scammer is olen
seen by the point-of-sale terminal as a keyboard input.
[€027] Moreover, the point-ol-sale terminal provides the
financial informatonand transaction information (operation.
118) associated with the financial transaction to the financial
instfution specified im the financial information. For
example, the financial institifion may include a merchant-
gequirer processor in. a payment card network (suchas a
credit- or a debit-card network). In some embodiments, the
one-time pavement credential ioken is also provided fo the
financial institution.

|O028| Next, the point-ol-sale terminal receives a confir-
mation {operation 120) tromthe fiaancial institutionthat the
financial transaction has been completed. For example, pro-
viding the financial information and the transaction informe-
tien (operation 118) associated with the financial transaction,
and receiving the confirmation (operation 120) may ocenr via
a magnetic-stripe-reader service object. This magnetic-
stripe-reader service object, as well as the other-mentioned
unified poml-ol-sale service object, may be compatible with
aumfied point-ol-sale standard, such as the UnifiedPOS or
UPOS standard (rom the National Retail Federation of
Washington, D.C.4,
[6029] Insome embodiments, prior to receiving the identi-
fier (operation 114) the point-of-sale terminal optionally pro-
vides a transaction request associated withthe financial trans-
achon (operation 112) frompoint-of-sale-erminal software
executing on the point-of-sale terminal to the unified point-
oBsale service object. In response to this transaction request,
the unified point-ol-sale service object may awall the identi-
fier rom the peripheral device.
[€030] In an exemplary embodiment, the financial tech-
nique is implemented using the portable electrome device, the
point-ol-sale terminal and at least one server, which comimu-
qicate through a network, such as a celllartelephone net-
work and/or the Internet (e.g... using a cHent-server architec-
ture}. Ths ts illustrated in FIG, 2, which presents a flow chart
iWustrating method 100 (PL. 1). During this method, a user
of portable electronic device 210 provides the identifier that
identifies the user. For examyple, the user may be a customer,
and portable electronic device 210 may be a cellular tele-
phone. As shown in FIG, 2, portable electronic device 210
requests 4 onetime payment credential token(operation 216)
fromserver 214, which may be associated with a third party
thatis other than the nancial institution that will process the
financial transactionand/or will make paymentlor the cus-
tomer in the financial transaction, such as a provider ofthe
financial technique.
|O032| In response to recen ing the request (operation 218},
server 214 provides the one-ime payment credential token
(operation 226). For example, whenproviding the one-time
payment credential token, server 214 may access the pre-
existing one-time payment credential token or may generate
the one-time payment credential token.
|0032| Moreover, aller recening the one-time paymentcre-
dential token {operation 222), portable electronic device 210
provides the one-time payment credential token (which
inchides or is the identifier} to point-of-sale terminal 212 in
the form ofan image ofa barcode (operation 224), and more
generally an image of a spatial pattern. Furthermore, the
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peripheral device (such as a barcode scanner} coupled to
point-of-sale terminal 212 receives the barcode (operation
226),

{0833} Then, the unified pointoleale service object
executing on poiat-obsale terminal 212 performs the one or
more operations based on af least the identifier to obtam
financial information associated with the customer. (As
described further belowwith reference to FiG. 3, the unified
point-of-sale service object may be or may actas the driver for
the peripheral device.) For example, as shown in FH. 2 the
unified poit-of-sale service object mayextractthe financial
information (operation 228) fromthe one-time paymentcre-
dential token. The financial information may include mobile-
payment information for the customer, such as: an account
identifier, an available amount that can be spent, a financial
institution (such as a bank), a bank identification number
(which defines transaction routing information}, etc, Note
that the financial information maybe similar to that provided
by a financial vehicle (such as a credit card), but has a differ-
ent comlext because a physical credcard is not used m the
described financial transaction,

10634] Furthermore, point-of-sale terminal 212 may pro-
vide ihe financial informationandthe iransaction information

{operation 230) associated with the financial transaction to
the Hnancial institution specified in the {financial information.
Por example, the transaction miormation may inchxle: a
transaction day/time, a merchant identifier, a product code
and a transaction amount.

{0635} Note that the financial information and the transac-
tion information may be received by a server associated with
the financial institation (not shown), whichthen completes
the financial transaction (for example, by authorizing or mak-
ing payment on behalfofthe consumerto the merchantasso-
elated with pomt-ol-sale terminal 212}. After the financial
transaction is complete (aot shown), this server may provide
the confirmationthat the financial transaction has been com-

pleted (not shown). Alternatively, the fmancial information
and the transaction information may be recerved by server
214, which then completes the financial transaction (not
shown) and provides the confirmation(not shown}.
10036) Additionally, point-of-sale terminal 212 receives
the confirmation (operation232). Por example,the confirma-
ion may be received via a magnetic-stripe-reader service
object from a merchant acquirer payment processing service.
(0037) in some embodiments ofmethod 160 (1G5. TF and
2), there may be additional or fewer operations, Por example,
instead of providing an image of a barcode {operation 224),
portable electronic device 210 may conveythe identifier and/
or the one-time pavinent credential token using: wireless
comumenication, near-Held communication, an audio chan-
nel, and/or a video chanel. Alternatively, the user may enter
the identifier and/or the one-time payment credential token
into a keypad. ‘Therefore, instead ofthe barcode scanner, the
peripheral device may include a wireless receiver or the key-
pad.
10638] Moreover, instead of receiving the one-time pay-
mentcredential tokenfromportable electronic device 214, in
some embodiments the one-time payment credential token
may be generated by portable electronic device 210 based on
the identifier recerved from portable electronic device 219,or
8 pre-existing: one-time payment credential token that is
stored on the point-of-sale terminal 212 maybe accessed or
looked-up based on the identifier received from portable elec-
tronic device 210,
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[0039| Altermatively, mstead ofrecerving the one-time pay-
ment credential token fromportable electronic device 21, in
some embodiments point-of-sale terminal 212 provides the
identifier to server 214 via a network or via portable elec-
irom device 210. In response, server 214 may provide the
one-lime payment credential tokento point-of-sale terminal
242.

[6040] Inmethod 160 (FIGS. 1 and 2), note that the order of
the operations may be changed, and/or two or more opera-
tions may be combined into a single operation.
|O042| In an exemplary embodiment, the financial tech-
niqne leverages the UPOS standard to integrate mobile pay-
ments with point-of-sale-terminal software. Most commer-
cially available point-of-sale-terminal soltware (such as
point-of-sale operating svstems) supports the UPOS stan-
dard, which covers integration ofperipheral devices, suchas:
a credit-authorization terminal, a magnetic-stripe reader, ete.
The UPOS architecture is based on the concept of control
objects and service objects. During operation of a point-ol-
sale ferminal, the point-ol-sale-terminal soliware interacts
with one or more control objects for tasks suchas credit-
payment authorization. A control object connects to the
appropriate service object that servesthe role of'a driver for an.
external or peripheral device that performs the task(s) and
returns the result. For example, in the case of the credit-
payment authorization, a credit-anthorization-ierminal ser-
vice object is or acts as the driver for a credit-authorization
terminal.

|0042| In the financial technique, mobile payments are
integrated with the point-oF-sale-dterminal software by using a
service abject to drive the peripheral device. Thus, while
driving anactual peripheral device, the service object imple-
ments the logic necessary to complete a task (inthis case, the
financial transaction). This logic may include interacting
directly with the user’s portable electronic device and/or with
a server associaied with the third party that facilitates or
providesthe financial technique (including optionallyreceiv-
ing the one-flme payment credential token from the third
party after the point-of-sale terminal optionally provided the
identifier to the third party}. In this way, the standard point-
of-sale peripheral integration interlace maybe nsed to enable
a soffware-onlysolution that facilitates mobile payments that
work with a majority of existing poini-of-sale-terminal sok-
ware and hardware,

[0043] In an exemplary embodiment, a customer wants fo
purchase a product or a service from a merchant. A cashier at
a point-of-sale terminal may ring up the purchased item{s).
The cashier may also optionally inveke a barcode-scanner
operation, such as that normally used fora store lovalty card.
inyesponse, the poimt-of-sale-terminal software maysubmit a
iransaction request to a barcode-scanner driver (i.¢., the uni-
fied point-of-sale service object) that is provided by a pro-
vider ofthe faancial technique. in response to this transaction
request, the barcode-scanner driver may await the identifier
anor the one-time payment credential token from ihe
peripheral device (such as a barcode scanner or a keyboard).
[6044] Next, a mobile-payment application executing on
the portable electronic device (which may also be provided by
the provider ofthe financial technique) provides the identifier
andor the one-time payment credential ioken (which may
have been provided to the portable electronic device by the
third party in response to a previous request by the mobrle-
payinent application} to the barcode scanner and, thus, the
barcode-scanner service object on the point-of-sale terminal.
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For example, the portable electronic device may display the
barcode that inchides the one-time payment credential token
(and, ihas, the identifier, which may be the same as the one-
time payment credential token).
{0645} Aer receiving the one-time payment credential
token, the barcode-scamner service object may return the one-
time paymentcredential token (and, thus, the financial infor-
mation associated with the user) to the point-of-sale-terminal
software. Then, the point-of-sale terminal may extract the
financial information (such as the mobile-payvment miorma-
tion for the customer) fromthe one-time payment credential
token,

10046] in some embodiments, the cashier then optionally
performs addtional operations for awarding lovaliy points,
redeeming coupons and offers, etc.
f00d7) Furthermore, aller recerving the financial mforma-
tion, the cashier mayperlorm a credit-authorization operation
tor the amount due asing a merchant acquirer payment pro-
cessing service. As described belowwith reference to FIG. 3,
the merchant-acquirer processor may mferact with server 214
to confirmthat the one-time payment credential token is valid
prior to authorizing payment and providing the confirmation
to point-of-sale terminal 212,
{0048} in some embodiments, the point-of-sale-ferminal
software optionally prints a receipt using a LWPOS printer
service object (hat passes receipt information to the mobile-
payment application and/or to server 214 (FIG.2}.
10049} By asing the peripheral device anda substitute uni-
fed point-of-sale service object, the financial technique may
facilitate mobile payments using standard open-loop pay-
meni-card-network transactions at point-of-sale terminals
with portable electronic devices (suchas cellular telephones)
as payment instruments that (direcily or indirectly) convey
the necessary financial information.
{0050} Note that there are several challenges associated
with using an image of a bareode to provide the identifier
and/or the one-time payment credential token to the point-of-
sale termimal, Notably, ia portable electronic device dis-
played a barcode that meludes payment-card-accouminfor-
mation (such as a credit-card mimber), there would be a
significant risk offrand (a copy ofthe image could be used to
conduct financial transactions). in addition, standard point-
of-sale-temunal software typically does not use barcode
scanners fo oblain payment card credentials. instead, point-
of-sale-terminal soltware usually uses credit-authorization
terminals or magnetic-stripe readers to obtainsuchfinancial
information,

10051] The first challenge canbe addressed by generating
transient pavinent credentials (such as the one-time payment
credential token) for each financial transaction. However, the
issuer ofthe mobile payment instrument(such as the financial
institution) typically needs to be able to authorize financial
transactions against a real user account. Therelore, during a
given financial transaction, the issuer may need the ability to
map the one-time payment credential token received in the
payment processing flow to an actual user acconat. To do se,
the issuer or the third party may generate the one-time pay-
ment credential token ia response to a request irom the
mobile-payment application executing on the portable elec-
tronic device prior fo ihe financial transactionwhile storing
the associationto the user’s account unnl the financial-trans-

actionprocessing is complete. AHematively, the mobile-pay-
ment! application can generate the one-time payment creden-
tial token and push#to the issuer or the third party prior to the
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financial transaction. Furthermore, if a trusted execution
environment is available on the portable electronic device
{either m the formofa secure elementor a trusted execution
mode ofthe main processor), a one-lime payment-credential-
token technique knownto the issuer or the third party can be
axgented on the portable electronic device without the need to
connect to the issuer or the third partyprior to the financial
transaction,

[8052] As described previously, a general approach to
address the second challenge may use the LJPOS standard for
infegrating point-ol-sale-ferminal software with third-party
peripheral devices, in this approach, the third party can pub-
lish a UPOS driver or service object for credit-authorization
terminals or magnetic-siripe readers. ThisPOS driver can
be loaded on UPOS compliant point-of-sale terminals (which
inchide the majority of existing point-of-sale terminals).
When nrvoked by the point-ol-sale-lerminal sothware in a
payment-credential-reading flow, the UPOS driver may use
the barcode scanner to acquire the barcode fromthe display of
the portable electronic device, and may convert Hinto well-
formed payment credentials. (his tihancial information may
be passed fo the point-of-sale-lerminal soltware to be pro-
cessed in the same way as any other payment-card financial
transaction.

)0053| Note thata variety ofconversion techniques may be
used to convert the barcode ta the [nancial information. In

general, this conversion dees not need to be secure or com-
plicated, in addition, this approach can also deal with the
possible limitations associated with barcode scanners or the
resolution of displavs on portable electronic devices which
mayrestrict the length and symbols represented by the bar-
code. for example, the standard Universal Product Code
incindes 1] digits. This may not be snfficient to represent
payment-card track data. However, because thePOS driver
can process this Universal Product Code priorto delivering it
to the poimt-ol-sale-terminal sofware, it canbe appropriately
transformed (hus, the UPOS driver may map the barcode,
which includes the identifier, io a one-lime payment creden-
tial token and, thus, the financial information). For example,
the financial information conveyed in a one-fime payment
credential token may include: a 6-digh bank identification
aumber stored in the configuration of the UPOS driver that
guarantees proper routing of the financial transaction by the
payment-card network to the financial iastitution, a virtual
Gransiont) account mimber defined by 10 digns in the barcode
data; an expiration date generated based on the financial-
ransaction date and other input if desirable, and a card veri-
ication value (OVW) of card verification code (CVC) pener-

ated based on one or more ofthese or other inputs, such as the
ast dieit fromthe barcode (alternatively the last digit can be

used fo correct barcode-scanning errors}.
[@054] We now describe embodiments ofthe system and
Ihe point-of-sale terminal, and their use. F1G. 3 presents a
block diagram iHlustrating a systern 300 that performs method
100 CFEGS. F and 2}. In this system, a user ofportable elec-
Tronic device 216 mayuse a software product (lor example,
the mobile-payment application), suchas a software applica-
hon thatis resident on and Lhat executes on portable electronic
device 210. (AHernatively, the user may interact wih a web
page that is provided by server 244 via network 312, and
which is rendered by a web browser on portable electronic
device 210. For example, at least a portion ofthe software
application may be an application tool that is embedded in the
web page, and which executes in a virtual environmentofthe
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web browser. Thus, the application tool may be provided ta
the user via a client-server architectnre.) This software appli-
cation maybe a standalone applicationor a portion ofanother
applicationthatis resident on and which executes on portable
electronic device 210 (such as a software application that is
provided byserver 214 orthat is installed and whichexecnies
on porlable electronic device 210).
10055} As disenssed previonsly, during a financial transac-
tion (such as purchasing a product Irom a merchant) the user
(whois the customer in the preceding discussion) may use the
software application io request and receive a one-time pay-
mentcredential token from server 214 via network 312.

10056] Then, the soliware application displays the one-
time paymentcredential token for an identifier corresponding,
to the one-flme payment credential token} in a barcode on a
display onportable electronic device 216. This barcode ts
scanned by barcode scammer 316 and processed by a UPOS
driver or service object, such as a magnetic-stripe-reader
(MSR) service obpect 314, to extract the Hnancial miorma-
tion. Note that magnetic-stripe-reader service object 314 may
present barcode scanner 316to point-of-sale terminal 212 as
a keyboard io overcome lmitations associated with Universal
Product Codes, such as the number ofdigs.Alternatively or
additionally, magnetic-stripe-reader service object 314 may
accept the token From the keyboard because the laput from a
barcode scammeris offen seen by the point-of-sale terminal as
a keyboard input.
{0057) Moreover, magnetic-stripe-reader service object
314 provides the financial information to the UPOS control
object, such as magnetic-stripe-reader control object 316
(and, thas, point-of-sale-terminal sofiware 318) via a UPOS
standard peripheral interface.
{0058} Next, magnetic-siripe-reader control object 316
passes the financial information to potmi-ol-sale-ferminal
software that communicates the financial information and the
transaction information to server 326 associated withthe

financial institution specified in the financial information
using network 312. In order to authorize the financial trans-
action, server 326 may contact server 214 via network 312 ta
confirmthat the one-time payment credential token used io
obtain the nancial informationis the same as that provided
byserver 214 to portable electronic device 218.
fO059) if the one-time payment credential token is the
same, server 326 may authorize the financial transaction and
provide a confirmation to point-of-sale terminal 212 via net-
work 312, Magnetic-stripe-reader control object 316 may
receive ihe confirmation, which is then passed to point-of-
sale-terminal sofrware 318.

{0060} Note that information in system 3410 maybe stored
af one of more locations in system 300 duc, locally or
remotely}. Moreover, because this data may be sensitive in
nature, if may be encrypted, For example, stored data and/or
data communicated via network 312 may be enerypted.
{0061} FIG. 4 presents a block diagram Hlustrating a point-
of-sale terminal 40) that performs method HO (FIGS. 1 and
2), such as point-of-sale terminal 242 (FiGS, 2 and 3). Point-
of-sale terminal 400 includes one or more processing untis or
processors 410, a communication interface 412, a user inter-
face 414, and one or more signal lines 422 coupling these
components together. Note that the one or more processors
410 may support parallel processing and/or nrultithreaded
operation, the communication interlace 412 may have a per-
sistent communication connection, and the one or more signal
lines 422 may constitute a communication bus. Moreover, the
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user interlace 414 may include: a display 416, a kevboard
418, and/or a pointer 420, suchas a monse.
[6062] Memory 424 in point-of-sale terminal 460 may
include volatile memory and/or non-volatile memory. More
specifically, memory 424 may include: ROM, RAM,
EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory, one or more smart cards,
ome or more magnetic disc storage devices, and/or one or
more optical storage devices. Memory 424 may store an
operating system 426 that includes procedures (or a set of
instructions) for handling various basic system services for
performing, hardware-dependent tasks. Memory 424 may
also store procedures (or a set ofinstructions) in a commumi-
cation module 428. These commumication procedures maybe

used for communicating with one or more computers and/or
servers, lacluding computers and/or servers that are remotely
located with respect to point-of-sale terminal 400.
[6063] Memory 424 may also include multiple program
modules (or sets of instructions}, including: point-of-sale-
terminal sofiware 318 (or a set of Instructions), magnetic-
stripe-reader service object 314 (or a set of instructions),
magnetic-siripe-reader control object316 (or a set of jnstruc-
tons}, encryption module 432 (or a set of instructions) and/or
financial application 434 (or a set of instructions). Note thai
one or more ofthese program modules (or sets oFinstructions}
tay constitute a computer-program mechanism,
[064] During the financial transaction in method 100
(FIGS. | and 2), barcode scanner 310 and magnetic-stripe-
reader service object 314 receive animage ofa barcode 436
irom a portable electronic device of a customer. Then, mag-
nefic-stripe-reader service object 314 performs one or more
operations based onat least identifier 438 in barcode 436 to
obtain financial information 440 of the cnstomer. For

example, barcode 434 may include one-time payment creden-
tial token 442, which may include or may correspond to
identifier 438 (e.g. one-flme payment credential token 442
may be computed from identifier 438). Magnetic-stripe-
reader service object 314 mayextract financial information
440 (such as mobile-payment information} from one-time
payment credential token dd2. Note that one-time payment
credential token 442 and fmancial information 440 may be
stored in a data structure. This is shown in iG. 5, which

presents 4 data structure 500 that includes one-time payment
credential tokens 510. In particular, one-time payment cre-
dential token 442 may include: identifier 512-1 and mobile-
payment mlonnation $14-1 (such as an accountidentifier, an
available amount that can be spent, a financial institution,
transaction ronting information, afc.)
)0065] Referring back to FiG. 4, magnetic-stripe-reader
service object 314 mav provide financial information 440to
magnetic-stripe-reader control object316 and, thus, point-of-
sale-terminal software 3418. Next, point-of-sale terminal 400
maydirectlyor indirectly provide financial information 440
and transaction information 444 associated with the financial

transaction io a financial institution 446 specified in Daancial
information 440. For example, magnetic-stripe-reader con-
trol object 316 may provide financial information 446 and
transaction information dd4 using communication module
428 aad network interlace 412.

0066] Furthermore, point-ol-sale terminal 400 directly or
indirectly receives a confirmation 448 trom financial instim-
ton 446that the financial transaction has been completed. For
example, magnetic-stripe-reader control object 316 may
receive conflation 448 via communication interlace 412
and communication module 428.
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(0067) Because inlormation in point-ol-sale terminal 400
may be sensitive in nature, in some embodiments at least
some ofthe data stored in memory424 and/orat least some of
the data communicated using communication module 428 is
encrypted using encryption module 432.
{0068} instructions in the various modules in memory 424
may be implementedin: a high-level procedural langnage, an
object-oriented programming language, and/or in an assem-
bly of machine language. Note that the programming lan-
guage may be compiled or mierpreted, ¢.g., configurable or
configured, to be executed bythe one or more processors 410.
10069] Although point-of-sale terminal 406 is Hlustrated as
having a number of discrete items, F1G, 4 is intended to be a
functional description of the various features that may be
presentin point-ol-sale terminal 400 rather than a structural
schematic of the embodiments described herem. In some

embodiments, some orall ofthe functionalityofpoint-of-sale
terminal 400 maybe implemented in one or more application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and/or one or more digital
signal processors (DSPs).
{0870} Point-ol-sale terminals (suchas point-ol-sale termi-
nal 400), as well as computers and servers in system. 300
(FIG, 3) may inchide one ofa variety of devices capable of
manipulating computer-readable data or communicating
such data between two or more computing systems over a
network, including: a personal computer, a laptop computer,
a tablet computer, a mainframe computer, a portable elec-
tronic device {such as a cellular phone or PDA), a server
and/or a chent computer Gn a client-server architecture}.
Moreover, network 312 (FIG. 3) may include: the internet,
World Wide Web (WWW), an intranet, a cellular-ielephone
network, LAN, WAN, MAN, or a combination of networks,
or other technology enabling communication between com-
puting systems.
{0071} insomeembodiments one or more olthe modules mn
memory 424 may be associated with and/or included ina
financial application 434, This financial application may
include planning software capable of processing Hnancral
information. Moreover, financial application 434 may be
associated with and/or include payroll or accounting soltware
capable of processing payroll information.
10072] System 360 (PIG. 3}, point-ol-sale terminal 400
(FIG, 4) and/or data structure 500 may inchide fewer compo-
nents or additional components. Moreover, two or more Com-
ponents may be combined into a single conyponent, and/or a
position ofone or more components may be changed. Insome
embodiments, the functionalityofsystem3€0 (FIG. 3) and/or
point-of-sale ierminal 400 may be implemented more in hard-
ware and less in software, or less in hardware and more in
soltware, as is known in the art.

10073] The foregoing description is intendedto enable any
person skilled in the art to make and use the disclosure, and is
provided im the context of a particular application and Hs
requirements. Moreover, the foregoing descriptions of
embodiments of the present disclosure have been presenied
tor purposes ofillustration and descriptiononly. They are not
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the presentdisclosure to
the forms disclosed. Accordingly, many modifications and
variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in theart,
and the general principles defined herein may be applied to
other embodiments and applications without departing from
the spirit and scope ofthe present disclosure. Additionally, the
discussion of the preceding embodiments is net intended to
limit the presentdisclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not
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intended to be limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be
accorded the widest scope consistent withthe principles and
features disclosed herein,

1. A point-ol-sale-terminal-implemented method for con-
ducting a financial transaction, the method comprising:

receiving a one-time payment credential token associated
with a customer troma portable electronic device via a
peripheral device coupled to the point-of-sale terminal
and a service object executing on the polmt-ol-sale ter-
minal wherein the service object acts as a driver lor the
peripheral device, wherem the peripheral device
includes a barcode scanner that scans a 1 1-digit barcode
that inchides the one-time payment credential token,
wherein the one-time payment credential token is gen-

erated by a trusted execution environmert executing a
technique knownto a third party onthe portableelec-
tronic device, and wherein said technique does not
need to connectto the third partyprior to the faancial
transaction, and

whereinthe one-time payment credential tokenslachides
financial mlornnation ofthe customer, wherein the
financial information includes a 6-dighbank identifi-
cation number, a virtual account number, an expira-
tion date, and a card verification code:

performing one or more operations based on at least the
one-time payment credential token to obtaim the finan-
cial formation;

using the point-ol-sale terminal, providing the financial
injormationand transaction information associated with

the financial transaction to a finanetal institution speci-
fied mthe financial information; and

recemving a confirmation that the financial transaction has
been completed.

2. The method of claim T, wherein the one or more opera-
tions inchida,

extracting the financial information from the one-time pay-
ment credential token.

3. (canceled)
4. The method of claim 1, wherem the service object

inchides a magnetic-stripe-reader service object.
§, {canceled}

6. The method of claim1, wherein the service object
executing on the point-of-sale terminal presents the barcode
scanner to the polmt-ol-sale terminal as a keyboard.

7. The method of claim F, wherein the one or more opera-
tions include extracting the financial information from the
one-time payment credential token,

8. ‘The method of claim 1, wherein the one-lime payment
credential token is onlyvalid for the financial transaction.

§ The method of claim 1, wherem the peripheral device is
selected from the group consisting off a barcode scanner, a
wireless recerver, and a keyboard.

16. A computer-program product lor use in conjunetion
with a podat-ol-sale terminal, the commputer-program product
COMPTIsing & non-lransitory computer-readable storage
medium and a computer-program mechanism embedded
therein, to conduct a financial transaction, the computer-pro-
gram mechanism including:

instructions for receiving a one-time payment credential
token associated with2 customer from a portable elec-
tronic device via a peripheral device coupled to the
point-of-sale terminal and a service objectexecuting on
the point-of-sale terminal, wherein the service object
acis as a driver for the peripheral device, wherein the
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peripheral device includes a barcode scanner that scans
a Pl-digit barcode that includes the one-time payment
credential token,
wherein the one-lime payment credeutial token is gen-

erated by a trusted execution environment executing a
techaique knownto a third party onthe portable elec-
tronic device, and whercia said techniqne does not
need to connect fo the third partyprior to the financial
transaction, aud

wherein the one-time paymentcredential token includes
financial information of the customer, wherein the
financial informationincindes a 6-hgit bank identifi-
cation gqumber, a virtual account qumber, an expira-
tion date, aud a card verification code:

instructions for perlorming one or more operations based
on at jeast the one-time payment credential token to
obtain the financial information;

instructions for providing the finaucial information and
transaction information associated with the financial

transaction tO a financial institution specified in the
fineacial information; and

instructions for receiving a confirmationthat the financial
iransaction has been completed.

Hi. The computer-program product of claim 10, wherein
instructions for performing one or more operations include:

instructions for extracting, the fhnancial information from.
the one-time payment credential token.

12, {canceled}
13. The computer-proyram product of claim 10, wherem

the service object includes a magnetic-stripe-reader service
abject.

14. feanceled}
15. The computer-propram product of claim 10, wheremn

the service object executing on the point-of-sale terminal
presents the barcode scannerto the point-of-sale tenminal as a
keyboard.

16. Phe compputer-program product of claim 1, wherem
instructions for perlorming one or more operations include
instructions for extracting the financial information from the
one-time payment credential token.

17. The computer-program product of claim 10, wherein
the one-llme payment credential token is only valid for the
financial transaction.

18, The computer-program product of claim10, wherein
the peripheral device is selected fromthe group consisting of:
a barcode scanner, a wireless receiver, and a keyboard.

19, A point-of-sale terminal, comprising:
@ processor,

memory; and
a program module, wherein the program module is

stored in the memoryand configurable to be executed
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by the processor to conduct a financial transaction, the
program modnie inclading:
instructions for receiving a one-time payment creden-

tial token associated wih a customer from a por-
table electronic device via a peripheral device
conpled to the point-of-sale terminal and a service
object exeenting on the point-of-sale terminal,
wherein the service object acts as a driver for the
peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device
iclades a barcode scanner that scans an 11 digit
barcode that includes the one-time payment cre-
dental token,
wherein the one-time payment credential token is

generated by a trusted execution environment
executing 4 technique knowntoa third party on
the portable electronic device, and wherein said
technique does uot need to comiect to the third
party prior to the financial trausaction, aud

wherein the one-ime payment credential token
includes Hoancial informationofthe customer,
wherein the financial information inchides a

6-digit bank identification oumber, a virtual
account number, an expiration date, and a card
verification code,

instructions for performing one or more operations
based on at least the one-time payment credential
token to obtain the financial information:

instructions for providing the financial information
and transaction information associated with the

financial transaction to a faancial instioition speci-
fied in the financial information; and

instructions for receiving a confirmation that the
financial transaction has been completed.

20. The point-of-sale terminal of claim 19, wherein
instructions for performing one or more operations inclade:

jastructions for extracting the fiaanctal information from
the one-lime payment credential token,

21. (canceled)
22. (canceled)
23. The point-of-sale terminal of claim 19, wherein the

service Object executing on the point-ol-sale terminal pre-
sents the barcode scanner to the point-of-sale terminal as a
keyboard,

24. The point-of-sale terminal of claim 19, wherein
instructions for performing one or more operations include
iastructions for extracting the Unancial ilormation Irom the
one-time payment credential token.

25. The point-of-sale terminal of claim 19, whereinthe
peripheral device is selected fromthe group consisting of a
barcode scanner, a wireless receiver, and a keyboard.
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A commercial transaction method is disclosed, The method
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device und a polat of sale device. The method further identi-
fies 4 second air interface, whichis different from the first air
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METHOD FO SEND PAYMENT DATA
THROUGHVARIOUS AIR INTERFACES

WITHOUT COMPROMISING USER DATA

CROSS REFERENCH PO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

 

(0601) This application claims priorityto US. Provisional
Patent Application No. 61/671,677, fled Jub, 13, 2012, and
entiied “METHOD TO SEND PAYMENT DATA
THROUGH VARIOUS AIR INTERFACES WITHOUT

COMPROMISING USER DATA, which is meorporated
hereia by reference in ts entirety aud Forall purposes.

ECHINECALPIELD

10002] The described embodiments generally relaie to
methods aud apparatuses for conducting a wireless commer-
cial transaction that is both user Hrendly and secure.

BACKGROUNDS

10003} Devices locatedin close proximity to eachother can
communicate directly using proximity technologies such as
Near-Field Communications (NPC), Radio Frequency iden-
tier CRFHD), and the like. These protocols can establish
wireless communication links between devices quickly and
conveniently, without, for example, performing setup and
registration of the devices with a network provider. NFCcan
be used in electronic transactions, ¢.g., io securely send order
and payment information for online purchases Irom a pur-
chaser’s mobile device to a seller’s point of sale (POS)
device.

10604) Currently, payment miormationsuchas credit card
data in mobile devices is sent directly rom a secure clement
(SE) located in a device such as a mobile phone through
proximity interfaces, such as near field communications
(NPC), without an associated application processor (AP),
such as an application programin the device, accessing the
payment information. Preventing the AP from accessing the
sensitive payment inlormation is necessary because current
payment schemes ase real payment inlormation(credit card
number, expiration date, etc.) that can be nsed to make par-
chases through other means, include online and via the phone,
and data in the AP can be intercepted and compromised by
rogue applications.
10005)
executing a commercial transaction that is bothsecure and
user Friendly.

 

SUMMARY

(0606) in one or more embodiments, a portable device can
make purchases by using near field communications (NFC}Ho
establish a secure link with a point of sale (POS) device
connected to a backend systemthat is configured te execute
comunercial transactions. This secure link can be established

by positioning the portable device to be within close proxim-
ity of the point of sale device. Increased mobility is provided
to users oF the portable device making purchases by estab-
lishing a second secure link that uses a different protocol,
such as WIFT or Bluetooth, that has more desirable charac-
teristics for mamntaming the link over time than NPC.
10007] in one or more embodiments, a secondsecure link is
establishedusing a sharedsecret knownto the portable device
and the backend server, and using an alias fo identify a pur-
chasing account such as a credit card. Whena request to make

Thas, there exists a need for a secure method of

Jan, 16, 2014

a transaction using the credit card is submitted fo the backend
server, the server determines whether the combination of the
alias and crypto data is valid ssing a shared secret that is
known to a secure element i the portable device aud the
backend server. The backend server uses the shared secret

(2.g., symmetric keys, public private keys, ete.) to verily the
alias and the crypto data. The backendreceives the alias from
the portable device via the point ofsale device and combines
the alias with other information, such as counter value known
to boththe backend andthe secure element LOS. The backend

can then generate the same cryptodatausing the shared secret
and received data, and compare the result with the received
erypte data. ifthe comparison indicates that the values are the
same, then the credit card that corresponds to the credit card
alias is provided back to the partmer, and the transaction
proceeds as sormal. Otherwise, the credit card alias is
rejected and the transaction is denied.
[@008] Inone or more embodiments, a method ofperform-
ing a commercial transaction is provided. The method
includes establishing a Hrst secure link over a first air mfer-
dace by a purchasing device, the Hirst secure link betweenthe
purchasing device and 4 point of sale device, identifying a
secondair interface diTerentfromthe firstair interface, estab-
lishing a second secure Hnk over a second air interface, the
second secure link between the purchasing device and a back-
and server, and conducting, using the secondair interlace, a
secure commercial transaction between the purchasing
device and the backend server using paviment data secured by
a shared secret known to a secure clement in the purchasing
device and fo the backend server.

[@009] Embodiments of the invention may include one or
more of the folowing features. The payment data may
include an alias associated with a pavement account, and
establishing the second secure link may melude encrypting
the payment data by the secure element at the purchasing
device using the shared secret as an encryption key. Hstab-
lishing the second secure link may include decrypting, at the
backend server, the payment data using the shared secret, and
veriiving, at the backend server, the payment data, where
verifying includes comparing the payment data to indepen-
dently known payment data stored at the backend server.
Comparing the payment data to independently known pay-
ment data may include retrieving an alas from the decrypted
recerved paymentdata, identifying a credit card account asse-
ciated with the alias, determining if the alias is associated
with the credit card account according to an association
stored in a memory ofthe backend server, and, in response to
determining that the alias is associated with the credit card
account, approving the commercial transaction. Comparing
the payment data may further include retrieving a counter
value from the decryptedretrieved payment data, and com-
paring the counter value fo an mdependently known counter
value stored in a memory ofthe backend server, Establishing
fhe first secure link may incinde establishing a near field
communication link between the purchasing device and the
point ofsale device. identifying a second air interface difler-
ent from the Hirst air interlace may include identilving an air
interlace having properties more desirable than the Hirst air
interface to communicate data to a user over a time period
onger than the time nsed to establishthe first secure lmk.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[@010] The described embodiments and the advantages
thereof may best be understood by reference to the following
description taken in conpunction with the accompanying
drawings.
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{0851} FIG. 1 illustrates a wireless system in accordance
with the described embodiments,

TOO12] FICH 2 further illustrates a wireless systemin accor-
dance with the described embodiments.

{O813) FIGs. 3 ilhustrates a flowchart ofa secure method of
executing a commercial iransaction in accordance with the
described embodiments.

10014) FIC. 4 ilusirates a method of making mobile pay-
mens online in accordance with the described embodiments.

fO8ES} FG. 5 Hlustrates a method of making mobile pay-
ments olfime in accordance with the described embodiments.

i0016] FIC. 6 shows a system block diagram of computer
systemused to execute the software of an embodiment,

 
 
DETATLED DBSCRUPTION OF SELEC

EMBODIMENTS
 

{0817} in the following description, numerous specific
details are set forth to provide a thorough understanding ofthe
concepts underlying the described embodiments. it will be
apparent, however, io one skilled im theart that the described
embodiments may be practiced without some or all of these
specific details, inother instances, well knownprocess steps
have not been described in detail m order to avoid unneces-

sarily obscuring the underlying concepts.
{0818} FHG. 1 shows a portable device 102 that includes a
secure element (Si) 108 configured io securely store and
provide access to creditcard information 106 in accordance
with one or more embodiments. The device 102 also inchxles

an application processor CAP) 164 that executes applications
to, for example, purchase goods and services using the credit
card information 106 to send payments fo vendor systems
such as a point ofsale (POS) device 116, The portable device
102 also meludes one or more air interfaces, suchas near field
communications (NPC) 21d, WIP110 (e.g. wireless local
area network (WLAN } products thatare based on the Institute
of Mectrical and Hlectronics Hagineers’ (BBE) 802.11 stan-
dard} and Bluetooth G37) £12. NFC 114, Bluetooth 112, and
WIP] 116 ave wireless communication protocols. in one
example, the portable device can make purchases by using
near Teld communications (NEC) to wirelessly establish a
secure link withthe point ofsale (POS) device 116, which is
connected to a backend system 118 configured to execute
commercial transactions. ¢.z., a bank, acquirer, or the Hike.
This secure ink using NFC 114 can be established by posi-
tioning the portable device to be wilhin close proximity off
within¢.g., 310 6 omoff ihe point of sale device 116, In this
example, credit card information 106 is sent by the secure
element H)8 as plaintext (1.¢., not encrypted) data direcify to
the NFC 114. The plaintext credit card data 106 is not sent to
the application processor 104.the plaintext credit card data
106 were to be seni to the applicationprocessor 104, a rogue
program could access the credit card data 106 and use Hto
make unauthorized purchases. la the example of FG. I,
access fo the credcard data 106 by rogue programs is pre-
vented because the communication between the secure ele-

ment 108 and the NPC114 is notaccessible to the application
processor 182,
(0819) in other embodiments, the portable device 102 can
use protocols other than NIC to establish the secure link
between the portable device 102 and ihe POS device 116,
particularly protocols that have desirable characteristics for
establishing a secure link, ¢.g., protocols that can establish a
secure link quickly and securely. Profecols with desirable
characteristics for establishing a secure link can have unde-
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sirable characteristics for maintaining the link over time, ¢.g.,
suchprotocols may involve keeping the portable device 102
in the same location for ihe duration of a transaction, The

NEC protocol, dor example, establishes a secure link quickly
aud convenicutly at a point of sale. However, transactions that
inchide sending additional data between the POS terminal
106 and the portable device 162, such as additional payment
information, coupon offers, coupon data, and the lke, can
continue for some time, during which the portable device 102
is kept in the same location within centimeters oF tae POS
tenninal 116, Holding or setting the device 102 near the POS
terminal 116 becomes inconvenient for users, so NFCis less
desirable for longer transactions such as those that involve
transferring more data than used by the payment information
or use more time than used in the NFC connection establish-

meni process. The establishment of the NPC link, which
occurs quickly, is referred to herein as an ioitiel “bump”
because the devices may touch each other momentarily when
the NFC connection is being established. NIC is used herein
as an example, and other types of proximity techoology can
be used in other embodiments.

[6628] Inone or more embodiments, the NPC secure link
can be used to establish a second secure link that uses a

different protecol, such as WIFE 710, Bluetooth 212, or
another wireless protocol that has more desirable character-
istics for maintamiag the link over time than NFC. The par-
ticular protocol that is usedfor the secondlink can be selected
based on configured information, ¢.g., depending on the type
oF communication hardware available in the device, or
according fo user preferences, signal strength, the amount of
data expected to be transferred, andso on.
[6024] 1G. 2 shows the poriable device 102 conducting a
secure commercial transaction using a second air interface
190 of 112 in accordance with one or more embodiments. The
second air interface 110 or 112 is different from the first air
interface 114 thai was usedto establish the secure link. As an

example, FIG, 2 shows the portable device 102 conducting a
secure conumercial transaction using the WIL air interface
110, for a secure link that was established using NFC 214. In
this way, purchase information may be transferred through
the WIFI interface L1@ instead of the N&C interface E14.

WIFLis more convenient than NPCfor users, since the Imted
communication range of NFCrequires the portable device fa
be in close proximity to the POS device, e.g... within 3 fo 6
inches, The secondair interface 114 canbe used, for example,
to sendinformation suchas offers by customers or merchants,
coupon offers and redemptions, receipts, follow up informa-
tion, and so on. The second air interface 114 link can be closed
upon completion of the transaction(s} by, for example, send-
ing a completion or termination message.
[022] £10. 2 farther showsthe secure element 168 passing
enerypied credit card data (CC data) 206 to the application
processor 104. Normal, ie., plaintext, credit card data (CC
data} 106 includes a credcard aumber, expiration date fexp
date) and other information. Encrypted credit card data (CC
data*) 206 includes analias 234 and other cryptographic data
238 such as counter number, merchant 1D, elc.

[0023] As described above, the confidentiality ofdata sent
to the application processor 104 may be compromised, @.g.,
bya rogue application, Therefore, the credit card data 106is
encrypted by the secure clement 108 1o produce encrypted
cryptographic data 206. The secure element 108 generates an
“alias”234 for the credit card data 206, which is passed to the
application processor 1414 instead of the unencrypted credit
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card data 136. The alias 234 is au identifier for the credit card

data 206, but cannot be used to make a payment withoutvalid
erypto data 238 that corresponds to the alias 234. Thus, the
alias need not be stored securely, because payments made
with the alias 234 are aot accepted by the backend 118 unless
the corresponding crypto data 238 is also supplied, e.g. ina
request fo process a payment.

(0024) The ervpto data 238 may be, lor example, a digi-
tally-signed combination of one or more ofthe alias 234, a
counter value that is incremented for each alias value, a ran-

dom number, a merchant identifier, or any other value that is
believed to be important. The shared secret 207 may be, jor
example, a symmetric key distributed to the secure clement
168 at the thne the device 102 is manufactured, and loaded
into ihe backend £18 via secure communication behind 4

firewall, In other embodiments, a cryptographic key
exchange mechanism may be used to establishthe shared
secret. Therefore, the alias can be known by the application
processor 104 wahout compromising security. The crypto
data is, in one or more embodiments, stored in ihe secure
element 108 and used to generate the crypto data 238 at the
portable device 102 based upon the alias received Hrom the
application processor 144, A user may enter the alias 234 inta
the application processor H)4, and the alias 234 is also known
to the backend 118, The alias is, for example, providedto the
user by the organization that operates the backend, e.g., an
online merchant.

10025] in one or more embodiments, when a request to
make @ fransaction using the credit card is submitted to the
backend server 414, the server 414 determines whether the
combination of the alias 234 and crypto data 238 are valid
using a shared secret 207 that is knownto the secure element
168 andthe backendserver 118. The backenduses the shared

secret (e.p., svmunetric keys, public private keys, efc.) to
verily the alas 234 and the crypto data 238. The backend 118
receives the alias fromthe portable device 102 via the point of
sale 116, combines the alias 234 with other information as
described above (.g.. a counter value known to both the
backend P18 and the secure element 108, and so on}. The
backend 118 can then generate the same crypto data using the
shared secret and recetved data, and compare the result with
the received crypto data. Ifthe comparison indicates thatthe
values are the same, then the credit card that corresponds to
the credit card alias 234 is provided back to the partner 412,
andthe transactionproceeds as nonnal. Otherwise, the credit
eardalias is rejected andihe transaction is denied.

10026] FIC: 3 shows the flow chart of an example method
360 te conduct a secure commercial transaetion in accor-
dance with one or more embodiments,Phe method 300-can be

implemented as, for example, computer program code
encoded on a computer readable medium and executable bya
processor ofa computer system.

(0027) The method 300 includes, at block 32 establishing
a secure fink between a portable device and a POS deviee,
exchanging transaction data at block 310, and exchanging
coupons, offers, stere credits, location information, cic. at
block 312 The method further includes making paviment and
diseonnecting ihe portable deviee trom the POS device. The
establishing a secure link portion 302 includes establishing a
bump 304, ¢.9., an N’C eomneetion, exchanging keys as
described above with reference to Fic, 2, and determininy,
which wireless interface fo use, ¢.g., NPC, RFID, or another
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inferlace. Exchanging transaction data meludes exchanging
credit card information, etc, as described above with refer-
enee to FIG. 2,

[6028] 1G. 4 shows an example method to make mobile
payments online in accordance with one or more embodi-
ments. A mobile device 462 includes a secure element 404

anda wallet 406, which is similar to the secure element 108 of
FIG, 2, Payment data 408, inchiding the credit card alias,
expiration date, and crypto CVVfe... credit card security
code) is sent to the merchant 410, which is analogous to the
point of sale 116 of F1iG. 2. The merchant 414 sends an
authorization request io a partner 412, @g., a credit card
network, and a backend server validates the paymentinfor-
mation, ¢.9., credit card number, CVV, counter, alias, andany
other miormation using a secret keythat is knownto both the
backend server 414 and the wallet 406. ifthe payment infor-
mation matches corresponding values independently known
to the backend server, then the server 414 auwhhonzes ihe
transaction. Otherwise, the transaction is declined.

)O029]  FiG. 5 shows an example method to make mobile
payments offline (c.g., in store} m accordance with one or
more embodiments. Block 502 is a portable device that
includes a secure clement 504 and anapplication processor
506 as described above with reference to F1G. 2. The appli-
cation processor 506 sends paviment data 408, ¢.2., credit card
information including a name, alias, expiration data, counter,
and security code, to a POS terminal 516. The POS terminal
510 forwards the payment data to a partmer 512, e.g., a mer-
chant acquirer, whichin tumsends an authorizationrequest to
the backend 514. The backend authorizes the request if the
recerved payment data has been encrypted with the same
secret key 207 that is known to the backend514, and the data
thal resulis from decrypting the received payment data
matches corresponding values independently known to the
backend server 514.

)0030| FIG. 6 shows a system block diagram of computer
system 600 used to execute the sofiware of an embodiment.
Computer system 600 inchides subsystems suchas a central
processor 602, systemmemory 604, fixed storage 606 (e.z.,
hard drive}, removable storage 608 (¢.g.. FLASHED, and net-
work interlace 610. The central processor 602, for example,
can execute computer program code (e.@., an operating sys-
tem) to implement the invention. Anoperating system is
normally, but necessarily) resident m the system memory 604
during its execution. Other computer systemssuitable for use
with the iavention may inclide additional or fewer sub-
systems, For example, another computer system could
inchide more than one processor 602 (.e., a multi-processor
system) or a cache memory.

[@032] The various aspects, embodiments, implementa-
tions or features of the described entbodiments can be used

separately or in any combination. Various aspects of the
described embodiments ean be implemented by sofhware,
hardware or a eombination of hardware and software.

[6032] The foregoing description, for purposes ofexplana-
tion, used specifie nomenclature to provide a thoronghunder-
standing of the described embodiments. However, it will be
apparent fo one skilled in the art that the specific details are
not required inorder to praetiee the desertbed embodiments.
Thus, the foregoing descriptions ofthe speeifie embodiments
described herein are presented for purposes ofHiustration and
description. They are aot intended to be exhaustive or to limit
the embodiments fo the precise forms disclosed. 1 will be
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apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many modili-
cations andvariations are possible in view ofthe above teach-
ings.
{0033} The advantages of the embodiments described are
numerous. Different aspects, embodiments or implementa-
Hions can yield one or more of the following advantages.
Manyfeatures and advantages ofthe present embodiments
are apparent from the wrifien description and, thus, if is
infended by the appended claims to cover all such features
and advantages of the invention. Further, since numerous
mochfieshons and changes will readily occur to ihose skilled
in the art, the embodiments shonld not be limitedto the exact
construction and operation as illustrated and described.
Hence, all suitable modifications and equivalents can be
resorted fo as falling wilhin the scope ofthe invention.

Whatis claimed is:

L Amethodofperforming a commercial transaction, com-
prising:

establishing a first secure link over a first air interface by a
purchasing device, the first secure link between the pur-
chasing device and a pomofsale device:

identilving a second air interface differentfromthe first air
interlace,

establishing a second secure link over the second air infer-
face, the second secure link between the purchasing
device and a backend server, and

conducting, using the second secure link, a secure com-
mercial transaction between the purchasing device and
the backend server using payment data secured by a
shared secret knownto a secure element inthe purchas-
ing device and to the backend server.

2. ‘The method ofclaim 1, wherein the payment data com-
prises an alias associated witha payment accoum, and estab-
lishing the second secure link comprises:

encrypting the payment data by the secnre element at the
purchasing device usiny the shared secretas an encryp-
ton kev.

3. The method ofclaim 2, wherein establishing the second
secnre link comprises:

decrypting, at the backend server, the payment data using
the sharedsecret; and

veriying, at the backend server, the paymentdata,
wherein veriying includes comparing the payment data to

independently known payment data stored at the back-
end server.

4. The methodofclaim3, wherein comparing the payment
data to independently known payment data comprises:

retrieving an alias Irom the decrypted recerved payment
data,

identilving a credit card account associated with the alias:

determining ifthe alias is associated with the credit card
account according to an association stored in a memory
of the backendserver, and

in resporise fo determining that the alias is associated with
the credit card accoun!, approving the commercial trans-
action.

§. The methodofclaim4, wherein comparing the payment
data further comprises:

retrieving a counter value from the decrypted retrieved
payment data, and

comparing the counter value to an independently known
counter value stored in a memory of the backend server.
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6. The method of claim 1, wherein establishing the first
secure link comprises establishing a near field communica-
hon link between the purchasing device and the pointofsale
device.

7. The method ofclaim 1, wherem identiying a second air
interface different iromthefirst air interface includes identi-

fying an air interface having properties more desirable than.
the frst air interlace for communication ofdatato a user over

a time period longer than the time used to establish the first
secure link,

8. A system comprising:
a purchasing device
point ofsale device, and
a backend server,

the purchasing device configured to:
establish a secure Hnk over a first air interlace, the secure

link betweenihe purchasing device anda point ofsale
device; and

identifya secondair interface diticrent fromthe firstair
inferface, the second air interlace being used fo con-
duct a secure commercial transaction between the

purchasing device and a backend server using pay-
ment data secured by a shared secret known to 2
secure element in the purchasing device and to the
backend server.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the payment data com-
prises an. alias associated with a payment account, the pur-
chasing device further confignredfo use a secure element to
encryptthe paymentdata using the shared secretas an encryp-
ton kev.

16. The system ofclaim 9, wherein the backend is config-
ured 10:

decrypt the payment data using ihe shared secret; and
compare the payment data to independently known pay-

ment data.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein to comparing the
paymentdata the backendserver is confignredto:

retrieve an alias fromthe decrypted received paymentdata;
identify a credit card account associated withthe alias,
determine HWthe alias is associated with the credit card

account according f0 an association stored in a memory
ofthe backend server, and

in response to a determinationthat the alias is associated
with the credit card acconat, approve the commercial
transact.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein to compare the pay-
ment data, the backend server is further conligured to:

retrieve a connter value fromthe decryptedretrieved pay-
ment data; and

compare the conmier value to an independently known
counter value stored in a memory ofthe backend server.

13. The system ofclaim 8, wherein the second air interface
is established using a security key exchanged between the
purchasing device and the backend server via the first air
interlace.

14. The system ofclaim 8, wherein to ideniily the second
air interface different from the first air interlace, the purchas-
ing device is configured to identity an air interface having
properties desirable for communicating data over a longer
period oftime more conveniently to a user than the frst air
interface,

15. Anon-iransitory computer readable mediumfor acom-
puter system, the non-lransitory computer readable medrum
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having stored thereon computer program code executable by
a processor, the computer programcode comprising:

computer program code confignred to cause the processor
to establish a first secure link over a firstair interiace by
a purchasing device, the first secure link between the
purchasing device and a pomt ofsale device,

computer program code confignred fo cause the processor
to Klentily a second uir interface different from the first
air imerface;

compuler program code configured to cause the processor
to establish a second secure link over a second alr imter-

face, the second secure link between the purchasing
device and s backendserver, and

compiler program code configured to cause the processor
to conduct, using the second alr inferlace, a secure com-
mercial transaction between the purchasing device and
the backend server using payment data secured bya
sharedsecret knownto a secure elementin the purchas-
ing device and to the backend server,

16. ‘The computer readable medium of claim 14, wherein
the payment data comprises an alius associnted with a pay-
meni uccount, and the computer programcode confignredto
estublish the second secure link comprises:

compuler program code configured to encrypt the payment
data by the secure element at the purchasing device
using the shared secret as an encryptionkey.

V7. The computer rendable medium of claim16, wherein
the computer program. code confignred to establish the sec-
and secure link comprises:

computer program code configured to decrypt, at te back-
and server, the paymentdata using the sharedsecret, und
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computer program code configured to compare the pay-
ment data to independently known payment dats stored
at the backendserver.

18. Phe computer readable mediumof clam 17, wherein
ihe computer program code configured to compare the pay-
meni data to independently knownpayment data comprises:

computer program code configured to retrieve an alins
fromthe decrypted received paymentdatz,

computer program code configured to identilya credit card
account associated with the alias;

computer programcode confignredto determine ifthe alins
is associated with the credit card account according to an
association stored In a memory of the backend server,
and

computer program code configured to in response to deter-
mining, that the alias is associated with the credit card
account, approve the commercial transact,

1%. Phe computer readable medium of claim 18, wherein
computer program code configured to compare the payment
data further comprises:

computer program code configured to retrieve a counter
value fromthe decrypted retrieved payment data; und

computer program code configured te compare the counter
value to an independently known counter value stored in
a memory of the backend server.

20. The computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein
the computer program code confignred to establish the first
secure link comprises computer program code configured to
establish a near field commumication Hak between the pur-
chasing device and the point ofsale device.
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71) Applicant: IN'TUIT INC., Mountain View, CA (US) G7) ABSTRACT

ae ; . . During operation ofthe system, a user ofa portable electronic
72) Inventors: Exile CW. Dunn, T alo Alto, CA (US); device provides a request to enroll ina financial service asso-

Alexander 8, Ran, Palo Alto, CA (US) Giated with a provider. for example, the financial service may
. ee ee en mete facilitate financial transactions via a financial applicationthat

73) Assignees. IN'TUITINC.. Mountain View, CA (US) executes on the portable electronic device. Then, an elec-
ironic device determines that the user is an existing customer 

21) Appl. No. 13/626,776 of at least one of a set of financial institutions that have a
business relationship withthe provider, where the provideris

22) Filed: Sep. 25, 2012 other then one of the financial institutions, Next, the elec-
irondevice enrolis the user in the fiaancial service without

Publication Classification requesting additional information from the user. By leverag-
ing the business relationship betweenthe user and one ofthe

(SE) tnt. Ci, financial tastHutions in the set of financial institutions, the
C60 20T¢ (2612.01) user can aveid having to perform a complicated enrollment
C60 d00 (2612.01) process in order to start using the financial service.
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